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INTRODUCTION

The book you hold in your hand is a piece of old technology
which records the changes being made by new technology
on the established patterns of journalism.

George Brock
Saturday Editor of
The Times, UK, and
World Editors Forum
President

Two previous editions of Trends in Newsrooms illustrated
that disruption due to technology change is more often an
opportunity than a threat. At the World Editors Forum we think
that editors all over the world need a source of intelligence
which allows them to see trends coming. The earlier the
intelligence, the better the chance to adapt and adjust.
With that need in mind we started editorsweblog.org. Three
years ago we experimented with a booklet that rounded up
the best posts from that blog. The ﬁrst Trends in Newsrooms
was, frankly, a surprise hit. The second was the best-selling
publication that the World Editors Forum or the World
Association of Newspapers has ever produced.
In the short time that Trends in Newsrooms has been appearing, vast shifts have taken
place. Online and print journalism work side by side in newsrooms; reporters and editors
increasingly do both at once. Journalism is more transparent and readers more involved.
“Mainstream media” are under attack from web publications and writers who claim that
their more authentic reporting will ﬁnish the arrogance of big corporate-owned media. Web
media are under attack for hidden agendas and inaccuracy.
With the proliferation of media, the pressure on old business models means pressure on
newsrooms. Newspaper formats, infographics, weekend editions, collaborative partnerships
are just four areas which have seen rapid recent development. All these debates, and many
more, are tracked every day at editorsweblog.org
So we decided to keep swopping between technologies to reach the widest audience
of editors we can. Hence this third compilation in print. We hope that you ﬁnd it useful.
But if it isn’t quite up-to-date enough, don’t forget that the new developments are all on
www.editorsweblog.org
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REPORT’S SOURCES AND
COPYRIGHT ISSUES
Many thanks to all of our sources without which this report would not have been
possible. The goal of The Editors Weblog (www.editorsweblog.org) is to summarize
the main ideas of press-related articles and to facilitate direct access to them. We
never reprint complete articles and we respect international copyright rules by only
quoting excerpts from and properly sourcing related articles.
OUR MAIN ONLINE SOURCES ARE:
47news.jp (Japan) • AdAge.com (USA)
• Aftenposten (Norway) • Aftonbladet
(Sweden) • Agence France Presse
(France) • Agencyfaqs (India) • Al
Jazeera (Qatar) • Allafrica.com (USA)
• American Journalism Review (USA)
• American Press Institute (USA) •
An Nahar (Lebanon) • Answers.com
(USA) • AOL Money & Finance (USA)
• Apple Daily (Taiwan) • Arab News
(Saudia Arabia) • Arab Press Network
(France) • Associated Press (USA) •
Association of Online Publishers (UK) •
Backfence (USA) • Bakotopia/Bakersﬁeld
Californian (USA) • Baristanet.com (USA)
• Bayosphere (USA) • BBC News (UK) •
Bild (Germany) • Boston Globe (USA) •
Boston Herald (USA) • Brand Republic
(UK) • Broadcasting & Cable (USA) •
Business Week (USA) • Buzz Machine /
Jeff Jarvis (USA) • Canada.com (Canada)
• CB News (France) • CBS Marketwatch
(USA) • Center for Citizen Media (USA)
• China Daily (China) • CityTools (USA)
• ClickZ (USA) • Clubic.com (France) •
Cnet.com (USA) • CNN Money (USA) •
CNN News (USA) • Columbia Journalism
Review (USA) • Commonwealth Press
Union (UK) • Corante (USA) • Corriere
della Sera (Italy) • Courrier International
(France) • Crowdsourcing blog (USA) •
Cyberjournalist.net (USA) • Daily Star
(Lebanon) • Daily Times (Nigeria) •
DailyMe (USA) • Dan Gillmor’s weblog
(USA) • del.icio.us (USA) • Der Spiegel
(Germany) • Der Standard (Austria) •
Die Welt (Germany) • digg.com (USA) •
Digital Deliverance (USA) • DMEurope
(The Netherlands) • Dotjournalism.
co.uk (UK) • Editor & Publisher (USA)

• El Commercio (Peru) • El Mercurio
(Chile) • El Mundo (Spain) • El Pais
(Spain) • eMarketer (USA) • European

Journalism Centre (The Netherlands)
• Facebook (USA) • Fakt (Poland) •
Financial Times Deutschland (Germany)
• Finanz Nachrichten (Germany) • First
Draft with Tim Porter (USA) • Flickr
(USA) • Follow the Media (Switzerland) •
Forbes (USA) • Future of the newspaper
(France) • Gaceta de Prensa (Spain) •
Gannett (USA) • Global Voices (USA)
• Google Blog Search (USA) • Gazeta
Wyborcza (Poland) • Google News
(USA) • High Plains Messenger (USA) •
Holdthefrontpage (UK) • ICFJ (USA) • IFEX
(Canada) • IFRA newsletter (Germany)
• I Want Media (USA) • Info Periodistas
(Spain) • Inform.com (USA) • Innovation
blog (USA / Spain) • Instapundit (USA)
• International Herald Tribune (USA /
France) • Internetnews.com • JoongAng
Daily (South Korea) • Japan Media Review
(USA) • Japan Times (Japan) • Joi Ito’s
blog (Japan) • Journalism Hope (USA)
• Kaleva (Finland) • Knight Center for
Americas (USA) • Knight Foundation (USA)
• Komsomolskaya Pravda (Russia) • Korea
Herald (South Korea) • La Voz de Galicia
(Spain) • Lawrence Journal World (USA)
• Le Monde (France) • Lexdon Business
Library (USA) • Libération (France) •
Los Angeles Times (USA) • MacWorld
(USA) • Mail & Guardian (South Africa) •
Marketwatch (USA) • Média Café (USA) •
Media Life Magazine (USA) • Media Mob
Blog (USA) • Mediabistro (USA) • Media
Channel (USA) • Media Culpa / Hans Kullin
(Sweden) • MediaGuardian / The Guardian
(UK) • MediaPost / MediaDailyNews (USA)
• Media-ratings (France) • Mediaweek
(UK) • MediaBulletin (UK) • Metro

(Norway) • Miami Herald (USA) • Micro
Persuasion/ Steve Rubel (USA) • Mignon
Media (France,USA) • Morningstar (USA)
• MSNBC (USA) • MySpace (USA) •
Naples News (USA) • National Union
of Journalists (UK) • New Assignment
(USA) • New Haven Independent (USA)
• NewsNow (UK) • New York Business
(USA) • New York Daily News (USA) •
New York Observer (USA) • New York
Post (USA) • New York Times (USA) •
News Designer (USA) • Newsnow (UK)
• NewsOK (USA) • Newsosaur (USA) •
Newspaper Association of America (USA)
• Newspaper Innovation (The Netherlands)
• Newspapers and Technology (USA)
• Newsplex / IFRA (Germany / USA)
• Newsroom.de (Germany / Austria) •
NewsTrust (USA) • Newsvine (USA) •
Newswatch (India) • Nieman Institute
(USA) • NRC Next (The Netherlands)
• NSK (Japan) • NSK News Bulletin
Online/Pressnet (Japan) • OhmyNews
(South Korea) • Online Journalism Review
(USA) • Paidcontent.org / Rafat Ali (USA)
• Periodistas21 / Juan Varela (Spain)
• Personlich (Germany) • Philadelphia
Inquirer (USA) • PJNet (USA) • Portada
(USA) • Poynter Institute (USA) • Press
Gazette (UK) • Presstime / NAA (USA) •
Pressthink / Jay Rosen (USA) • Publicitas
(Switzerland) • Publico (Portugal) • /
Puget Sound Business Journal (USA)
• Raw Story (USA) • Red Herring
(USA) • / Reporters sans Frontières
(France) • Reuters (UK) • Revver (USA)
• Rocketboom (USA) • Sacramento
Bee (USA) • SAFMA (Pakistan) • Salon
(USA) • San Francisco Chronicle (USA)
• San Jose Mercury News (USA) •
Scoopt (UK) • Seattle Times (USA) •
Siliconvalley.com (USA) • Simon Waldman
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(UK) • Slate (USA) • SmallTownPapers
(USA) • Society for News Design (USA)
• Society of Editors (UK) • Spokane
Spokesman Review (USA) • Straits
Times (Singapore) • Steve Yelvington
(USA) • Sunday Herald (Scotland) •
Sunday Times (South Africa) • Susan
Mernit’s Weblog (USA) • TechCrunch
(USA) • The Age (Australia) • The Denver
Post (USA) • The Economist (UK) • The
Financial Times (UK) • The Independent
online (UK) • The Nation (Thailand) • The
Observer (UK) • The Daily Telegraph (UK)
• Time magazine (USA) • Times of India
(India) • Times online / The Times (UK)
• Topix.net (USA) • Vanity Fair (USA) •
Villamedia (The Netherlands) • Vindicator
(USA) • Visualeditors.com (USA) • Wall
Street Journal (USA) • Washington City
Paper (USA) • Washington Post (USA) •
Westword.com (USA) • Wikinews (USA) •
Wired (USA) • Woophy (The Netherlands)
• World Advertising Research Center
(UK) • World Association of Newspapers
(France) • World Editors Forum (France) •
Yahoo Finance (USA) • Yahoo News (USA)
• Yomiuri Online (Japan) • YourHub (USA)
• YouTube (USA) • ZDNet (USA)

HOW TO READ THE REPORT:

The articles in Trends in Newsrooms 2007 are a synthesis of the best
postings from the Editors Weblog (www.editorsweblog.org), a
publication of the World Editors Forum which tracks the daily evolution
of newspaper newsrooms around the world. In the margin, next to
the title of each article you will ﬁnd the sources from which the
information was originally gathered. Towards the end of each article,
you will ﬁnd the headlines of the Editors Weblog postings from which
the article is adopted. To ﬁnd a posting on the Editors Weblog, type
its headline into the search function on the blog.

REPORT’S AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS:

• Articles written and edited by John Burke in collaboration with Rory
Satran.
• Postings from the Editors Weblog written by John Burke, Jean-Yves
Chainon, Diane Aubale Epstein, Maddie Hanna, Jodie Hopperton,
Allie Judson, Anna-Maria Mende, Robb Montgomery , Bertrand
Pecquerie, Elena Perotti, Katie Ratcliffe, Rory Satran, and Dominique
Lewis Tuohy
• Design by EKMD.org – Marie Daubert and Elie Kongs
• We would like to diversify our sources for Trends in Newsrooms 2008.
Please contact weblog Editor-in-Chief, John Burke, if you would like
to become a new media news provider or if you have any question
about our copyright policy.
email: jburke@wan.asso.fr
Tel: 33 (0)1 47 42 85 41 / Fax: 33 (0)1 47 42 49 48
World Editors Forum, 7, rue Geoffroy St. Hilaire, 75005 Paris, France
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Introduction
Many months of speculation about the future of newspapers culminated
in September 2006 with a front-page story by The Economist asking: “Who killed the
newspaper?” To gain an insiders view of this morbid forecast, the World Editors Forum
launched an initiative to probe those most concerned: editors-in-chief, deputy editors and
senior news executives.

One may have thought them to be morose, discouraged and overwhelmed by the evolution
of technology, but in the ﬁrst Newsroom Barometer ever carried out, they proved to be just
the opposite: 85% of senior news executives see a rosy future for their newspaper.
They accept competition from online sources and free papers, and in turn are making
efforts to adapt to the 21st century readership. They know how to effectively transition
towards online journalism without dismissing editorial quality.
Fifteen years ago, selling newspapers was simply a matter of marketing. But in 2007, editors-in-chief realize that content matters more than ever and cutting newsroom resources
is not at all an effective solution: the redeﬁnition of news will take place with journalists,
not against them.
These are just brief examples of what the 2007 Newsroom Barometer found. As the ﬁrst
international survey focused on newsroom strategies and morale, the Barometer aims to
promote better knowledge of the evolution of the newspaper through the eyes of senior
news executives from around the world. Every year, the survey will ask some of the
same questions, in order to continue tracking the important shifts taking place in news
organizations and newsrooms around the world.
In this era of rapid and accelerating change for journalism, the World Editors Forum believes
that editors worldwide need sharp and focused information to help them do their jobs.
WEF will continue to promote the Newsroom Barometer to improve upon the 435 editors
worldwide who participated in 2007 and try to obtain answers more speciﬁc to separate
geographic areas in 2008.
We are fortunate to have two excellent contributors: John Zogby analyses the results of
the survey and Jeff Jarvis gives critical comment.
Special thanks to Reuters and Zogby International for their ﬁnancial and technical support,
as well as their valuable insight.
Please contact WEF with any ideas and suggestions for the second Newsroom Barometer
at the end of 2007.
Bertrand Pecquerie
Director World Editors Forum
bpecquerie@wan.asso.fr

More info on the Editors Weblog (www.editorsweblog.org):
Search ‘Newsroom Barometer’
See also www.reuters.com and www.zogby.com.
Survey’s technical data on page 11.
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Who Participated
in the Survey?
At the end of 2006, 435 senior news executives answered the Newsroom Barometer
FUNCTION:

REGION:

Nearly half the 435 respondents were editors-in-chief (196), and there
were 74 managing editors. This shows that the survey represents the
opinion of top senior news executives.

For this ﬁrst edition of the Newsroom Barometer, half the respondents
were European (Western Europe combined with Russia & Eastern
Europe). For the 2008 survey, the World Editors Forum will strive to get
more answers from Asia and the Americas.

AGE:

TYPE OF NEWSPAPER:

40% of respondents were
over 50 years of age. Editors under 35 years of age
are in the minority at just
11% of the respondents.

There was a relative balance between regional
or local newspapers and
international or national
newspapers for this first
barometer.

Less than 35

Between 50 and 60

Regional or local newspaper

Between 35 and 50

More than 60

International or national newspaper

PRINT CIRCULATION:

WEBSITE TRAFFIC:

Nearly three quarters of the
respondents’ newspapers
have a circulation below
200,000 (72%), which is
representative of the distribution of newspapers
throughout the world.

Less than 50,000 copies

Less than 50,000 UV

500,000 -1 million UV

50,000 - 200,000 copies

500,000 -1 million copies

50,000 - 200,000 UV

More than 1 million UV

200,000 - 500,000 copies

More than 1 million copies

200,000 - 500,000 UV

Do not have a website

NUMBER OF JOURNALISTS
OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS:

CHANGE IN CIRCULATION
OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS:

Increased circulation

Same circulation

Decreased circulation

Not sure

64% of the respondents’
daily website trafﬁc was
below 200,000 unique
visitors per day (UV), also
representative of the world
press on the whole. 9% still
didn’t have a website.

There was a perfect
divide between newspapers’ circulation that
had either increased or
decreased, which roughly
corresponds to the bipolar
trends between Western
Europe and North America
versus Asia.

Increased number

Same number

Decreased number

Not sure

Globally the studied population showed that newspapers have hired more
journalists; the 26% decrease is localized mostly
in Western Europe and
North America.
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Not So Fast: Who Said
Newspapers Are Dead?
By
John Zogby
A burning debate dominated the headlines more than forty years ago: “Is
God Dead?” screamed the cover of the
U.S. weekly Time magazine. A lengthy
cover story followed featuring the likes
of theologians, political radicals, and
other opinion elites.
Before the God debate took center stage,
media experts and executives had been
asking if, after the emergence of television, the radio was dead.
As it turned out, both debates turned out
to be a tad premature. God is doing just
ﬁne, thank you. He even wins elections
in the United States and is still ﬁghting
wars – on both sides, I might add.
Newspaper leaders are sanguine
about the future of their own
newspaper
And while radio initially struggled to
retain listeners, demand eventually
recovered and with the spread of satellite and Internet radio, the radio industry
today is alive and well.
Today, the gloom and doom predictions
coming from the newspaper headlines

John Zogby is president and CEO
of Zogby International, a New
York-based polling company
which conducted the Newsroom
Barometer for Reuters and WEF.

are about the demise of the newspapers
themselves. Zogby International was
commissioned by the World Editors
Forum and Reuters to do a poll of 435
newspaper editors worldwide and the
results are as clear as the The Sun’s
headline after the British Navy successfully sank an Argentinean cruiser during
the Falklands War: “Gotcha!”
Our global editors survey reveals that
newspaper leaders are sanguine about
the future of their own newspaper.
Eighty-ﬁve percent told us that they
were either “very” or “somewhat” optimistic (question 11), while only 15%
said they were either “somewhat” or
“not” optimistic. (Only 2.5% said they
were “not optimistic at all”). This optimism stands even among the 62% of
respondents who reported that their
newspapers’ circulation has dropped
or remained unchanged over the past
5 years. It also came from all regions
and is signiﬁcant in the face of new
challenges to the medium from both
the Internet and the “free print newspapers” that are being handed out in major
metropolitan areas around the world. In
fact, few of the editors surveyed considered the free print newspapers to be a
“threat” (29%, see question 1) while one
in three (34%) saw them as a “welcome
addition” and 28% viewed free newspapers as a “negligible presence”.
That a full third of editors “welcome” free
newspapers in their market can perhaps
be explained in part by the fact that many
traditional publishers are launching their
own free print newspapers. Though it
should be noted that Europe’s intensely
competitive free newspaper landscape
may also explain why there also resides
a higher level of insecurity (42% of European editors viewed free newspapers
as a threat).
Even more dramatically, four in five
editors (79%, see question 2) felt
that “online/new media journalism”
Continued on p6
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1. WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR VIEW OF FREE PRINT
Over a quarter (29%) of respondents view free newspaNEWSPAPERS AND THEIR PLACE IN YOUR MARKET?
pers as a threat in their markets, while the majority take a

Number of copies:

>200,000
Average

21

<200,000

29

32

Free sheets: a stronger threat for small papers

A welcome addition
A threat >>

24

29

42

A negligible presence
I don’t really see a difference between
free and paid-for newspapers
Not sure

11

22

29 world

15

Mainly a threat for Europe

more benign view: 34% view them as a welcome addition
and 28% consider them negligible. More editors than not
now consider free papers as ‘real’ newspapers, as part of
the transition towards readers’ changing habits.
Respondents from large newspapers (circulation over 200,000
copies) are much less likely to view free papers as a threat
(21%), compared to those from smaller papers (circ. less
than 200,000 copies). This is perhaps in large part because
larger newspapers have the resources to ﬁght off free paper
competition, as well as produce their own version.
Although the free paper model emerged in Norway and
Sweden, respondents from Western Europe, where there
is a long tradition of paid-for dailies, are more likely to view
free papers as a threat (42%) while other world regions are
more inclined to welcome the emergence of free sheets.

>

2. WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR VIEW OF ONLINE/NEW MEDIA
Respondents overwhelmingly view online and new media
JOURNALISM AND ITS ROLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY?
as a welcome addition (79%) but those with high volume
Web trafﬁc (in UV):

No web
<200,000
Average
>200,000

65 77

79

87

A welcome addition for big websites

70

A welcome addition >>

71

85

A threat
A negligible presence

79 world

71

75

88

I don’t really see a difference between the two
Not sure

web trafﬁc (more than 200,000 unique visitors per day) are
much more predisposed to new media (87%) since much
of their audience and revenue is, and will increasingly be,
generated through their online edition.
Papers with no website or more modest web trafﬁc (less
than 200,000 UV per day) are understandably less inclined
toward new media, (65% and 77% respectively), because
they have less vested interest in the medium, and have
perhaps even suffered from the emergence of alternative
news sources.
Surprisingly, only 71% of respondents from North America,
usually portrayed as the biggest proponents of new media,
actually welcome new media, compared to 85% of Western
European respondents.

A welcome addition worldwide

3. BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY TO INTERACT WITH READERS positive for quality journalism while only 8% take a
ONLINE, IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT: “NEWS IS NO LONGER A LECTURE. negative view.
IT IS A CONVERSATION” (DAN GILLMOR). HOW DO YOU VIEW THE
Whereas one might reasonably assume that responses
EFFECTS OF THIS PHENOMENON ON QUALITY JOURNALISM?

Age:

>50
Average
<50

70

74

76

Interactivity: more positive for young editors

Neutral

Positive >>

Not sure

Negative

> Three quarters of respondents (74%)

view the trend toward interactivity between
news organizations and their readers-– what
Dan Gillmor calls a “conversation”– as

76
73

67

77

83
74 world

88

Interactivity seen as positive worldwide

would differ markedly among various age groups, answers
are relatively similar. As expected, a large majority (76%)
of respondents younger than 51 are enthusiastic about
the news-as-conversation concept – yet 70% of older
respondents also approved of this vision, an overall
good indication that newspaper editors and executives
are open to journalism’s interactive evolution irrespective of their age.
Interestingly, respondents from North America and Western Europe, where the news-conversation concept truly
emerged, have arguably a more ‘factual-is-professional’
model of quality journalism, and are less prone to view this
“conversation” as positive for quality journalism (respectively 67% and 73%). Respondents from Asia and South
America, emerging markets, have a positive view at 77%
and 88% respectively.
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Continued from p4
is a “welcome addition” in their community. Of several choices to the
respondents on how best “to invest
in editorial quality (in their)… newsroom, the top choice was “train(ing)
journalists in new media” (36%), followed by “recruit(ing) more journalists
(23%) and “retrain(ing) staff in traditional journalism skills” (see questions 4 and 5). Clearly, print editors
see the internet and its new journalism
components as the next wave of their
own business and are preparing for
this wave, instead of opting to fight
it. Almost half (48%, see question 6)
felt that the “majority of news - print
and online - will be free in the future”
anyway. In the United States, the news
business seems especially aware to
this trend with 63% foreseeing most
news as free.
Interesting to note is that despite the
bullishness and acceptance surrounding online/new media, over one-third
of respondents (35%, see question 7)
believe that print newspapers will still
be the primary way in which news is
read in their communities in 10 years.
This compares to 40% who believe that
news will be primarily consumed online
and 11% who cite mobile devices as the
primary vehicle through which news will
be delivered.
So what will be the future of opinion and analysis pages over the next
ten years? Two in three (66%, see
question 8) said these will “increase
in importance and, likely because of
this enhanced role explaining events
in lieu of straightforward reporting,
51% responded that the quality of
journalism will “improve over the next
ten years”. Only one in four (26%, see
question 9) saw journalism quality
worsening.

35% of respondents believe that
print newspapers will still be the
primary way in which news will
be read
The editors polled worried less about
threats of editorial independence
coming from the public they serve
and more from the business side of
the newspapers. Over half either cited
“pressure from advertisers” (27%,
see question 10) and “pressure from
shareholders” (26%) as the “principal
threat to your newspaper’s editorial
independence”. Only 19% saw “political pressure” as the main problem.
However, those more likely to be concerned about political pressure are
those editors from Africa (43%), South
America (29%), Russia (69%), and
China (57%), and South Asia (35%).
(N.B. Some of the subgroup sizes are
very small but they are worth reporting
because of the key difference between
these regions and the West).
In short, newspaper editorial leaders
worldwide have good feelings about
the future of their own papers and the
industry as a whole and they seem to
be prepared for (and even welcome)
the development of new technologies in
news development and distribution.
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4. IF YOU HAD TO INVEST IN EDITORIAL QUALITY, WHAT WOULD
Across all categories, responses illustrated how necesYOU DO FIRST WITHIN THE NEWSROOM?
sary modernization has become for the newspaper industry:

Number of copies:

<200,000
Average

34

>200,000

37

41

Big newspapers more interested in new media

Train journalists in new media >>

27

Recruit more journalists

46

35

31

Re-train staff in traditional journalism skills
Add more opinion and analysis writers
Replace staff with younger journalists

36

47

37 world

Americas focused on new media

Other

> Not surprisingly, training staff in new media ranks as the

5. WHAT WOULD YOU DO SECOND?

Number of copies:

<200,000
Average

14

>200,000

16

17

Recruiting journalists is second in rank

Train journalists in new media
Recruit more journalists >>

15

24

14

14

Re-train staff in traditional journalism skills
Add more opinion analysis writers
Hire more freelancers
Replace staff with younger jounalists

36% of the respondents ranked training their staff in new
media as the #1 priority, followed by 23% who cited the
need to recruit more journalists.
Among smaller papers (circulation of less than 200,000 copies),
while slightly less focused on new media, 34% would invest
in new media ﬁrst. 41% of larger newspapers put even more
emphasis on new media, presumably because digital activities
have long been recognized as the fastest-growing assets and the
strategic focus for cross-platform multimedia companies.
North and South American news editors and executives are
the most focused on new media (46% and 47% respectively)
whereas those from Asia and Western Europe, usually
considered proponents of new media, are surprisingly
below average (31% and 35% respectively) and are more
concerned with ‘old-fashioned’ solutions, such as retraining journalists in ‘traditional skills’ (Asia) or recruiting more
reporters (Western Europe).

11

12

16 world

Recruiting: also an American focus

most popular answer (27%) for the second most important
priority in editorial investment followed by 14% who list
recruiting more journalists. The importance put on hiring
journalists as illustrated by the respondents both in q. 4
and q. 5 underscores a strong traditional vision of editorial
quality and demonstrates that many editors still believe that
the editorial quality of their newspapers depends on the
number of journalists.
For small (circ. of less than 200,000 copies) and large
newspapers alike, one out of six or seven editors would recruit
more journalists. Thus, despite the intense emphasis on new
media and modernization, newspapers still want to rely on
their reporters’ skills to produce a quality newspaper.
Interestingly, while North America primes new media, it is
also by far the most keen on recruiting more journalists, at
24%, as opposed to the 11% to 15% of respondents from
other regions who view recruitment as a priority.

6. DO YOU THINK THAT THE MAJORITY OF NEWS (PRINT AND future of the paid-for daily model is clearly put into question,
ONLINE) WILL BE FREE IN THE FUTURE?
even by those who produce it.
Web trafﬁc (in UV):

No web
<200,000
Average
>200,000

43

47

48

For big websites, news will be free

Yes >>
Not sure

>

No

In this period of upheaval for the newspaper industry’s platforms and methods,
respondents are split, but a near majority,
48%, believe that news will follow its current
trend and that most of it will eventually be
free while 39% take the opposite view. The

58

63

48 world

48

38

The US predict free news

46
39

52

Since the trend towards free news has been exacerbated
by the free-online news model, it’s not surprising that a
majority of respondents (52%) from high volume web trafﬁc (more than 200,000 unique visitors) are more likely to
believe news will be free in the future.
Respondents with smaller websites fall into the norm (47%).
Those with no websites are less likely to accept the trend
towards free news, at 43%, but the relative proximity of the
ﬁgures shows that most respondents believe that the free
news model will dominate the news industry.
63% of respondents from North America, where free online
news is widespread agree with this view, as opposed to
respondents from South America and Africa, 38% and 39%
respectively, whose audiences often have less access to
the Web, or where print paid-for newspapers remain the
primary focus and asset of newspaper companies.
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Are We Innovative
Enough?
By
Jeff Jarvis
I’ll be blunt: One of the biggest threats to
the future of newspapers is not the internet, Craigslist, or freesheets but, indeed,
some editors themselves – those who
have resisted change and missed so many
of the opportunities technology provides to
expand journalism. But I now see signs of
hope as editors embrace the imperative
for change, which is reﬂected in the World
Editors Forum-Reuters-Zogby Newsroom
Barometer: 79% now say that online is a
welcome addition to journalism and their
communities (see question 2); 74% see
news-as-conversation as a positive development (see question 3); and only 29%
see freesheets as threats (see question
1). Well, good. But, of course, the proof
will be in how aggressively, imaginatively,
and quickly these editors transform their
organizations and journalism.
Consider ﬁrst the opportunities of online.
Oh, yes, newspapers are now putting
their news on the internet; that has
become the norm. But look at what
more can be done:
A number of papers are now breaking out of the schedule of publication.
Many have continuous news desks to
serve the public online, anytime. Some

Jeff Jarvis, who blogs on news
and media at Buzzmachine.com,
is new-media columnist for the
Guardian, consulting editor of
Daylife, and associate professor
and director of the News
Innovation Project at the City
University of New York Graduate
School of Journalism.

– including the Washington Post and
London’s Telegraph – are now making
constant news coverage the responsibility of print editors as well. The Guardian in London has begun putting stories
that were destined for print online ﬁrst,
hours before publication. Gannett in
the United States is exploding its newsrooms and ordering journalists to tell the
world what they know when they know
it. Bravo to all that.
But now it is time to go the next step, to
stop deﬁning ourselves by our medium,
paper, and to start deﬁning ourselves by
our service: journalism. In the survey, only
35% believe print will be the most common way of reading news. (see question
7 and note wide geographic disparity in
that prediction: 13% in southern Asia,
14% in China, 24% in North America,
against 35% in Western Europe, more
than 40% in Africa and eastern Europe,
and 65% in India.) In any case, print
is declining in much of the world and
other media are growing everywhere,
so we must move past print to survive
and succeed. In Sweden, the world’s oldest continuously published newspaper,
Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, founded in
1645, went out of print in January and
moved online. Guardian Editor-in-Chief
Alan Rusbridger has said that the new
Berliner presses his paper installed in
2005, at a cost of 80 million pounds, are
likely to be the last they will order.
In the survey, most editors are only
“somewhat optimistic” about the future
of newspapers. Print will not die, but
print is not our future.
And so we must train our journalists
to think past paper. Edward Roussel,
head of digital for the Telegraph, speaks
for more and more editors today when
he says that he expects journalists to
have at their command the full toolkit
of media and to use whatever media
are appropriate for a story and whatever
media serve the public’s needs best.
This is how we are training tomorrow’s
Continued on p10
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7. LOOKING 10 YEARS INTO THE FUTURE, WHAT DO YOU THINK
According to editors and news executives, print will
WILL BE THE MOST COMMON WAY OF READING THE NEWS IN not be the the most common medium for news in the
YOUR COMMUNITY?
near future. It will rather be online, as responses clearly

indicate. Only 35% believe in print’s supremacy 10 years
from now, as opposed to 58% who foresee news mostly
produced on some kind of digital media. Among those,
40% believe online will be the most common platform,
11% believe it will be mobile telephones and 7% e-paper.
Technology will determine how people access news – a
relatively high ﬁgure (19%) believe in technologies that are
still at an emerging stage.
The answers vary measurably depending on regions,
perhaps in part because news platforms are so dependent
on material resources, both for newspaper companies and
for their audiences. Thus Africans are the least likely to
see online as the main news medium (19%) and the most
likely to predict that print will retain its primacy (43%). This
contrasts with North America and Western Europe, wich
are wealthy promoters of new technologies.

36

42

42
19

44

40 world

37

Americas believe most in online news

Online
Print >>
Mobile
E-paper/e-ink/e-tablets
Not sure

36
24

35

43

41

35 world

30

Print stays strong in developing countries

>

8. OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS, DO YOU THINK THAT OPINION AND
Two thirds (66%) of the respondents believe opinion
ANALYSIS PAGES WILL:
and analysis pages will increase: most respondents foresee
Function:

Editors-in-Chief
Average

65

Senior News Exec.

66

67

More opinion pages for all editors

52

76

69

60

Increase in importance >>
Decrease in importance
Remain the same
Not sure

66

62

66 world

US and Europe are more opinion-oriented

(and approve) the upcoming evolution of the morphology
and content of newspapers, which will be less about factual
news and more about analysis and commentary.
There is little variation between the answers of editors-inchief and those of news executives, respectively 65% and
67%, indicating that both categories seem to agree on the
editorial aims of the next 10 years.
A large majority of respondents from North America (76%)
and Western Europe (69%) forecast an increase, compared
to respondents from Eastern Europe or Asia (52% and 60%
respectively). This is possibly because there is already a
huge variety of news sources in the ﬁrst two regions, and
newspapers will have to distinguish themselves not through
their original reporting, but through the strength of their
opinions and analyses about news.

9. OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS, DO YOU THINK THAT THE QUALITY both the relative confidence and the uncertainties of this
OF JOURNALISM IS GOING TO:
transitional period for the newspaper industry.
Circulation in the
last ﬁve years:

Decreasing
Stable

43

Increasing

51

61

Quality: opinion linked to circulation change

>

Remain the same

Improve >>

Not sure

Worsen

A slight majority (51%) believe that journalistic quality will improve versus a quarter
(26%) who think it will worsen, illustrating

36

51

51 world

42

85

54
54

Less optimism in Europe and Russia

Respondents from newspapers whose circulations have
decreased over the past five years are less likely to
believe in the improvement of journalistic quality, 43%,
(compared to 61% of their peers from newspapers
whose circulation has increased). This more skeptical
view can perhaps be in part explained by the fact that
these newspapers’ circulation drops were caused by the
emergence of alternative forms of journalism, often of
lesser professionalism or journalistic quality (freesheets,
blogs, online news portals).
Along with Eastern Europeans (36%), only Western Europeans
(42%) have less than 50% of respondents predicting an
improvement in the quality of journalism, a clear sign of
European skepticism.
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Continued from p8
journalists at the City University of
New York Graduate School of Journalism, where I head the interactive
journalism program. This is what Gannett is expecting of its new newsrooms.
So I see it as somewhat heartening that
when asked how they would improve
editorial quality, a plurality of editors, 37
percent, said they would train journalists
in new media (see question 4).
I was less encouraged by the answer
of 23 percent of editors: They would
improve quality by hiring more journalists. That has been our reﬂexive answer
for so long and it is the spirit behind the
actions of the last two editors of the Los
Angeles Times, who sacriﬁced their positions in a ﬁght to maintain the size of
their newsrooms. I say it is past time to
reexamine and reallocate our resources
and to acknowledge that in many ways,
the newspaper business is inefﬁcient: We
waste money on ego, on duplicating the
reporting of others under our bylines. We
waste yet more providing services, such
as stock market tables, that are vestiges
of our roles as one-size-ﬁts-all providers
of information in our communities.
We have to recognize that the economics
of newspapers have changed irrevocably
– especially in monopoly local markets
– and so we must decide where to put
our resources to best use. We must boil
ourselves down to our essence. So what
is that essence? In the case of local
newspapers, I believe it is about becoming more local. In the case of national
newspapers, I believe it is about providing
stronger analysis (see question 8): 66
percent of survey respondents believe
that “opinion and analysis pages” will
increase in importance – though I would
separate the two and say that opinion
is hardly in short supply in this world of
weblogs). And everyone must invest in
the future: in technology and training.
So with those economic pressures upon
us, doesn’t it inevitably mean that journalism must shrink? No, it does not. And
that leads us to what I believe is the most
important response in the survey: Almost

three-quarters of editors see it as a positive that news is no longer a lecture but a
conversation. But what does that mean?
If this conversation entails merely providing the means to interact – or most often,
to merely react to what we print – then
that does not go far enough. Instead, I
say, we must make the public our partner
in gathering and sharing news. That is
how we will expand the reach of journalism into our communities.
I, among many, used to call this “citizens’
journalism.” But I have recanted that, for
I believe it is a mistake to deﬁne journalism by the person who does it, since
anyone can perform an act of journalism.
And I believe it is dangerous to certify
journalists, for that gives someone the
power to decertify them. Also, I have
heard many journalists complain that
they are citizens, too. So now I call this
“networked journalism,” emphasizing
the value of collaborative, professional/
amateur efforts. Does this mean we hand
over our notebooks to just anyone and
give up the craft? Of course not.
But there are many projects exploring what we can do together: Gannett,
once more, has made collaboration
with the public a cornerstone of its new
newsroom organization. At New York
University, Jay Rosen is launching
NewAssignment.net, which aims to test
whether the public will contribute ideas,
money, and reporting. Many papers are
beginning to rely on members of the
community to help them become more
“hyperlocal.” Michael Maier, founder of
net-only newspaper Netzeitung in Berlin,
has left to start a new company built
around Readers-Edition.de, where the
people report and edit news. The BBC
and the New York Times are enabling
the public to remix their news.
All of that should lead us to see that instead
of fretting over shrinking newspapers and
newsrooms, we should be grateful that
we are in a period of exciting change and
great innovation. The question remains:
Are we innovative enough?
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10. IN THE FUTURE, WHAT DO YOU VIEW AS THE PRINCIPAL Overwhelmingly, the main perceived threat is business-related,
THREAT TO YOUR NEWSPAPER’S EDITORIAL INDEPENDENCE? with 26% of respondents pointing to shareholder pressure and

21

35

46

Pressure from Advertisers

14

24

26 world

9

Shareholders pressure worries rich countries

Pressure from Shareholders
Political pressure >>
Inﬂuence of Public Relations ﬁrms

33

Other
Not sure

42

29

19 world

24

6

5

Political pressure worries developing world

28% listing advertiser pressure giving a combined total of 54%.
Indeed, business and revenue issues have increasingly come
in the way of editorial decisions, whether related to staff cuts
or, in the worst case, content selection. Where newspapers
are heavily capitalized in the stock market, such as in Western
Europe and North America, shareholder pressure is strongly
felt from newspaper editors, 35% and 46% respectively. These
are also the regions where democracy and press freedom are
the most secure, and thus political pressure barely registers
as a threat – 5% and 6% respectively.
For respondents from many other regions of the world, the
main threat is still that of political pressure (19%). Respondents from Eastern Europe and Africa express little concern
for shareholder pressure (14% and 21% respectively), but
lack of press freedom and corruption in these regions leads
respondents to list political pressure as a main threat to
their future, at 33% and 42% respectively.
Newspapers’ editorial choices and independence are still very
much anchored to the national context in which they evolve from.
Finally, 9% see the threat coming from PR ﬁrms, a seemingly
small ﬁgure, yet it underlines the oncoming trend towards PR
ﬁrms’ ownership of and inﬂuence on newspapers.

11. OVERALL, HOW OPTIMISTIC ARE YOU ABOUT YOUR NEWS- Respondents across all categories express optimism about
PAPER’S FUTURE?
their newspaper’s future with 85% of respondents being
Circulation in the
last ﬁve years:

Decreasing
Stable

80

Increasing

85

93

Big newspapers are more optimistic

Very optimistic
+ Somewhat optimistic >>
Somewhat unoptimistic
Not at all optimistic
Not sure

91
87

76

85 world

85

73

88

Believe it: Europe very optimistic!

‘somewhat optimistic’ or ‘very optimistic’. While one could be
led to conclude that newspapers are pessimistic about their
fate by reading the press, our survey shows that editors and
news executives have a promising outlook for the future.
Even among those whose circulation has decreased in the
past ﬁve years, nearly 80% of respondents remain optimistic.
Respondents whose circulation has increased are naturally
even more optimistic – nearly 93%. Perhaps this means
that they consider the current struggles as ensuing from
a transition to a digital medium rather than the structural
end of an industry.
Somewhat paradoxically, considering Eastern Europe and
Western Europe are the two regions from which editors
are the least optimistic on the future of quality journalism
(question 9), Eastern and Western European respondents
are among the most optimistic in the world (91% and 87%
respectively), revealing a nuance between perceptions of
decreasing editorial quality and the well-being of newspapers
as a business.

SURVEY’S TECHNICAL DATA

The survey spanned over two months, from October 8 through December 7, 2006, on the Zogby website. It was a purely online survey and accessible by invitation only. To avoid answers from people who were not senior news executives, a tailored email was sent to editors-in-chief using the
World Editors Forum’s database, which counts 6,000 senior news executives’ emails.

CHAPTER

INTEGRATE YOUR
NEWSROOM STEP BY STEP
SECTION 1: the Daily Telegraph:

a rocky road to integration

SECTION 2: the integrated

newsroom’s ‘big bang’

SECTION 3: the pros and cons
of the integrated newsroom

1

SECTION 4: lightspeed journalism: web-ﬁrst publishing

The days when newspaper journalists had only to worry about their

print column are long gone: multimedia is now an integral part of any serious publication.
Many newspapers have thus begun combining their print and online operations into one
newsroom. In the few years that papers have undertaken the transition to an integrated
newsroom, it has become clear that the steps followed are crucial to its ultimate success.
Although each paper differs in its integration methods, several common principles have
emerged:
Take your time: As the adage goes, Rome wasn’t built in a day. Nor will your integrated
newsroom be. The various facets of molding a multimedia newsroom, from training staff
to developing technology should progress gradually. Hasty integration will result in more
problems than solutions.
Reinvent news production: Daily print habits don’t cut it anymore. All aspects of your
newsroom, from its physical layout to the way journalists interact and from story length
to deadlines, must be modiﬁed when adapting to an integrated newsroom.
Experiment, experiment, experiment: Don’t be afraid of failure. Chances are, your paper
won’t get it right the ﬁrst time around. The perfect product for readers and staff will only
be found through trial and error.
Compensate journalists: With their daily routines being radically transformed, journalists
can become easily overwhelmed. Newsroom management is especially important during a
transition period not only to reassure staff of goals, but to reward them for their efforts.
Maintain journalistic standards: The rapid pace of continuous 24-hour, multimedia news
leaves newspapers accustomed to once-a-day deadlines susceptible to lapses in quality.
Following the above steps will help to minimize errors.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

March 2006: AdAge advises
newspapers to be ‘platform proactive’

April 2006: The New York Times
unveils total website redesign

June 2006: The Guardian begins
web-ﬁrst publishing

October 2006: The Financial Times completes
print/online integration

September 2006: The Telegraph
announces radical integration reform
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The Daily Telegraph: transformations towards integration
The move
Other Sources:
The Telegraph,
Press Gazette,
The Independent

The extensive changes at The Daily Telegraph
in London constituted the most closely
watched newspaper transformation
of 2006. The Telegraph leapt toward
a fully integrated newsroom with a
demanding training program, an array
of multimedia features and a dramatic
change in newsroom organization
including a move from London’s Canary
Wharf to Victoria. The move wasn’t
merely a change of location: the Telegraph shifted from being a newspaper
to a full-blown media organization.
The path to change
At the beginning of 2006, few would
have guessed the impending innovations at the British daily. In print, the
Telegraph was the only UK national
quality daily to maintain its traditional
broadsheet format and the paper’s readership was getting older, averaging 56
years of age.

2006’s best examples
of newsroom integration
• UK:Tremendous
transformations at the
Telegraph
•

On the Web, despite being the ﬁrst British quality national to launch a website in
1994 and the ﬁrst to dabble in podcasting in 2005, City Editor Damian Reece
noted in May 2007 that before the
decision to integrate, the paper wasn’t

sure how to maximize the potential of
its website: “It was static… We were
way behind and there was no sign of
change. So over the past 18 months, we
took a step back, looked around at what
was happening elsewhere and decided
to change. Since then that change has
been speeding up.”
Editor-in-Chief Will Lewis mirrored
Reece’s perception of the Telegraph’s
transformation at the April 2007 6th
Annual Ifra News Summit in Paris;
many reforms Lewis and others proposed were often pushed aside. He told
the story of how he traveled around the
world, visiting various newsrooms to
gather ideas, returning to London with
an arsenal of best practices. He then
sought the support of the newsroom’s
“angriest” employees; those that had
realized the need for change in the past
but had been ignored. With those staffers on his side, it was much easier to
convince their colleagues of the need
for change.

more to say ‘we are a service company
and our service is information and news.
We serve our audience with the things
they want to know and on the platform
where it is comfortable for them to consume it’.”
Schantin continued, “Newspaper will
always be an important part but it
won’t be that you will say ‘OK, we have
a newspaper and we also do online.’
It’s about ‘we are a publishing house,
a media company, it just so happens
that we have a newspaper, but also
our digital channel is as good as the
newspaper.’ Its focus may also be on a
different audience or it provides different
kind of content.”
The Ifra consultant helped guide the
Telegraph through the first steps of
the radical changes: experimentation in newsroom layout and rigorous training.

Dr. Dietmar Schantin of Ifra Newsplex with whom the Telegraph worked
very closely said to journalism.co.uk of
the looming changes: “We are trying

The Telegraph’s innovative
integrated newsroom joins all
multimedia desks in one large
area. 11 desks representing
the paper’s 11 sections radiate
from a central hub where the top
editors deliberate.
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Experimenting, organizing, training
Other sources:
The Independent,
Libération

The challenges the Telegraph faced in integrating were considerable:
- to continue producing a paper of the
same quality, if not better, while uprooting the entrenched mentality of the traditional newsroom
- to seize the opportunity that digital presents both editorially and commercially
- to spread best and scrap bad practices
- to rise to the challenge from new competitors, essentially every publication on
the Web
The “hub and spokes” newsroom
The ﬁrst step to coping with these challenges was to congregate journalists,
editors, photographers, the production
team, etc., on one ﬂoor, in a wide open
ofﬁce space. Fortunately, the Telegraph
found the largest open area in Central
London at Victoria Station.

- audio and video studios for reporters
to create broadcasts and podcasts
- real-time wall projections of various
news sources from around the world,
including the Daily Telegraph’s homepage and a site meter so journalists can
gauge trafﬁc as well as the content in
which readers are most interested
- 4 elevated screens circling the central hub, all connected to PCs so that
page layouts, the day’s top stories and
anything relevant to editorial meetings
could be easily displayed
- isolated booths where journalists
could escape the hustle and bustle of
the ﬂoor and gather their thoughts
- a marketing department situated very
near the hub and spoke layout, a strategy that eases communication between
marketers and journalists and helps the
paper to be properly advertised when a
big story breaks
‘byte’ training

To test the new newsroom dynamic, the
paper started in June 2006 with the business desk, bringing some of its staff over
and experimenting with various designs.
The shape of the newsdesks was found
to be very important and after rigorous
examination, the integration team settled
on a “hub and spoke” model: a central
round-table desk where all the decision
makers sit and from which the 11 sections of the paper radiate, including both
the section’s print and online staff (see
image). No distinction was made between
print and online journalists; everyone
played a role in each function.

Along with the innovative newsroom
layout, the other principal aspect of the
Telegraph’s transformation was a tailored training program. Working closely
with Dr. Schantin, the paper developed
‘byte,’ a ﬁve-day course attended by 24
journalists each week over 15 weeks.
The paper unveiled ‘byte,’ as well as its
integration plans, in September 2006,
claiming the paper would boast “the UK’s
ﬁrst truly integrated multi-media newsroom,” with CEO Murdoch MacLennan saying the project would “(reshape)
the face of the industry.”

The new newsroom design was a radical
departure from the paper’s ofﬁces in
Canary Wharf, a space spread out over 5
ﬂoors on which departments sometimes
had trouble communicating, where sections were hidden in corners and where
some journalists never got to know others on the staff.

On Monday, ‘byte’ kicked off with an
overview of what was going on in the
media world. The point was to make it
clear to the journalists that the newspaper as an industry has a promising
future, but that the future is based on a
strong link with digital journalism.

In addition to the hub and spoke model, the
ﬁnal newsroom organization included:

Throughout the course of the week, the
24 journalists received introductions to

audio and video journalism, Web content strategies, and listened to guest
speakers from the Telegraph as well
as outside organizations such as the
BBC. Question and answer sessions
were also arranged for journalists to
clarify any concerns.
On Friday, the teams produced a mock-up
section of the paper while working on a
mock website. Fake stories were thrown
at the team throughout the day and they
had to decide how to handle them, putting
together multimedia packages complete
with audio, video and mobile text alerts
that most ﬁt the story.
According to Lloyd, through ‘byte’ journalists found skills they never knew they
had and it allowed the paper to root out
talent it otherwise would not have found.
He recognized that all newsroom staff
would not be experts in producing news
for all media, but that some realized they
could do audio and video or write texts
adapted for the Web with more ease
than they ever would have imagined.
After the week was over, Telegraph
management asked for feedback from
the trainees, learning their likes and dislikes so that the paper could continue to
improve the program. The paper continues to offer a wide array of educational
courses easily accessible to its staffers
and spanning subjects from Microsoft
Ofﬁce to multimedia and senior management training.
The costs of integration
As with any restructuring, the integration of the Telegraph’s operations was
not painless. In fact, after the purchase
of the paper by the Barclay Brothers
in 2004 after the collapse of Conrad
Black’s media empire, the paper’s staff
was under a lot of pressure. 2005 witnessed 100 redundancies and 2006’s
integration process saw 133 more,
including 54 in the newsroom.
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“Newspapers, and those who work for them,
have to evolve if they are to survive in an
increasingly competitive environment.”
Furthermore, from October ’05 to October ’06 the Daily Telegraph had three
editors-in-chief, the last appointment
being 37 year-old Will Lewis, originally
hired as a managing director to advance
web operations. Lewis’s appointment
came as a shock to some, as he had
only been with the paper for a bit over
a year.

UK:Tremendous
transformations at the
Telegraph
• UK: One year, three
editors at the Telegraph
• UK: Telegraph calls
impending strike
“regrettable”
•

The paper’s union also threatened to
strike due to concerns over the layoffs
and the new integrated newsroom,
as well as the resultant increased
workload.
Ultimately, Lewis was able to negotiate
an end to the threats. “Newspapers,

and those who work for them, have
to evolve if they are to survive in an
increasingly competitive environment,”
said Lewis during talks. “That means
being more ﬂexible about how and when
we work.”
Some of the changes agreed included
no more early-riser shifts with no extra
pay, nor mandatory Saturday work for
production staff. The Telegraph Media
Group gave its entire staff a 3% raise.
Telegraph management also awarded
a £500 bonus payment to all staff in
compensation for the disruptive move
to Victoria and the unrest caused by the
redundancies.

Editor-in-chief Will Lewis is
striving to abolish an ‘old vs. new
media’ atmosphere.

‘Touchpoints’ top content transformation
The new newsroom organization and comprehensive training program were logically
accompanied by modiﬁcations in content. The Telegraph with the help of Ifra
studied reader habits, isolating seven
primary reader groups and ultimately
resulting in a newsroom schedule
based around four ‘touchpoints’:
- Morning: Readers are more interested in text early in the day so the
Telegraph newsroom focuses on putting articles on the Web that people will
read at their desks.
- Lunch/afternoon: Video and mobile
are the media of choice at lunchtime and
audio features rule the early afternoon
as people get back to work.
- Evening: The evening shift produces
text articles to compile in the afternoon
“click and carry” edition, built for a summary of the day’s news to be read on
the way home.
- Night: more and more readers are
surﬁng the net, and seeking lighter, lifestyle content such as sports, gardening,
and travel.

Not only did the paper notice a shift in
where and when readers were obtaining
their news, but how their tastes were
changing. In April 2007, the paper introduced MyTelegraph, a page on which
users can customize their news from
numerous sources through RSS feeds
while also producing their own blogs,
eventually creating “communities of
interest” among users. Digital editor
Edward Roussel recognized MyTelegraph as a change in the dynamic
between the newsroom and its readers,
from one where the newspaper was a
one-size-ﬁts-all product to one where
the readers are in control. Said Roussel:
“Newspapers now need to build content
around the individual,” and described
Telegraph journalists as “intrigued” with
their new relationship with readers.
Other innovations include:
- A redesigned Sunday edition with
increased web tie-ins works to help improve
the paper’s weekend status which it calls
the “battleground” for new newspapers.

- Telegraph PM, the PDF offering which
is directed at commuters and is an
attempt to compete with free papers
(see chapter 5)
- Video content provided by ITN which
effectively acts as an extension to the
paper’s newsroom by providing clips
that add value to content.
- A daily 5-minute business video produced in-house by Telegraph journalists
conducting interviews with immediate
and outside colleagues.
- Plans to develop a branded online
music download store along the lines
of Apple’s iTunes. The store, dubbed
Perfect Playlist, provides music
from major and independent labels
and includes a feature that lists the
top 10 most popular songs from a
variety of musical styles. Said Roussel to MediaBulletin: “Telegraph.
co.uk is rapidly turning into a destination where you not only read about
news and culture but experience it
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directly with high quality audio, video
and multimedia picture galleries. The
Telegraph music store is an important
step in this direction.”
UK: Telegraph to rival
iTunes?
• Telegraph Group to
launch ‘Telegraph Talk’
• UK: Telegraph creates
social classiﬁed service
•

- The group ventured into digital radio
with Telegraph Talk in 2007. The
radio station broadcasts 24/7 and the
Telegraph aims to compete with the
BBC. Telegraph Talk will encourage

the incorporation of mobile phones and
the internet into the Talk format. The
radio proﬁts from the Telegraph’s prior
experience with its integrated newsroom – newspapers, ITV and now the
radio can collaborate to produce and
distribute content.

which users can upload content and
images to announcement pages hosted
on telegraph.co.uk. Also on these pages,
people can post comments, leave messages, and write anecdotes. The service
will help attract readers (and thus advertisers) to the website, while simultaneously building community.

- A social networking service was
developed in December ’06, through

SECTION: 2

The Integrated
Newsroom’s “Big Bang”
The Grey Lady prepares for a colorful digital future
Other Sources:
nytimes.com,
New York Business

The New York Times newsroom is one of the
vanguards of newsroom integration,
announcing its intention to merge its
print and online divisions in August
2005. The memo sent to Times
employees that month read: “By integrating the newsrooms we plan to
diminish and eventually eliminate the
difference between newspaper journalists and Web journalists.”
However, the ﬁnal integration wouldn’t
be completed until the paper integrated
its ofﬁces in the spring of 2007. The
time apart was considered beneﬁcial
by the head of NYT’s continuous news
desk Neil Chase. At October ‘06’s
World Digital Publishing Conference, he noted that the building in
which the New York Times’ newsroom
was situated had been seven blocks
from that of the online team since its
website’s inception in 1995, allowing
the website to grow and innovate in
ways that would not have been pos-

sible had it been more closely tied to
the print newsroom.
Pieces of the integration puzzle
coming together
NYT’s ﬁrst measurable signs of integration began with a major website overhaul in April ’06. In addition to a host of
new features (see chapter 7), the Times
committed to emphasizing multimedia.
Although the paper had already been
doing a decent job of joining articles with
related multimedia features, it introduced more podcasting and video, as
well as debuted large, colorful pictures
in the middle of the homepage.
In addition, the paper’s site began tying
Web to print. The Today’s Paper feature is an easily navigable tool in that
it lists the headlines by section to the
articles printed in the actual paper. It
also has a screen shot of the front page
with a clickable sidebar of the paper’s

sections. However, efforts in the print
paper to point readers to the web page
were signiﬁcantly less.
Another innovation was the Times’
increased commitment to background
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READING ONLINE NEWSPAPERS

The trickiness
of stickiness

One of the challenges online newspapers face is
keeping readers on their sites. News aggregators
direct users to publications for only one article, and
digital-age readers are impatient and unfaithful.
Online papers are losing money to this phenomenon because
advertisers are less willing to place signiﬁcant ads on sites where
users spend little time. The solution is for online newspapers to
make their websites stickier, by using content and features that
draw users directly to their sites…and keep them there.
So how does a newspaper make itself sticky when the outside
competition is so ﬁerce? For one, every page of a newspaper’s
website must act as a portal to the entire paper. Interconnectedness
is key. Visibly listing related articles, as well as most blogged, read,
and e-mailed articles, is one way to draw readers further into the
site. Multimedia features such as video clips and photo slideshows
related to stories help to hold readers on a site. The home page
should also be accessible from every page of the paper’s site.
Customization can be an important way to create customer
loyalty. If a paper provides readers with tools allowing them to
form their own collection of news, they will return to that paper
to consult the personalized content (see Chapter 7).
If a site feels ‘homey,’ readers will stick around. Community
elements such as forums, chat, email, and user proﬁles are all
enticements to stay on a particular site for a longer period.

information. This included Times
Topics, which lists alphabetically the
names of people, places and organizations accompanied by all of the Times
articles that reference these names.
This was an important realization by
NYT that in order to keep readers on
its site it had to add ‘sticky’ features
by linking back to previous articles
from the paper.
The Times’ redesign was not universally
acclaimed by users. In the comments
to an Editors Weblog posting about the
changes, newspaper designer Alan
Jacobson said: “The new NYTimes.
com is better but it’s not enough…
Newspapers aren’t changing their sites

Another trick is to play into the Average Joe’s desire for workday
escape. Some sites have luck drawing users with entertainment
and gossip news, games, horoscopes, and other pastimes.
Yet another effective way for newspapers to increase stickiness
is to cater to niche or local interests. Readers seeking speciﬁc
information about a topic or region will gravitate towards sites
targeting their interests instead of browsing the Web through
search engines.
One example of a newspaper group exploiting local resources is
Norwegian publisher Schibsted and its two largest papers, VG
(Norway) and Aftonbladet (Sweden). The papers bring in three
quarters of their trafﬁc independently of Google by attracting
readers directly to their front pages and inciting them to stay there
through the aforementioned features. This allows the papers to
boost their online advertising rates which has contributed substantially to Schibsted’s operating proﬁts, 35% of which came
from the publisher’s Internet operations in 2005.
In maintaining a sticky site, however, newspapers must also
guide readers to the best content from other publications (see
chapter 3). With an exceptional website and a comprehensive
directory of quality news around the Web, newspapers will be
sure to keep their readers coming back.

enough or fast enough.” He added that
there was an “urgent need for effective
design and advertising models.”
At the afore-mentioned World Digital
Publishing Conference Neil Chase
commented on his paper’s changes,
adding that bylines are gigantic because
reporters are valued at the paper. The
redesign was built to play up big stories
so that they are emphasized when they
break. Updates are clearly marked. Plus,
video and audio are ever more important, and reporters are encouraged to
toy around with cameras and digital
voice recorders while they report. Chase
also reported that NYT journalists were
blogging more.
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“ Print editors will help journalists

at the website and print edition think smartly about
more three-dimensional ways to present the news.”
The state of
the New York Times online
•A

Case for Measured
Integration, Nytimes.com
redesign: engaging the
21st century reader
• World Digital
Publishing Conference:
NYT’s Continuous News
Desk
• The state of the New
York Times online

Never a paper to shirk its duty, the
Times was well positioned to make
online work as it integrated its print
and digital operations.
NYTimes.com is the most visited newspaper website in the US, and its ad rates
jumped 30% in 2006. The mother

company’s revenues from all digital
properties sprang forward 41% in the
same period to $190 million. Internet
businesses’ income made up 8.5% of
NYT Co. third quarter revenue, a 27%
increase on the same period in 2005.
The $410 million acquisition of About.
com in 2005 ran smoothly, as ad rates
shot up 30%. TimesSelect, the paper’s
online subscription service, also contributed to online growth, by attracting

nearly 200,000 online-only users and
a reported $6 million after its launch in
September 2005.
Considering its relative online success,
the company planned to pursue online
acquisitions and diversiﬁcation. Chief
executive of NYT Co. Janet Robinson
conﬁrmed that the company “is looking
at a variety of different areas.”

Riding the integration wave
Other Sources:
MarketWatch, Guardian,
InfoPeriodistas

The New York Times and Daily Telegraph
aren’t the only papers to have made
integration a priority. Several other major
papers have integrated their styles and
newsrooms, proving that the pattern is
not merely a passing fad.
The Washington Post walks the
integration line
The Washington Post is unique in that its
print and online newsrooms are physically separate, divided by the Potomac
River. As of January 2007, the paper had

no plans of uniting the two branches, but
convergence had crept into the newsroom in other ways.
In November ’06, executive editor
Leonard Downie, Jr. announced that
the paper would be experiencing future
changes with the goals of gaining readership in the print edition and helping
the website continue to grow. The plan
included newsroom reductions, “tightening of the paper’s newshole,” and shortening stories. Speciﬁc categories are
now assigned to writers, leading to more

focused reporting. The ﬁnancial tables
and entire business section were redesigned. The changes were understood
as a step toward integration between
the print and online operations.
In January ’07, Downie told Reuters
that print editors will “help us at the Web
site and at the paper think smartly about
more three-dimensional ways that you
can present the news.”
The Los Angeles Times leaps into
Web-ﬁrst
In January 2006, the Los Angeles
Times announced that its online content producers would be moving into
the “regular newsroom departments,”
reported MarketWatch. Joel Sapell,
executive editor for interactive at the
paper, declared that the paper’s online
department would focus on delivering
more to the reader: “We need to create
a different kind of online news operation, one that recognizes the changing
expectations of readers who consume
news on the Internet.”

The Washington Post (top left),
Los Angeles Times (top right), and
Sacramento Bee (left) have taken
different approaches to newsroom
integration showing that there
is no unique best practice when
combining print and online
operations

In October, the paper announced its
‘Manhattan Project,’ a plan to spice up
its website and reconnect with readers
(see chapter 4). A year after its original announcement, in January 2007,
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“ Break news on the Web,

expand on it in print. We have to change what we
are doing online and in print to better engage readers.”
LAT publisher and CEO David Hiller
revealed the paper’s new plan: to begin
a web-ﬁrst publishing strategy, using the
print version for more in-depth analysis.
Said editor Jim O’Shea: “Our philosophy going forward is ‘Break it on the
Web, expand on it in print’. We have to
change what we are doing online, and
also in print, to better engage readers
and users.”

Stephen Brook of the Guardian
reported that FT editor-in-chief Lionel
Barber deemed the move essential to
“meet the demands of the digital age.”
The move included cuts of 10% of the
editorial staff and obliged journalists to
work 3 early-morning shifts per month
(see following section).

Swifter, shorter stories at the Sacramento Bee

In September 2006, The Times began its
own integration process, but slowly, by
only merging its print and online business desks. Online business journalists moved into the ofﬁces of their print
equivalents and print journalists began
ﬁling for the TimesOnline. The paper
also launched a daily, downloadable
PDF business supplement, The Note
(see chapter 5).

The California paper’s advancements
with continuous news updates and online
emphasis changed the paper’s content
dramatically. In February ‘06, editor
Armando Acuna explained to the public
the steps the paper was taking to integrate: “Once a straightforward, seldom
changing, boring regurgitation of what
was published in the morning’s paper, (the
website) is now publishing short, breaking
stories throughout the day…It’s a ﬂedgling start, and the news is fast and short,
but the key is that it has begun.”
Ralph Frattura, director of interactive
products at the Bee, suggested that the
change will be difﬁcult for the paper’s
journalists, stating that the success of
the project would ultimately depend on
a cultural change inside the newsroom:
“Reporters and editors long tied to the
rhythms of print publication will need
to adjust and contribute to this additional way of disseminating news and
information.”

The Times of London takes its time

The Beeb reaches out to readers
Britain’s venerable broadcaster is leaning towards its audience as its interactive
newsroom evolves. The BBC’s head of
News Interactive, Pete Clifton, detailed
the group’s strategy at the World Digital Publishing Conference in October
‘06. “(Readers) want greater involve-

ment, the news they want when they
want it, to recommend content, they
want to hold us to account but at the
same time they still expect the same
quality journalism,” said Clifton. In that,
news organizations need to be more
ﬂexible in how they present the news.
The BBC began by redesigning its
homepage to include more video and
audio. At the time of Clifton’s speech,
text reporting outpaced video on the
Beeb’s internationally acclaimed site
by 20 to 1, but he was sure that would
change in favor of video with time.
Blogs have also become an integral
part of the BBC’s strategy and they
have “gotten some really good ones off
the ground.” The Beeb has launched a
blog for senior editors where they go
to discuss ideas and complaints and
where the audience can follow the inner
workings of the organization and leave
their own suggestions.
Clifton suggested that other organizations work to make more of their content available on different platforms,
be ready to innovate with different
approaches, and admit mistakes to be

The Financial Times ﬁne-tunes its
news production
The Financial Times integrated its print
and online newsrooms on October 1,
2006, incorporating a total consolidation of print and online news desks. The
union also included a complete transition to the Methode production system,
with which print and online articles are
edited with the same interface.

The Financial Times (top
left) made one big step into
multimedia integration whereas
The Times of London (top right)
is taking it step by step. The BBC
(left) is often cited as having one
of the world’s best news websites
and is now including its audience
in the news process.
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“ The integrated newsroom will mean
a change of mentality. All of us will be journalists
period, not print or digital journalists.”
able to move on. When news outlets do
integrate, which Clifton sees as inevitable, he doubts that there will even be a
department in news organizations called
‘interactive.’
“Reverse publishing” to reform
regionals?

US: Washington
Post tiptoes towards
integrated newsroom
• US: Los Angeles Times
converges
• A quick look at how
newspaper content
changes online
• Spain: 20 Minutos to
combine print and online
desks
•

Whereas the standard integration theory has been such that breaking news
should be posted immediately to the
Web and analysis published in print, a
weekly paper in Cheltenham, England
broke the mould. Compact, launched
in April ’06 and named to reﬂect its A4
format, labeled its production methods
‘reverse publishing.’

Justin Mafham, the man behind
the paper, described the print/online
dynamic: “The paper will include the
most up-to-date content from the website, but the website (updated hourly) will
be much more in-depth, with analysis,
links and comment.” He also noted that
Compact’s strategy was the opposite of
that of most regional British publishers,
which tend to be “protective rather than
pro-active” when it comes to the relationship between print and Web.
20 Minutos: freesheets
ﬁxing newsrooms
Arsenio Escolar, editor of Spain’s most
popular free paper and most read gen-

eral newspaper, 20 Minutos, announced
in November ’06 that his paper’s print
and Web divisions were in the process
of uniting. Escolar deemed that integration would eliminate the duplication of
tasks while providing for more efﬁcient
use of resources. The paper would also
strive to have content ready for distribution on any platform and Escolar hinted
that the newsroom would be open 24
hours a day.
Wrote Escolar on his blog: “More than
anything, (the changes) will mean a
change of mentality and concept. All of
us will be journalists period, not print or
digital journalists.”

SECTION: 3

The Pros and Cons
of the Integrated Newsroom
The case for convergence
Other Source:
Society of Editors

News is moving online, whether we like
it or not. Many feel that in order to facilitate the shift to multimedia and online,
an integrated or converged newsroom
is key. The reasoning is that as news
becomes a commodity translated across
several platforms (print, online, audio,
video, mobile, etc), teamwork and ﬂuidity are improved in an integrated setting.
However, there are many opponents to
this concept of a ‘new’ newsroom. First,
some words from the proponents:
Carolyn McCall, Chief Executive,
Guardian Media Group
McCall spoke at the October ’06 World

Digital Publishing Conference in
London. She noted three major changes
causing upheaval for newspapers,
including the integration of audio and
video, the global scope of the Internet,
and the inclusion of the reader interactivity. McCall also cited some key challenges for newspapers, including:
- Newspapers must have a clear digital
vision for which leadership from the top
is vital.
- Staying close to users is more important than ever before. Newspapers have
to listen to readers and make sure they
are given what they desire, a reversal of
the traditional top-down news model.

- Innovation must be used for learning
purposes. Newspapers can’t be afraid
to fail. They must experiment and take
risks to see what works. McCall mentioned the Guardian’s blog experiment,
Comment is Free, which has proven a
huge success with hundreds of contributing bloggers and dozens of comments
on each post.
- Software developers are now just as
important as your journalists, an insinuation that would have been mocked only
a few years before.
- Newspapers must drive digital revenue growth.
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“None of us can deny

that the only game in town now is multi-platform journalism
combined with multi-platform advertising.”
Bob Benz, VP and General Manager,
EW Scripps Newspapers
Also speaking at the 2006 World Digital Publishing Conference, Benz
addressed the need for newspapers
to think like venture capital outﬁts and
start-up companies. With this mindset,
inexpensive technologies can allow
papers to produce cutting-edge multimedia content. Scripps put aside $1.5
million to fund its newspapers’ innovative ideas, but contributes only $2 or 3
thousand per project, not the hundreds
of thousands usually invested.
Jim Brady, Executive Editor, Washington Post
Yet another convergence prophet from
the World Digital Publishing Conference, online innovator Jim Brady. He
described four types of convergence:
- Technical convergence concerns
the range of device, including the different machines that people use these
days to display content: computers,
mobile phones, PDAs, etc.
- Audience convergence means that
there are now several huge groups of

people (such as MySpace users), as
well as smaller, more speciﬁc online
communities (i.e. groups dedicated to
medieval renaissance pottery), in addition
to geographic communities, all of which
are part of the news conversation.
- Competitive convergence is the
idea that anybody can do anything on
the web, that the playing ﬁeld is leveled.
Even though this democratization equals
greater competition, large newspapers
can shine by highlighting their strengths,
such as its sheer number of stories, and
professional-level multimedia content.
- Information convergence means
that people can now take information
from different sources and mix them
together, in the way websites might
mix Google maps with classiﬁed ads
for apartments.
For all those reasons, Brady said, the
Post’s philosophy now is that the actual
article is the starting point of the conversation, rather than it being the more
traditional endpoint of top-down journalism. But the question remains, are
the Post’s journalists onboard, even if
it takes more time and effort? Absolutely, said Brady, because the issue of
whether newspapers need to do this is
not even up for debate.

Kinsey Wilson, Executive Editor,
USA Today
Wilson stressed the need for papers to
integrate, but with caution: “If the goal
is to create a stronger, more ﬂexible
organization, it only makes sense to
move with some care and deliberation
in bringing such disparate operations
together.”
Roy Greenslade, columnist and
blogger, Media Guardian
In a speech at The Newspaper
Society’s CEP 2006, media pundit
Greenslade outlined his ideas for how
newspapers should adapt to the media
revolution that is jeopardizing print.
“None of us can deny that the only game
in town now is multi-platform journalism
combined with multi-platform advertising,” he said. Greenslade went on to
pitch the idea that newspapers should
use their brand names to launch a multiplatform approach, for which journalists
should be trained sufﬁciently. Other key
points from Greenslade’s speech:
- We in the media cannot prescribe any
longer what people should read or see
or hear, the technology allows them to
decide.
- Newspapers should be "preaching the
reach" or telling advertisers, investors
and readers alike, just who is receiving
the content.
Robb Montgomery, founder of
visualeditors.com and newspaper
consultant

Carolyn McCall of The Guardian
(top left), Bob Benz of Scripps
(right), and Kinsey Wilson of
USA Today (top right) are three
executives stressing the need
for multimedia integration
and innovations in traditional
newspaper newsrooms.

Montgomery, writing about Google’s
purchase of YouTube for the Editors
Weblog, explained how video could
make websites more sticky. Stickiness
is the holy grail of newspaper sites: the
stickier a site is, the more time users
spend there and the more the advertising is worth. Although newspaper sites
get a lot of trafﬁc, they are generally not
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“ The real investment for newspapers

is to reengineer their operations, retrain and redeploy their teams
to gain the expertise in telling stories across many platforms.”
sticky. Video is just one of the tools that
can contribute to reader intrigue and
satisfaction, keeping them on your site.
Newspapers must take risks with new
technology to enable this satisfaction.
Wrote Montgomery: “The costs now are
so low to produce and distribute ondemand content (whether video, audio
or PDF) the real investment for newspapers is to reengineer their operations,
retrain and redeploy their teams to gain
the expertise in telling stories across
many platforms. The card in hand for
newspapers is to be able to apply their
story telling expertise to these new
forms - and soon.”
Steve Outing, interactive media
reporter, Editor and Publisher
Analyzing newspapers’ transition to
online, Steve Outing gave papers a less
than satisfactory B-rating. However, he
did indicate some concrete steps that
papers need to take in order to advance
toward good Internet journalism:

should be wise to offer a better mix of
content formats – and cease being so
word-dominated,” he wrote.
- He insisted on even further emphasis on
newspapers using blogging and onlineexclusive content. “Newspapers for too
long relied on republishing content that
originated for the print product.” He thinks
newspapers should give more importance
to “breaking-news blogs,” which could
deliver regular updates on local stories
or international events. “Some stories are
important enough – are urgent enough
– that they should be treated to a ‘here’s
what we know now’.”
- Outing also pointed to the fact that online
classiﬁed ads, which amount to a rising
share of a newspaper’s revenue, suffer
from lack of modernization. Too often are
they merely transposed from the print version of the ad, a simple link box.
- Outing’s last proposal was to bolster
online interactivity. Most newspaper
websites barely offer the possibility to
comment an article or enter a forum
for debate.
Society of Editors Conference

- Outing believes audio and video are
necessary means for newspaper development online: “I think newspapers

World Digital
Publishing
Conference: how to
adapt to the digital
transformation
• A Case for Measured
Integration, Newspapers,
the YouTube and
Google merger and the
future
• Concrete steps to help
newspapers transit to
online
• Multi-tasking
multimedia journalists

A panel discussion of five industry
professionals at the Society of Edi-

•

Media journalists and consultants
are watching integration very
closely with many, such as
The Guardian’s Roy Greenslade
(top left), Robb Montgomery of
visualeditors.com (top right)
and Steve Outing of Editor &
Publisher (left), urging newspaper
newsrooms to adopt multimedia
practices.

tors’ Conference concluded that
the next-generation of journalists are
going to survive on multi-tasking in
multimedia. Journalists are going to
need more than just writing skills in the
future because of on-going changes
and demand of the market. “The old
order has passed. Get over it. Cling to
wreckage if you like, but if you do, you’re
going down to,” said Kevin Marsh, BBC
College of Journalism editor. John
Meehan, editor of the Hull Daily Mail
agreed: “Technology is not an obstacle,
but attitude can be a barrier. I think it
really is in the mind.”
Convergence 2.0
Then there is the idea that traditional
news outlets should partner with or buy
new media features from those that are
more experienced in the ﬁeld. At the
June ’06 Convergence 2.0 summit in
New York, About.com founder Scott
Kurnit said: “Big media shouldn’t build
but should buy. They can’t compete with
entrepreneurs who will do it at two times
the speed.” There are dangers to buying, however, said Dennis A. Miller,
general partner at Spark Capital:
“Anything that smells of what’s on the
cover of Newsweek (we avoid) because
that means it’s well accepted from pop
culture and you should have been there
a year ago.”
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The case against convergence
Other Sources:
Guardian Unlimited,
Ifra Newsplex
Convergence
Newsletter

As many proponents wax on about the
approaching convergence revolution,
there is another school that believes
disparate media are best left apart.
Where the convergence proponents
would have you believe that integration
is the only solution, others support the
notion that different media have their
own development and processes.
Emily Bell, editor-in-chief, Guardian
Unlimited
Bell thinks that convergence may not
turn out to be the saving grace of media
companies as predicted. In the summer of 2006, she noted that the majority
of revenue still came from traditional
media. Bell wrote that the audience may
not be all too keen on total convergence.
She recounted a story she heard once
about our television sets recognizing
what we’re watching, then ﬁnding others
that are watching the same thing so that
the program can be discussed in online
chat rooms. Sure, this could be possible, but wouldn’t it be an “unnecessary
enhancement” to the audience’s entertainment? Bell concluded with Rupert
Murdoch and MySpace, observing
that tweaking the successful website
(see chapter 6) by imposing traditional
media upon its users could result in a
mass exodus.
Richard Addis, former editor, Daily
Express

• The latest on the
digital revolution
• UK: A case against
multimedia convergence
• Adapting to readers’
quicker news
consumption
• Is convergence a good
idea for newsrooms?

Richard Addis believes convergence is
just a fad. Writing in the Independent,
Addis noted how he believes the convergence idea is blown out of proportion
by media consultants eager to capitalize
on newspapers’ fears. His reasoning is
as follows:
- Each journalism genre has its own
complex skill system, which do not
translate well to other media.
- Convergence results in diluted, commoditized news, lacking in “insight, wit,
personality, and attitude.”

- The industry has come to place too
much value on polyvalence, when specialization still has real value.
Rick Edmonds, media business
analyst, Poynter Institute
Edmonds does not believe that discounted
subscriptions and online readership will
be able to make up for the loss in print
revenue due to circulation drops:
- In the second bi-annual Audit Bureau
of Circulations report of 2006, American papers lost 2.8% of their daily print
circulation. Edmonds felt that even these
numbers were misleading as Merrill
Lynch newspaper analyst Lauren Rich
Fine showed that many subscriptions
were heavily discounted meaning that
even half-price offers are not doing
much to help either print circulation
ﬁgures or revenues.
- The online user only spent an average 1.4 minutes daily (41 minutes per
month) perusing through the headlines,
leaving very little time to view advertising. Furthermore, since 2002, the average paper print reader cut by half the
time spent reading a daily (10 minutes
as opposed to 20).
Dick Moore, VP of news, local US
Fox afﬁliate
Moore thinks that new media desks
should be kept separate. Furthermore,
he doesn’t believe that journalists
armed with mobile phone cameras or
weblogs done by broadcast anchors
are sufﬁcient new sources and that
they distract those journalists from
their primary duties: “A separate and

The Guardian’s Editor-in-Chief,
Emily Bell, sees the need for
multimedia convergence, but
takes a cautious approach,
noting that most revenues still
come from print and occasionally
the beneﬁts of technology are
exaggerated.

specially-trained staff was a necessary
resource to get started in new media.
It might be a necessary part of taking
things to the next level.”
Tom Priddy, online content producer, GoUpstate.com
Priddy himself writes for print and then
edits audio and video for a multimedia package, but he realizes that not
every journalist is capable or willing to
do so. Still, as the audience is increasingly using multiple sources for news,
new media is obligatory for newsrooms.
Journalists who don’t learn these new
skills will be encouraged to work in
teams and “establish strong working
relationships.”
Ed Wasserman, Knight professor of
journalism and ethics, Washington
and Lee University
Wasserman warned against the speed
of Internet journalism in an article entitled “Is ‘convergence’ the next media
disaster?.” He outlined his theory that
the web presents “the greatest harm
to the quality of news and information
we receive,” continuing with, “True, correcting errors is easier, but how much
conﬁdence can anybody have in media
that publish before they edit?”
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“ The Web presents the greatest harm

to quality news and information. How much conﬁdence
can anybody have in media that publish before they edit?”
MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING

Become
“platform
proactive”

As the New York Times Co. gradually moved into
online multimedia beginning in the mid-90s, Chairman Arthur Sulzberger Jr., adopted a ‘platform
agnostic’ strategy, meaning that the medium chosen
for distributing a story was secondary, as long as NYT Co. content
got to the public. Some saw this as a newspaper company taking
a precarious step away from print. Others as a bold leap into a
broadband world. AdAge’s Media Guy Simon Dumenco just
thought Sulzberger and crew were coming up short.
Instead of this more lax approach to content distribution, Dumenco
advocated becoming ‘platform proactive;’ “presenting information precisely where readers can get the richest, most compelling
experience, which,” he added, “will often not be in print.”

Fashion is another newspaper topic portrayed better on the
Web. For instance, the French daily Le Figaro has a renowned
Madame Figaro section aimed exclusively at women. The paper’s
weekend edition is accompanied by a glossy magazine, but the
paper’s website presents an outstanding example of platform
proactivity, complete with a wide selection of articles adorned
by numerous colorful photos and slideshows unfeasible for the
limited space of print.
This is not to say that newspaper print sections such as art
and fashion reviews are to disappear. But if newspapers are to
be platform proactive, they must use these print sections as a
preview, directing readers to the interactive multimedia compilations on their websites.

The catalyst of Dumenco’s column was The New York Times’
March 2006 decision to stop printing stock tables in the actual
paper, reserving the content for its website (see chapter 5). The
Media Guy couldn’t believe that it had taken the “corporate halfwits”
at the Grey Lady so long to scrap those pages, “which are obviously
a zillion times more useful in a searchable, interactive context.”
Dumenco listed other examples from the New York Times print
edition that for him would work better online, including his favorite
music critic who, after experimenting with podcasts, “needs to
get entirely off of newsprint,” and art columnist whose “reviews
often appear in the paper with no illustration at all.”

Journalists and integration: more work, no more money
Other Source:
Editor and Publisher

Some would say that the Web has facilitated
the job of the journalist: it’s easier to
do research, it’s easier to communicate
and it’s easier to publish articles. Others
would say the tasks of online journalists
are much more complex: on top of their
traditional everyday functions, reporters
must now interact with readers, create
podcasts and blogs, and succumb to the
pressures of a 24-hour news cycle.
Journalists at the Wall Street Journal are
of the latter opinion, rebelling against a

management that they feel demands
too much.
In November 2006, a union of WSJ
journalists decided that they had had
enough of pro bono mandatory interviews with cable news station CNBC
as well as podcasts and webcasts for
the paper’s website they were creating
free of charge. They declared they would
no longer perform these tasks without
proper remuneration.

The main concern: why were staff journalists wasting time being interviewed
on television and for the Internet without
pay when they should be out digging into
stories and interviewing people, the job
for which they are paid?
The Journal’s staff is not the ﬁrst to feel
the burnout from the effects new media
is having on their profession:
A “hollow-eyed” New York Times staffer
is quoted in a Vanity Fair article by
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Michael Wolff complaining that the
Internet has caused “everyone to do
more and more for no more money.”
The Washington Post encountered
staff discontent when it was revealed
that many staffers writing blogs for
the paper were not compensated for
the extra time it took to write the blog,
whereas other staffers who maintained
blogs under their own names were (see
chapter 2).

US: more journalists
revolting against new
media tasks
• US: Boston Globe
workers not proﬁting
from Boston.com
•

Journalists at the Financial Times expressed
their frustration at the new working schedule the Pearson paper imposed on them
during its newsroom restructuring, requiring that journalists work at least three 7
a.m. shifts per month.

Staff at The Daily Telegraph were also in
crisis mode as they made the transition
to a state of the art multimedia newsroom
that will involve a new media training program for all as well as Saturday and early
morning shifts (see section 1).
An October contract for workers of
the Boston Globe Newspaper Guild
connected pay increase to the print
paper’s revenue. Plus, despite a sanction obliging employees to contribute
to the paper’s proﬁtable Boston.com
website, the contract did not appropriate any extra beneﬁts to the contributing journalists. The proposed changes
resulted in rancor among the paper’s
1,000 guild members, 194 of which
signed a challenging petition. “It seems

to ﬂy in the face of basic fairness,” said
cartoonist Dan Wasserman. The contract was ultimately defeated.
Considering these examples, perhaps
most disturbing is the fact that, despite
the additional workload that is obviously
forced on journalists in an integrated
newsroom, each one of the aforementioned papers cut newsroom staff in
2006. This may be the money-saving
answer the papers’ accountants are
looking for, but it certainly does not
bode well for journalists, be it for those
getting laid-off or those locked in the
time-consuming yoke of new media
news production.

Financing integration
Other Sources:
Editor & Publisher,
Poynter.org

The ultimate goal of integration is to streamline
newspapers’ operations so that more
money is being made without repetition of tasks, working toward a lean
news-making machine. But like all new
concepts, the economic model is not
quite in place yet. Print is still where the
majority of money is made.
The print/online ﬁnancial gap
Merrill Lynch newspaper industry analyst Lauren Rich Fine’s October ’06
report found that it could take newspapers’ digital revenues 30 years to make
up half of company revenues. “Even if
the rapid (online) growth continues for
the next few years, we don’t see online
representing over 50% of newspaper ad revenues for at least a couple
of decades, suggesting that industry
proﬁt could stay ﬂat for the foreseeable
future,” Fine estimated.
Although she parenthesized that if print
revenues decline even faster than pre-

dicted, online income will rise faster, her
biggest worry for the industry lies in the
signiﬁcant loss of revenues from classiﬁed advertising which is moving to the
Web at alarming rates, siphoning money
that newspapers used to monopolize.
In the same vein, Editor and Publisher
online editor David S.Hischman wrote
in an October column that he was “less
and less able to justify spending money
on a print paper in the morning.”
Seamless advertising desks
When integrating the newsroom, integrating print and online advertising
departments is also crucial. Creating
an online department has left many
newspapers susceptible to channel
conﬂict, with commercial teams competing directly for online and print advertising budgets from the same client, as
has been the case in the past with UK
tabloids owned by Trinity Mirror and
News Corps. This direct competition

can damage both existing and future
commercial success.
Newspapers must be careful that all
approaches to clients and agencies are
seamless so that clients are not able
to leverage this to their advantage and
lower the margins. This means thinking
carefully about individual targets and
bonuses. Throughout a news organization,
regardless of its set up, one department’s
success is often linked to that of another.
With online as a separate division, newspapers run the risk of building invisible
walls to other departments. Newspapers
must therefore work out how to set targets
and bonuses to avoid or minimize these
internal conﬂicts of interest.
Outsourcing
Increasingly, news organizations are
considering outsourcing their work,
to places like Singapore or India. The
logic is intuitive: the average pay rate
is a third less than in the U.S., there
are neither equipment fees, nor health
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“ Online won’t represent 50% of newspapers’

ad revenues for at least a couple of decades suggesting that
industry proﬁt could stay ﬂat for the foreseeable future.”

Feb 05

Oct 05

Jun 06

Feb 07

The New York Times Co. and
The Tribune Company have seen
their stock price fall precipitously
as more people turn to the
Internet for news. The fact that
online revenues are not making
up for those lost in print has
been a major factor. (source:
Marketwatch).

Feb 05

Oct 05

beneﬁts to cater for, nor any extra costs
for the U.S. company. Even more importantly, many of these satellite laborers
produce quality work.
Compare the average work and payload
between a U.S. company and Hi-Tech
Export, an Indian company that offers
40 hours of proofreading and copy editing for $295. No wonder more newspaper parts are being pieced together offshore. U.S. newspaper companies now
post ads on the Indian Monster.com to
hire copy editors and proofreaders.

Online revenues to
take time catching up
to print
• To maximize online
revenue, newspapers
must synchronize
departments
• Will tomorrow’s US
newspapers be made
in India?
• Journalist jobs shipped
overseas
•

The Chicago Tribune replaced 40 of its
customer service employees with the
help of APAC Customer Service in
the Philippines. So did the Los Angeles
Times. The Columbus Dispatch cut 90
jobs as it contracted its whole graphic
design work to India-based Afﬁnity
Express Inc. Wire stories, in some
cases, can be more efﬁciently edited
offshore by a workgroup that is more
familiar with the story’s setting. On the

Jun 06

Feb 07

other hand, there will always be newspaper jobs that require local knowledge
and proximity to the fact.
After surveying 350 newsrooms for a
July study, The World Association of
Newspapers concluded “outsourcing
plays a major part in the newspaper
industry of today.” British news service Reuters has seen both positives
and negative from its outsourcing. The
company, which employs 340 employees in Bangalore to write on American
business, has actually increased jobs in
their New York ofﬁce since opening the
India branch.
But American journalists affected by outsourcing are doubtful when it comes to
trusting the work of their Indian counterparts. To prove their point, angry Newspaper Guild of New York members
ran an ad in the Wall Street Journal
picturing businessman Warren Buffett
with a caption citing Jimmy Buffett, a
popular American songwriter.
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Lightspeed Journalism:
Web-first Publishing
The NY Times and The Guardian square off on instant web publishing
Other Sources:
Editor and Publisher,
Society of Editors,
Advertising Age

The integration of print and online
newsrooms proved to be one of 2006’s
hottest newspaper industry trends and
will surely continue to be so as more
papers embrace the advantages of the
Internet. The manner in which they integrate, however, may vary.

wood, foreign editor for The Guardian,
which began a Web-ﬁrst policy in June
2006, spoke with the Editors Weblog
about their respective approaches to
Internet publishing.

Two preliminary strategies that act as
steppingstones to a fully integrated
newsroom are the Continuous News
Desk (CND) and a Web-ﬁrst policy.

The New York Times began its Continuous
News Desk in 1999. It is composed of a
team of 14 people, half journalists, half editors. The CND reports, edits and publishes
articles all day long and works directly with
reporters in the ﬁeld and editors from the
paper’s various news desks.

The CND has been an institution at
several papers in the United States for
a number of years. The desk acts as a
central hub, receiving breaking news
from the wires and all sections of a
paper to be posted to its website as
quickly as possible.

All journalism will be Web-ﬁrst

Web before the print edition will become
the norm for newspapers everywhere,
but differed somewhat in their perspective. Commented Sherwood: “Once there
is the means to get news to your audience on a rolling 24-hour basis, there’s
no logic to holding it back for a once-aday newspapers deadline. Consumers
of news increasingly expect to be able
to access news at a time which suits
them, rather than times determined by
newspaper deadlines or ﬁxed tv/radio
news broadcasts.”

A Web-ﬁrst policy is a more recent feature of newsrooms that has emerged
mostly in the UK. The idea behind the
policy is that stories that once would
have been held for publishing in the print
edition are now posted to the paper’s
website as soon as they are ready.

The Guardian began experimenting
with a Web-ﬁrst policy primarily for its
foreign and business desks, although
other desks have been known to follow
the strategy from time to time. According
to Chase and Sherwood, the foreign and
business desks make the most sense for
immediate Web publishing due to the
time zone differences of foreign correspondents and the urgency of business
news, especially prevalent before the
markets open in the morning.

Chase, on the other hand, noted that
“publishing ‘immediately’ doesn’t mean
a steady stream of news all day. The
Times has been on a once-a-day newspaper schedule since 1851… Clear
analysis and storytelling is often not
possible until the events of the day are
winding down and people are reﬂecting
thoughtfully on them. So a signiﬁcant
number of articles written for The Times
are completed at the end of the day. For
that reason, many stories still go up late
in the evening, around the same time
they’re being put into the newspaper.”

Neil Chase, editor of the CND at the
New York Times, and Harriet Sher-

Both the American and British editor
believe that publishing articles on the

To get it quick, or to get it right?
“The main difﬁculty with online-ﬁrst
publishing is getting the balance right
between speed and quality,” stressed
Sherwood. She and Chase both emphasized the necessity for rapid online publishing, but maintained that quality and
accuracy remained the core principles
behind their respective papers’ journalism and that all articles that are posted
to the Web are fact-checked and vetted
properly.

The Guardian’s Foreign Editor
Harriet Sherwood (top right)
and New York Times’ Continuous
News Desk Editor Neil Chase (top
left) are strongly in favor of Webﬁrst publishing but emphasize the
necessity to maintain high content
standards over speed.

For The Guardian’s foreign news, a wire
story is usually posted as soon as the
news breaks while a London-based web
reporter writes up a quick version, followed by an article from a Guardian correspondent on the ground which eventually replaces the ﬁrst two. “By publishing
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“ The main difﬁculty

with online-ﬁrst publishing is getting
the balance right between speed and quality.”
straight to the Web, a reader should be
able to access a Guardian article almost
24 hours ahead of it being published in
the newspaper.”
Sherwood continued, “I am at pains to
stress the importance of accuracy – and
the importance of giving the correspondent enough time to do some proper
reporting. The risk is that the speed
imperative could override meeting the
high standards we set ourselves.”
The New York Times follows a similar
pattern, publishing a short story with
the known facts which is then built on
as more are conﬁrmed. But here, the
deﬁnition of ‘immediate’ varies according to Chase: “If a big news event happens at 9am and we publish a quick
one-line alert about it, we have posted
the story ‘immediately’. If we then
spend 30 minutes reporting, writing
and editing a six-paragraph story and
put it on the Web, was that ‘immediate’? Or was it a half-hour late? Or was
it 14 hours ahead of when it would have
made the newspaper?”

Does the continuous
news-desk resolve the
issue of Web-ﬁrst v
editorial quality?
• “Web-ﬁrst” publishing
at The Guardian:
balancing between
speed and quality.
•

NYT’s CND editor added another aspect
to the speed vs. accuracy challenge:
sometimes the wire stories are dubious.
In that case, Chase receives a call from
the Times foreign bureau chief asking

him to hold the story while Times journalists in the ﬁeld check it out. “A halfhour later, that bureau will tell us what’s
really going on, and we can report it
accurately. That’s a vital function. We
don’t report things we can’t conﬁrm if
they’re at all questionable.”
The changing newsroom dynamic
Staffs at both papers have been relatively receptive to the changes that the
CND and Web-ﬁrst policy have brought
about, but Sherwood and Chase used
the words ‘gradual’ and ‘evolution’ to
describe those changes: “Changing the
way that hundreds of journalists think
about deadlines and breaking news is
an evolution.” said Chase.
Sherwood remarked that the Guardian’s
Web-ﬁrst policy was actively reshaping
the way in which journalists and editors
interact, especially when deciding how
to maximize impact on both the print and
Web platforms. This has reassured her
faith in the role of the editor in the Internet age: “I have considered whether the
move to digital journalism makes editors
irrelevant, wondering whether it should
offer the reporter more autonomy…
However, our correspondents tell me
they value interaction with an editor in
discussion of a story.”

In the New York Times newsroom, journalists have become used to ﬁling for
the CND which has helped to “spread
out the workload through the day and
perhaps allow more time for thoughtful
editing, more time to ask and answer
question sthat come up in the editing
process… and more chances to put
copy on the website more quickly,”
said Chase.
With the 2007 integration plans at the
Times, Web and print journalists have
begun working in the same newsroom,
which has made a “tremendous difference.” Chase also noted that some
journalists “have really embraced the
Web; they call in all the time, ﬁle early,
offer to work on multimedia pieces and
share the enthusiasm we have for publishing online.”
Both Chase and Sherwood admitted
the dangers of the CND and Web-ﬁrst
policy, mostly due to the question of
getting the facts straight the ﬁrst time
around. But in the end, the two editors
felt that ultimately, journalism on the
Web would help to improve their newspapers’ overall quality and contribute to
a more comprehensive news experience
for readers.

“Scooping yourself”: to publish ﬁrst in print or online?
News has always traveled quickly, but the
age of online news has accelerated
its speed even further, breeding
competition among both print and
online news outlets. This competition
has raised the question of when and
where to publish breaking stories.
Online? Or in the print edition the
next morning? Chances are, if you
don’t publish the story first, someone
else will beat you to it.

Other Sources:
MediaPost, USA Today,
Boston Globe, Poynter

Of course, there are exceptions, particularly for in-depth investigative reporting.
The New York Times was able to hold
onto its government phone-tapping story
for over a year before it broke without
any other papers picking it up. But for
run-of-the-mill scoops, newspapers are
better off posting to their websites when
the news breaks:
- Alan D.Mutter, Silicon Valley CEO,

journalist, and blogger at Newsosaur,
spoke out in a December 2006, posting
on the dangers of the 24-hour news
desk. He argued that the continuous
news desk strapped the few remaining
competent journalists of large newspapers in their ofﬁces, updating their websites with unimportant “routine stories.”
(It should be noted that new wireless
technology permits reporters to update
websites while out in the ﬁeld, like Gan-
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“ Racing to report a story

makes a lot more sense than racing
to express a point of view about it.”
nett’s “mojos” (see ch.4)). According to
Mutter, “quickie web coverage seriously
imperils the print product” by diverting
reporters from analyzing the truly relevant news. Mutter went so far as to
say that “the 24-hour online news desk
is the worst idea for newspapers since
publishers foolishly decided 10 years
ago to put all their valuable content on
the web for free.” Fred Barbash, cofounder of Washington Post’s continuous news desk, countered as such: “Our
research, and our results, showed that
people coming to washingtonpost.com
expected to see breaking news pretty
quickly and would go elsewhere to get
it if we failed to provide it.” Charlie
Madigan, editor emeritus at the Chicago Tribune’s continuous news desk,
said, “Let’s stop pretending we need
every precious moment of the day to
think and gather and recognize; that
model was ﬁne for a world dominated by
AM newspapers, but not ﬁne in a world
where there is so much competition.”
- San Francisco Chronicle journalist and
lawyer Peter Scheer suggested that the
newspaper industry would work best
online by agreeing to delay or “embargo”
stories by one issue on the Internet. This
would give back value to newspaper stories. However, the plan would be punishing the Internet for its most positive
attribute, speed. Traditionally the news
industry is based on its quick paced
distribution of news to the public, so
now that papers have access to an even

24h continuous news
desk: the debate
• US: Should
newspapers withhold
news from their website?
• Scoops increasingly
found online ﬁrst,
• Post the scoop before
your reader scoops it
•

New media economics blog
PaidContent (left) and technology
blog Engadget (right) are just
two examples of the quality
competition newspapers face
when deciding whether to break
stories on the Web.

faster mode of reporting what sense
does a 24 hour delay make? Scheer
was coming from a ﬁnancial perspective, attempting to negotiate the challenges newspapers face selling the print
product in the Internet age. But he forgot
about blogs and citizen journalism, the
rogue little siblings of newspapers that
could creep in and grab the news as it
breaks. The public wants (and is entitled
to) the news as it breaks, and Scheer’s
proposition is an unreasonable fancy.
- In March 2006, USA Today reported
that more news organizations were
posting breaking stories on the Internet
instead of waiting to publish it in the following morning’s paper or in the nightly
news broadcast. The main reason: they
don’t want to be scooped by their rivals.
“When we have breaking news, we break
it online,” said Charlotte Atkins, editor of the Rome (Ga.) News-Tribune, a
20,000-circulation morning paper. “We
use our print edition to paint a more thorough picture of what has happened in
photos and storytelling.”
- Specialized websites are especially
encroaching on mainstream news outlets
and ﬁghting for the scoop. For example,

the popular tech blog, Engadget (www.
engadget.com), has an edge on mainstream publications because of its tight
focus, reportedly receiving 10 million
page views on one day in January 2007
when Apple introduced its iPhone. In
2005 PaidContent (www.paidcontent.
org), a blog which follows the business of
new media, twice broke stories only later
picked up by The Wall Street Journal. So
for mainstream news outlets to compete
when they have exclusives, they “have to
break news on the Web if there is a chance
that someone else is on to a story,” said
Joe Strupp, of Editor & Publisher.
- “It is not TV or radio or other papers
that are going to beat you – it is your
readers. There are more of them, they
know more than you, and they don’t
have deadlines,” so found Damon
Kiesow, managing online editor at the
Nashua Telegraph. Normally in favor of
“scooping yourself”, Kiesow discovered
that after a brief discussion with his staff
about whether or not to post a story on
the Web, that people in the paper’s community had already been discussing the
‘news’ in an online discussion for two
hours, making him and his staff realize
the pointlessness of their debate.
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Speed vs. accuracy: the dilemma of publishing in a 24/7 world
Other Sources:
(BBC,CNN),
The Guardian,
Boston Globe

The Internet may have greatly increased the speed
of the news, but at what price? Speedy
online news has at times taken a dip in
quality. Posting stories too quickly without the proper fact and copy-editing has
led to real problems in reporting. Some
would argue that reader corrections in
the comments section of online papers
have replaced the corrections page (or
even the role of the copy editor), and that
speed of information is more important
than ﬁnite accuracy. But newspapers
cannot depend upon readers to ﬁll the
full-time job of editors and copy editors.
A bungle at the Beeb
In May 2006, the BBC interviewed the
wrong man, about a lawsuit against
Apple. Although the mix-up occurred
on live TV, this could be a warning to
newspaper journalists and editors who
are increasingly pressured to put information online as soon as it breaks. Guy
Goma was interviewed on air instead
of Guy Kewney, an Internet expert.
In a case of double error, it was widely

• The

online journalism
challenge: speed vs.
accuracy vs. both
• Speed vs. Accuracy:
the lines are becoming
blurred in the digital age

Christian Science Monitor reporter
Jill Carroll, held captive in Iraq,
was prematurely criticized for
comments she made about the
war, later revealed to have been
forced upon her by her captors.

reported that Mr. Goma was a taxi driver,
which is not true. He is in fact a datacleansing expert who was at BBC for a
job interview. The mixup caused some to
say that the taxi driver report was laced
with inherent racism.

praising the insurgents as ‘’good people fighting an honorable fight.” The
Boston Globe reported that her answer
was one-sided and hostile when the
interviewer asked if she had ‘’a message for Mr. Bush.”

Regardless, the affair showed twofold
the dangers of shoddy, quickly done
journalism. What is more, in the Internet
age the news is picked up and repeated
on thousands of websites, blogs, and
other news outlets, making the damage
difﬁcult to undo. Many articles online
continued listing Goma as a taxi driver,
including one on BBC.com.

Bloggers and other commentators were
quick to denounce Carroll. ‘’May as well
just come right out and say she was
a willing participant,” one conservative
blog commenter wrote. Another read:
‘’She was anti-America when she went
over there and I say the kidnapping was
a put up deal from the get go.” But one
day later, once she was safely out of
Iraq, Carroll issued a statement saying
that the anti-American assertions were
forced out of her by the kidnappers, calling them ‘’criminals, at best.”

Capricious commentators criticize
too quickly
As more scoops are first being published online, so is the commentary
relating to the stories. After the
March 2006 release of Christian
Science Monitor reporter Jill Carroll from captivity in Baghdad, many
pronounced her guilty of collaboration
with her captors after comments she
had made while hostage surfaced on
the Internet. The tape showed Carroll denouncing the United States and

“I have always thought that racing
to report a story makes a lot more
sense than racing to express a point
of view about it,” said Jeff Jacoby,
a columnist for the Boston Globe. He
continued that instant commentary
“is a deeply unhealthy impulse, and
commentators -- in every medium - should resist it. It’s nice to be first.
It’s better to be right.”
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Is the Integrated Newsroom
Really the Future of Newspapers?
Integrated newsrooms may have been one of 2006’s hottest newspaper
industry trends, but not all newspaper insiders agree on the extent to
which integration should take place - if it should take place at all. Ivan
Fallon, CEO of the UK’s Independent News & Media and admitted
integration opponent, joined the pro-integration Editor-in-Chief of The
Financial Times, Lionel Barber, to debate the future of the newspaper
newsroom in the digital age:
1. What is your deﬁnition of newsroom integration? What is
the goal of an integrated newsroom? Do you think that all
newsrooms will be integrated eventually?
IF: I think my deﬁnition may differ to others. As other groups
see it, journalists currently working in print only would now
work across all disciplines, print, internet, blogs, podcasts etc.
I don’t believe that highly skilled writers, of the kind needed
to make a paper like The Independent a must read, will easily
make the leap into this brave new world. And would we want
them to? It would simply dilute their contribution to the paper
for no gain – and leave many of them seriously disgruntled.
And most of them would not be any good in anything other
than their chosen medium.

LB: Newsroom integration means thinking and working
seamlessly online and in print. We ﬁrst started to build the
integrated newsroom at the FT in the late 1990s in order to
encourage print reporters to ﬁle material online. The goal is
to meet the demands of our international and UK audience
who want FT content in multiple forms and on multiple
formats. I cannot speak to what others may be doing with
their newsrooms, but I doubt everyone will follow our model.
Nor need they. Let the market decide.

2. All newsrooms that go through the integration process
have cut staff but their journalists are expected to produce
more. Can a paper do more with less and still maintain its
reputation for quality? Why or why not?

Remember: the FT is a special operation. We are a global
newspaper with four different regional editions, plus an online
operation. We have eliminated duplication, ended unnecessary tailoring for each regional edition, and worked to identify
content which “travels” through the various editions. And we
have more ﬂexible working on production and on the reporting
side. In the end, though, everything depends on a commitment
to excellence. And we have that at the FT.

IF: Yes of course it can. Technology may be threatening
the print media on the one hand, but on the other it is of
enormous benefit. Newspapers can be put together more
and more cheaply as production techniques advance and
the subbing/production process becomes geographically
indifferent. The production (design, layout, subbing etc)
of sections and supplements are being contracted out to
remote sites, sometimes even to a different country). This
undoubtedly will result in fewer staff journalists – but it
has nothing to do with integration. A paper’s reputation
for quality depends on what actually appears in the paper,
not in how it is produced – the reader couldn’t care less
where the paper is put together. But he will want his/her
favourite writers and columnists in there. And the reader
will not be impressed if that writer has hastily thrown
together a piece because of the distractions of having
to write first for the internet, followed by a podcast, and
maybe something for the blogsite…
LB: The new newsroom, as we call it at the FT, is not a
cost-cutting exercise. Nor is it a formula which comes down
to less equals more. We have very clear quality standards.

Ivan Fallon believes in
keeping print and online
journalists separate: “I
don’t believe that high
skilled writers will easily
make the leap into this
brave new world (of
multimedia journalism).”
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3. In general, do new media (audio, video, mobile, blogs, etc.)
add value to a newspaper? Why or why not?
IF: They should – and increasingly are. But a really attractive
revenue model has still to be developed. Many groups, such
as the Guardian, are working on the basis that if they create
enough hits they will eventually ﬁnd a way of monetizing it,
as Google did. But there is little attraction in migrating highmargin, quality print to low-margin commodity online.

Lionel Barber sees opportunity in online journalism:
“Newspapers are excellent
at doing what they do, but
the Internet offers other
possibilities for reaching
readers and allowing them
to interact with our reporters and editors.”

LB: New media should be part of a newspaper’s offering, on
condition that what we offer meets FT standards. We have
launched our video interview with CEOs around the world
- called View from the Top – which has attracted a lot of
interest. Our new foreign affairs columnist Gideon Rachman - a top-rate commentaor hired from the Economist
earlier this year - is writing a daily blog. We have launched

Alphaville, our new live markets blog and comment, which
has drawn a lot of viewers in the City. All these are valuable tools for meeting consumer demand in addition to the
print medium. Newspapers are excellent at doing what they
do, but the Internet offers other possibilities for reaching
readers and allowing them to interact with our reporters
and editors.

4. In view of the diversity of new media, do you foresee more
content cooperation between publishers that specialize in a
certain medium? Will newspapers become aggregators of
other organizations’ content?

browser”. The extra they add is in the analysis and columnists
they put around this material, and the sense of surprise and
enjoyment they provide as a reader comes upon an article
or review he/she did not know they were interested in – and
discover they are.

IF: Newspapers are already aggregators, and actually create
very little content of their own. The weather, share prices,
business news, sports results, race cards and so forth all
come from outside sources. What newspapers are brilliant at
is in presenting all this material in a format which is very user
friendly – our mantra is that newspapers are “the ultimate

5. Will reader generated content become more prevalent in
the functions of converged newsrooms? Is this good or bad
for newspaper journalism?
IF: Yes, I believe it will. Letters pages are an integral part of any
newspaper and are well read. The Internet allows more voices
to be heard – and makes newspapers more interactive. It is
very good for journalists to know how readers are reacting to
what they write – and also makes interesting reading.

LB: We have opened our website to outside content, through
hyperlinks and through interactive blogs. But we are very
protective of our brand which is something very valuable.
We will aggregate a bit, but not at length in the newspaper
where space is ﬁnite.

LB: The letters column is a form of reader-generated content. In today’s interactive world, we would be short sighted
if we did not take advantage of technology to bring our
readers and viewers closer to us and to build an FT community. We can also find out more easily what interests
and excites our readers. None of the above means we
are abandoning basic journalism or abrogating our own
standards.
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6. Does the extra time involved in journalists reporting across
multiple platforms dilute the quality of content? Is it better
to have journalists speciﬁcally trained in one medium? Why
or why not?
IF: I see specialist Internet journalists working alongside print
journalists in the same newsroom (they already are), and blogs
and podcasts will be done by people who are naturally good
at them – and who will write as well. But for every journalist
who can work across a number of media there will be 10
who would be hopeless at it. And is anyone seriously going to

7. Today, the average age of newsroom journalists is between 45
& 50. Does a multimedia newsroom imply a much younger staff
or can older journalists be sufﬁciently trained in new media?
IF: My belief is that what will happen is the older journalists
will continue to do what they are doing now and a number of
younger, more specialist younger journalists will be brought
in to handle the new media.

8. In a world of immediate, 24-hour news, what becomes of
the paper product? How does the editorial focus of the paper
change if at all?
IF: Newspapers are becoming very much viewspapers – lead
by The Independent. News is a commodity; views are not.

9. Should exclusive stories be posted on the Web immediately
or should they be saved for the following day’s paper? Does
your answer support or refute the convergence trend?
IF: I don’t believe so. If I want my news immediately, I will
get it from Sky (cable news) which plays in my ofﬁce all day.
Exclusive stories posted on the net won’t stay exclusive for
very long – and inevitably will hit circulation.

10. Is it possible for editors to maintain accurate fact-checking
in a world of 24-hour immediate news? What can a converged
newsroom do to uphold the standards of journalistic ethics?
IF: I think 24-hour news should be left to the television and
radio companies. They are much better at it – and their mediums are more easily accessible.

watch a podcast made by a stumbling, tongue-tied hack who
is probably dashing between meetings and/or the pub?
LB: We need to be careful about the workload and that is a job
of editors. Selectivity - deciding what is important and why - is
critical in the new integrated newsroom. But it is obvious that
news organisations have to become more ﬂexible in the way
they package their news. Writers also need to master different
story formats - from the early take on a big breaking story to the
medium-length analysis to the longer narrative. Most have been
doing that for years - we are just asking for a bit more today.

LB: Younger journalists may find it easier to adapt to the
new media, but our experience is that older journalists
are embracing the new world with gusto. That applies as
much to editors and reporters. For example, Martin Wolf,
our premier economics commentator, has developed a
worldwide economists forum online. But we also value
experience. This is not a zero sum game.

LB: The paper product will evolve over time. There is no more
room for commodity news, simply recycling company news.
The paper must spend more time on deeper, original reporting.
Think of online as a “lean forward” medium and the paper
as “lean back” - more reﬂective commentary, longer prose,
more inclined toward identifying the trend.

LB: We are increasingly posting our scoops on the Web
and branding them FT. That way we drive traffic and secure
attribution from other organisations (though some are less
generous than others in giving credit). We then reserve
space in the newspaper for developing the scoop in terms
of news and analysis. My answer supports the trend toward
convergence.

LB: We are committed to the highest standards of accuracy.
We have established procedures for checking facts and
revising copy. These include having at least two sources
on stories. Even in the 24/7 news cycle, we do not rush
into print or judgment. Our most valuable asset is our
trusted brand. We will not do anything to compromise
that asset.
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CHAPTER

INTERACT WITH
YOUR READERS
SECTION 1: adopt citizen journalism

for reader interaction

SECTION 2: the ethics
of reader participation

SECTION 3: citizen
journalism growing up

SECTION 4: the advent
of pro-am journalism

Since the dawn of modern newspapers, the staple “Letters to the Editor”
page has been the only means of transparent interaction between the newsroom and its
public. Today, with online news, all this has changed. Readers once frustrated when their
quips and qualms weren’t published in the limited space reserved for them are now frustrated if they can’t post their commentary immediately after reading an article. Interactive
Web tools have shaken the foundations of a traditionally top-down industry, making it one
where the audience has a voice. Newspapers should listen:
Welcome reader interaction: Open up. There are various means for newspapers to talk
with and listen to readers. Individual papers need to experiment with them to provide
their respective audiences with tailored interactive instruments that ﬁt the needs of the
community and the newsroom.
Dealing with the ethics of the conversation: Don’t be fooled. The transition to interaction
isn’t easy. Every move newspapers make is now carefully scrutinized which is changing
everything, from the strategies behind holding scoops to the way journalists perform their
everyday functions.
Citizen journalism is here to stay: Get used to it. Start-up grassroots projects are gaining
momentum and credibility. If newspapers ignore them, they risk alienating some of their
established and a large part of their future readership.
Mixing professional and amateur journalism is the future: Tear down the walls.
Citizen photos are already an accepted and common element in professional news. With
experiments under way that will put professionals and amateurs in direct, newsgathering collaboration with one another, pro-am journalism will be a permanent ﬁxture of the
media landscape.
Pay citizen journalists: Incentivize. Readers are now valuable contributors to newspapers.
By compensating them for their efforts, citizen journalism content will only get better.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

January 2006: Dan Gillmor announces
troubles with citizen journalism project

September 2006: Reuters invests
$100,000 in NewAssignment

April 2006: BlogBurst begins blog
syndication to mainstream media

December 2006: Reuters joins with
Yahoo to create You Witness News

November 2006: The BBC begins
paying citizen journalists
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Adopt Citizen Journalism
for Reader Interaction
Invite contributions from your audience
Other sources:
NAA, Poynter,
Journalism Hope,
Cyberjournalist

Although traditional news organizations were
initially hesitant to utilize amateur-produced material, 2006 witnessed an
increase in newspaper experimentation with the phenomenon. The gamut
of citizen journalism techniques is wide
and varied: some work, some don’t. A
few of the standouts:

NYT to up inclusion
of citizen media
• Spain: newspaper
includes citizen
journalism in its print
edition
• US: CitJ site partners
with local paper
•

- New York Times Co. chairman
Arthur Sulzberger, Jr. announced at
the November 2006 Web 2.0 conference that the Times would expand its
use of reader contributions. The Times
said it planned to edit reader submissions in keeping with the high editorial
standards of the paper.
- At the same Web 2.0 conference,
IAC chief Barry Diller also said that
amateur material would play a role in
his company’s content. However, Diller
stressed that it was not feasible that citizen journalism would ever take the place
of the work done by professionals.
- The BBC launched a new television
show composed entirely of user-generated content in November ’06. “Your
News” compiles clips, photos, and story
ideas from the 10,000 daily e-mails the
BBC news website receives each day. All
material used is credited on air to the
community member who sent it in.
- The Spanish paper El Correo launched
an unusual project in January ’06: print
citizen journalism. The paper developed
enlaCe, a two-page daily print section
of the newspaper dedicated to reader
contributions. Citizens participate in
surveys, pose questions to the editorial
board and public authorities, conduct
interviews and publish their own arts and
entertainment reviews. An explanation
by the paper: “El Correo wants to convert
itself into the ﬁrst completely interactive
paper of the Spanish press.”
- In March ’06, a website called Wicked
Local (www.wickedlocal.com) was
formed to combine citizen and professional journalism. The site, a product of
Massachusetts’ Enterprise NewsMedia, is mostly written by professional

reporters with text and photo amateur submissions. Poynter reported
Enterprise VP of interactive media Bob
Kempf as saying: “What I think distinguishes ours from some of the other
citJ initiatives is our tight integration of
citizen content with professionally produced journalism.”
- The Bakersﬁeld Californian (www.
bakersﬁeld.com), a bastion of newspaper reform, added a Citizen Journalism
Editor, Ray Hacke, to its masthead.
Hacke publishes citizen articles with
little editing about ﬁve times a week.
The Californian refers to its citizen journalists as “contributing writers” to avoid
the heavy connotations of “journalist.”
- The Los Angeles Daily News started
a citizen journalism initiative covering 10 Southern California neighborhoods in September ’06. The project,
valleynews.com, is composed of 12
sites and powered by YourHub (www.
yourhub.com), a Denver-based grassroots journalism site. Said editor Ron
Kaye to Cyberjournalist: “It’s all local,
it’s all about you, your friends, your family and neighbors.”
- The Loudon Independent, a small
Virginia paper, struck a content deal
with the local citizen journalism site

Backfence (www.backfence.com) in
November ’06. The tabloid-style paper
will take user-generated content from
Backfence in exchange for the site’s
promotion in the paper’s pages. This
mutually beneﬁcial relationship is a good
way for smaller local papers to exploit
Internet resources, and for Backfence
to expand its network.

IAC CEO Barry Diller (top left) and
New York Times Co. Chairman
Arthur Sulzberger Jr. (bottom left)
are pushing for more interaction
with readers.
The Spanish paper El Correo
prints a daily 2-page section of
reader contributions in enlaCe
(above).
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Follow the Reuters example
London-based news agency Reuters has been
a forerunner in the citizen journalism
movement. The international wire service proved to be exceedingly interested
in funding citJ start-ups in 2006:

Other sources:
Guardian, IHT, The New
York Times

• Reuters to include
citizens in the “news
conversation”
• Reuters joins with blog
syndication service
• Yahoo/Reuters team
up for user-generated
contributions

- In April ‘06, Reuters formed a partnership with the international blogging network Global Voices (www.
globalvoicesonline.org). “We need to
open our website to other voices,” said
Dean Wright, Reuters’ global managing director for consumer services, in
the Media Guardian. “There are a lot of
conversations going around news these
days and we want to tap into that.”
- The news agency contributed
$100,000 to NewAssignment.net,
reported PaidContent in September’06.

NewAssignment.com, launched in
early 2007, is a unique experiment
combining professional and amateur
journalism developed by NYU Journalism professor Jay Rosen. Reuters’
president Chris Ahearn told The Huffington Post: “While encouraging good
journalistic ideas is a worthy goal in
itself, Reuters believes that supporting
new and varied networks of creators
with different perspectives is good for
both journalism and business.”
- Blog syndication service BlogBurst
(www.blogburst.com) received a
$7 million investment from Reuters in
November ’06 which helped the start-up
expand upon its amateur content offerings to mainstream publications.
- Yahoo and Reuters announced a plan

to team up for a user-generated content website in December ’06. Yahoo,
which owns Flickr, saw its prior Internet
video and user content deal with the
youth citizen video site Current TV fall
through. This setback didn’t prevent
the Internet giant from joining forces
with Reuters to create the new site, You
Witness News (http://news.yahoo.
com/you-witness). The site allows
users to upload pictures and video to
Flickr. Once downloaded, editors from
Yahoo and Reuters will distribute clips
and photos to relevant online articles.
Users will not be paid for content that
is used on Yahoo and Reuters sites but
will be paid if their videos are further
distributed to Reuters’ clients.

send in photos, which are compensated
at the rate of €100-150 if chosen.
Despite the success of the program (a
few citizen images are published every
day), Germany’s National Federation
of Journalists is none too pleased,

claiming that using amateur photos
devalues the work of the newsroom and
is a threat to professional photographers
everywhere.
- South Africa’s Johnnic Media
launched Reporter.co.za (www.

Pay citizen reporters
Other sources:
Guardian, WSJ

As more and more papers are soliciting citizen contributions, the notion of paying
these non-professional journalists has
arisen. By and large, citizen journalism is unpaid work. However, there are
some notable exceptions:
Mainstream Media experiments
- In November 2006 two British media
outlets announced plans to pay citizen
journalists. The BBC will now issue payments for certain footage from mobile
phones and digital cameras. Additionally, Channel 5 will pay 100 GBP for
any user content aired. Vicky Taylor,
BBC’s head of interactivity, said to the
Media Guardian: “We don’t want to give
people the impression that we will pay
for hundreds of pieces of user-generated
content.” Taylor alludes to the current
state of compensated citizen journalism:
media groups are eager to compensate,
but nominally and for exceptional work.
- In July ’06, the top selling German
paper Bild began inviting its readers to

Scoopt champions freelance
bloggers looking to make some
money
South Africa’s Reporter.co.az
pays for content “For the people,
by the people”
Vorarlberger Nachrichten values
amateur photos at €30
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BBC will pay for citizen
journalism
• Canada: Dollars for
citizen journalism
• Photo sharing site
Scoopt poaches Flickr
users
•

reporter.co.za), a citizen journalism site
that pays its contributors, in January ’06.
Reports are graded by quality, with three
different categories: gold, silver, and
bronze. The maximum rate for a story
is $5.50 USD. Poynter’s Steve Outing called Johnnic’s approach “smart,”
adding that: “the industry has to ﬁgure
out better citizen incentives.”
- The Austrian paper Vorarlberger
Nachrichten began soliciting citizen
photography in July 2006. The paper
pays 20 € for breaking news photos
published on its website and 30 €
for photos printed in the hard copy.
The program is mostly designed for
newsworthy events such as accidents
where staff photographers aren’t
immediately present.

New Media experiments
- Scoopt (www.scoopt.com) was
developed in June ’06 to help professional-level bloggers market their work.
The agency lets bloggers indicate their
work is for sale by posting a button on
their websites. Editors can click and
purchase, Scoopt taking a 25% commission. In December 2006, Scoopt
went after Flickr users, inviting them to
tag their photos under “Scoopt” which
would make them available for selection by the amateur photo-selling site.
Flickr members have traditionally been
restricted from marketing and selling
photos on the site.
- Canada-based DigitalJournal.com, a
quarterly magazine and accompanying

website, reimburses citizen journalists
through a combination of advertising
proﬁt and reader contributions. In 2006,
it was very much in its nascent stages;
the site’s highest-paid contributor
earned a mere $349.38 for an astounding 645 articles. The creators state that
as more people continue to post blogs
the ﬁgures will increase.
- Florida-based Out2 Media, which
went under in autumn 2006, “published”
13,400 hyper-local online newspapers
across the US. The group attempted to
offer nominal payment to its citizen brigade. The newspapers, which combined
professional reports with citizen journalism, paid non-professional reporters $5
for each story.

Engaging readers with contests
Other sources:
Woophy

Beyond citizen journalism, the Internet is
allowing newspapers to interact with readers in interesting new ways. Crosswords,
brainteasers and chess have traditionally
been important draws for the print edition of papers. But with readers moving
online, what are newspapers doing to
feed the needs of game lovers?
The New York Times, for example, has
a fairly extensive game category with
crosswords that you can “Play against
the clock” or “Play with a friend.” The
“Top Ten Puzzlers” are also listed and
there’s a daily question from the American quiz show Jeopardy. Looks like the
Times even brings in a bit of revenue
from games: for $35 a year or $5.95 a

Engaging newspaper
readers with contests
•

The New York Times has found
additional means of interacting
with readers while earning some
online income, charging readers
for premium versions of their
favorite newspaper games such
as crossword puzzles and Sudoku

month one can get access to over 2,000
“Premium Crosswords.”
Newspapers could exploit their reader’s
spirit of competition to improve relationships and thus readership on the Web.

Not only would a current events quiz be
fun, but what about contests for each
section of the paper? Why not engage
readers by having them send in their
own recipes for the Food & Wine section, take cultural tests in the Arts section, or borrow an idea from the start up
citizen photography site Woophy (www.
woophy.com) and have readers send in
their photos and vote on the best?
Contest results could even be received
by participants immediately through
RSS or emails.
This could be especially beneﬁcial for
local papers that could plant themselves in their community by working
with people having tagsales or organizing treasure hunts around town. Local
sports stats could be fun for soccer
moms and dads.
These are just a few fun ideas through
which the newspaper can become
“indispensable” to its community (see
Chapter 4).
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“ (Newspapers) don’t want to give people
the impression that we will pay for hundreds of pieces
of user-generated content.”
NEW MEDIA MARKET

How

Has the traditional newspaper op-ed page become
outdated in the blog generation, where opinion is
disseminated constantly and articulately by journalists and non-journalists alike? Jeff Jarvis
certainly thinks so, and Arianna Hufﬁngton
would probably agree.

The Huffington Post
and The Guardian
transformed
commentary

In an October 2006 Guardian column, Jarvis, media consultant
and Buzzmachine (www.buzzmachine.com) blogger, described
the traditional leader-writer editorials “as the voices of institutions,
issuing opinions from the mountaintop, hidden by the cloak
of distance.” But now that opinion has become democratized
through personal online publishing tools, young and old readers alike are less likely to blindly follow the pronouncements
of leader writers. Said Jarvis: “We demand transparency. We
expect conversation.”
Among the 175,000 new, conversation-initiating weblogs created each day, a few have risen to the top by virtue of pedigree
and professionalism. Notably, The Hufﬁngton Post and the
Guardian’s Comment is Free have emerged as contenders for
the title of International Online Op-Ed Page.
Political spitﬁre Arianna Hufﬁngton created her left-wing
group weblog The Hufﬁngton Post in May 2005 to a decidedly mixed reception. Critics initially berated Hufﬁngton for her
use of ﬂashy celebrity bloggers from the media, political, and
cinema worlds.
However, criticism has died down in the face of the increasingly
inﬂuential blog, which has begun to feature a steady stream of
relatively unknown writers in addition to star columnists including Hufﬁngton herself. Today the Hufﬁngton Post is one of the
most popular English-language blogs in the world, becoming
one of the rare blogs to turn a proﬁt. It won the 2006 Webby
for Best Political Blog.
The Hufﬁngton Post was cited as one of the models for the
Guardian’s Comment is Free, an online group blog and commentary site. Comment is Free combines the work of staff writers
from The Guardian and The Observer with over 200 outside
contributors from various backgrounds. Readers can comment
directly on Guardian and Observer editorials, lessening the “cloak
of distance” Jarvis so disparages in print.

Of course, there are still some in the industry who believe that
the Internet can offer no replacement for the traditional editorial page. In reaction to one of Jarvis’ columns, retired Omaha
newspaperman Frank Partsch stated: “A blog entry is no more
an editorial than is grafﬁti.”
L.A. Times editorial page editor Andres Martinez outlined
his team’s process in an October 2006 article, stressing the
importance of collaboration. Martinez explained that the editorial page’s nine writers and three editors convene regularly to
discuss current issues. Unlike the oft-fragmented and ﬁercely
independent nature of blogs, editorial pages like the Times are
completely collective. “We are a clear and forceful voice in the
community,” said Martinez.
Collaboration outlined by Martinez offers a counterpoint to the
potentially frustrating profusion of voices on the Internet. But
in an age when everyone is a pundit, newspaper op-ed pages
will forever have to compete with professional blogs the likes of
HuffPo and Comment is Free.
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The Ethics of
Reader Participation
New ethics in the age of blogging
Other sources:
The New York Times

Proliferate blogging has given rise to a debate
on ethics in the blogging era. Should
bloggers be bound to the same strict
ethical code as newspapermen? Or are
blogs to be consistently read with the
proverbial grain of salt?
How blogging ethics affect newspaper ethics
Regardless what direction bloggers take
in the future, their very existence has
upset the balance of the media world.
Traditional journalists are feeling the
effects of the blogging subculture. At
an October 2006 Reuters Newsmaker
event, media bigwigs convened to discuss the ethical challenges for journalists reporting in an increasingly sensationalist celebrity climate.

US: New ethics in blog
age, says Slate editor
• US: bloggers insist on
purity of postings
• Concrete steps to help
newspapers transit to
online
•

Because many blogs and gossip sites
are free of the ethical and legal constraints of traditional media, they are
able to break stories that would have
once been considered inappropriate.
And as blogs and non-traditional media

scoop stories that involve the private
lives of public ﬁgures, print reporters are
often left behind, saddled by the ethics
of “old media.”
But perhaps those ethics will change.
Longtime Editor & Publisher columnist,
Steve Outing, described an emerging media atmosphere in which the
traditional gather-the-facts-and-then
report technique no longer dominates.
“Some stories are important enough
– are urgent enough – that they should
be treated as a ‘here’s what we know
now,’” wrote Outing.
Slate’s Jacob Weisberg elaborated on
Outing, telling Reuters: “I very much
agree that we need to have standards,
but I think that in practical terms, we don’t
control what people ﬁnd out anymore.”
The George Clooney scandal
Bloggers may not be bound to strict
ethical codes, but at the level of “professional blogs,” there is a good deal

of community-induced regulation. The
Huffington Post/George Clooney
scandal of March ’06 illustrated the
vigorous checks and balances of the
blogging (and reader) community.
When Arianna Hufﬁngton’s crew posted
a mishmash of Clooney’s television interviews and passed them off as his writings, the actor did not hide his disapproval.
Although Hufﬁngton originally downplayed
the affair, she was ultimately obliged to
apologize, due to the overwhelming disdain of the blogosphere.
In adapting to new ethics, newspapers
can learn from a combination of Outing
and the Huff/Clooney affair. Breaking
news should be posted immediately on
newspaper websites perhaps, as Outing
implies, with a disclaimer announcing,
“This is what we know now.” As the news
is followed, bloggers will share their own
knowledge and help guide journalists
on right path to the bottom of the story,
just as they pressured Hufﬁngton into
admitting her error.

Citizens receive some journalistic legal protection
Other sources:
Reporters Without
Borders, San Jose
Mercury News

Although in general the public does not consider
“everyone a journalist” as OhmyNews
founder Dr. Oh Yeon Ho declared, journalistic protection has been extended to
many online citizen journalists recently.
It’s mildly ironic that bloggers are lining
up to receive journalistic legal protection in the Judith Miller/Lance Williams & Mark Fainaru-Wada era,
when major investigative reporters
are being denied basic ﬁrst amendment and source protection coverage.
Regardless, certain legal structures
have been established for the protection of online journalists.
- The National Union of Journalists
(NUJ) for the United Kingdom launched

a code of practice for citizen journalists
in January ‘06, the Witness Contributors’ Code of Practice. The objective
of the code is to guarantee “the highest
professional and ethical standards in
the new media environment.” The code
endeavors to protect citizen journalists
by asserting that they must be appropriately paid by media organizations for
their submissions and their copyright
and moral rights must also be ensured.
This is clearly only applicable in the case
of a citizen journalist submitting work to
a major for-proﬁt media outlet, which is
not usually the situation.
- In June ’06, a Californian lawsuit ruled
in favor of freedom of the press for bloggers, extending a traditional journalistic

principle to new media. An appeals court
ruled in favor of two Web sites being
sued by Apple for posting conﬁdential
information about several of its products.
The judge would not draw a distinction
between “legitimate and illegitimate”
news sources, according to Reporters
Without Borders, extending California’s
“shield law” – which protects the identity
of journalists’ sources – to those afﬁliated with the Web sites.
- In November ’06, a California Supreme
Court ruled that websites are not responsible for distributing libelous material written by others on their websites. The court
case has set a freedom of speech precedent for website comments and postings.
The ruling protects the Internet sites but
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“ Barring public discussion

would only demonstrate that your organisation
doesn’t understand the current media landscape”

UK: Citizen journalism
code of practice
• US: bloggers to enjoy
press freedom
• US: websites not
responsible for
comments
•

not the actual commentators, “until Congress chooses to revise the settled law in
this area, however, plaintiffs who contend
they were defamed in an Internet posting
may only seek recovery from the original
source of the statement,” wrote Justice
Carol Corrigan. The appeal decision is
based on the court’s desire to “serve and
protect online freedom of expression and

to encourage self-regulation.” However,
some wonder if the ruling might result in
“blanket immunity for those who intentionally redistribute defamatory statements on the Internet.”

the bulk of them. Many papers are torn
between their desire to open up reader
interactivity with unrestricted comments,
and the reality of hateful, unconstructive
commenting. See the following article
for an exemplary case.

The California Supreme Court verdict is
relevant for newspapers that are struggling with comment issues, which is

The Washington Post ’s troubles with reader interactivity
Steve Outing spoke to the necessity of online
comments for newspapers in Editor and
Publisher. He said that although “public
discussion is scary and can get messy,”
barring it would only “demonstrate that
your organization doesn’t understand
the current media landscape.” The
Washington Post has come to exemplify the current confusion over reader
interactivity and the troubled interplay
between journalists and bloggers.

Other sources:
Morningstar, Media
Guardian, Media Bistro,
Raw Story, MarketWatch,
Washington City Paper

The Comment Board Battleﬁeld
The Washington Post shut down comments on one of its blogs for a short time
in January ’06, after readers responded
angrily to a statement made by ombudsman Deborah Howell that unethical
lobbyist Jack Abramoff paid off both
Democrats and Republicans. Morningstar reported Post executive editor Jim
Brady as saying: “there were so many
personal attacks that the newspaper’s
staff could not keep the board clean,
there was some pretty ﬁlthy stuff.”
From a statement on the WaPo blog:
“there are things that we said we would
not allow, including personal attacks,
the use of profanity and hate speech.
Because a signiﬁcant number of folks
who have posted in this blog have
refused to follow any of those relatively
simple rules, we’ve decided not to allow
comments for the time being.”

But The Washington Post didn’t let the
Abramoff setback change the introduction of comments to other sections. In
June the paper opened up comments for
sports and other sections. However, the
Post stressed that inappropriate material would be monitored, all the more so
after the January affair.

Domenech called the late civil rights
activist Coretta Scott King a “communist.” Domenech, originally hired to
balance out the liberal views at washingtonpost.com, made comments that infuriated the blogging community. Domenech
was ultimately ﬁred for plagiarism. The
24 year-old blogger apparently pirated
work dating back to his college years.

Choose bloggers wisely
Reader comments were not the only
polemical issue at the Post in 2006. The
paper had a string of incidents related to
their experiments with bloggers.
In March ’06, right wing blogger Ben

In response to the Domenech scandal, the Post announced that it would
continue to recruit bloggers, but would
create more screening criteria and seek
bloggers with more extensive journalism
backgrounds.

WaPo ombudsman Deborah
Howell was subject to such
virulent reader comments that the
paper temporarily shut down the
interactive feature
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“ Listen to your readers

and keep in mind that they will also look after you
in the case of unwarranted comments.”
The L.A. Times also suspended a blogger
in April ’06, cutting Michael Hiltzik’s
blog due to violations of the paper’s
policy of posting derogatory comments
under an assumed name.
The line between journalist and blogger
has also been disputed at the Post, at
least where it comes to paychecks. In
March ’06 it was revealed that many
journalists that blog for the Post do not
receive extra compensation for their
time, whereas others who write for blogs
under their own name see additional
money in their paychecks.
Readers’ anger forces
Washington Post blog
to shutdown comments
‘indeﬁnitely’
• US: Online comments
boost WaPo’s
transparency
• US: Some Washington
Post bloggers paid extra
•

Group blogs, which are compiled by
beat reporters, are uncompensated
because they require “less work” from
each reporter. Those who are paid extra
are solo bloggers whose names give the
blog a “sense of franchise.” As a result
reporters asked the paper to be paid

collectively the blogging salary of “one
marquee name” agreeing they’d split it
amongst themselves.
The Post’s string of reader activity and
blogging glitches mean that either the
paper has had a particularly rocky
time integrating new media, or that its
advanced innovation invites conﬂict. Or
perhaps a little of both.

WaPo Executive Editor
Jim Brady presided over
several turbulent times
concerning the paper’s blogs

Advice for guiding online discussions

Some advice
for guiding online
discussions
•

Has your newspaper not yet ﬁgured out the
best way to handle online forums?
Hesitant about opening up editorial to
reader comments? Frightened of spam
and diatribe? Here’s some advice from
online forum veteran and Editor-inChief of Open Source Technology
Group, Robin Miller, about the best
way to handle online discussions, found
at Online Journalism Review.

may not actually appear with the comment, making for confusing reading.

1. Your discussion must be threaded
or nested, not just “ﬂat”: Threading
and nesting are forms of categorizing the
conversation, making it easier to read.
These sorting mechanisms allow readers
to view the conversation as it was meant
to be, with replies to comments placed
together with the comment, regardless
of when they are posted. Flat means that
every comment is posted in a sequential
order meaning that a reply to a comment

3. Let your readers judge each other
so you don’t have to judge them
yourself: moderators of a conversation
should not be allowed to comment on
the conversation, they should be there to
highlight the most worthy comments.

2. You have readers who know more
than you do about any given topic
– and plenty of readers who don’t
know nearly as much as they think
they do: Listen to your readers and keep
in mind that they will also look after you in
the case of unwarranted comments.

4. All good things must come to an
end: and so must the conversation.
Leaving it open for an extended period
of time is not a good idea.

USC’s Annenberg School of
Journalism provides journalists
with daily practical information

5. Why buy a cow when the software
is free? Hosts don’t even have to purchase the software to make these types of
conversations possible. They are available for free download.
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Citizen Journalism
Growing up
The Citizen Journalism movement stumbles
When
Other sources:
Poynter’s E-Media
tidbits, Business Week

citizen journalism picked up speed in
2005, many advocates heralded it as
the perfect replacement for mainstream
media. Citizen journalism was seen by
many as the future of interactive, participatory media. However, there have
been some setbacks in the race to produce serious citizen journalism.

bial ‘clean, well-lighted place’ where they
can learn or be entertained, or both.”
After Gillmor’s announcement, the frequency of Bayosphere postings tailed off.
But in April ’06, things were looking up as
Bayosphere was acquired by local citizen
journalism group Backfence.com.

Bayosphere takes a step back

Backfence backsteps

Former tech columnist for the San Jose
Mercury News and by some counts
the father of citizen journalism, Dan
Gillmor, wrote what seemed to be a
farewell posting for his citizen media
start-up in January 2006, after less than
a year online. Gillmor had launched his
Bayosphere blog in late spring 2005,
focusing on San Francisco Bay Area life,
technology, and politics.

Backfence is a local online newspaper that launched in May 2005 and has
expanded into thirteen towns in California, Illinois, Virginia, and Maryland. The
group provides a publishing platform
for local residents to share information
with their neighbors about politics, restaurant, education, and anything else
that may be important to them.

In an explicatory posting, Gillmor discussed what he had learned during the
site’s existence. One notable conclusion
he reached is that citizen journalism is
here to stay, but that “…it’s even more
important to remember that publishing
is about the audience in the end. Most
people who come to the site are not participants. They’re looking for the prover-

Despite its rapid expansion, in January
2007, the start-up hit a snag, namely
cash flow problems. CEO and cofounder Susan DeFife resigned citing

US: Citizen media
project coming to an
end?
• Korea: Citizen
Journalism’s ﬂeeting
success?
• On how to ﬁnance local
news contents

Technology writer for Canada’s Globe
& Mail, Mathew Ingram, had always
been skeptical of Backfence because of
weak trafﬁc numbers and lack of appeal.
He commented in a article entitled,
‘Back fence around a ghost town,’ “A
local site has to live and breathe the area
it covers, and have lively personalities
and content. And maybe giving citizen
journalists some financial incentive
might help too.”
Ohmysetback

On its website, Backfence plays up
its simple interface and down-home,
accessible feel. From the site: “Backfence is a leader in a new phenomenon
called “citizens’ journalism” – a sharing
of information where the audience itself
decides what’s important and writes
about it... None of us knows as much
as all of us – and Backfence brings all
of us together.”
Backfence proved its commitment to
citizen journalism when it acquired Dan
Gillmor’s on-hiatus Bayosphere in April
’06. Gillmor continues to blog and serve
as consultant for Bayosphere, which
adopted Backfence’s interface.

•

differences with the company’s board
and the company laid off an unspeciﬁed number of its already small staff.
It was also reported that the plug was
being pulled on $3 million in venture
capital Backfence had received in October 2005.

Leading the citizen journalism
march, with the occasional tripup: OhmyNews’ Dr. Oh Yeon-Ho
(top) and Bayosphere’s Dan
Gillmor (bottom)

In November ’06, Business Week
reported that OhmyNews was looking
down ﬁnancially after several years of
relative success. The Korean online citizen-edited newspaper was reported to
begin losing money in 2006 following
four years of narrow proﬁts.
OhmyNews was created in 2000 by
magazine journalist Oh Yeon-Ho. Its
formula of publishing mainly articles by
citizen journalists was a huge success
in Korea, to the point where the site was
suspected of having highly inﬂuenced
the result of the presidential race in
2002. OhmyNews’s staff includes 65
journalists and 44,000 citizen contributors, who produce around 150 articles
a day. It received 11 million dollars from
Softbank Corp in 2006 in order to
export the formula abroad. However,
both the English and Japanese versions have not had the success of
their Korean progenitor, leaving some
wondering whether OhmyNews is a
uniquely Korean phenomenon.
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Citizen Journalism back on its feet
Despite the slipups, citizen journalism websites
Other sources:
Center for Citizen
continue to mushroom up:
Media, Poynter’s EMedia tidbits, Lexdon.
Center for Citizen Media
com, Newspapers and
Technology, Libération
(in French)

After Bayosphere’s setback (see preceding article) in January ‘06, Dan
Gillmor moved on to direct the Center
for Citizen Media, a non-proﬁt joint
venture between the Berkman Center
for Internet and Society at Harvard
Law School and the Graduate School
for Journalism at the University of
California, Berkeley. The Center aims
to promote all grassroots media, with a
special focus on citizen journalism.
The Center’s site features a Q&A with
Gillmor outlining the three main goals of
the organization. The ﬁrst is “Research,
Analysis, Advocacy,” meaning that the
group will do or commission original
research on CitJ as well as advocate the
concept to the layman. The second initiative is “Best Practices and Tools,” through
which the Center will promote what CitJ

means, and use its website as a “test
bed” for new practices and tools. The last
category is the self-explanatory “Education, Training, Advice/Consulting.”
YourHub
In the spring and summer of ’05, the
Denver News Agency and the Rocky
Mountain News rolled out 42 local
online news sites in Colorado, under
the umbrella brand of “YourHub.” The
group has gone on to implement sites in
several communities in California, New
York, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
Texas. In its ﬁrst year YourHub brought
in $5 million in ad revenue.
The interface allows users to post stories,
classiﬁed ads, event calendars, photos
and blogs. In addition to the websites,
YourHub developed a print supplement in
April ’06 to be offered with several papers
including the Denver Post and the Knoxville (Tenn.) News-Sentinel.
AgoraVox

USA: Gillmor’s
Bayosphere becomes
Backfence
• France: Citizen
Journalism arrives
•

For a comprehensive list of citizen journalism
initiatives, visit CyberJournalist.net:
www.cyberjournalist.net/news/002226.php

Taking its cue from OhmyNews and
American CitJ sites, AgoraVox was
founded as France’s answer to the citi-

zen journalism movement in May ’05.
French daily Libération described the
website as “one of the ﬁrst completely
free European citizen journalism initiatives on a grand scale.” The site
originally hired 150-200 bloggers
from varying backgrounds, from the
unemployed to CEOs.
Carlo Revelli, the experiment’s founder,
said: “We’re counting on growing, ﬁnding new authors, new articles, coming
from associations, local groups, and
simple citizens.” Registration is free and
each new ‘journalist’ has the chance to
post a short biography and photo. They
can then write on any topic, their article
eventually being placed in the proper
news category that range from politics
and economics to culture and sports.
Considering the success and rapid proliferation of sites such as the aforementioned, citizen journalism is deﬁnitely not
going away. A phenomenon that can no
longer be ignored, newspapers would
be wise to engage citizen journalism
sites, learning how they connect with
their users and implementing similar yet
tailored methods to connect with their
own readers.

Citizen journalism gaining trust
Other source:
Editor and Publisher

One of the main challenges for citizen journalism is gaining a foothold in the trust
of readers. With no clear-cut ethical or
editorial guidelines, citizen journalism
is usually taken with a healthy dose of
cynicism. But with such cynicism, can
the form evolve?
Can so many sources be trusted?
Saturday Editor of The Times George
Brock wrote about the burgeoning ﬁeld
of citizen journalism in October 2006
in an essay ﬁrst published by Battle

of Ideas. Brock stressed that the term
‘citizen journalism’ itself is a misnomer,
as all journalists are citizens. Perhaps
more citizens are becoming journalists,
but there is no separate class of citizen
journalism. Wrote Brock: “Citizen journalism can simply mean a wider range
of sources.”
The resulting magnitude of sources
presents a challenge akin to the dawn
of journalism: deciding which of the
sources is trustworthy. According to
Brock: “The most important question
the consumer of news and opinion will

ask herself or himself is the question
they have always asked: do I trust this
source to tell me something true and
useful? Some will pass that test; some
will fail. Open societies that want to stay
open should keep setting that test.”
For open societies to “keep setting that
test,” new forms of journalism including
citizen-generated media must be considered. Although, as Brock pointed out,
the sorting work of readers becomes
manifold, the “wider range of sources”
leads to a richer and more plural perspective on the news.
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“A wider range of sources
leads to a richer and more plural
perspective on the news”
THE BUSINESS OF BLOGGING

Syndicating
Blog Content

As citizen journalism gains currency in the media
world, shrewd newspapers have gradually begun
joining hands with blogs to create a more ﬂexible interchange between themselves and their communities.
Quality blogs are complementary additions to newspapers
and specialty bloggers can add premium, focalized content
to a paper’s site.
The problem newspapers face is ﬁnding these blogs. To help out,
businesses have emerged to sift through and syndicate the best
of the vast blogosphere for mainstream media. Two of the main
agencies to have seized on the citizen journalism syndication
phenomenon are Scoopt and BlogBurst.
Scoopt got the ball rolling on syndicated citizen photography in
July 2005, soliciting amateur photographs of newsworthy events.
If the Scoopt staff feels a photo is worth publishing, they will make
a deal with a major news outlet and split the proceeds 50/50
with the photographer, who maintains the copyright.
Scoopt launched ScooptWords in June 2006, allowing bloggers to signal that their blog content is for sale with a clickable
button. Editors can click and purchase, ScooptWords taking
a 25 percent commission.
In April 2006, the blog syndication service BlogBurst was
launched. Even before its ofﬁcial opening, papers such as USA
Today and The Washington Post signed up for the BlogBurst’s
selection of screened quality blog articles. Bloggers do not pay
for and most are not paid by the service. But Blogburst has set
up a reward program to moderately pay 100 of its top bloggers
anywhere between $10 and $1500.
In November ’06 BlogBurst received a $7 million injection from
Reuters which helped it to develop more features such as
Burstwires, a service that groups together the best blog articles
by topic, making it even easier for traditional publishers to ﬁnd
the complementary material they seek.
Eric Newman, VP and General Manager of Pluck, BlogBurst’s parent company, insists that the syndication concept
is key for the future of journalism and helpful for journalists,
bloggers, and readers. According to Newman, blogs’ value
for journalism resides in their “ability to bring new content to
newspaper websites.”
Additionally, Newman points out that news outlets with strict
objectivity codes can use blog syndication to represent subjective
opinion without having to ofﬁcially endorse it. Syndicated blogs
can serve to provide a different, or unpopular perspective. For
example, The Houston Chronicle, a Democrat-leaning publica-

tion, asked BlogBurst to provide them with more conservative
blog feeds, in order to balance the political orientation of their
content.�
Blogs can add ambiance: The Guardian, faced with the World
Cup craze summer ‘06, asked for links to soccer blogs that could
give live coverage of the tournament and festive atmosphere.
Both editors and bloggers are generally content with the
service, reports SYS-Con Media: “BlogBurst gives me the
chance to be read by people who typically don’t read blogs“
said Kate Hopkins, author of the popular food and travel
blog Accidental Hedonist.
“Our readers enjoy the new perspectives that blogs can bring to
local information and hot topics such as travel, health & ﬁtness,
technology & gadgets, and food & entertainment,“ said Peter
Negulescu, vice president of Digital Media at SFGate.com, The
San Francisco Chronicle’s online media property. “Working with
Pluck’s BlogBurst, we’re able to easily tap into a wide variety
of talent and fresh content from across the web, delivering an
unprecedented breadth of content to our readers.“
The promising debut of BlogBurst and Scoopt shows that the
mainstream media does indeed seem inclined to move toward
its audience. And with cheap, specialized content and increased
connection with readers, the advantages for newspapers are
limitless.
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“ In a world of ubiquitous media tools,
which is almost here,
someone will be on the spot every time.”
Citizen journalism
gaining trust

CitJ replacing
photojournalists
• Amateur
photographers get
recognized
• London bombing photo
wins citizen journalism
prize
•

Bloggers as credible sources
The November 2006 US midterm
elections brought to light Americans’
increasing reliance on and conﬁdence
in blogs. Because bloggers can record
events in simultaneous time, as well as
link to a variety of sources, they have
proved to be an essential part of events
such as elections.
In a New York Times article by Tom
Zeller, Jonathan Zittrain, an Internet
governance professor at Oxford University, said blogs are “helping to set
the agenda for the mainstream media
in fast-moving events like this. They just

need to be able to produce enough that’s
credible quickly to give a lead.“
A number of important US newspapers
such as USA Today and The Chicago
Tribune accepted contributions from
bloggers concerning any and all election
mishaps and voting experiences.
What does this increasing faith in blogs
mean for news organizations? For one,
traditional media are lining up to hire
notorious bloggers.
Ana Marie Cox, the controversial former blogger for blog group Gawker
Media’s political site Wonkette (www.
wonkette.com), was hired in July ’06

as Time.com’s Washington Editor.
Gawker’s (www.gawker.com) snarky
gossip queen Jessica Coen switched
over to mainstream as deputy online
editor at Vanity Fair. And Rocketboom’s
(www.rocketboom.com) quirky video
blog hostess Amanda Congdon went
on to work for television companies like
ABC and HBO.
Mainstream media outlets’ recognition
of the quality content and huge audiences that some bloggers produce
points to the fact that alternative media
forms are gaining currency in the general public dialogue.

Amateur photography goes professional
The ﬁeld of photojournalism has rapidly transformed since the advent of cell-phone
cameras and tiny digital cameras. Eyewitness photos of news events taken by
bystanders as opposed to professionals are now commonplace. Although
the public beneﬁts from these photos,
traditional photojournalists are feeling
the pain, reports Dan Gillmor for the
Center for Citizen Media.
Because professional photographers
can’t be everywhere at once, citizens
are taking up the slack and capturing
momentous events such as the July ’05
London bombings. Gillmor points to a
photo taken by citizen Adam Stacey
of a man exiting a smoky train car. This
type of instantaneous access is impossible for professional photographers

• The

rise of citizen
journalism
• Election day conﬁrms
blog credibility
• Blogs become more
mainstream

racing to the scene. Writes Gillmor: “In
a world of ubiquitous media tools, which
is almost here, someone will be on the
spot every time.”
Gillmor’s article provoked dozens of
comments, with overwhelmingly mixed
reactions. For example, one commenter
responded, “As someone who isn’t a photographer at all, it is still pretty easy for me
to understand there is a HUGE difference
in quality in what I see on the cover of the
New York Times Magazine and what I see
on Flickr…The job of a photojournalist is
not to simply ‘take pictures.’ It is to tell
a story (journalist) with photos (photo).
That telling of a story takes time, it takes
patience, and it takes people skills, and
it takes a trained eye that can capture
moments in interesting ways.”
Others skeptical that cameraphones
could ever take the place of photojournalists’ work had similar thoughts. But
several others were aware of the changing media landscape and citizens’ place
in it. Wrote Kyle MacRae of the CitJ
photo syndication site Scoopt (www.
scoopt.com): “One billion cameraphones

will be in circulation globally by 2008.
One (surely welcome) consequence of
this is that the ﬁrst witness to anything
that happens everywhere on the planet
will be members of the public.”
Citizen photography has become so
prevalent that an award has been
developed for recognizing the best
work by amateurs. The Citizen Journalism Award, backed by Nokia
and the UK’s Press Gazette, was ﬁrst
offered in July 2006.
The ﬁrst place prize went to a photo
taken of the July ’05 Tavistock Square
bombings in London. The winner elected
to remain anonymous and donated his
monetary prize to a charity associated
with the bombings.
Whether we like it or not, citizen photography is becoming a powerful force
in the journalism world. Of course cameraphones cannot duplicate the quality
of photojournalists’ work. But pixels
being what they are, image quality will
continue to increase to the point where
this argument is irrelevant.
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The Advent
of Pro-Am Journalism
Bloggers cannot produce quality journalism
If there is to be such a thing as pro-am
journalism (melding ‘professional’ and
‘amateur’ writers), will the “am” component prove an obstacle to reaching
professional standards? That is to say,
can pro-am journalism ever truly compete with the ingrained standards of traditional professional journalism? There
are two sides to the argument: those
who believe amateurs can be effective
journalists and those who don’t.

Other sources:
Reuters

A great proportion of traditional journalists are skeptical of amateurs’ capacity
to adhere to the strict codes of professional journalism.
Jonathan Last at the Philadelphia
Inquirer lambasted blogging in an April
’06 column entitled “Blog, humbug!”
From Last’s column: “(Blogs) elevate
analysis over news-gathering; they
value speed over judiciousness; and
they encourage the practice of journalism to turn in on itself, to tend ever more
toward navel-gazing.
Much ado about
blogging
• Citizen journalism vs.
professional journalism
• Most bloggers don’t
consider themselves
journalists
•

“But the biggest evil of blogs is that ﬁrst
ﬂaw, blogging’s original sin: the discounting of news-gathering in favor of news
analysis. Bloggers are forever telling us
how easy journalism is, yet very few of
them have ever really practiced it.”

Amy Gahran at Poynter believes that
amateurs can learn to produce the highquality content associated with traditional media while following professional
principles. But the problem is, many of
the principles she lists have little or
nothing to do with bloggers:
- Objectivity: blogs are inherently
biased, being the ﬁrst-person account
of either personal or exterior events.
- Accuracy: bloggers don’t typically
report, so what’s there to be accurate
about?
- Corroboration: blogging and commenting are one-man shows…
- Avoid conﬂicts of interest: …oneman shows with a personal motive.
- Transparency: Bloggers are pretty
good at this by linking to background

material, but some still post and comment anonymously.
- Editorial oversight: against the
whole concept of a blog
Although journalists’ hubris would
imagine that all bloggers dream of
being journalists, the fact is that many
do not aspire to the profession: In July
’06, a report done by the Pew Internet
& American Life Project found that
66% of people maintaining blogs don’t
label their acts as journalism. More than
40% said they never quote sources and
61% said they never ask for permission
to reproduce copyrighted material.
But what about the bloggers that do
aspire to traditional journalism?

WAR OF WORDS

Citizen journalists
vs. bloggers:

The terms ‘citizen journalist’ and
‘blogger’ are often, perhaps mistakenly, interchanged. Some citizen journalism proponents claim that the
term implies certain training and that citizen journalists perform traditional
journalistic acts which they may publish on a blog. Pure blogging, on the
other hand, doesn’t necessarily imply training and revolves mostly around
amateur commentary. The articles in this section deal mostly with the
amateur side of blogging.

Bloggers can produce quality journalism
Other sources:
PJNet Today,
The Guardian,
The Financial Times

Despite the Pew Internet & American Life
Project survey’s ﬁndings that most
bloggers do not consider themselves
journalists, the fact remains that 34%
do. This vocal minority claims that they
are journalists because they engage in
journalistic functions like fact-checking
and linking to sources.
The video blog (also known as vodcast or
vlog) Rocketboom (www.rocketboom.

com) did an interview with XML guru
Dave Winer in which he gave his take
on journalism: “Amateur is not below
professional. It’s just another way of
doing (media). The root of the word
amateur is love, and someone who does
something for love is an amateur. Someone who does something to pay the bills
is a professional. The amateurs have
[more integrity than] the professionals. If
you’re an amateur you have less conﬂict

of interest and less reason not to tell
your truth than if you have to pay the
bills and please somebody else.”
Indeed, if journalism were based only on
passion and not accuracy, many bloggers would be winning Pulitizers.
Citizen journalism champion Leonard
Witt took up the blogger validity argument on his PJNet blog (http://pjnet.
org). Witt believes that bloggers should
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be “invited to the journalism party.” He
cites a survey by Columbia School of
Journalism professor Betty Medsger which shows that many of the best
journalists have never ofﬁcially studied
journalism, much like ‘amateur’ bloggers. Among the statistics: 59 percent of
print journalists who won Pulitzer Prizes
have never studied journalism.
Citizen journalism
moving along
• Mixing the MSM with
its audience
•

Reuters CEO Tom Glocer would like
to see the mainstream media – or
“MSM” – meld with so-called citizen

journalism to exploit the best of both
media. “In the news industry, professional and ‘amateur’ content combined
creates a better product,” writes Glocer
in a Financial Times article “Old Media
must embrace the amateur.” Glocer
lays down three guidelines for the mix
of MSM and audience:
Firstly, the MSM needs to produce high
quality content in order “to attract a
community.” Next, the outlet must be
a “provider of tools”, allowing the audi-

ence to “combine disparate types of
content.” And ﬁnally, the expanded pool
of information requires that the editing
role of the MSM to ﬁnd quality material
becomes even more important.
Glocer’s advice should be heeded.
Bloggers are now a permanent ﬁxture
of the media landscape. Their best
should be included in the global news
conversation. There is no shame in
newspapers pointing their readers to
the best blogs.

Can newspapers produce quality blogs?
While most bloggers are still far from emulating newspaper-style journalism, several
old-school newspapers are lining up to
offer blogging features. Many newspapers perceive online blogs to be the
holy grail of attracting younger, Internet-savvy readers.
But are papers capable of producing quality blogs? The jury is out. The
Online Journalism Review (www.ojr.
org) polled several media insiders on
their thoughts.

Denton’s bloggers are notorious for 12hour shifts of relentlessly snarky media
(and other) commentary.
Bob Cauthorn of CityTools.net is
also skeptical: “I think it’s going to be
difﬁcult for newspapers to do blogs
right because their DNA continues to
be trapped in the “we talk, you listen”
mode… if newspapers blogs are not
really about interacting with the community – and I challenge anyone to

Lisa Stone of BlogHer.org (http://
blogher.org) said: “Of course they can…
Newspapers that blog well embrace the
community and use the blogs as an
extension of their op-ed pages.”
Nick Denton of Gawker Media is less
sure, stating that: “Reporters, trained to
put aside opinion, make uninteresting
bloggers. And it’s notoriously hard to
imagine, in parallel, a daily news cycle
and regular updates for breaking news.”

demonstrate they’ve been successful
at that goal – what makes them different? They just offer the same voices
you read all the time.”
As Cauthorn griped, journalists are lousy
at interacting with the community. The
reason? No time: journalists should not
keep blogs because they are already
strapped for precious minutes.
Journalists need to be out gathering
information, talking to people involved
in their stories and putting what they ﬁnd
together in a comprehensible manner.
It’s not that they ignore their public or
that they wouldn’t like to converse with
it; it’s that newsgathering takes a lot of
time for which journalists get paid.
When papers ask their journalists to
blog, especially for no extra compensation, they are undermining their own
quality, effectively stealing time away
from the journalism process.

Former Financial Times
correspondant and Gawker Media
entrepreneur Nick Denton feels
“Reporters make uninteresting
bloggers.”
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“ It’s going to be difﬁcult

for newspapers to do blogs right because
their DNA (is) trapped in a we talk, you listen mode”

Citizen journalism vs.
professional journalism II
•

But this shouldn’t be taken the wrong
way. It is still crucial that the newsroom
interacts with its audience and that
journalists know what their readers are
saying. In this respect, newsrooms may
want to consider creating a new position, a sort of comment ombudsman that
ﬁlters reader reactions and reports the
best to journalists. That way, journalists can continue their ﬁeldwork, get a
sense of what their readers think and
respond to a few of their most worthy
preoccupations.

Gawker Inc.’s array of
topic speciﬁc blogs is
a legitimate competitor
for newspapers,
having surpassed 80
million monthly page
views in the two years
from October ‘04 to
October ‘06

The world’s ﬁrst online pro-am journalism experiment
As the Internet democratizes writing, professional and amateur journalists will continue to clash. The best compromise
to date involves combining what is
perceived as the best of the traditional
and amateur journalism worlds. This is
the goal of Jay Rosen’s New Assignment (www.newassignment.net).
Rosen, an NYU professor and PressThink blogger, describes his project on
his website as: “a non-proﬁt site that
tries to spark innovation in journalism
by showing that open collaboration over
the Internet among reporters, editors
and large groups of users can produce
high-quality work that serves the public
interest, holds up under scrutiny, and
builds trust.”
In an interview with Editor’s Weblog,
Rosen elaborated his theory of pro-am
journalism: “I don’t think that amateurs
should or could take over the press, but
• Jay Rosen’s
there certainly exists a professional and
New Assignment:
amateur wing of journalism. The amateur
experimenting with proam journalism
sphere is not going to develop discipline

on its own – it needs to begin generating
informational trust and reliability.”
In terms of worries on the part of
established journalists that the “am”
side can’t cut it: “We’ve discussed the
project with professional journalists who
are generally interested - they think that
user-generated content is going to be
big - but also cautious. They all ask the
same question: ‘Are people other than
us really reliable? You’re going to publish
unveriﬁed information?

The precursor to pro-am
journalism: Jay Rosen, professor
of journalism at NYU, runs
PressThink, a blog that ponders
and discusses the future of
journalism

“These worries are understandable. I
don’t know if it’s going to work either.
But we’re trying to ﬁgure out, how do
you build trust online when your journalistic practices are open to anyone
who wants to contribute? In this sense,
I think we not only need more professional journalism but we need more
people aiming for the same standards of
professional journalists. Attaining these
standards is crucial because amateurs
in the future will be an important part
of the press.”
The potential to join the needlessly battling forces of “traditional” and “citizen”
journalism is vast. Projects such as
Rosen’s are essential to tap the wealth
of talent available in both sectors.
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Walking the ‘Middle Path’
of Pro-Am Journalism
Enabled by the Internet, everyday citizens have more voice than ever
before, a voice that will only grow louder with time. The major obstacle
of the development of this newfound power is that those citizens, and
most media professionals, are not sure of the most effective way
of using it. New York University journalism professor Jay Rosen
endeavors to ﬁnd that way by combining now easily exploitable
knowledge of citizens with the work of professional journalists, a proam approach Rosen likes to refer to as the “Middle Path”:
It’s been said that “news is a conversation,” that it requires
cooperation or that both are true at the same time. Who is
doing all this conversing and cooperating?

of knowledge about their world. They self-publish with more
force and vigor than before. They’re still consumers, but consuming is one option they have.

I call them the people formerly known as the audience. I
believe the industry still calls them “readers.” But maybe we’re
just talking about a special category of readers. Maybe calling
them readers, which is perfectly descriptive of the classic
newspaper situation, doesn’t describe the relationship after
all the power shifts and platform switches we’ve been seeing
week-to-week, year-to-year.
If one day the “average” reader is a Net user, then readers have
a lot more tools available to them than they did before. They
are better connected to each other, and to alternative sources

Now put this together with another fact: In special cases where
the readers know more than editors and reporters (which
is a lot of cases) the potential is there for this “distributed”
knowledge to be collected and make itself known-- not after
publication, but before and in tandem with the professional
production of news.
The costs of doing that very thing – collaboration – have been
plunging with the spread of the Internet. Should we investigate
the potential for better news production? Or should we spend
three or four years on: who is a journalist?

What are some of the ways in which better news production
is evolving to encourage cooperation and conversation?

information, and it’s great that people talk about it after. They
irritate people who have a conventional mindset, and they
embolden those who are trying to think of alternatives.

To say that such a thing is possible – bringing the distributed
knowledge of many to bear on the production of news in the here
and now--is not to say that we know how to do it. Or that we
know it will work, pay off, succeed. We don’t. But we can start by
imagining it. I’m trying to go one step further and experiment with
doing it: My new venture, NewAssignment.Net, is about that.
Terms like “news is a conversation” are just a way of jostling
the standard and more settled press think in which news is

But these terms “cooperation”, “conversation” are also
trying to take account of a shift in power that is actually
happening. That’s why as ideas they cannot be dismissed.

Can amateurs and professionals work together to practice
reliable, quality investigative journalism?
It seems like they should be able to. We have reason for
thinking it could be a fruitful combination. Amateurs, doing it
for love, and professionals, doing it for money, should be able
to work together in pursuit of high quality work, but of course
there are dozens of obstacles when you try to create such a
system, and all these cliffs you could fall off. Maybe it’s possible, but its practice too damn hard! How do we know?
NewAssignment.Net is trying to ﬁnd out. We’re going to try

Jay Rosen’s “Middle
Path”:
“Amateurs doing it for
love, and professionals
doing it for money
should be able to work
together in pursuit of
high quality work.”
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to get hundreds and maybe thousands of people on one
story, and see what they know, together in groups we call
‘smart crowds’, that would be hard for journalists to know
alone. Will it happen? Will the right people participate and
cooperate? Even if they do, will the results shine in some
way that required all those people? Will the site we build (with
almost no budget) work or break? We simply don’t know.

What is the future of ‘pro-am’ journalism?
My hunch is that some hybrid form of pro-am reporting will
not only prove reliable but superior for certain situations.
NewAssignment may not ﬁgure it out, but our stumbles could
give someone smarter a better idea. Look at the system for
forwarding to the world live footage and photos and eyewitness accounts of the Indian Ocean Tsunami. There, the proam system (or am-to-pro) was superior to what the biggest

How do these theories get transferred to practice?
You have to start by recognizing that the “transfer” has already
been made. We have many cases of volunteers collaborating over
the Net to produce improvements in knowledge that are made
available to even larger groups and ultimately prove reliable. Open
source software is one. Wikipedia another. Look up “crowdsourc-

NewAssignment.net
is the online forum
launched by Rosen
where “open-source
reporting gets tested”

international news agencies could do unaided. True, it’s a
well-known example, but also a profound moment in the
history of news.
At the moment, I would make a “weak” claim for open source
reporting, as it’s called. That is, it will not triumph over or spell
the demise of professional newsgathering. Rather, it will have
certain advantages that professionals will be able to recognize
for themselves. But people aren’t convinced by an argument
that such-and-such is possible. You have to show them.

ing” for an education in what’s happening in media.
We already have many cases of similar things working, so we
can begin by studying those and trying to “stretch” existing
practice over to journalism while “stretching” professional
practice to accommodate more participants, and more knowledge from (pick a name and choose a frame...) amateurs,
users, readers, citizens.

What is the added value in combining professionals and
amateurs?

It’s what Dan Gillmor said a while ago: “My readers know
more than I do.” Or: my readers, properly connected, can know
more than I can know, myself. When that’s true, there’s the
potential to add value.

What’s wrong with traditional investigative journalism funded
by large organizations? Is the combination more reliable?

key public service – when funded well. The industry that once
funded it doesn’t seem to want to any more.
“Can the pro-am combination be made reliable?” is the question we should be asking. It’s a practical question. Ask me in
two years and I will have a better reply.

Wrong with it? Not very much. Pulitzer fever takes some toll
in the US, but on the whole it’s a healthy, strong practice – a
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As newsrooms shrink because of tighter budgets, is the Middle Path a means of maintaining investigative journalism?

It might be. It might help.
We have to show its advantages ﬁrst.

Is the traditional system of citizen or non-proﬁt media
watchdog groups insufﬁcient?
Is this another reason why a Middle Path is necessary?

I don’t know that I would even put it that way – that the middle
path is “necessary,” as in: if you don’t go this way you are
doomed, damned or dim. No. That is not my suggestion at all.
I see pro-am reporting and the “open” forms in reportage as
exciting and fun and cool to be part of if they work – a new
worldwide practice with civic potential. That’s all!

How will the combination contribute to democratic societies?

Where we can know in common what we could never know
alone, we have added to the commonwealth.

Why would (American) citizens participate in the media
but not participate in the election process (you have such
low voter turnouts)?

even most users. It’s a small number who help with the project
(like the Mozilla web browser) compared to the large number
who use the product. But compared to “closed newsroom”
practice an open newsroom has many more participants. What
are the advantages?
We will see.

Actually, voter turnout is going up in the age of Bush. Open
source projects don’t count on “everyone” participating, or
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COOPERATE WITH
YOUR COMPETITORS
SECTION 1: creating
newpspaper partnerships

SECTION 2: Yahoo: compe-

titor or collaborator?

SECTION 3: getting Google:
the online copyright caper

SECTION 4: meta-tagging and
‘à la carte’ news lend a hand

Newspaper nostalgia conjures up images of checker-capped newsboys

crowding street corners, shouting the daily headlines, trying to sell more copies than the
competition. Alas, those days have passed. Today’s newsboys are on the web in the form of
aggregators that list constantly updated headlines on one page. Today’s competition does
not come from other local papers, but from online media outlets the world over. Today’s
news market has spawned a new dynamic, one shifting towards cooperation:
Make friends with competing papers: Whoever scoops a story is secondary to quality
content. Newspapers should join forces to share the best of this content. In the end, it
will help them to save resources and could even persuade them to create comprehensive
portals to better serve their readers.
Search engines change their tune: Although regularly branded as competitors, 2006 will
be remembered as the year that Yahoo and Google began cooperating with newspapers.
Stating their intent to stay out of content production, the world’s largest search engine
companies realized the need to give back to publishers.
Start-ups chip in: Several companies launched in 2006 with the purpose of helping
traditional media adapt to the Internet. Having rapidly gained popularity, their simple
strategies should be leveraged by newspapers to extend their reach and improve their
offerings to readers.
Learn to link: Hyperlinking frightens newspapers hesitant to travel beyond the borders of
their own content. But linking is the essence of the Internet and users know and expect
it. Newspapers should celebrate this practice, pointing readers to the ﬁnest content on
the Web while maintaining the high standards of their own journalism so that those links
are reciprocated.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

March 2006: Microsoft teams with
AP to produce online video network

September 2006: Belgian
copyright ﬁrm sues Google

July 2006: Google and AP announce
revenue sharing agreement

December 2006: Japanese regional papers
join in national news portal, 47news

November 2006: Deal of the year:
Yahoo partners with American publishers
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Strength in Numbers: Creating
Newpspaper Partnerships
Japan: creating a national online portal through newspaper partnerships
Japan is emblematic of the rest of the world
in that its newspapers are struggling
ﬁnancially in the midst of Internet competition. With weak advertising sales
and circulation down, papers have
decided to look to the Web for alternative income. Several newspapers have
united to form a collective news portal
for the country, 47 News’ Zenkoku
Shimbun Net (www.47news.jp).
The Editors Weblog grilled head of
Zenkoku, Mr. Kenichiro Hayashi, on
the status of the project.

as well as occasional feature articles.
One of the site’s editors has been volunteered from one of the newspapers
involved, a move that Mr. Hayashi hopes
will be repeated. Advertising, mainly
banners, will target “major companies
such as Toyota.”

The site’s name comes from the 47
prefectures in Japan, all of which are
participating in the site. Each prefecture
has contributed at least one newspaper
to the portal, resulting in a total of 52
papers as well as the Kyodo News
Agency. The papers combined boast
25 million in circulation.

In terms of how the site will beneﬁt
newspapers, Mr. Hayashi said: “It gives
them a chance to take local news
national, increasing their exposure
and circulations therefore leading to
revenue gains.”

Japan: Update on
newspaper web portal
collaboration
• Japan: National news
with a local spin
•

47 News, launched December 24 of ’06,
employs ten full-time workers including
engineers and editors in addition to the
10,000 journalists implicated through
the papers. The editors navigate the
information such that the journalists
have no extra work. Editors will solicit
one photo from each paper every day,

history of the region. This makes the
news more relevant and available to
everyone.”
Zenkoku was expecting 50 million page
views by the end of March 2007.

Mr. Hayashi explains that the site will
be comprised mainly of national news,
with Kyodo News Agency providing the
international news. Sections will include
news, politics, sports, and tourism.

Japanese identity is important to the
project. Said Hayashi: “The Japanese
public gets a truly national sense of
news. There are national newspapers
in Japan that send reporters to all
regions but they don’t know the area.
The journalists we have through the
network are mostly raised in an area.
They have local knowledge, have more
sources of information and know the

Japan’s 47News represents a
trend with much potential for
growth; newspapers of distinct
competences joining forces to
create comprehensive news
portals

Sharing articles opens content to new markets
Japan’s national portal is a large-scale example
of an extremely relevant trend in the
industry: partnering up for textual content. More examples are popping up
worldwide:

Other Sources:
Reuters, Press Gazette,
Brand Republic,
Agencyfaqs, International
Herald Tribune

- In May 2006, the Murdoch-owned
British Times announced plans to
start publishing in the U.S., as well
as exploring partnerships worldwide.
With the US edition, the paper hopes
to win 10,000 new readers, likely
international business readers. The
Times will share the New York Post’s

presses when printing in the States. In
2006, The Times also began providing
content for the world’s largest paper,
Japan’s Yomiuri Shimbun.
- Newspapers can be used as a complement to larger media.
In November 2006,the BBC announced
plans (see Chapter 4) to buy news
from local newspapers to use for
regional television news broadcasts.
The Beeb uses stories for about ten
minutes of video footage displayed
over the Internet.

- In September 2006, The Finnish
publisher Alma Media announced the
political desks of its regional papers
would be combined as of September 2007 to create “opportunities for
renewal and for improving quality levels
and efﬁciency.”
- In Norway, several regional papers
joined with national daily Aftenposten
in September 2006 to create a new
group. Editorial boards of each paper
were to remain independent but each
was to serve as a regional base.
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“Combining resources

from individual papers creates opportunities
for improving quality levels and efﬁciency.”
• UK’s Times to target US
• world
• BBC to team up with

local newspapers
• India: WSJ to share
content with Hindustan
Times
• India: Publishing house
strikes content deal with
The Economist
• Developing countries
join together to create
Internet news service

- India's second largest English-language paper, the Hindustan Times,
launched a business paper with Wall
Street Journal content in August 2006.
CEO of HT Media, Rajiv Verma,
commented: “This unique content
partnership between HT Media and
The Wall Street Journal emphasizes
our desire to offer a business newspaper to Indian readers at a time when
India has become a global player in
myriad industries.”

- In another example of Indian partnership
with American media, the Indian Express
Group and The Economist magazine
joined forces in November 2006. The
Indian Express and The Financial Express
features selections from the venerable
weekly on a weekly basis, including opinions, news analyses, special reports, surveys, and general articles.
- A group of developing countries including Singapore, Malaysia and India, started

an Internet-based news service that pools
their media resources in April 2006. The
project aims to give readers an alternative
to “unfair” news coverage by the Western media, said the International Herald
Tribune. The news service and content,
called NAM News Network, is hosted
by the Malaysian national news agency,
Bernama. The group also plans to establish the news service in French, Spanish
and Arabic for North African, Middle Eastern and Latin American countries.

MEDIA OWNERSHIP

Are the
pressures
of Wall Street
ruining newspaper publishers?

The warring editorial and business sides of newspapers were thrust into the limelight once again in
2006 over an ownership debate. Some of the United
States’ largest publicly owned publishers, Knight
Ridder (sold to McClatchy in June 2006), the
Tribune Co., and the New York Times Co.,
were all pressured by shareholders to break up or sell due to
substantial declines in the values of their publicly traded stock
in the early years of the new century.
Media pundits and public watchdogs feared further newsroom
job cuts and an ensuing decrease in the quality of American
newspaper journalism. They suggested alternatives to public
ownership such as private, local control, trust cooperatives, and
non-proﬁt situations. But would these options solve anything?
Proponents of public ownership believe that it still works because
there are many individuals and organizations with a vested interest
in a company. They regularly scrutinize that interest to see where
it is going in the short and long terms.
Private ownership by local investors has been suggested as a way
to reconnect newspapers with their communities. It happened
in 2006 as McClatchy sold the Philadelphia Inquirer and Daily
News to the local Philadelphia Media Holdings L.L.C.
Local billionaires also went after The New York Times Co.’s The
Boston Globe and the Tribune Co.’s Los Angeles Times but all
offers were turned down as of the end of the year.
Private ownership, however, may not be the answer. Forbes Editor-at-Large Justin Fox pointed to a study done by Harvard

and the University of Pennsylvania that found private owners
are more reluctant to invest in research and development, of
which newspaper companies are in great need.
Advertising Age’s Simon Dumenco sees public trusts as a
potential light at the end of the tunnel, suggesting that tax laws
be “overhauled” so that the very rich can contribute to papers
without buying them. This idea has already proved successful
in the case of The Scott Trust’s ownership of The Guardian.
In theory, associations like The Scott Trust keep any owner bias
out of the newsroom.
The LA Times’ Steve Lopez would like to get rid of publicly
owned newspapers altogether: “I say a smart owner can put out
a good newspaper and make a handsome proﬁt, but not if he
has to answer to Wall Street’s insatiable appetite for more, more,
more.” He suggests a nonproﬁt approach, similar to that of the
Poynter Institute’s ownership of The St. Petersburg Times
Lopez’s argument aligns with the newspaper purists who balk
at the idea of placing dollars before journalistic integrity. No
one argues with the essential place of the newspaper in the
community, but ignoring the ﬁnancial side of the operation is
naively high-minded. Newspapers need to be proﬁtable, now
more than ever, to be able to compete with the barrage of free
information on the Internet.
Public, private, trust, or non-proﬁt? Perhaps each newspaper
or newspaper group needs to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of the various solutions, and decide which is the
lesser of evils.
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You need video, but how will your print newsroom produce it?
The advent of online video has thrust newspapers into a new role: ﬁlm producOther Sources:
tion. Mainstream news outlets are now
B&C,
expected to integrate video into their
The New York Observer
Media Mob blog,
websites. The problem is, most newsMediaPost,
rooms
are not equipped to produce
PaidContent
video. How have newspapers adapted
to the rapidly changing world of online
video? One solution: partner up with
new media groups to offer the best of
both worlds.
Associated Press associates with
Microsoft

ﬁnancial information, expanded choice
in photos and new formats like blogs
and podcasts, said Tom Curley, AP’s
president and CEO.
“We know the digital era requires more
content, not less,” Curley told executives representing AP member newspapers and broadcast companies at the
cooperative’s annual meeting. “And it
requires content edited and packaged
in ways that help user access and allow
for advertising placement.”

Old media joins with
new media for online
video news
• AP picks up its slack in
a digital age
• New York Times to
provide broadband video
content
• US: New York Times
to invest in video; sees
online growth
•

The video is one of many developments for AP, including a multimedia
young readers’ service, more sports and

In the wake of the Brightcove deal in April
‘06, NYT Co. sold its $100 million stake in
the Discovery Channel, an educational
cable station that produces documentary-style programming. With that money,
it planned to invest in video production for
its own website, nytimes.com.

In February 2006, the New York Times
Company signed a deal with Internet
video producer Brightcove to enable
the distribution of broadband video content across its online holdings.

But was this the right move? NYT probably learned something about video
during its three-year partnership with
Discovery but was it enough to be able
to produce its own? And with the Times’
newsroom slashing print journalist jobs,
how will it feel as video journos invade?
Would the Times be better off leveraging
its partnership with Discovery to produce
video instead of trying to go it alone?

According to Martin Nisenholtz, senior
vice president of digital operations:
“Brightcove gives us the ability to rapidly expand the amount of high-quality
broadband video content we offer across
our digital properties, and to easily syndicate selected content to Web afﬁliates,
thereby making our consumer experience

What about smaller papers that can’t
afford to produce their own video? Will
they have to buddy-up with local television stations? Or will they take the
Naples Daily News approach and begin
taping an inexpensive daily vodcast to
complement their content and multimedia offerings?

- In April 2006, Dean Singleton’s
MediaNews Group Inc. bought three
McClatchy papers, the San Jose Mercury News, The Contra Costa Times,
and The Monterey County Herald, all
situated in or around the San Francisco
Bay area where MediaNews Group
already owned several papers. Through
this purchase, it could expand its strategy of “geographic clusters,” combining resources from the papers to cut
costs and group advertising sales.

Times was launched in London in
November ’06 for the price of 65p.
The special sale started November
21 and was available for the following three Tuesdays. “We believe
it’s a perfect fit and will continue to
explore ideas for further growth in the
UK,” said Jon Housman, managing
director of The Wall Street Journal
Europe. The EWSJ, which switched to
a compact format in 2005, has seen
its circulation rise to 88,015. The
Times was hoping to attract people
to its newly developed font.

New York Times waddles into video
The Associated Press and Microsoft
teamed up in March 2006 to produce a
video news service, AP Online Video
Network. The companies joined forces
so AP members can stream free video
through their websites while taking a
piece of the revenue earned from advertising. The service produces about 40
clips a day of international, business
technology, and other news. It is powered by Microsoft’s MSN Video.

both richer and broader in reach, as well
as ﬁnancially attractive.”

Partner up to save money
Other sources:
New York Daily News,
MediaNews,
Media Bulletin

In addition to facilitating content, media partnerships can be ﬁnancially advantageous.

• New York Times
partners with free paper
giant
• MediaNews buys 4
McClatchy papers for
$1 billion
• UK: Times and EWJS
join in distribution co-op

- In June, the New York Times Company joined forces with the Swedish
Metro International, the world’s biggest publisher of free daily newspapers, in a classiﬁed advertising deal.
Metro now prints classiﬁeds from the
Times, the revenues from which will
be shared. The deal is not expected to
signiﬁcantly boost NYTCo. proﬁt but it
will extend its reach and could open
the door to similar arrangements with
Metro and other NYT holdings.

- A plastic-wrapped combo of The
Wall Street Journal Europe and The
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Yahoo: Competitor
or Collaborator?
“We’re not in competition with content makers”
Neil Budde, general manager of Yahoo said
in February 2006: “We’re not in competition with content makers.” But
considering the world’s largest Internet
company’s various forays into original
content, many in traditional media
didn’t buy into it.
“The last old media company”
Jeff Jarvis of BuzzMachine refers to
Yahoo as “the last old media company,”
because of its old-school thinking and
processes: it remains territorial, keeping users on its sites which eventually
led it to begin creating content. Budde
claimed that these stabs at content production were merely to ﬁll gaps left by
mainstream media.
Yahoo swears it’s
not looking to replace
traditional news
•

Original projects such as Kevin Sites
in the Hot Zone, which followed a pho-

tojournalist visiting war zones complete
with a host of multimedia features, or
Richard Bangs Adventures, a travel
site, negate Budde’s defense. One could
hardly say that there is a “gap” in photojournalism and travel resources produced
by traditional media available online.
Yahoo also began hiring its own ﬁnancial columnists and experts to produce
original ﬁnancial commentary, another
area which is already well established
by several existing news outlets.

- “A la carte news”: instead of consumers being forced to purchase or
watch their news in a ﬁxed package
edited by a news organization, the
public can pick and choose what it
wants to read, watch or listen to on
the Internet.

Where mainstream media
doesn’t get it

- News aggregators: Internet giants
such as Yahoo and Google are not the
only ones that sift through news content
and bundle it. Bloggers that read the
news also comment on and link to articles
they read and gather a following normally
through people with like interests.

In the same speech to the Software
and Information Association in
New York, Budde identiﬁed the three
important aspects of Internet news to
which the mainstream media are having
trouble adopting:

- Advertising: According to Budde, “old
media” will eventually warm up to the targeted advertising opportunities that the
Internet provides as well as the ease and
precision with which news organizations
can determine readership online.

To partner or produce?
Other sources:
New York Times,
AdAge

One way of helping traditional players adapt to
the Internet is to join with Internet companies. Or, more abruptly, to be bought
out by them.

US: who is going to buy
the San Jose Mercury
News?
• A potential new media/
old media merger
• Yahoo to scrap ideas
for original programming
•

The San Jose Mercury News, the ﬂagship
of the now-extinct legacy newspaper company Knight Ridder, went up for sale in
March ‘06 along with 11 other former KR
papers. The Center for Citizen Media’s
Dan Gillmor suggested that Yahoo
acquire the paper to create a breeding
ground for a new kind of journalism.
The Merc, geographically situated at the
nexus of the digital future, has struggled
to gain online readership. Thus, although
he admits it may be a long shot, Gillmor
speculated that the ﬁnancial union of
traditional and new media in the Bay
Area could create the perfect environment to raise the new type of journalism:
one for which platform is not an issue
and multimedia rules.

Around the same time that Gillmor proposed this, in March ’06, a New York
Times article reported that Yahoo was
eliminating plans to produce original
television-style sitcoms and other programs for Web distribution. The move
signaled a turn away from new content
development.
Furthermore, although they continue to
exist in the form of ‘special features’
and ‘best of,’ Kevin Sites in the Hot
Zone and Richard Bangs Adventures
were discontinued after their contracts
expired due to sub-par trafﬁc results,
suggesting that content produced by
Internet companies is difﬁcult not only to
create, but also to sell to the public.
A failure of new media companies to
produce original content could mean
more partnerships with traditional media
for content distribution via the Web in
the future.

General Manager of Yahoo, Neil
Budde swore his company was
not in competition with traditional
publishers. But with original
content such as Kevin Sites in the
Hot Zone, some found this hard to
swallow
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Competing, but leaning towards cooperation
Yahoo’s history clearly exhibits ambivalence in
terms of content development: to create,
Other source:
or not to create? Apparently, that is the
Reuters
question at Yahoo headquarters. In May
2006, the Internet giant found a way
to continue competition with traditional
media, especially newspaper editors.
The portal introduced a new homepage
that focuses on providing its users with
personalized information and the creation of “social search.” Instead of seeing only a universal website, users are
able to customize Yahoo’s homepage
and their searches will be based on the
• The consequences of
“collective wisdom of its users.” With
Yahoo’s new homepage
for newspapers
such innovations, Yahoo is now com-

peting neck-to-neck with newspapers,
while also depending on them.
Yahoo’s editing expanded with the new
homepage. Lloyd Braun, head of Yahoo’s
Media Group, aspired to give readers a
comprehensive choice of stories about a
subject from different types of sources.
“We want to take the user on a journey,”
said Braun. “We have to make sure that
the user never reaches a dead end.”
In doing that, Yahoo is “going to spend
more time framing choices for the
users,” encroaching more on the role
of editors at newspapers. This editing

includes video, a feature that newspaper
newsrooms do not yet use to its maximum potential.
With this redesign, Yahoo likely appropriated even more consumers from the
webpages of traditional media companies. But the fact is, Yahoo still needs
news content to survive. If it siphons the
audience, and thus the revenue, from
traditional media, what will be left on
its own site, especially since Yahoo has
abandoned most plans for original content production? Chances are, reciprocal
partnerships will increasingly be established between new and old media.

Deal of the year: Yahoo partners up with American newspaper publishers
Other sources:
Business Week,
The New York Times

Yahoo News has always been looked upon
more kindly than other news aggregators, particularly Google News. This
is because it has mastered the art of
collaboration, striking deals with some
90-odd publications, including the AP,
Reuters, USA Today and the Christian
Science Monitor. These deals work to
prioritize the offerings of selected publications on the Yahoo News website. This
premeditated collaboration has certainly
not diluted the success of the project:
Yahoo News is the most-visited Englishlanguage news site in the world.

Many major news outlets began talks
with Yahoo in July 2006, leading some
to speculate that revenue sharing agreements were in the works.
At the American Magazine Conference in October 2006, Yahoo chief operating ofﬁcer Daniel Rosensweig spoke
to the importance of forming alliances

between search engines and magazine
content. Rosensweig stressed that “no
medium has eliminated another.” He
also explained that Yahoo was interested
in magazines because the search engine
can attract trafﬁc and sell ads using the
publication’s brand name while mutually
drawing visitors back to the magazine’s
home page.

Poised for revolutionary collaboration
Yahoo’s unmitigated success, along with
most newspapers’ loss of ad revenue
online, has caused newspaper publishers to sit up and take note. BusinessWeek
reported that MediaNews CEO W.Dean
Singleton said, “The industry needs to
come together to ﬁnd a search-engine
model so that we begin to monetize
news,” while another newspaper executive declared news search to be the “longterm future” of newspaper revenues.

With publishers like W. Dean
Singleton urging newspapers
to better monetize their Internet
content, Yahoo’s deal to share
online news and classiﬁeds
through its HotJobs portal was
very welcome
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“ Newspapers’ deal with Yahoo

is the most ambitious collective effort by the industry
to deal with the Internet since the New Century Network”
Deals in Action
At the end of November ’06, Yahoo
made the deﬁnitive move it had been
preparing for, signing content, advertising, and technology sharing deals with
seven newspaper companies representing 176 daily papers across the United
States including The San Francisco
Chronicle, The Dallas Morning News,
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution and
The Denver Post. In December, Yahoo
added the publisher Media General to
its consortium of media groups.

Newspapers to partner
with Yahoo?
• US: Google and Yahoo
seek media partnerships
• US: Newspaper
publishers strike
content/ad deals with
Yahoo
•

The partnerships grew out of an already
existing relationship with HotJobs, a
classiﬁed advertising site, by publishers MediaNews and Belo. During the
beginning stages of the deal newspapers will use Yahoo to post employment classiﬁed ads. The second phase,
which will be put into place throughout

2007, will consist of stories and local
ads from the newspapers to be posted
on Yahoo’s network.
On the other side, Yahoo will provide
the newspapers with local event listings,
maps, search technology and other content and tools for the newspapers’ Web
sites. Also, Yahoo will put their current
advertising technology to work for the
newspaper websites.
The solution newspapers have been
waiting for?
Content sharing with 176 papers will
not only give Yahoo an edge over the
competition such as Google’s print ad
project (see section 3), but will hopefully
help newspapers also. Local papers will
especially beneﬁt by having their stories
linked through Yahoo, by increasing the
number of readers and thus raising the

advertising value of their sites. And as
the local advertising and classiﬁed market is expected to grow from $3.4 billion
to $12.4 billion by 2010, local papers
are partnering up just in time.
“There has been a big question asked
for a while as to how newspapers will
navigate the online future,” said W. Dean
Singleton of MediaNews, “I think this is
the answer to that question.”
“The signiﬁcance of the partnership,
according to some newspaper executives, extends well beyond classiﬁed
ads,” said The New York Times. “They
see the announcement as the most
ambitious collective effort by the industry
to deal with the Internet since the New
Century Network of a decade ago.”
(New Century Network was an attempt
by American publishers to collaborate on
Internet news and advertising that folded
in 1998 after 3 years in existence.)

SECTION: 3

Getting Google: The Online
Copyright Caper
Why have news aggregators caused such an uproar?
The ease with which text, images, audio and
videos can be copied from anywhere
and republished by anyone on the Internet has raised serious concerns among
traditional media. All of a sudden,
where their content used to be safely
distributed on paper or audio and video
cassettes, in the digital world, multi-billion dollar publishers became subject
to ﬂagrant and widespread copyright
violations beyond their control.

The most famous example is that of the
music industry and Napster, a peer-topeer ﬁle-sharing site. Estimated to have
had 40 million users at its peak in 2001,
several major American record labels
and individual artists whose music was
being leaked before ofﬁcial release sued
the site, resulting in a court order that
forced its temporary closure (it eventually re-launched as a pay-for site). The
following year, the newspaper industry

was introduced to what some publishers
consider its own Napster in the form of
news aggregator Google News.
Today, any individual with a blog can
technically act as a news aggregator,
which is simply a website that collects
links, abstracts and images from various
news sources and posts them on one
comprehensive, searchable site. This
can be done through the standard com-
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“ The newspaper industry looks forward

to fostering mutually beneﬁcial relationships between publishers
of original content and search engine operators.”
puter function of copy and pasting. News
aggregators the likes of Google News,
on the other hand, involve algorithmic
‘spiders’ that scan the Internet periodically, automatically combining and
organizing material from various news
sources. It is exactly these automatic
and copy/paste practices that have

caused a ruckus among some publishers who feel that their content is being
reproduced illegally for the beneﬁt of
other proﬁteers.
However, just as numerous ﬁle-sharing
sites still thrive, news aggregators are
deﬁnitely not going to disappear. News-

paper publishers have two choices: have
their content removed from news aggregators at the risk of damaging their Web
trafﬁc, or learn how to work with these
new news forces that have proven so
popular among readers.

From beta to Belgium: Google News, advertising and lawsuits
In January 2006, after almost four years in existence, Google News emerged from
its beta trial. To that point, it had not
included advertising, something that
some publishers had been awaiting to
justify their copyright concerns; if Google
News began to make money, publishers
could legitimately say that it was proﬁting from material they had produced.

Other sources:
Reuters, The Guardian

But as 2006 came to a close, Google
News was still free of advertising. Some
publishers had already gone after the
search engine giant anyway.
Google News’s copyright problems predate its beta release. In March 2005

Agence France Presse ﬁled a $17.5
million lawsuit against Google for its
photos, headlines, and story leads.
AFP, which charges publishers for its
material, demanded that Google cease
to use its content, which users can read
free of charge.
The most signiﬁcant challenge to Google
came in September 2006, when a Belgian court concluded that Google must
stop publishing content from French and
German-language Belgian newspapers
on sites within its Belgian (.be) domain. If
not, the Mountainview, California based
behemoth would face ﬁnes of up to €1
million a day. Copiepresse, a ﬁrm that

handles copyright issues for the French
and German-language Belgian press,
ﬁled the complaint.
Brand Republic reported that general
secretary of Copiepresse, Margaret
Boribon, said, “We are asking for
Google to pay and seek our authorization to use our content,” adding that she
is spreading the word among her colleagues in other countries.
Google lost its late September appeal,
complying with the court sentence and
abashedly publishing the decision on
google.be and news.google.be.
In February 2007, Belgian courts confirmed September’s decision. Google
announced that it would appeal,
claiming Google news as “entirely
legal” and that courts in other countries would not necessarily reach the
same conclusion.

Google News postbeta: advertising on the
horizon?
• Belgium: Google
News charges with
copyright violations
• Belgium: copyright
complaints against
search engines continue
•

The small Belgian copyright
association Copiepresse, led by
Margaret Boribon (above), took
giant Google to court for violating
the rights of Belgian publishers...
and won

Meanwhile, Copiepresse presented
Microsoft with a ‘cease and desist’
letter in October, and Yahoo with a
similar letter in January 2007, demanding of both search engine companies
the removal of its member publications’ content. The suits showed that
Copiepresse’s attack on aggregators
was not Google-speciﬁc.
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A series of suits against Google
Copyright issues with Google News are not the
sole territory of French news agencies
and Belgian publishers. Several other
polemics have popped up, beginning
in 2004:

Other sources:
Financial Times,
AOL Money and Finance,
Poynter

- In September 2004, Google ran up
against the world’s largest daily paper,
Japan’s Yomiuri Shimbun, which refused
to allow Google to post its editorial at the
launch of Google News Japan. It later
agreed to be posted on Google News
Japan after Google agreed to respect
the paper’s copyrighted headlines.
- In February 2006, a Los Angeles federal
judge ruled that Google had to comply
with a suit by adult publication, Perfect
10, whose images pirated by other websites were being scanned by Google
Images for free viewing for all.

Copyright owners
await YouTube ﬁnal sale
to sue
• Australia: More
copyright woes for
Google
• Global publishers
head off legal clash with
search engines
•

- When Google bought YouTube in
October 2006, many mainstream
media were ready to pounce: they
had been waiting for a company with
deep pockets to scoop up the start-up
social video site whose users regularly
post multitudes of copyrighted content.
Google set aside $200 million to deal
with copyright legal problems related
to YouTube. At the end of the year, it
was not sure how much of that money
would actually be used as Google began
the process of eliminating copyrighted

content and striking deals with broadcasters and Hollywood studios.
- Also in November, the Australian government proposed laws that would allow
copyright holders to sue search engines
for caching and archiving websites.
Google found these restrictions impossible to deal with. Google senior counsel and head of public policy Andrew
McLaughlin said that these laws would
potentially “condemn the Australian
public to the pre-internet era and will
place them at a serious competitive disadvantage with those in other countries
who have such access.”
- The Norwegian version of Google
News was forced to stop publishing
copyrighted images in December 2006
after repeated attacks by the Norwegian Media Businesses’ Association (MBL). The Norwegian version had
been put under pressure by the MBL
since its launch on Nov.16th. Google
News Norway can now only display
images coming from non-MBL news
sites – almost none since most Norwegian sources are MBL members.

European Newspapers Association
launched a global industry pilot project
that aimed to avoid any future clash
between search engines and newspaper, periodical, magazine and book
publishers. The project entitled ACAP
(Automated Content Access Protocol),
would be a technical enabling program
through which publishers worldwide
could express use policies in a language
that the search engine’s robot ‘spiders’
could be taught to understand. Gavin
O’Reilly, President of WAN (below),
said: “Via ACAP, we look forward to
fostering mutually beneﬁcial relationships between publishers of original
content and the search engine operators. This industry-wide initiative positively answers the growing frustration
of publishers, who continue to invest
heavily in generating content for online
dissemination and use.”

- In the wake of the Belgian copyright
victories, the World Association of
Newspapers (WAN), the European
Publishers Council the International
Publishers Association and the

Did Belgian courts set an unsustainable precedent?
Other sources:
The Guardian,
Wall Street Journal

In the Belgian publishers’ case against Google,
copyright protector Copiepresse
argued that A) Google is circumventing publishers’ ad revenue, and
B) Google publishes caches (digital screen snapshots), copyrighted
pages that anyone can access. These
arguments held up in Belgian courts,
but looking more closely, can they be
considered totally justifiable?

- A) Google News doesn’t put advertising on any of its country sites and thus
makes no money directly from publishers’ news. It does, however, back its
web searches with keyword speciﬁc
advertising. If a keyword is related to
news, the latest news items appear at
the top of the query results page and
topic-speciﬁc advertising appears on
the side of the page through Google

Ads. But when clicking on one of the
news items, users are immediately
transported to the article on a publisher’s website where its advertising
is viewed. Furthermore, many publishers ironically have chosen to integrate
Google Ads onto their websites.
- B) When it comes to cached pages,
Copiepresse’s argument isn’t totally
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“ The Belgian ruling seems very unusual
and unprecedented. If courts start preventing linking,
we’re entering a slippery slope.”

• Will GoogleNews lose
the Belgian copyright
case?

true. The court document reads: “The
use of Google ‘cached’ allows for the
circumventing of the registrations asked
for by the publisher and the evasion of
payment for the press article.” Certainly,
a user could access a cached page
without having to register at a Belgian
publisher’s site. But as for payment,
Google’s cache does not display paid-for
articles. Instead, it shows the reader the
page of the publisher’s website that tells
readers the article must be purchased.

- The Guardian noted that “Similar cases
in Germany and the Netherlands not
involving Google have found in favour
of internet sites linking to copyrighted
content.” Also, an Internet lawyer is
quoted in the UK’s berliner saying, “The
Belgian ruling seems very unusual and
unprecedented. The scope and breadth
of the ruling, on a very narrow foundation, is also extraordinary. If courts start
preventing linking, we’re entering a slippery slope.”

- Le Monde reported that 10% of its
approximately 1 million daily visitors ﬁnd
its articles through Google. Therefore,
instead of stopping the search engine’s
spiders all together, the paper claims
that publishers must ‘tame’ Google, but
that at the same time, Google must take
the concerns of publishers into consideration. This idea of compromise is in
the same vein as the World Association of Newspaper’s ACAP initiative
(see previous article).

Is it possible to remove news agency content from Google News?
After the French news agency AFP sued Google
for $17.5 million in damages in 2005,
Google agreed to stop posting AFP content on its news aggregator. But as it
turns out, AFP is still there.
A journalist for MacWorld did a search on
Google News, typing in “Agence France
Presse,” only to ﬁnd that indeed articles
with an AFP byline were still listed, even
one from the New York Times’ website. The
results of a quick search on the French
version of Google News proved similar.

• Is it possible to
take AFP content
off Google News?

At the end of 2006, Google was not
yet legally obliged to eliminate all AFP
content from its site, but morally, especially because it purports to not be “evil”,
Google’s promise to eliminate content
from publishers who ask to delist themselves should be upheld.
But when it comes to news agencies, is
this possible? AFP claims thousands of
business partners in publishers off which
it makes money, exchanged for reproduction of its content. If AFP decides

AFP and CEO Pierre Louette
(top left) are suing Google for
copyright infringement. But with
such a plethora of unorganized
content online, is it wise for any
organization to remove itself from
Google?

that its material can’t be displayed by
Google, an act that some would consider
digital suicide, it would simultaneously
be forcing the kool aid down the throats
of those business partners.
For instance, the French daily Le
Figaro wouldn’t be too happy if readers couldn’t access its article about
a deceased French comedian found
through Google News because the
photos in the accompanying slideshow
come from AFP. The Guardian wouldn’t
appreciate it if Google News didn’t list its
article about the Zinadine Zidane World
Cup headbutt because the accompanying photo came from AFP. Likewise, it’s
improbable that any of the long list of
publications around the world that use
AFP’s content or simply quote it as a
source would disallow scanning of those
articles by Google News.
Considering this, if AFP has its way,
it’s possible there will be an exodus
of publishers from AFP content, effectively cutting deeply into revenue. Surely
other news agencies would learn from
its example, possible creating partnerships with Google, as the world’s most
recognized news agency did (see following article).
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BRAND RECOGNITION

The power
of newspaper
mastheads
online

Internet news has no nucleus. Newspaper brand
names are becoming lost in the mass of inﬁnitely
linked and aggregated news and information. The
idea of newspaper loyalty is becoming as quaint as
the image of a businessman reading his evening
paper on the 5 o’clock train.
However, the Web has spawned millions of blogging ‘reporters’
and ‘publishers,’ most of which do not adhere to the journalistic
standards of quality and accuracy. Readers overwhelmed by this
plethora of substandard options will naturally gravitate toward
trusted brand names for two principal reasons:
1. Quality content
2. Quality links
One aspect of the relationship between readers and newspapers
that the Internet has not changed is the expectation of outstanding
journalism, the starting point for newspapers to leverage their
brand name online. But outstanding journalism now entails print
journalists learning how to mold their work for the Web, including
multimedia features and interaction with readers.
What the Internet has changed is the way the news is read; one

local and one national daily just doesn’t cut it anymore. Readers
have come to expect that newspapers will link to other news
organizations, blogs, audio and video to present a well-rounded
story. When the aggregation is done well, the compilation adds
to the newspaper’s brand name instead of diluting it.
Readers may even come to depend on the aggregator for subjectspeciﬁc information: for example, the Washington Post’s White
House Brieﬁng, columnist Dan Froomkin’s daily collection of
everything-Oval Ofﬁce.
In surviving the online revolution, Sunday Telegraph editor Patience Wheatcroft believes that brand loyalty is key for
newspapers in compete in the online revolution: “Increasingly
important in the multichannel world is the brand. People have to
know who to trust. Old established brands equal strong relationships and that is what it is all about,” she said in July ’06.
Quite simply, it’s up to editors to cultivate those relationships
online, in turn strengthening the dependable brand name of the
paper. Editors not only guide their staffs in the pursuit of quality
journalism, but now guide their readers around the Web to ensure
that they receive the best news from all sources.

Things to learn from the company everyone loves to hate
Other sources:
Washington Post,
AdAge

Despite the recent strife between publishers
and Google, the mega search engine
deserves some credit. Newspapers
could even learn from some of the
company’s (admittedly hyper-successful) strategies.
Google to use AP content…
for money!
Google and the Associated Press
announced in July 2006 that they had
signed a contract through which the
search engine giant would pay the
world’s largest news organization to display its content. No ﬁnancial details were
divulged. Such a deal could end copyright
disputes between traditional content pro-

viders and news aggregators. It could
also have ramiﬁcations for the AP.
Google announced: “AP’s content will
serve as the foundation for a new product that will be introduced in the coming
months as complement to its popular
Google News service.” This led to
speculation that Google was creating
an AP-based news portal, something
that those same speculators suggested
the AP do years ago. If this were to come
about, the entire format of the AP online
would change.
Everyday, the same AP article can be
found from various newspapers on
Google News. If an AP portal were
created powered by Google, one URL

address from one site would be all it
would take for readers to ﬁnd that article. Individual newspapers would no
longer have to post the article on their
own websites; they could simply put an
AP feed on their homepage, which some
have already done.
In January 2007, however, AP Director
of Strategic Planning, Jim Kennedy,
“categorically denied” any speculation of
a joint portal with Google as well as any
plans for a ‘destination’ site that would
compete with its member papers.
Use Google to sell print ad space
In late 2005, Google began buying up ad
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space in newspapers and magazines to
auction itself off in the spirit of Google’s
online ads, while also trying to keep the
content on the page pertinent to the ads.
The test produced tepid results suggesting that online advertising can’t translate
to the printed page.
But, always the innovator, Google found
a way to help newspapers with their
advertising. In November 2006, Google
began another phase of its print ad project, helping publishers to sell empty ad
space through online auctions, thus
injecting normally lost revenues into
newspapers. In December, the preliminary results of what was to be a threemonth test were positive and publishers
were generally receptive. Google ended
the year working with 100 advertisers
and 66 newspapers and was expected
to add more.
Is Google smarter
than traditional media?
Sir Martin Sorrell, CEO of the world’s
second largest advertising group,
WPP, can’t figure out if the search
engine giant Google is a competitor
or an ally. WPP is Google’s third larg-

est customer, but Google also allows
companies to research Internet sites
on which they would like to advertise
for free, posing direct competition to
WPP’s business model.
In a March 2006 Reuters article, Sorrell
does not come off as bitter or intimidated,
just outsmarted. “(Google is) at $5 billion
in revenues and capitalized at $100 billion, we’re at $10 billion in revenues and
capitalized at $14.5 billion. They have
5,000 people, we have 72,000. They
have 25 ofﬁces and we have 2,000
ofﬁces. Clearly they have a different
model and are smarter than we are.”
Google links,
so should newspapers
In March, Google announced the launch
of Google Finance which included deals
with a few ﬁnancial content providers
including Reuters and Morningstar.
For newspapers, two lessons can be
learned.
Even though its finance site seems
comprehensive, Google understands
it has its limits and therefore links to

competitors for the beneﬁt of its users.
As newsroom staffs and budgets shrink,
newspaper newsholes are also being
diminished. If something important
happens outside of a paper’s competency, it could direct readers to other
news organizations covering the story.
Although this sounds contrary to the
spirit of competition, readers are not
only bound to understand the limits of
their favorite paper, but will appreciate
the service furnished by it in linking to
other outlets.
Another lesson that newspapers can
take from Google Finance is the way
that Reuters approaches it. A Reuters
spokesman said that the deal with
Google will beneﬁt the news agency as
interested readers that click on Reuters
links posted on Google Finance will be
transported to a Reuters page. Google
News works in the same way, driving
trafﬁc to newspaper websites.
Expand your archives with Google
In September 2006, Google News
launched an Archive Service which
scans hundreds of sources for digitized
articles, the oldest of which dates back
to the mid-1700s. Until then, Google
News searched articles only up to 30
days old. The service is free for users but
lists free and paid-for archived sources
together.
In launching the ambitious service,
Google has joined up with the likes of
the New York Times and the Guardian
but maintains that search results will
be listed by relevance and not biased
by partnership deals.

• Can Google’s
newspaper ad program
help papers?
• Google announced
ﬁnancial site
• Google dives 200
years deeper into the
news
• US: Google and Yahoo
seek media partnerships

Google Image Search (top left),
Google Earth (top right), Google
Archives (extreme right), and
Google Ads (right), are just a
small sampling of the services
that Google offers users, including
newspapers, free of charge
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“ There is a public perception

about getting steamrolled by Google.
But Google is not great at creating content.”
Form alliances with Google
Google and Yahoo attended the October
‘06 American Magazine Conference
with the intention of cultivating relationships with magazine publishers. Google
VP of advertising and sales Tim Arm-

strong spoke to the importance of forming alliances between search engines and
magazine content. He highlighted the idea
that search engines can provide the link
between a magazine’s brand name and
its web trafﬁc. Armstrong also addressed
publishers’ fears that Google will eclipse

magazine publishing: “There is a public
perception about getting steamrolled
by Google. But Google is not great at
creating content. It’s not something we
talk about. I would not be worried about
Google doing anything in the magazine
space except for helping.”

SECTION: 4

Meta-tagging and “A La Carte”
News: Start-ups Lend a Hand
“Take back the news” with Inform.com
Other sources:
Answers.com,
NewsOK,
New York Times

As the plurality of the Internet evolves,
it becomes increasingly imperative for
newspapers to tear down walls by linking to other publications. Although the
initial fear was that linking would divert
the audience from a site, ultimately
users will return to particular sites that
continually send them in the right direction. Inform.com (www.inform.com) is
a company that is helping do just that:
Meta-tagging: What is it?
Even before its ofﬁcial launch in July
2006, numerous papers the likes of The
Washington Post and The New York Sun
had signed up for “meta-tagging specialist” Inform.com’s services. In November
’06, a partnership with 6 American mainstream publishers was announced. Why
the sudden popularity?
Simple. Inform makes it easy for newspapers to scan the Web for speciﬁc news
while also keeping users on newspaper
websites. It describes itself as being “in
the business of organizing, or structuring

massive amounts of unstructured data.”
This is done through meta-tagging,
technology that “systematically tags and
scores each component of (an) article,
identifying every topic, industry, organization, person, place and product mentioned throughout the entire article.”

into topics treated in the article as well
as subjects such as people, cities and
organizations mentioned in the article.
Clicking on these also brings readers to
a page divided between the currently
visited newspaper and other mainstream and amateur sites on the World
Wide Web.

The ease of Inform-ing
Inform is “physically present on partner
websites in the form of a box that leads
the reader deeper into subjects related to
the article they are reading,” a box which
appears next to articles (see image). From
the box, readers can click through to
‘related content’ or ‘related searches.’
‘Related content’ transports users to
another page from the same newspaper that lists relevant articles from
that newspaper, from other mainstream
media publications and blogs, as well as
pertinent audio and video.
The ‘related searches’ portion of the
Inform box breaks the article down

As of late 2006, Inform was charging
publications a fee to use their service, but various pricing models were
being considered to increase options
for publishers looking to break out of
their shells.
The consequences of Inform for
newspapers
Kelly Dyer-Fry, Director of Multimedia
at the Oklahoman, a daily newspaper that
partnered up with Inform, commented
that the plethora of online information
make services like Inform an imperative
for newspapers: “People have choices
and we want them to choose us. If we
don’t build more of a full service area
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“ Inform.com turns newspapers into

news aggregators that can compete with Google and
Yahoo without adding any extra work for newsrooms.”
and a relationship with users, we’ll get
left behind.” After the ﬁrst few months
of Inform’s ofﬁcial launch, the effects on
newspapers were already being felt:
- By using Inform to link to their own
articles, newspapers improve the stickiness of their site, ultimately boosting
advertising revenues. Dyer-Fry noted
that four months after integrating Inform,
the Oklahoman’s website witnessed a
10% jump in page views.

- One thing that newspapers will have
to work out as they cozy up to companies like Inform is the archive situation:
many papers charge for their archives
which turns most readers away. Since
Inform directs readers to archived
articles, newspapers will have to ﬁgure
out if they will make more money from
charging for individual articles, archive

subscriptions, or by advertising revenue
in a freely searchable online library.
By the end of 2006, Inform was receiving “incredibly positive” feedback from
newspapers happy with its service. In
2007, expect its reach to grow, competitors to emerge and newspaper website
trafﬁc to see signiﬁcant increases.

- By helping newspapers ﬁnd links to
outside sources, Inform turns newspapers into news aggregators that
can compete with Google and Yahoo
without adding any extra work for
newsrooms. This is particularly important seeing as approximately 25% of
newspaper web hits come through huge
search engines.

• “Meta-tagging” tool

helps newspapers
compete with Google
News
• Newspapers linking to
other newspapers
• Search engine working
with newspapers to
“Take back the news”

- Inform could also help attract young
readers by increasing online awareness
of newspaper titles. Many young readers
get their news through news aggregators or social websites (see chapter 6)
and expect meta-tagging and linking
in their online news experience. By
implementing these strategies, newspapers may ﬁnd that younger readers
will migrate back to their local papers
instead of giant Internet companies.

Helping newspapers to “take
back the news,” Inform.com
automatically links to related
sources, creating a deeper news
experience for readers without
any extra work for journalists

Choose news à la carte with Mochila
Other source:
New York Times

Whereas Inform automatically provides partner
publications with relative links through
a one-time subscription (although this
could change), start-up Mochila (www.
mochila.com wants to give media
companies more choice, providing
interested buyers with the chance to
purchase individual content items.
An iTunes for news
Launched in March 2006, Mochila,

describes itself as an “iTunes-like
media marketplace.” Publishers looking
to sell content can upload their material, be it text, photos, audio or video, to
Mochila’s website, simultaneously setting the price, licensing rules, embargoes and other restrictions.
Media buyers can then search for the
content they seek, reviewing pricing and
licensing terms while reading comments

posted about a seller’s history and credibility. They can then purchase at will
via a “shopping cart” at which time the
content is immediately downloaded to
the buyer’s computer.
The ‘peer-to-peer’ syndication service
also has an ad-supported element.
Mochila explained that if “member(s)
(are) buying content for online use, at the
point of purchase they’re presented with
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“Google could easily tell newspapers,

‘We should charge you for all the trafﬁc we send you
because you monetize that with advertising’.”
an option to accept online advertising.”
The content then remains free for buyers, but they agree to display advertising
alongside their purchase, accomplished
easily by copying a code to their site.
Revenue from the advertising is then
split between the content owner, buyer
and Mochila, which takes a 30% cut of
any transaction that takes place.
Competing with news wires?
US: New media
marketplace Mochila
emerges
• Online media
marketplace gains
leverage
•

“People want to get any kind of content
they want, anywhere, anytime, by any
kind of device. We are helping media
companies transform their business

operation models to seize that opportunity,” said Keith McAllister, Mochila’s
chief executive, quoted near the time of
the site’s launch.

said Per Mikael Jensen, Global Editor-in-Chief of Metro International,
the publisher of the world’s largest free
paper and Mochila user, Metro.

The service could prove a serious competitor for traditional news wires which
depend on general, one-time subscriptions through which paying ﬁrms are
allowed to use newswire content. In
this sense, Mochila will certainly help
to diversify choice.

In early January 2007, Mochila announced that it had obtained $8 million in
venture capital to serve its licensing and
syndication services. “We have gained
enormous traction in less than a year,”
said McAllister, referring to the 135 member organizations and 1,500 newspapers,
magazines, and websites that had signed
up for the service. As 2007 progresses,
more are sure to follow.

“This is an incredible chance to get
some qualiﬁed competition to those
news wires we use all over the world,”

“The entire web is based on linking for heaven’s sake!”
With all the hooplah over aggregators and
outside linking, one company sees
an alternative means of newspapers
broadening their content and reach.
Instead of using outside aggregators,
why don’t newspapers form partnerships to create portals of their own? It’s
just as easy as linking, the basis of the
Internet.
Newspaper website pioneer Robert
Cauthorn (at right) hopes to guide
papers to this point through his startup company, CityTools (www.citytools.
net). Launched in the US in December
’06, CityTools and its Rosetta Project
aim to “provide publishers with an easyto-use, standards-based way to create
news and classiﬁeds networks.”

• “The

entire web is
based on linking, for
heavens sake!”
• Soon newspapers can
bind in “social network”

For example, publishers or individual
papers could decide to join through
CityTools to create a network of travel
articles or a “regional network of recruitment ads.” Publishers will even be able
to select articles written by the public.
In this sense, having various networks
of publications focusing on specific
content will create a “best of” atmo-

sphere leading to papers better serving
the consumer, boosting their trafﬁc and
improving advertising revenues.
Said Cauthorn: “What we are trying to do
is create a system where the barriers to
a relevant ﬂow of information are really
removed while everyone still has their
commercial interests intact;” an audacious aim, considering both objectives of
free-ﬂowing information and sustained
proﬁtability have been the weights dragging the newspaper industry down.
Cauthorn also sees CityTools as a means
of competing with search engines and
news aggregators because it rids itself
of their “mass aggregation, shotgun
approach.” Instead, the Rosetta Project will provide “the same kind of mass
but it’s all relevant to local readership,”
according to Cauthorn.
Furthermore, Cauthorn feels that in
the face of large Internet companies,
newspaper networks are increasingly
necessary. Despite copyright suits
being ﬁled against the likes of Google
for republishing of newspaper content

without reimbursement, Cauthorn warns
newspapers: “Google’s response to the
payment rights idea can easily be ‘we
should charge you for all the trafﬁc we
send you because you monetize that
with advertising.’” (see section 3)
Considering some 25% of newspaper
traffic comes from search engines,
Cauthorn has a valid point. Newspaper
networks may be the way to go.
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GPD: Dutch Regional Papers
Cooperate for National Exclusives
By
John Burke
When any momentous international event takes place, the
world’s major papers rush to get their own exclusive story to
print on their front page under a byline from a staff journalist.
More often than not, small, regional papers in the Netherlands
also print exclusive stories of the same international event
with bylines from their own journalists. How is it possible
that smaller, regional papers could ever compete with the
mammoth journalistic resources of huge news operations?
The answer: cooperation.

wire copy about national and international occurrences and
have not successfully penetrated the local news market.

17 Dutch regional newspapers from four different publishers belong to The Netherlands Press Association
(Geassocieerde Pers Diensten or GPD, www.gpd.nl),
The Hague-based body that provides them with exclusive
national and international articles. GPD is a cooperative,
content sharing organization that, according to its former
Managing Director and Editor-in-Chief, Henk Dam, is the
only example of its kind in the world. But as the circulations
and revenues of many titles in the global newspaper industry
slowly decline, it is an example that makes more sense than
ever for newspapers elsewhere.

Cooperating helps protect against competing media

Dutch newspapers not immune to industry woes
As in much of the Western world, newspapers in Holland, especially regionals, are feeling the pressures of the changing media
landscape. Five national papers claim a total circulation of about
2 million copies and regionals 2.2 million with the 17 papers
that belong to GPD combining for approximately 1.7 million. The
average GPD title circulates 150,000 daily copies.

Although they also print national and international news, GPD’s
papers can distinguish themselves from freesheets because
they give the reader a personal feel with analysis from their
own correspondent instead of 100-word blurbs from news
agencies. Since the association’s inception, this strategy has
helped ﬁght against the effects of emerging media.

GPD was founded in 1936, a period when a new medium,
the radio, was staking its ground for audience attention. To
combat this new threat, as well as powerful national and
many more regional papers, 10 Dutch regional newspaper
publishers joined forces. More speciﬁcally, they decided to
split the costs of foreign correspondents in London, Paris and
Brussels and specialist journalists in ﬁnance, fashion and
chess, a popular topic at the time.
Individually, each paper would not have been able to afford a
reporter for each domain and eventually may have been conquered by their larger, national competitors and rapidly growing radio stations. But by combining resources, the regional
papers could pay for quality journalism while competing with
the big boys. What’s more, since each participating publisher
functioned in distinct regions of the country, they were not
competing directly between themselves, making the idea of
GPD not only possible, but appealing.

Many regional titles faded out of circulation over the years
since the 1970s, explained Dam, and those that survived
witnessed relatively stable circulations, resulting in a loss of
about 140,000 subscribers in from 1979 to 1999. During that
same period, national newspapers increased their circulation
by about the same number, making it seem like regional
readers switched over to the national papers.
The reality, however, is starker when considering a distinct
statistic: in 1971, 90% of Dutch households read a newspaper;
in 2006 that ﬁgure stood at 65%. Furthermore, where Holland’s
different regions used to have several local titles from which to
choose, in 2007, the majority were 1-paper regions. Advertising
revenues have also suffered due to declining circulations.
Since the turn of the century, the fortune of both the regionals
and the nationals has changed slightly. Nationals are more
regularly losing circulation, between 2 and 3% a year, faced
by an onslaught of popular free papers. The slow decline of
regional papers has evened out since free papers print mostly

The GPD staff
cover national and
international news,
writing exclusive stories
for regional dailies
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Over the years, comparable Dutch companies were founded.
Some lasted for years, others lasted only a short time. GPD
also struggled occasionally, for instance when member
papers left the organization, which happened most recently
in 2005 when 3 small regionals joined with a national daily.
But in the 1990s it became clear that GPD was to dominate.
In 1994, the association’s largest competitor merged with
it, followed in 1996 by an inﬂuential paper in The Hague,
and the last remaining competitor composed of four papers
joined in 2001, leaving GPD as the sole Dutch regional
newspaper association.
Together, the combination of its 17 titles furnishes GPD with
almost complete coverage of The Netherlands, with the
notable exception of Amsterdam.

The third source from which GPD derives its content is its
member papers, which supply a total of 2,500 journalists.
This essentially makes each individual regional a correspondent for the association’s other members. If something of
national interest takes place in a remote area of the country,
the regional paper covers the story which is then picked up
by GPD and distributed throughout its network.
For instance, in the fall of 2006, a number of meadows in
the north of the country ﬂooded, stranding and eventually
drowning a number of horses. The regional papers wrote ﬁrsthand accounts of the event with local insight and captured
some stunning photography which several of GPD’s papers
considered front page material.

Three sources of cooperation
National and international coverage, including general news,
sports, ﬁnance, cultural, consumer, etc., are GPD’s main selling points and particularly important for its regional papers.
Editor-in-Chief of the Leeuwarden Courant, Rimmer Mulder,
commented: “GPD’s bureau for national and international
news is like having our own editorial staff in the government
center of the Netherlands. If it weren’t for the association, our
coverage costs would increase ten-fold.” By focusing efforts
on these subjects, GPD leaves its regional members free to
concentrate on their own core competence; their immediate
communities, something that is especially prevalent in the
digital age (see Chapter 4).

Henk Dam is the former
Editor-in-Chief of
GPD, the world’s only
regional newspaper
cooperative

GPD obtains its news from three sources:
Firstly, its own staff. Approximately 80 journalists work fulltime for GPD headquarters in The Hague. The cooperation is
particularly proud of its international coverage, provided by 4
staff correspondents and 17 stringers on every continent save
Australia, making it one of the Netherlands’ largest foreign
services. “If there is a crisis in Nepal, our staff correspondent in
New Delhi runs to Kathmandu, writing an in-depth, ﬁrst-hand
account with a Dutch angle that our regional papers could
never dream of publishing otherwise,” said GPD Foreign Editor,
Caas van Zweeden.
Secondly, GPD seeks out specialist material from freelancers
on behalf of its papers, functioning as a buyers combine. The
structure of GPD affords papers this luxury because specialist
material becomes relatively cheap when divided between their
combined resources. Member papers often request speciﬁc
information, be it from freelancers or staff journalists in The
Hague, at GPD’s behest.

In total, GPD staff produces 40% of the content it distributes, the other 60% coming from its 17 regional papers.
The system keeps journalists motivated because they enjoy
knowing that their work will be picked up and distributed
around the country, published under their byline in other
regions of Holland. The association is not permitted to
sell content to any publications outside of its core and all
content is composed in Dutch, helping to preserve GDP’s
exclusive focus.
Coordinating cooperation conserves resources
Member titles are obliged by contract to provide GPD with
any information, which may be of interest to their partners,
exclusive scoops included. News is not the only topic they
must give up: every paper has specialized journalists that
must also share their stories.
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In sports and arts, this agreement is taken to another level.
GPD has a small staff for each topic, not sufficient to cover
every event in Holland. Thus, the association’s sports and
art journalists spend a lot of time coordinating the work
of specialists at member papers in order to ultimately
provide them all with a complete account of the latest
news without wasting resources by covering the same
spectacle twice.

When GPD receives stories from member papers, it edits them
if necessary, keeping the local angle but modifying it in ways
that make the story more universal. If two papers send GPD
stories of the same event, GPD guards the right to choose
which goes on the wire. Maintaining quality is very important,
especially because GPD is not the only association with a wire
service in the Netherlands.
Exclusive content is key for a co-op

During the World Cup 2006, for example, a team of four top
sports journalists was assembled from several GPD members
and sent to Germany to provide the group with exclusive, and
less expensive, coverage.

Current GPD Editorin-Chief, Marcel van
Lingen holds his staff
and regional papers to
high quality standards

In the same way, GPD should theoretically be able to provide
some of the best national coverage because it uses the news
from papers that specialize in their region combined with
stories of national government and organizations by GPD’s
immediate staff. But Dam admits that sometimes organization
is difﬁcult: “We do not always automatically get all the news
that might be interesting to other newspapers, sometimes
through faults at GPD headquarters and sometimes because
of lack of attention from our papers’ staffs.”
Although member papers must send GPD all relevant material, the association is not obliged to put all the news it
receives on the wire. Marcel van Lingen, who took Dam’s
place as Managing Director and Editor-in-Chief, is responsible for all content, leading GPD as an independent news
organization, holding its own staff and member papers to
high levels of quality.

The Netherlands National News Agency (ANP) is the
country’s largest. Each GPD member paper, as well as every
paper in the country, subscribes to the service making it difﬁcult for GPD to compete when it comes to general breaking
news. It avoids this problem by focusing on the exclusivity of
its regions, as well as distinct national news.
For instance, GPD does not waste time covering press conferences or brieﬁngs that will result in a minor news story: if member papers want the story, ANP will provide it. All the same, GPD
does cover national and international stories that ANP journalists
are also on, an average of 40 per day, but the association’s journalists devote more time to background information, interviews,
research and features, giving their member papers a different
angle. An ANP article may appear next to a GPD article of the
same subject, but GPD’s will be more in depth, giving readers
the full picture. In this sense, Dam likes to think that GPD works
more like a newspaper than a press agency.
An added beneﬁt to being part of GPD is its “Feature of
the Week”. A pertinent topic particular to the Netherlands,
for example, national elections or the monarchy, is chosen
every seven days by editors and covered intensely by staff,
offering member papers a weeklong package impossible
to ﬁnd elsewhere.
Van Lingen pointed out that when news organizations from other
countries visit GPD to learn of its workings, the concern always
rises that because they take much of their content from GPD, each
of the 17 regional papers looks the same. “Quite the contrary,”
he assures. Sure, many of the stories from paper to paper cover
the same topic, but the volume of daily content that GPD puts on
the wire, an average of 200 articles and 70 pictures, gives the
papers freedom to choose according to their journalistic tastes.
“You’d be surprised at the diversity in atmosphere that exists
between our member papers,” said van Lingen.
How can papers in other countries cooperate?
Although an association like GPD works well in the Netherlands,
Dam warns that this may not be the case in other countries.
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Over the course of the 1970s and 80s, polarized Dutch ideologies eased substantially, and along with them, editorial lines at
newspapers became more in tune with one another. In the 21st
century’s ﬁrst decade, ideological differences still exist among
papers but they are nothing like in the past, when papers leaned
overtly to the left or right. Dam attributes the continued success
of GPD to the more neutral stance of papers.
Nevertheless, he doesn’t doubt that a like organization can ﬂourish
elsewhere and offers some advice. Dam suggests that papers
start slowly by occasionally sharing content that is not susceptible
to ideological bent. The agreement should be such that papers are
permitted to edit a story in any way they see ﬁt. But the content
must be exclusive, meaning not a major subject for the wires.

It does not have a website through which it distributes
content, nor does it foresee one since that could damage its relationships with its papers. Its papers, however,
have websites on which they publish association text and
images. This is much the same strategy as the Associated Press and Agence France Presse which have kept
their traditional revenue streams intact by not distributing
directly to the consumer via the Internet.
The association is experimenting with blogs. Some of its
foreign correspondents keep blogs which are used on the
websites of member papers and GPD’s Dutch royalty expert
keeps a blog tracking the lives of the country’s ﬁrst family.
Staff journalists have not yet begun playing with video but it is
a future possibility, especially considering that one Dutch news
agency, Novum, established in 1999, has begun distributing
Web video content.
Several member papers have begun “village square”– like
forums for their regional communities. These are beyond the
competence of GPD’s national and international concentration
but could someday be shared to give Dutch citizens a more
profound look into their neighboring regions.

Caas van Zweeden
heads up GPD’s
foreign desk, of which
the association is
particularly proud

Publishers must also be practical. Instead of maintaining a natural
competitive disposition, they need to realize that joining forces
saves signiﬁcant amounts of money that can be spent for alternative purposes. He credits the four publishers of GPD’s 17 papers
for their practicality in helping the success of the association.
Papers must also stay in regular contact with one another,
which is facilitated by establishing an association like GPD.
Editors-in-chief from the 17 papers meet 6 or 7 times a year
to discuss certain issues, such as whether or not to add a
new columnist: “Our papers have a large inﬂuence on us and
what we do,” explained Dam.
Can a co-operation last in the digital age?
GPD is looking into further digitizing its operations in order
to save more money and has delved into Web 2.0 forays.

There are few limits when it comes to distributing on the
Web. GPD has maintained its traditional function which has
brought it much success but like many media, may soon
ﬁnd that those traditional methods are becoming outdated
in the Internet era.
However, combining resources to save money and provide
exclusive stories is a characteristic of GPD that should be
adopted by other news organizations. Revenues are declining
and readers are hungry for original content. GPD’s traditional
model of cooperation could be the perfect remedy for old
media in the new media age.
See John Burke’s biography on page 88.
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CHAPTER

BECOME A PORTAL
FOR YOUR REGION
SECTION 1: boost local news
with community connections

SECTION 2: Gannett gets

local with new media

SECTION 3: experiments in
local web-based reporting

A common epithet for the Internet is “World Wide Web”, a term indicating

a universal entity free of geographical borders. Ironically, it is exactly this global phenomenon that is the primary driver behind a trend towards hyper-local newspaper coverage.
People in Texas can instantly ﬁnd the latest scoop in Timbuktu through a simple Google
search. But what is happening in their immediate communities, the news they really want
to know, often escapes them. Herein lies a golden opportunity for newspapers:
Make newspapers indispensable: Be everything. Community coverage does not just
mean reporting the news. It means providing services such as a local business database,
restaurant guide, cultural events calendar and up-to-the-minute weather reports to readers’ mobile phones. If people want to know anything related to their community, their local
newspaper should be the comprehensive reference.

Blend journalists into the community: Be mobile. Local journalists should adorn themselves in digital accessories like laptop computers and cameras. With these new media
devices, they can effectively escape the newsroom, get in touch at a personal level with the
people they write about and post breaking stories immediately to their paper’s website.
Learn from local start-ups: Be open. Personal publishing Internet technologies permit
anyone to write and be read anywhere. People who care deeply about their region are
launching independent publications dedicated to improving life in their communities.
Newspapers should welcome and link to them, but keep their competitive edge by providing more in-depth, professional coverage.
Beat global search engines: Be quick. Huge Internet companies like Google and Yahoo
are rapidly penetrating local markets, stealing precious audience and revenues. Local
newspapers need to revamp themselves as soon as possible in order to deal with this
very real and very serious threat.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

February 2006: Rob Curley declares local
newspapers should be ‘indispensable’

September 2006: API releases study
urging improvements in local coverage

March 2006: The Lancashire Evening Post
integrates newsroom for community beneﬁt

November 2006: Gannett announces
‘The Information Center’

September 2006: The Knight Foundation
reserves $25 million for online local initiatives
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Boost Local News with
Community Connections
Newspapers must be “indispensable” for their communities
Other sources:
Salon, Poynter

As news becomes increasingly hyper-local,
there is real opportunity for newspapers
to make themselves an “indispensable”
component of their communities. Such
is the mantra of online newspaper
pioneer, Rob Curley (pictured right).
Curley sees newspapers not only as
purveyors of news but feels they should
transform their websites into portals for
all local information. Having helped to
revolutionize the websites of the Kansas
Lawrence Journal-World and Florida’s
Naples News, before moving on to the
Washington Post, Curley’s “indispensable” theory is taking hold.

Making newspapers
“indispensable to their
communities”
• Study shows youth get
online news from portals,
not newspapers
•

In an interview with online magazine
Salon, Curley labeled himself “platform
agnostic”, meaning that it doesn’t matter through which medium information
is diffused as long as the newspaper
continues to “chronicle the local history”
of a community. Curley-style innovations
have included:
- Large, comprehensive restaurant
directories (including a downloadable
restaurant guide for iPods)
- High school sports scores sent to cell
phones
- Wake-up calls from the newspaper
with the local weather
- A front-page “Top Jobs” section with
interesting job classiﬁeds around the
community

- Arts and culture spinoffs such as the
Lawrence Journal-World’s Lawrence.
com, an important go-to site for community leisure
- Video podcasts of local youth sports
games like Naples News provides
- A section called “We” including photo,
video, and blog contributions from the
community, also found at Naples News

audience may also begin reading the
paper online.
Google and Yahoo have not been working particularly well on a local level so
newspapers have some room to maneuver. But if they are to successfully make
themselves “indispensable”, the time to
act is now.

The local threat from global search
engines
Curley recommends that newspapers take
action quickly in transforming themselves
into the go-to source for community information because global new media portals
such as Google and Yahoo have penetrated localized search.
Young readers are especially prone to
ﬁnding their local information through
global portals. Jupiter Research put
out a study entitled “The New Demographics of Online News Competing
with Portals for Younger Audiences”
in May 2006. Among other things, it
showed that 47% of teenagers, who
certainly won’t be buying the physical
newspaper anytime soon, turn to the
Internet for local search. If newspapers
were to develop comprehensive local
information hubs, they would not only
attract a younger audience, but that

The API ﬁndings: local is crucial for online newspapers
Other sources:
The 2006 American Press Institute (API) study
PaidContent,
USA Today,
“Newspaper Next”, released September
American Press
27, had some pressing news for the newsInstitute, Newspapers
and Technology,
paper industry: local information should
BuzzMachine,
be an immediate priority. Through the $2
Vindicator, Lawrence.
million study, API, which offers media
com/Lawrence JournalWorld, Backfence,
leadership seminars and researches the
YourHub, Boston Herald,
newspaper industry, found that countless
Seattle Times, Knight
Foundation
regional papers have dragged their feet

when it comes to developing vibrant local
hubs. Some recommendations:

- The study’s ﬁndings echo Rob Curley: local databases ﬁlled with facts
on local parks, restaurants, schools,
medical facilities, and services should
be compiled. Chat groups could also be
created for citizens. “The land rush to
meet local information needs has barely
begun”, declares the study.
- Newspaper Next urges papers to tap
into niche communities with special editions for commuters, tourists, teenagers,

and other groups. These special editions
would spark interest and ad revenue in
the community.
- Advertising is not being utilized to its
full advantage, the study found. The
more speciﬁcally advertisers can target their customer, the more effective
the advertising is. In this sense, local
papers are perfectly positioned to attract
local ad dollars.
- API also concluded that local news-
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“ The time to act is now.

The threat from national online portals that
desperately want to steal local ad dollars is real.”
papers must act quickly. The threat is
great from both large search engines
and community, user-generated sites
such as Backfence and YourHub
which have already established local
sites in a number of towns.
Examples mirroring API’s ﬁndings
Considering the following, the amply
funded Newspaper Next project is
certainly not full of hot air:

New Study urges
papers to go local, Local
is crucial for online
newspapers
• US: Knight Foundation
to invest in online
community news
projects
•

- Some papers have recognized the local
market from the beginning. Lawrence,
Kansas’ World Online Company has
been an epicenter of groundbreaking
multimedia since its newsroom became
fully integrated (including television and
Internet) in 2001 (see above article and
Trends in Newsrooms 2005).
- The Vindicator, which serves the
Youngstown, Ohio region with a circulation of 84,602, joined forces with
MediaSpan, a new media software
development firm. The Vindicator’s
website, Vindy.com, has become a
ﬂourishing example of a local online
hub. The site offers local advertising
and original local online content, such
as editor blogs and restaurant guides.

Citizens can search for jobs on the inhouse jobs classiﬁeds site, vindyjobs.
com. Vindy.com also features a “local
coupons” section much like the service
GoogleMaps proposes.
- “The time to act is now. It doesn’t
matter what size market you are in,
the threat from national online portals
that desperately want to steal local ad
dollars is real”, said Mark Zagorski,
chief marketing ofﬁcer at MediaSpan,
a ﬁrm specializing in print and online
integration techniques, in an interview
with Newspapers and Technology.
- As API emphasizes, it may even be
too late to break into the local market.
Jemima Kiss of PaidContent reported
on the ﬂoundering battle of Seattle’s
David Brewster, who in October 2006
was attempting to launch an online
newspaper for the city. Brewster, who
founded the Seattle Weekly in 1976,
was struggling to launch his paper in
the face of competition from Google
and Backfence, which may develop a
Seattle branch.
- The Knight Foundation, an American non-proﬁt dedicated to journalism
funding, is a ﬁnancial partner of the
kind of local websites espoused by the
API study and Rob Curley. PaidCon-

tent reported in September ‘06 that the
foundation was prepared to grant up to
$25 million to online community news
ventures over the next ﬁve years, with
the ﬁrst $5 million to be dispensed in
the 2007.
From these examples, it is obvious that
for newspapers, the key to their future
lies literally in their own backyard. They
must think small, think directed, think
local, and think fast!

US: the ups and downs of local
Other sources:
Editor and Publisher,
Puget Sound
Business Journal,
SmallTownPapers

The trend towards local cannot be denied. But
even though many have been touting its
advantages, examples from the US and
the UK demonstrate that the success of
local papers seems to have as much
to do with regional location as with the
journalistic quality of the paper. And as
in all aspects of the newspaper industry,
the Internet is having enormous effects.
- In the May and November ’06 numbers from the US Audit Bureau of Circulations, local newspapers showed
small gains, suggesting that community

focused papers are doing something
right. In May, stats found at Editor & Publisher and Media Post highlight some
of the positive news: for example, The
Bulletin of Bend, Oregon was up 7.4%
and The News and Observer in Raleigh,
NC jumped 1.1%. As for local online,
despite the Newspaper Association
of America trumpeting the popularity of
newspaper websites, advertisers are still
wary in the face of the new medium.
- The rise of free Internet news is not
ﬁnancially impacting small-town printed
newspapers as much as those in big

cities, according to research and consulting group Outsell Inc. The Outsell
analysis – based on numbers from the
Audit Bureau of Circulations – found large
regional papers have taken a bigger circulation hit, MediaPost Publications
reported. The ﬁndings are not surprising
since smaller papers have a niche market
and often serve communities with less
Internet access. While the current gap in
regional Internet usage may shrink over
time, Outsell analyst Ken Doctor noted,
the market monopoly enjoyed by smaller
papers will not change.
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US and UK: Local
papers circulation
numbers on the rise
• US: Not all bad news
from latest ABC ﬁgures,
Large, not small papers
losing readers to the web
• US: Aggregating “Small
Town Papers”
•

- Some rises are attributed to population
booms. For example, over ﬁve years the
city of Flagstaff, Arizona experienced a
big population increase and the local
paper, The Flagstaff Sun, benefited
with an increase of 1.3% in the year to
November 2006. However, the Novem-

ber audit was not peaches and cream for
all local papers. Smaller dailies in more
metropolitan areas are losing circ in the
same way their bigger city sisters are
due mostly to the higher concentration
of broadband Internet in their regions.
- For those seeking local news from

around the United States, a service called
"Small Town Papers” (www.smalltownpapers.com) was launched online
in June ‘06 to aggregate articles from
local papers and provide easy access to
their websites. At the end of the year, the
site had gathered 250 local sources.

UK: the ups and downs of local
Other sources:
The Guardian,
MediaPost

Traditionally, the UK has one of the strongest
regional presses in the world. But
when the Daily Mail & General Trust
(DMGT) put its regional newspaper
group, Northcliffe, on the block in
autumn 2005, it became apparent that
there was a crisis facing the market,
not least because of the Internet. Even
more telling were the weak bids for
the 100-paper company, so weak in
fact that DMGT repealed the sale. The
following examples show that despite
problems such as these, the British
regional press overwhelmingly sees
opportunity in its online operations:

UK Regional
newspapers swept up in
digital media whirlwind
• US and UK: Local
papers circulation
numbers on the rise
• UK: Community
websites=fastest
growing Internet brands
•

- In a February ‘06 article summing up
the situation of the regional press, The
Guardian spoke with several traditional
media bosses to ﬁnd out where they
think the future of the local printed press
is going:
- Mike Gilson, Editor of the Portsmouth
News: “I don’t think there is any competition from the internet in terms of
what we produce. We are still far and
away the number one supplier of news
in Portsmouth. The key for us is that we

work in tandem with our printed product
and new media to ensure that we remain
the biggest supplier of information in
our area.”
- John Fry, Chief executive of the
publisher Archant: “We have seen
fragmentation with radio, with TV and
freesheets, and the internet is the latest
fragmenter. I am sure there was cause
for concern in newspaper boardrooms
about TV and radio 25 years ago, but
we have accommodated it. There will be
some loss of advertising but it should be
seen in the context of a continuum.”
- Stewart Kirkpatrick, Editor, Scotsman.com: “The web will become
increasingly important to newspapers.
I don’t think that print’s dead but I know
which medium I’d rather be working in.
It will undergo a painful transformation
over the next 15 years. The challenge
is to make money out of readers even if
they’re not buying the newspaper.”
- Regional group Johnston Press’s ﬂagship paper the Lancashire Evening Post
has been experimenting for 7 months
with a fully integrated newsroom including enhanced video feeds and images.

Since the test started, the paper’s website trafﬁc has exploded four-fold which
in turn has contributed to an increase
in the print product’s circulation. Johnston is so happy with LEP’s results that
it began implementing similar projects
across its entire group.
- The Guardian reported in January ’06
that community websites showcasing
user-generated content are the fastest growing internet brands in the UK.
These sites include advice on how to
use the internet, on setting up websites and blogs, shopping guides, and
community chat and photo networks
(see Chapter 2 for more on community sites). For example, the fastest
growing site in the UK in 2005 was
community and photo website Piczo
(www.piczo.com), which saw its unique
visitors increase by 97 times. The rapid
growth of community websites in the
UK exposes a niche in the market that
local newspapers should be exploiting;
the local newspaper has always served
its community in print, it now needs
to do so online as well, but with more
reader participation.

Elsewhere: the ups and downs of local
Local papers are not only a hot issue in the
US and the UK; newspapers around
the world are welcoming a return to
the basics:

- Spain: At a March ’06 roundtable
discussion in Galicia, several editors
of Spanish local papers gathered to
discuss the state of affairs. They con-

cluded that in an internationalized world
where information is easily ﬁndable on
the Internet, that local news is more
important than ever. The Secretary of
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“ The key to joining print and new media

is to ensure that newspapers remain the biggest supplier
of information in their region.”
PRINT VS. ONLINE READERSHIP

Losing local
readers? Divide
your website

When the New York Times reported that it had
lost 20% of its New York City subscribers between
2001 and 2004, it was clear that something was
amiss in the strategy of the Grey Lady. Likewise, The
UK’s National Readership Survey found that the Financial
Times lost 1/3 of its British readers in 2005. Can it be that the
rise of the Internet has shifted many papers’ geographical center?
And if this is so, how can newspapers retain their local base while
expanding into a more international online audience?
One solution is for an online newspaper to produce two websites:
one local, one international. The Washington Post was the ﬁrst
paper to develop this model, launching its two separate homepages in July ’05. With 80% of its readers outside the beltway,
the international site is a no-brainer. But it shows a particular
brand of savvy to retain a local site for the other 20%, effectively
cornering the local advertising market.
In March ’06 The UK’s Times Online followed suit, launching
a global site. More than 4 million of Times Online’s 7.7 million
monthly readers reside outside the UK. The BBC has a separate
international site that is mostly funded by the Foreign Ofﬁce.
Plans to add advertising to the site in March 2007 have been
vehemently contested by BBC employees.
Despite the widespread trend toward two websites, why does
the New York Times adamantly stick to one? A local version of
the site may be a way to win back local readers that have been

Spain: Local news
gaining importance,
Going local pays off
•

Communication of the paper La Xunta,
Fernando Salgado, said, “The Gallega
press and local media in general should
be different in each and every section
than those papers that are edited in
Madrid and Barcelona.” These sentiments were also reﬂected by the fact
that many Spanish readers are moving
online or to free papers, which already
make up almost half of the country’s
entire newspaper market. Local editions
of free papers like Metro and 20 Minutos
are prevalent in many regional cities and
local papers are vying to compete.
- Saudi Arabia: Local editions go over
well in Saudi Arabia, too: Al Hayat, a
London based daily which is distributed
amongst the Arab diaspora as well as
throughout the Arab world, increased its

migrating away from the paper. But then, the Times doesn’t
seem too concerned with winning back local readers. In April
’06, the paper reduced the printing of four regional editions into
one, which now covers the disparate locales of Long Island, New
Jersey, Westchester, and Connecticut.
Perhaps the New York Times isn’t conﬁdent that readers would
choose a regional version of the website over the international
version. When WaPo launched its two sites, Steve Outing
lambasted the idea, claiming that readers don’t want their news
picked over. Outing commented that because most of the Post’s
Washington readers work in government and turn to the paper
for national and world news, they would opt for the international
version of the homepage. Perhaps the NYT has not jumped on
the two-homepage bandwagon because it believes its readers
are so urbane that the world is their region.
No one would deny the sophistication of the New York Times
readership. But is it missing out on a cash cow? Addressing local
readers’ needs allows papers to take advantage of valuable local
advertising. Local ads are effective because they directly target
a particular market. Washington Post Newsweek Interactive publisher Caroline Little commented: “We have a lot
of classiﬁed advertising that our local users want, and [the two
website model] gives us more space to provide that content.” In
a time of decreasing revenues, who can argue with that?

circulation in Saudi Arabia from 20 000
to 190 000 by launching local Saudi editions focusing on local news. Al Hayat’s
ﬁrst Saudi issue was published in January 2005. The paper soon realized that
a single edition for Saudi Arabia would
not be enough as the country’s press
and advertising markets are regionally
diverse. Thus, three different editions
for the country were launched; one in
the capital Al Riyadh, one in Jeddah,
and in Al-Dammam. Al Hayat’s local
Saudi editions have attracted both
readers and advertisers. The fact that
international and regional content is
represented allows the papers to tap
into a wide variety of advertisers, from
small to big.

Papers around the world
are realizing the beneﬁts
of local. Saudi Arabia’s
Al Hayat boosted its
circulation nearly tenfold by
launching local editions.
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Gannett Gets Local
with New Media
The Information Center
Other sources:
Poynter, The
Washington Post,

A November 2006 memo to employees of Gannett, America’s largest newspaper
publisher, announced the company’s
plan to integrate many of its newsrooms for the sake of focusing on local.
The new project, entitled ‘The Information Center,’ is set to create 24
local newsrooms with more community
centered reporting through audio and
visual media.
Before the announcement, ‘Information
Centers’ were already being tested in
Des Moines, Iowa; Sioux Falls, South
Dakota; and Brevard County, Florida and
Gannett planned to re-do other newsrooms in May 2007.
Reporters on the 24-hour cycle continue
to break stories adding media footage
or narrated slideshows to present
them on the website in order to give
readers the news they want when
they want it. Papers using the information center model also hope to
include local readers in the news
gathering process so to deliver local
news of interest. In sticking with the
local theme, the project does not
include Gannett’s largest paper, the
national USA Today.

• Gannett’s Strategic
Plan focuses on seven
primary jobs
• US: Gannett focuses
its newsrooms on local
coverage
• An American
experiment in open
source journalism

The editorial side of each participating
Gannett newspaper will be organized into
the following seven primary job areas
which make up the Information Center:
- Digital: selecting the best platform for
news delivery;
- Public Service: extending First
Amendment coverage, in part by involving readers and asking for community
input on investigative areas;
- Community Conversation: expanding
the concept of the editorial page; managing staff commentary, from editorials
and blogs to columns; and encouraging
community participation online;
- Local: expanding local coverage and
re-establishing sports, business and feature reporting into hyper-local areas;
- Custom Content: connecting with
identiﬁed target audiences and looking
for efﬁciencies in repurposing content
across all platforms;
- Data: elevating the practice of managing
and acquiring deep local information;
- Multimedia: leading all visual presentation across every platform; photographers will be trained for any type
of multimedia.
Gannett’s innovation echoes what is
happening at small local papers, such

Gannett’s ‘Information Center’ is
poised to revolutionize the way
in which newspaper publishers
present local news all over the
United States

as the Greensboro News and Record,
which has been experimenting with
community dialogue since 2004, including hiring local bloggers to cover local
events, re-launching ‘Letters to the Editor’ as a blog, and creating permanent
bio pages for full-time reporters.
Managing the transition
Gannett will have to be careful in the
way it manages the transition it has
imposed on all of its newsrooms. With
diminishing newsroom staffs and the
ease of Internet linking, local is no
doubt the way to go. But if Gannett
wants its papers to reconnect with their
communities, it should probably give
up some of the control it still maintains
over the editorial line of these papers
for two reasons:
1. If you look at Gannett newspaper
websites across the country, most look
pretty similar. A company-wide template
may have worked in the nascent days of
Internet news when companies weren’t
sure how much to invest in their digital
wings, but today they need to be more
customized to local needs. Gannett
should let individual papers experiment
with their own websites so that they ﬁgure out the best way in which they can
serve their community.
2. In the same way that Gannett papers’
digital designers should be free, it also
has to realize that each individual community is free to say what it will. Many
publishers have come out trumpeting the beneﬁts of inviting readers to
participate in the ‘online conversation’
but aren’t very sure of how they will
handle it, fearing that they will either
open themselves up too much, which
could lead to abuse, or too little, which
could lead to reader disappointment.
Therefore, imposing one strict set of
citizen contribution guidelines across
the company will not work; again individual papers should decide how they
will introduce their own communities to
their newsrooms.
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“Mojos” reconnect with local communities

Other sources:
Before Gannett proposed its new “Information
Washington Post,
Gannett, Interview
Center” strategy, newspaper designer
with Chuck Myron at
and consultant Jeff Mignon wondered
News Press, Poynter

if traditional print journalists from local
papers were ready for a new age of
news. In a July ’06 posting on his blog,
Média Café, Mignon asked, “Are they
ready to pick up the video camera and
microphone... Are they ready to ask
how should I tell this story... sound,
video, text, images, infographics?”
Gannett answered his question with a
resounding “yes”.

Multimedia call for
local print journalists
• Mobile journalists
(Mojos) are getting back
to grassroots
• Gannett’s “information
center” creates new
journalists
•

ism”. Chuck posts his articles directly
to the web wherever he ﬁnds a wireless
Internet connection be it in a café or in
his car. Most of his articles even make
it to the print edition.
The reaction from the community has
been positive. Since Gannett has been
testing mojos, hits to its websites have
gone up as much as 100% in some
cases. Readers are also encouraged
to take part in stories and investigate
elements themselves.

A key component to the Information
Center is the mobile journalist, or
“mojo”. Equipped with laptop or PC
tablet, mobile phone and digital camera,
mojos are rarely at their desks. Whereas
in past years, communication technologies and the Internet have brought journalists back into the newsroom from
where their research and interviews
were easily conducted, mojos are out
in the ﬁeld talking to people in their communities, hearing their concerns and
recording their lives.

Some criticism has been aimed at the
blurring lines of editorial and business.
The direct connection that now occurs
between news providers and readers
is causing journalists to develop more
skills than just writing. Media knowledge and community connections make
journalists more valuable than before.
Gannett sees it as imperative that
mobile journalists are able to convey
their new roles to the public and often
have brieﬁng sessions with their paper’s
Marketing Director.

Chuck Myron, who reports for News
Press in southwest Florida, is one of
these mobile journalists. He couldn’t be
more enthusiastic about this move back
to grassroots journalism. Having worked
in numerous positions in the newsroom,
he says “this is by far my favorite job yet.
I love being at the cutting edge in a role
that’s likely to be the future of journal-

The development of this new form of
journalist is also taking a toll on some.
Poynter explained that with added
skills, journalist’s job descriptions
are becoming even broader, leading
some to wonder when exactly they’re
supposed to write the story. Blogging and twenty-four hour reporting
keeps a non-stop cycle in the news-

room causing some journalists to be
overwhelmed.
But then, the new generation of twentysomething maverick reporters like Chuck
are used to marketing themselves in the
image-savvy, fast-paced Internet world.
With the combination of their motivation, new media skills, and dedication
to their craft and communities, ‘mojos’
will surely become the standard for local
coverage.

Sitting in his car, Gannett ‘mojo’
Chuck Myron chats away on his
mobile phone while taking notes
on his electronic tablet

Local Ad Dollars
Other sources:
Finanz Nachrichten,
MediaPost

The Internet is ideal for local advertising on newspaper websites, as long as the paper’s
site is a leading destination in the community. When local advertisers are
aware that its community’s newspaper
is a go-to source of information, they will
be eager to advertise on the site. A few
examples of local online advertising:

- In partnership with Oodle’s (www.
oodle.com) classiﬁed search database,
the Washington Post Company
launched an online component to its
free daily commuter paper Express
in April ‘06. The site, Express (http://
express.oodle.com), integrates local
community-driven classiﬁeds. It targets

residents in the D.C. metro area who
are looking for listings and information
for their speciﬁc neighborhoods. The
site combines classiﬁeds as well as
entertainment and restaurant listings,
organized by subway station. Users can
submit their own listings for general
merchandise, roommates, for-rent-by-
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“ With the help of mobile phones,
digital cameras and laptops, ‘mojos’ are out
in the ﬁeld, talking to their communities”

• US: Washington Post
launches classiﬁed site
• UK: Regional press
has a chance in
creating revenue from
recruitment advertising
• Score one more
advantage for online
local newspapers

owner apartments and tickets on the
site for no cost. But one must pay to
list cars, real estate, jobs, and pets. In
addition, the publisher hopes to get local
retailers to buy neighborhood-targeted
blog ads and display the ads throughout
the site.
- In April ’06 at a media conference in
London, Tim Bowlder, chief executive
of regional newspaper publisher Johnston Press, said that regional papers

will survive if they offer traditional newspaper classiﬁed ads and new online services. Bowlder said that print ads are still
where many people get their classiﬁeds,
despite the onslaught on Internet ads,
but urged the development of new services such as databases of CVs for job
recruiters.
- A July ’06 survey of 7,500 American
university students found that they would
like to see more local advertising on their

campus' newspaper websites. 64%
would appreciate more local restaurant
ads, 51% more entertainment, and 50%
more ads from local stores. This comes
as no surprise as universities are a boon
to local businesses. What is surprising
is that local advertisers haven't picked
up on the priceless medium of a local
university’s newspaper website yet. The
survey also found that small text ads on
websites are much more effective than
banner or pop-up ads.

METROPOLITAN PAPERS

Trapped
between
national and
local coverage

Local has been hailed as a way for newspapers to
reconnect with their communities. Aside from the
fact that local content draws effective local advertising, narrowing the focus of a paper can rejuvenate
its purpose. Papers that are failing to connect with a
national audience, such as the Los Angeles Times,
or a regional audience, like The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, can
be reborn as modern local papers.

Signiﬁcantly smaller than its immediate rival and operating in a
market that has been on a downturn for 20 years, The Seattle
Post-Intelligencer’s plight is well known in the industry. A few
years back, the P-I launched “Project Tornado,” an initiative
which repurposed some newsroom employees to ﬁnding out
speciﬁcally what the paper’s readers desired.
Tornado found that the issues that most concerned readers
tended to be local and that stories from outside the area
should be given a local flavor. In order to provide better
local coverage, the Post-Intelligencer had to restructure
its newsroom.
The paper began a ‘Web ﬁrst’ initiative through which reporters post breaking news on the paper’s growing website before
the article is ready for the print edition. Reporters can now be
assigned to different tasks across rubrics. Additionally, reporters
have been assigned to produce only breaking news for the web,
and blogs and forums will follow connecting the paper more
closely with its community.
2006 was a rocky year for the Los Angeles Times, in the midst
of troubles at parent company Tribune Co. As the paper is
no longer very effective on the national level, many speculated

that LAT would do well to reexamine its treatment of its city’s
readers. In a move mirroring “Project Tornado,” the Times
launched its examinatory “Manhattan Project” in October
2006 to determine a new direction for the paper in the wake
of huge losses in circulation and a possible sale.
Some suggested the project focus on three principal areas:
Exploit local resources: LAT must better chronicle the industry that makes its city unique: entertainment. Hollywood should
be covered in the same way as The Washington Post covers
government: extensively and with an insider’s touch. If the Times
became the go-to paper for the entertainment world, it could
possibly produce supplements for other papers nationwide, or
potentially reinstitute its cancelled national edition on a limited
entertainment-only scale.
Improve digital offerings: The L.A. Times should
improve its sub-par website, which would assist in making
L.A.-centric information a worldwide commodity. The general
consensus is that the Times is embarrassingly lagging where
multimedia is concerned. One of its main priorities should be
to take advantage of L.A.’s human resources and develop
its video offerings.
Cater to minorities: Los Angeles is very ethnically diverse.
LAT could become a respected umbrella-brand for a range of
niche publications. The concept of a uniﬁed group of ethnic
papers has yet to be tested in the L.A. area and could prove to
be a successful way to provide diverse offerings backed by a
credible brand name.
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Experiments in Local
Web-based Reporting
An innovative experiment in civic engagement
Other sources:
Westword.com

Articles are simple to read and all
accompanied by a relevant photo. Subtle
advertising edges each page.
2. Listings: In making a site “indispensable,” every aspect of the community
needs to be organized on the website.
Events are listed for readers with proper
hyperlinks and contact information.
3. Classiﬁeds: In the spirit of Craigslist,
the Messenger offers free classiﬁeds but
includes advertising on the pages.
4. Suggestions: The editorial board,
although having encouraged citizen
contributions and comments, maintains some welcome control. The articles listed on the homepage are those
which they think are most relevant to the
community and there’s even a section
called “Messenger Suggests” in which
the publication points readers to what
they feel are the hottest events in the
area and features on their site.

5. It’s all about the snark: In the spirit
of alternative weeklies, just about every
article on the Messenger includes some
snide comments that keep the reading
interesting and fun.

Newspapers beware! The journalists you
are increasingly willing to let go may
come back to haunt you! Take the story
of Paul Bass (at right). A 25-year veteran of New Haven, CT print journalism,
Bass created the New Haven Independent (www.newhavenindependent.org),
a non-proﬁt, online publication founded
in the tradition of newspaper journalism. With a small, dedicated team and
a growing readership, Bass has found a
rejuvenated optimism in the news business through online reporting.

until stories go to press; as soon as
an article is ready, it is posted on the
website.

end of 2006, he had seven sponsors
signed up for four and ﬁve-ﬁgure annual
contracts.

The efﬁciency of Web reporting

The Independent is non-proﬁt. According
to Bass: “the non-proﬁt model of journalism is going to be very important.” He
cited the example of National Public
Radio, with its generous “plutocrats”
eager to contribute funds.
Sponsors for the paper were scarce at
the beginning; it took Bass a few months
to gather his ﬁrst $100,000. But at the

On April 10, 2006, a unique local news website
called the High Plains Messenger (www.
highplainsmessenger.com) was launched
in Colorado’s Pikes Peak region. The
Internet-based publication seeks to capture the news and events of the area,
proclaiming itself “A catalyst for civic
engagement in the Pikes Peak Region.”
Built on Movable Type blogging software, the site is less static than your
everyday news site. It allows reporters to
post stories from anywhere and enables
readers to comment on every article.

Local, community, You:
an exemplary news site
is born
•

The site’s innovative features include:
1. Appealing Design: Extremely userfriendly setup – the sections are listed
in the left-hand column and scrolling
over them makes the sub-sections visible. The main headlines ﬂash across
the screen backed by colorful images.

Despite its originality, The High Plains
Messenger has had its problems. Overestimating the amount of advertising revenue it would earn, the start-up eventually
needed to let go of most of its already
small staff. In November ’06, publication slowed down signiﬁcantly and in a
December 13 post for its readers apologized for the transitional phase, citing
three options for the future: a completely
reader-generated site, help from a nonproﬁt organization or a total shut-down.
Meanwhile, the Messenger’s editor, Noel
Black, considered a switch to non-proﬁt
status which was working in other parts of
the country (see following article).

A Haven of Hyper-local

The New Haven
Independent:
Community-dedicated,
hyperlocal
• Online reporting
•

Bass ﬁnds that journalism on the Web
is more efﬁcient than print journalism.
For starters, the Independent doesn’t
have an ofﬁce. “Our reporters are out
reporting all the time instead of talking in the newsroom”, explained Bass.
Secondly, Bass doesn’t have to wait

In what is perhaps the most efﬁcient
characteristic of Internet reporting, the
staff have their stories proofread and
fact-checked by readers. The Independent has even started a contest through
which the reader who catches the most
typos wins a prize.
Non-proﬁt reporting
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“ The competitive model of media is dying.
Different publications link to one another. Readers don’t
care much about who broke the story.”
How Web reporting differs from print
The Independent functions with 4
journalists and supplements its work
with outside sources. On average, it
puts out 8 or 10 stories a day with 3
or 4 top stories (full-length, originally
reported articles) and several smaller
items, roundups, and links. Bass and
Co. receive local newsfeeds and link to
local press releases, ultimately providing
a rich variety of news.
In this sense, Bass believes that the
“competitive model of media” is dying.
“Different publications link to one
another. Readers don’t care much
about who broke the story anymore,”
said Bass. “We’ll still like to break a story
but we won’t try to monopolize news

because that’s impossible.” Bass references the reciprocity between his site
and the print daily New Haven Register;
both sites link to one another.

of November 2006. That number spikes
when pertinent events take place in the
area, and out-of-towners surf in; this is
when the local becomes national.

Bass has also launched a video blog.
Once a week, he strolls out to his backyard compost pile with a video recorder
and goes through the main stories,
spiced up with a bit of wit and opinion.

One of the most popular communityserving features of the site is a database
of local crimes organized with the New
Haven Police Department. Bass has also
solicited reader reviews of local events,
but the initiative has not had much success: “Generally, our readers want us to
write and they react.”

Reporting online for the community
The readers and their community are
the site’s lifeblood. “They love it, they
feel like they own it, like it’s theirs,” said
Bass of his readers’ connection to the
site. Since its launch, the Independent’s
page views have grown four-fold, reaching an average of 4,000 per weekday as

Hyperlocal online newspapers such as
Bass’s Independent will be projects to
keep an eye on. There’s a chance that
someday soon they’ll be the norm for
journalists and communities everywhere.

A virtual coffee shop
Veteran newspaper columnist and novelist Debbie Galant launched the Montclair, New
Jersey-based news and entertainment
site Baristanet (www.baristanet.com) in
2004 with partner Liz George. Focusing
on small stories that affect the community, the site is full of interesting news
and fun tidbits.

Local news with a touch of humor
Baristanet’s ﬁve writers update the community on daily news with a lighthearted
twist. Galant likes to think of Barista
as “local weekly paper meets the Daily
Show (an American political satire news
program).” She continues: “It’s the kind
of info you’d want to get at a good dinner
party, maybe not every boring detail but
what the latest wrinkle is and how it will
affect daily life.”
There are other community touches,
including a map of local coffee joints with
the best blends and non-virtual Baristas.
Becoming a ﬁxture

Baristanet: local
journalism with a twist
•

After a year Baristanet was rapidly gaining community recognition, with users
posting comments, giving news tips, as
well as requesting classiﬁeds and advertising. The site receives about 5,000
unique visitors per day, sometimes going
as high as 10,000 on a big news day.

The editor of the local newspaper, The
Montclair Times, however, is not a fan: he
has discouraged police sources not to talk
to Baristanet reporters, claiming that it’s
not a real newspaper. Still, some rebellious Times reporters appreciate Barista’s
efforts and send their links to Baristanet.
Some of the areas savvy residents
include New York Times’ writers, which
sometimes contact the Barista ladies
about stories for the national daily.
In terms of expansion, Galant isn’t sure
how the idiosyncratic, hyperlocal Barista
commentary would translate to other
areas. The formula that has nailed the
Montclair area would not necessarily be
relevant to other communities.
Barista in the ‘Hood
Baristanet’s target audience is composed of left-leaning, intellectual professionals, many of whom commute to
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“ Baristanet is the kind of info

you want from a good dinner party,
the latest wrinkle and how it will affect daily life.”
Manhattan. Most Barista users check
the site numerous times throughout the
day while working, resulting in lower
page hits on weekends.

Turning a proﬁt

client base. After trying various business
models, Galant and George decided to
split the editorial and advertising duties
between the two of them.

Many former Montclair residents, especially college students, use the site to stay
current on local events. Despite the active
community involvement, Baristanet’s con-

Started with just a few thousand dollars,
Baristanet is now proﬁtable. Through
local advertising and classiﬁeds, the
site has pulled in a surprisingly large

Baristanet has effectively taken the
blandness out of local news with its
signature combination of wit, relevance,
and enterprise.

ABC afﬁliate WJLA-TV and NewsChannel 8, as well as broadcaster
CBS when it launched in January 2007.
It strives to compete with prestigious
publications such as The Washington
Post and CNN. The web platform takes
advantage of its medium, by emphasizing conversational journalism, interactivity and increased consumer-reporter
transparency, taking the audience
behind the scenes of news coverage.

coverage in whatever form and whenever consumers want it.”

tent is not open to citizen writers for fear of
diluting Baristanet’s smart commentary.

Virtual Capitol Hill
One cannot help but notice the new wave of established journalists turning their back on
mainstream media to launch online startup projects. In this vein, two respected
political journalists left The Washington
Post in November 2006 to participate
in a groundbreaking online venture
launched by AllBritton Communications. John Harris, formerly of WaPo’s
politics pages, and political reporter Jim
VandeHei, joined the heavyweight team
to launch an interactive site dedicated to
Washington politics.
The site, called The Politico, joined with
two of Allbritton’s television stations,

AllBritton
Communications
gambles on journalism of
the future
• Traditional journalists
move to Internet media
endeavors
•

John Harris (top left) and Jim
VandeHei (top right) left traditional
political reporting to join The
Politico, an online publication
funded by Robert Allbritton’s
(bottom right) communications
company

“This is the future of political journalism,” said Chairman of Allbritton Communications, Robert Allbritton. “Our
ambitious goal is (…) to provide that

This venture emanates from a new
perspective on political reporting,
and journalism in general. As noted
by Jim Romenesko from the Poynter Institute, “while other traditional
news organizations are cutting back
on resources and their commitment to
political journalism, Allbritton is planning
to invest heavily in the next generation
of journalism.”
John Harris and Jim VandeHei’s
departure from traditional media sparked
a lively debate in the media world on the
future of journalism. Some think that the
move shows an anxiety on the part of
newspaper journalists for the state of
their jobs. Jack Shafer at Slate wonders, “Are journalists leaping from the
newspaper ship before it sinks?” Shafer
goes on to admit that bloated AllBritton
salaries were the likely incentive for the
jump, not a loss of faith in print.
But will the exodus of great journalists
toward the Net result in a brain drain
from great newspapers? This was predicted in the heyday of television news,
and most of the illustrious reporters remained faithful to print. Will the
Internet prove more tempting for print
journalists?
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How Vorarlberger Nachrichten
Serves as a Platform for its Region
“Local, local, local.” That’s the newsroom mantra behind the
success of the Austrian regional, Vorarlberger Nachrichten
(VN). The full-color Monday through Saturday paper covering
Austria’s most Western state, Vorarlberg, wedged between
Switzerland and Germany, dedicates only one page to national
and one page to international news per edition, leaving the
overall majority of the paper for news about its own people.
With this local strategy, VN has a reach in its area of 70%
during the week, 82% on Saturdays and 200,000 daily readers, making it the largest paper in Vorarlberg which is home
to 380,000 residents and 120,000 households.
VN’s website has helped the paper extend its role of serving
the community and allows it to further penetrate its market.
www.vol.at claims 400,000 unique monthly visitors which
view 44 million pages and now reaches more citizens of
Vorarlberg than Google; 70% of the region’s population per
day compared with the search engine’s 65%. These ﬁgures
enticed Editor-in-Chief Christian Ortner to call the paper
a “platform for the people,” a platform which was awarded
Newspaper of the Year 2006 by Innovation Media Consulting Group.
The paper’s success goes deeper than its intense local coverage. Publisher for 25 years, Eugen Russ, has always sought
out the best innovations from the world’s top companies and
emulated their example. For instance, in 1994, VN completely
changed its design and converted to 100% color in the guise
of USA Today. Russ’ publishing company, Medienhaus, offers
a portfolio of publications aimed at distinct demographics,
an idea taken from the American publisher Scripps. He has
always admired the business practices of Gannett and it’s

president Gary Watson, mirroring their annual strategy of
cutting the least productive 5% of Medienhaus. And VN’s
website, as a portal for its region, is based on the world’s
most popular Internet portal, Yahoo.
Because large, American Internet companies are spreading
rapidly abroad and creeping into local areas, Russ considers
the likes of Yahoo and Google as competitors. “If we didn’t
keep innovating on a local level, they would. And that wouldn’t
be good for the people in our region,” explained Russ, whose
strategies have worked wonders at VN.
A “platform for the people” publishes its people
Everyone loves to get their picture in the paper. And many people
in Vorarlberg do. One of VN’s biggest successes is that the faces
of approximately 100,000 people in its region appear in the
printed pages throughout the course of a year, including about
85% of newborn babies and almost every death.
For the newborns, feedback about births and baptisms comes
to the paper via its public and it also has a deal with local
hospitals that send pictures of the infants. Complete obituaries
are also very popular and contrary to other Austrian papers,
include a large, color photo of the deceased accompanied
by a spacious box ﬁlled with biographical information. On the
Web, obits last forever; VN has created pages where family
and friends can pay tribute to their loved ones.
In the print edition as well as the website, VN has connected
with the public through ‘party pages,’ images of nights on the
region’s towns taken by the paper’s four staff photographers.
It also holds online chats with local VIPs and invites community
members involved in breaking news events to speak with their
neighbors through the paper’s website.
But the site’s most popular feature is always the daily local girl.
Picture slideshows, biographies and a short video interview
are posted at www.vol.at for each girl and in the paper, her
picture appears on the last page of the ﬁrst section.

Eugen Russ, Publisher
at Medienhaus, feels
that because of online
interactivity, newspaper
editors have lost their
role as the gatekeepers
of news

Reﬂecting on the success of American local paper, Bluffton
Today, VN gives all readers the right to their own blog. In December 2006, 700 individual blogs had been launched through
the VN platform which Russ hailed as another simple way of
building community. If an interesting story appears on the blog,
it could make the front page, although admittedly, Web Editor
Elisabeth Zankel says that most of the stories are ‘nice’, but
not newsworthy. Zankel revealed that readers are not paid for
their blogs and that advertising had not been integrated onto
them, but mentioned that that could change.
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Bürgerforums: community conversations change the
role of editors
With Web 2.0, VN’s website has been transformed into
a real interactive tool, closer linking the newsroom to its
readers. In 2002, the paper began bürgerforums where
the local population congregates to discuss local issues,
make suggestions, issue complaints or congratulate VN
on its coverage.
The bürgerforums have not only benefited the population,
but also the newsroom. Editors and journalists visit the
forums to find story ideas: where once it used to be the
editorial line that decided what the news was, now it’s
the people. “We find out what people are interested in
through the bürgerforums,” said the paper’s “Reporter-inChief,” Gerold Riedmann, who holds a position created
in 2004 meant to designate one journalist to the day’s
hottest story. “Local problems are much more important
than international ones. VN gives the power of the media
to the people.”
Russ was positive about the forums, but noted that they
were changing the traditional top-down news structure:
“Because of the forums, editors have lost their gatekeeper
function. If we’re not covering the stories the people are
talking about then they guide us to the stories they think we
should cover. Editors, however, are not going to disappear.
In fact, they will gain importance because they get involved
in the community.”
Since the bürgerforums launched, there has been a noticeable
change in the political atmosphere of the region; politicians
have had to become more responsive to constituents. For
instance, one woman solicited the local government for six
unsuccessful years to shorten the time of a trafﬁc light so that
pedestrians could cross the road. Two days after she posted
her complaint in a forum, local politicians responded and her
request was taken care of.
“One of the most important topics for the future of newspapers
is transparency,” declares Ortner. In that vein, all participants
in the forum must verify that they are who they are; nothing is
anonymous. This is reﬂected in the newsroom where all of the
names and emails of every journalist and editor are given at
www.vol.at to give the public direct contact to the individuals
who document its history.
At the end of 2006, the paper had set up 21 forums for 23 of
the region’s 96 townships with plans to eventually extend a
forum to each town. 2,500 people were active users.

Editor-in-Chief of VN,
Christian Ortner would
like to integrate the
paper’s print and online
newsrooms to facilitate
their complementary
functions

The community contributes content
In July 2006, VN began accepting digital photographs from
its audience. The paper created a special number to which
people can send their images from their mobile phones. Using
MMS for images and SMS for text, the paper found that eyewitnesses give a brief, visual account of an event before VN
journalists reach the scene. The paper’s Web team receives
the breaking citizen news and posts it immediately to the sight,
the story being later followed up by the newsroom.
A few of the citizen photos have been worthy enough to be
printed on the front page. In this case, VN pays the citizen
reporter €30 whereas those who get their breaking news
report posted on the website receive €20.
Just like in other aspects of the Medienhaus operation, Russ
and Co. have adopted some of the best practices of the latest
Web 2.0 hits. In the guise of social photo site, Flickr, VN ‘tags’
citizen images so that they are easily searchable. Taking its tip
from the rapid success of social video site YouTube, VN has
also launched its own local citizen video initiative: part of the
website is reserved for the readers, where they can upload
their video to share with the community.
‘Print + Web’, not ‘print vs. web’
“We post everything online as soon as possible and exclusive
stories in the morning. This is dangerous for the paper, but
it’s the way we have to do it.” Here, Ortner abridges the fear
of many publishers; the cannibalization of the newspaper
by its website. But VN has adopted several practices that
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minimize this effect and help transform each medium into a
complement for the other.
At the end of articles in the paper, a small text directs readers
to the Web where downloadable PDF ﬁles delve deeper into
a story. On the other hand, when breaking news is printed
immediately online, it is accompanied by a note that tells
readers more information will be found in the following days
paper, giving journalists time to do their background investigation and interviews.
Russ views the print edition as the ‘ultimate browser’
where readers scan all the main news they need. If they
want more information, they can get it online where space
limitations are nonexistent. This is contrary to the theory
of many newspaper futurists who believe that breaking
news will be found on the Web and analysis and opinion
on the printed page.
But VN has made the reverse strategy work for its region. With
so many tiny townships, it is impossible to cover every one in
the daily paper. Online, PDF downloads provide those townships with news of their latest developments. “Sometimes,
only 3 or 4 people download one of our PDF offerings, so it’s
like providing them with personal news,” said Ortner.
VN also creates PDFs for indispensable community news that
doesn’t ﬁt in the paper. For example, in December 2006, the
schedule of the region’s Christmas markets was too long
for the paper’s folds but was easily accessible to all through
the website. About 45,000 PDFs were being downloaded
monthly as of the Christmas market season, but the practice
was “growing fast.”
Modern design and visual pages attract a crowd
Design and structure are just as important to the success
of the paper and its website as the quality of its community
interaction. The paper’s front page always leads with a local
article, preferably an exclusive story. Only the ﬁrst two pages
of Section A are dedicated to national and international news
with the last page of the paper a whirlwind round-up of the
world’s most important events.
“Readers generally don’t want anymore political news,” said
Russ. “If we were to double our political coverage, we would
have to double the staff, which means we would have to spend
more money on journalists. But political coverage will never
double our readership and those interested in worldly affairs
always buy more than one paper. For these reasons, we cannot
justify expanding non-local political coverage.”

Vorarlberger Nachrichten
Circulation – 63,000 daily, 71,237 Saturdays
Readership – 200,000 - stable
Subscription rate – 95% of paid copies
Young reader penetration – 60%
Reach – 70% weekdays, 82% Saturdays
Average reading time – 25-30 minute per reader
*All ﬁgures are stable, meaning they do not ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly from year to year.

Newsroom
50 employees
30 journalists, 6 online, 4 photographers, 2 infographics
www.vol.at
Unique visitors – 400,000 monthly / stable
Page views – 44 million monthly / growing
Reach – 70% of population / stable
Bürgerforums – 2,500 active users / growing
Reader blogs – 700 / growing
PDF downloads – 45,000 monthly / growing
Average browsing time – 15 min. per user / increasing
Stories per day - 200
Ortner estimated that if one were to sit down and really read
the paper, it would take approximately one hour. The average
reader, however, spends 25-30 minutes with VN in print, reading only what is personally relevant. Most of the articles are
relatively short, giving readers the information they need to
know while maintaining the ﬂow of the paper. Longer articles
are written if the topic is right.
The paper is divided into color-coded sections, just like USA
Today. Besides standard sections covering local economy,
business, classiﬁeds, etc., VN began a daily Magazin section
adapted from its formerly once a week supplement. Magazin
covers a different topic every day of the week and those such
as ‘fashion’ and ‘garden’ have helped to expand the paper’s
readership by appealing to women.
Population of Vorarlberg
380,000 inhabitants, 120,000 households
VN serves the
population of the
mountainous Austrian
state of Vorarlberg,
tucked between
Switzerland and
Germany
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Russ believes that the paper’s modern design has scored big
with younger generations; 60% of Vorarlberg’s 18-25 year old
demographic target read the daily print edition.
Infographics, which the paper has been printing since the
early 1990s, are a particularly important content feature. Russ
commented that when VN ﬁrst began creating infographics,
it took some time for the journalists to adapt. But now, ﬁeld
reporters work daily with the paper’s 2 graphic journalists,
giving them the information necessary so that they can paint
a visual description to be printed next to the story’s text.
The website’s busy homepage is divided into three columns
to facilitate navigation; the left column for services such as
weather and trafﬁc, the middle column for news, and on the
right, “Fun & Friends” including fashion and the latest celebrity gossip. About 200 stories are posted to the Website on
a daily basis as well as videos from the Associated Press
and Reuters, furnishing readers with a complete local and
world view. The Web team has a real-time tracking device
that helps it to evaluate the type of material that readers are
clicking on at what time of day.

“There is a bit of a problem in the fact that the online and
print newsrooms are not joined together because it means
that there is a bit of a mental division as well,” said Zankel,
her concern reﬂected by the fact that no online journalists
are out in the ﬁeld.
The online team is composed of six journalists that digest
breaking news coming in from the wires and VN reporters
who send news in via SMS. It chooses what is important, adds
a headline and a photo and posts it to the Web. The papers
photographers also send in images via MMS that the online
team turns into slideshows
The physical separation of the journalists, however, is not to say
that they never collaborate. They often work in teams across
sections depending on the story and every staff member uses
mobile phones to remain in constant touch with colleagues.

All this and the newsroom isn’t integrated?

Some journalists have begun weblogs but ones that pertain to
a particular and pertinent topic. For instance, while Austrian
authorities were pushing through laws that would outlaw
smoking in public places, one of the paper’s directors, a
smoker herself, launched a blog reﬂecting on the issue that
helped VN discover what its audience felt..

VN has accomplished all of its print and online success with
separate newsroom teams; print and web functions are not
integrated. But this is a logistical decision more so than a
practical one. “If I were going to build a new headquarters
for our operations, I would put all of the paper’s 50 journalists
in the same room,” imagined Ortner, referring to the limits of
the Medienhaus headquarters’ architecture.

Video is also becoming an integral part of the newsroom function, with 60 to 70, produced by the paper’s photographers,
being posted per month. Ortner foresees online video becoming more prevalent, with editors eventually having to make
short clips to explain the news. Whereas the local broadcaster
only provides 15 minutes of local news per day with a staff of
200 journalists, VN’s Editor-in-Chief is pushing his newsroom
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to produce local news video that can be updated hourly and
streamed with ease through the website.
Community reach brings community money
The print edition of VN has not gained circulation in past
years, its already broad reach making it difﬁcult to expand;
but it has not lost readers either. For that reason, advertisers
are still very enthusiastic about the print pages and their
payments compose 70% of the print paper’s revenues. The
other 30% comes from paying readers, 95% of which have
subscriptions.
VN’s online operations have grown quickly, already
accounting for 10% of revenues, a figure which Russ
predicts will be between 20 and 25% by 2012. Most of
the site’s advertisers are still national, but as more local
businesses realize the valuable online service that VN is
providing its community, Russ is sure that they will warm
up to website advertising as well.

dating service run through www.vol.at. VN plans to ameliorate
its local search engine to reinforce its stronghold in the region,
diminishing the inﬂuence of giants like Google. Medienhaus
also established an Internet service that covers the whole
region including numerous wiﬁ hotspots, further reinforcing
reader loyalty.
Such services, combined with complete coverage of Vorarlberg and intimate interaction with readers, have assured
Vorarlberger Nachrichten a place in the daily lives of the
large majority of the community it serves. Always eager to
stay ahead of the curve, integrating the latest technologies
and trends, the paper will continue to innovate, maintaining
its position as the principal platform for its region.

Because of the success of the website, Russ esteems that it
will be difﬁcult to extend its 70% regional reach. But he has
aggressively begun expanding upon it in other ways. With the
addition of content features such as video and blogs, he hopes
that the average visit to the site will increase from 15 minutes
to 20 or 25 minutes (other Austrian news sites average 7-8
minutes per user session).
To achieve this goal, Russ also launched alternative services.
He began a local, online weight watchers program, an idea
adopted from Norwegian publisher, Schibsted, as well as a

John Burke is Editor-in-Chief of the Editors Weblog.
Since 2005 he has been tracking and analyzing
the latest trends in the newspaper industry to help
guide newsrooms through the monumental changes
taking place.
In 2001, he obtained a B.A. in Political Science from the
College of the Holy Cross in Massachusetts.
He is the recipient of a 2006-2007 Fulbright Journalism
Fellowship in Spain where he conducted a study of
innovations in the Spanish regional press.
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CREATE A MULTINEWSPAPER NEWSROOM
SECTION 1: add an economically

priced paper to your ﬂagship

SECTION 2: traditional
papers invest in free sheets

SECTION 3: the
shrinking face of print

SECTION 4: visual
journalism gains ground

The daily newspaper is traditionally a ‘one-size-fits-all’ product:
among its numerous sections, there is a little something for everyone. But in today’s newspaper scene, as in other consumer markets, ‘something for everyone’ has given way to products
that cater to speciﬁc interests. Newspapers need to diversify their offerings while simultaneously honing their focus in order to remain competitive in a fragmented economy:

Spin off economically priced papers: As circulations have fallen, cover prices have risen,
making it even harder for consumers to justify buying the newspaper. To deal with this
dilemma, several publishers have launched publications with more concentrated content
at cheaper prices than their ﬂagship, sharing resources between papers in a money saving multi-newspaper newsroom. These papers also help to strengthen brand names and
attract new, paying readers.
Welcome freesheets: Ideally, newspapers would like readers to pay for information. But
the free paper explosion over the past ten years has made this increasingly difﬁcult. In
2006, the majority of new free titles came from traditional publishers. They are able to
combine their existing newsroom resources with freesheets, gaining ground in a lucrative
and growing market.
Trim the fat: As newspaper purses are gradually squeezed, minor modiﬁcations here and
there can ease ﬁnancial stress. Cutting content from the print version that makes more
sense online, such as stock pages, combined with redesigns that reduce page numbers and
size help newspapers save money that can then be reinvested in reshaping conventional
newsrooms and publications to ﬁt the needs of modern readers.
Tell stories visually: A fast-paced world needs fast-paced newspapers: readers want
to know what is going on in the least time possible. Visual journalism, and infographics
in particular, present information in a succinct yet comprehensive manner. Newspapers
should establish ﬁrst-class infographics departments that work closely with the rest of
the newsroom to add a visual dimension to textual reporting.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

January 2006: The Chicago Tribune
cuts stock tables from print product

September 2006: Free paper war
kicks off in London

March 2006: NRC Handelsblad
launches cheaper sister paper

February 2007: Axel Springer solidiﬁes
plans for 50-cent paper in France

November 2006: Free paper Metro
declared world’s largest paper
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Add an Economically Priced
Paper to Your Flagship
Holland: Young readers ﬂock to cheap, quality daily
In March 2006, the Dutch evening paper,
NRC Handelsblad took a gamble with
an experimental, economical, morning paper aimed at a younger crowd.
Not really knowing if it would work at
launch, by the end of 2006 the daily
was pleasantly surprised to ﬁnd that the
cheaper, earlier edition, NRC Next, had
surpassed expectations, signifying that
perhaps young readers are willing to
pay for a newspaper after all.
New newspaper,
same newsroom
In the Dutch newspaper market, NRC
Handelsblad has one of the lowest
penetrations of the 18-35 generation
at only 4% of its readership. Thus, the
idea behind NRC Next was simple: to
quickly attract a younger group of welleducated potential news consumers
and strengthen the NRC brand without driving away traditional readers.
Because this is a risky prospect for
a newspaper, especially one with an
aging readership, NRC Handelsblad
decided to spin-off a whole new paper
instead of other strategies like adding
supplements or whipping up expensive
advertising campaigns.

But NRC Next is not a totally independent publication. For starters, it remains
100% part of NRC Handelsblad: journalists from the two publications are on the
same payroll, they are based in the same
newsroom and they use the same equipment. Whereas many papers are cutting
staff, 24 new, younger journalists were
hired to guide NRC Next’s editorial, but
that editorial is shared across papers:
60% of content in NRC Next is shared
with its parent paper. In this way, it is
considered the morning edition of NRC
Handelsblad, whose newsroom provides
the ﬂedgling paper with its own crew of
180 journalists as well as stringers.
What young readers want
Still, it is the content that distinguishes
NRC Next from other Dutch papers and
which is the key to its success. Mainstream news issues like politics, foreign
affairs and economics are the type of
material that is shared between papers.
NRC Next, however, goes a step further,
focusing on analyzing the news with the
catchy slogan, “What’s Next?”
Because of the constant ﬂow of information through various media, NRC Next

assumes that readers have already
heard most of what’s going on in
the world. Therefore, it reserves little
space for what, where and when and
emphasizes the how and the why. Serious issues like climate change and the
death penalty, topics commonly thought
to be of no interest to younger readers,
were found to be of great interest and
are regularly covered.
The paper’s design also differs signiﬁcantly from that of its sister paper. It is
printed in full-color, tabloid format with a
contemporary design backed by strong
visual elements that tie stories together
and draw attention to central themes
whereas NRC Handelsblad remains a
broadsheet with a classic newspaper
layout full of text and minimal images.
The paper learned quickly that this
strategy resonates well with the younger
crowd. 70% of its readers are from the
targeted readership: the under-35,
newspaper non-reader. At its launch,
the paper was shooting for a circulation
minimum of 40,000 during its ﬁrst year;
it rapidly surpassed 70,000. And all this
with a cover price of €1 euro!
‘Gratis or status?’
Like in other countries, younger Dutch
generations ﬁnd most of their news for
free, be it on the Internet or in popular
free papers, so the rapid success of NRC
Next is somewhat surprising. In a market
where newspapers are fairly expensive,
however, €1 euro is about 66% of the
price of other papers and within reach
of students.

The Dutch evening daily NRC
Handelsblad launched NRC Next
in 2006, a morning paper aimed
at attracting younger readers with
insightful analysis pieces, modern
design and cheaper price.

NRC Next editor-in-chief, Hans Nijenhuis, believes that his paper’s cover
price does not turn off potential readers
“Because we give added value. News
is for free. Analysis, background, and
all kinds of great stories that you cannot ﬁnd elsewhere are not. NRC Next
is a nice product with ‘status.’ It has
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Why NRC Handelsblad created a sister publication
With NRC Handelsblad having an aging readership, the publisher
wanted to attract a younger audience but realized that a ‘one size
ﬁts all’ approach would not work. A new product, under the same

brand was launched targeted to well-educated, non-readers
under 35 years. Welcome nrc.next.

Newspaper coverage in the Netherlands

Lack of attraction to young readers

Whilst the number of households has steadily risen since 1983, the
combined paid for circulation of newspapers has decreased.

Compared to its competitors, NRC Handlesblad had low appeal
to young readers in the Netherlands.

The image of the traditional broadsheet

A new position for the NRC brand
NRC Handelsblad

NRC•Next

De Volkskrant

Quality

Trouw

Education
AD

Popular
De Telegraaf

Age

A qualitative study showed that the NRC Handlesblad content
wasn’t deemed accessible and modern.

nrc.next met its target audience of well educated young
readers.

Differentiators of NRC.Handlesblad and nrc.next
NRC Handelsblad

nrc.next

• 6 days
• Evening
• Broadsheet
• Stylish traditional paper layout
• With various “in depth” appendices
• Broad / complete
• Contemplative
• Contexts
• Business / analytical / rational

• 5 days
• Morning
• Tabloid
• Contemporary design
• no appendices, 4x lifestyle specials
• Compact / selection
• Pragmatical
• Updates / overview
• Direct / expressive / emotional

Whilst sharing a well educated audience, the differences in the
sister titles are very apparent in both design and content, targeting

two very different age groups. Nrc.next has taken a more modern
approach to design, with a tabloid, graphical format.
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‘quality.’ When a newspaper is free, it
is for everybody. ‘I am not everybody, I
am special, so I read NRC Next… Price
is important for status. As we say: it is
‘gratis or status.’”
Furthermore, instead of buying NRC
Next in kiosks, many readers prefer
the home deliver option which they can
conveniently order through an SMS text
message. But competition looms. Two
companies planned to begin publication of home-delivered freesheets in
2007. So NRC Next had to diversify
its offerings.

Netherlands: Dutch
newspaper launches
new morning paper to
attract young readers,
NRC Next: cool to
pay for a newspaper,
Netherlands: Gratis or
status?
•

The morning paper is planning a website launch for some time in 2007. But
since launching, it has taken advantage
of interactive, mobile features. Readers can send in news items and comments via SMS and if they desire deeper
information about a subject, they can
text message in a special code which
automatically sends all of the relevant
background information, links and digital
material to their own special homepage.

Nijenhuis, also maintains an editor’s
blog informing readers as to editorial
decisions and dealing openly with their
complaints.
A news magazine
backed by a newspaper
Nijenhuis explained NRC Next’s newsroom dynamic as distinct from that of a
traditional newspaper. “The production
of NRC Next is much more centralized.
It is more like a magazine: we take into
account all the pages together.” The
combination of NRC Handelsblad’s
staff with his own, Nijenhuis said, is an
advantage that papers similar to NRC
Next don’t have: it allows the small
paper to have foreign correspondents
and desks of various disciplines to add
to the paper’s already rich content, ultimately resulting in a better product.
There are, however, some disadvantages.
Because the paper works to more than
one deadline, Nijenhuis regretted that
at times it meant “very, very long days”

for his staff. Also, because the paper
shares printing presses with others,
its deadline of 23h15 Sunday-Tuesday
and 22h45 Wednesday and Thursday
are earlier than staff would like. Sometimes they miss things that should go
in a morning paper, for instance when
the Dutch prime minister once gave a
press conference concerning a major
political crisis at midnight.
On a lighter note, journalists in the NRC
Handelsblad newsroom were happy
that their employer decided to try
something different instead of taking
the increasingly common approach of
laying people off. They also like seeing their stories printed twice, and in
a different, more lively format in the
morning sister edition.
Overall, with its rapid success and
appeal among younger readers, NRC
Next is an ideal model for other papers
looking to attract younger generations
without resorting to dropping their
cover price.

Axel Springer shakes up France with 50-cent daily
NRC Next, although cheaper than other Dutch
dailies, is still priced at €1. German
publishing goliath Axel Springer, on
the other hand, spent 2006 seeking a
cheaper model, ﬁnally deciding on a
€0.50 cent paper in France.
In March 2006, after reporting signiﬁcant proﬁt gains in 2005, Springer CEO
Mathias Döpfner announced that his
company was looking to extend itself further into other markets and that France
looked particularly attractive thanks to its
rather “state supportive” press.
In July, Springer declared its intentions
concrete, revealing a plan to launch a
paid-for daily tabloid in its neighbor to

the west. The concept of the paper was
to be based on Springer’s Bild, Germany’s most-circulated paper at 3.5 million daily readers, and a follow up to the
extreme success of Fakt, a daily tabloid
Springer launched in 2003 in Poland
that claimed the top of that country’s
circulation charts less than a year after
the printing of its ﬁrst edition.
In February 2007, Springer re-conﬁrmed its July announcement, setting
the launch date for the second half of the
year or the beginning of 2008. At that
time, it had already begun hiring staff
which was to total nearly 300 people,
quite a large number in comparison with
other traditional French newsrooms.

Attempting to build on the extreme
success of its ﬂagship tabloid
Bild and that which it launched
in Poland, Fakt (see next page),
German publisher Axel Springer
planned to enter the French
newspaper market in 2007 with
an economically priced tabloid.
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“ The production of nrc.next

is much more centralized. It is more like a magazine:
we take into account all the pages together.”
Yet, it was determined that the French
Bild would have to be modeled differently from its German predecessor
because of the French audience. “Germany and Great Britain have a tabloid
culture. France doesn’t have it yet,”
explained Robin Leproux, president
of Axel Springer, France. Unlike the German version which is based on scandal, sex, politics and sports, the French
counterpart would “be a big and popular
general news newspaper,” focusing on
politics, daily life, sports and people with
a less racy approach than in Germany.

German publisher
thinks about entry in
French market,
• French Bild won’t be a
German Bild
•

Springer reserved €120 million for
the ﬁrst three years of its new French
project, planning on an initial print run
of 500,000 copies. It reckoned that
France would gradually embrace the
tabloid culture. Considering that the
French market for weekly celebrity
and gossip magazines has exploded
in recent years, Springer’s estimation
may not be far off.

As for the French quality newspaper
market, already in dire straits with diving
circulations and revenues as well as stiff
competition from freesheets, a €0.50
paper (as of February 2007, it was not
sure if the paper would be €0.50 or
€0.60), albeit a tabloid, could have serious repercussions. Its two top national
papers, Le Monde and Le Figaro, sell at
€1.30 and €1.20 respectively, making
a paper at half those prices very attractive for readers.
Leproux set the bar high: “From the
beginning, we want to be among the
leaders of national dailies. And eventually, the best.” But if the French audience
ﬁnds that the price is right, the bar could
quickly lower in Springer’s favor.

to develop 30 in France, compared
with 64 existing French regional titles.
With most priced between €0.90 and
€1.00, a Springer paper at €0.50 or
€0.60 cents is sure to make a splash
with readers.

What’s more, Springer has a hidden
strategy. The real target in launching a
French Bild is not the nationals, a market
in France which is decidedly weak, but
rather regional papers. In Germany, Bild
prints 80 regional editions, and plans

COMPETING WITH FREESHEETS I

Printable PDF
versions

For newspaper publishers to compete in a market
saturated with seductively gratis competition in
the form of the Internet and freesheets, they must
provide equally alluring (read: free) alternatives. Downloadable,
printable electronic versions are a way for online newspapers
to expand their offerings as “multi-newspaper newsrooms”. A
Portable Document Format (PDF) paper is essentially a means
of publishing a free paper without much extra work, as the
content already exists.
The trend has blossomed in England and Spain, where free
papers are particularly menacing.
El Pais made available its constantly updated PDF version, 24
Horas, in April ’06. In a market that is 50% freesheets, El Pais
felt the need to respond to the competition. Readers may prefer to
print out the 8-page compact from the respected title before their
morning or evening commute instead of opting for a freesheet
composed mostly of shortened wire stories.

As London’s freesheet war approached, British papers began offering PDF versions. The Guardian was the ﬁrst major journal to offer
a PDF paper, in June ’06. The service, called G24, is an eight to
twelve-page document updated every 15 minutes. What sets the
G24 apart from its peers is specialized editions in ﬁve categories:
general news, international, economics, sport, and media.
The Telegraph and The Times (UK) both followed suit with
PDF offerings in September ’06. Unlike the G24, The Telegraph’s “Click and Carry” is dynamic on the screen, with
video and audio intact. The Times launched an afternoon
PDF business supplement, The Note, which goes live at
5pm every weekday.
The concept behind PDF editions is certainly appealing to publishers. But will it be so for readers who need to remember to hit
the print button? The editorial quality of these printouts is clearly
superior to most freesheets, but freesheets succeed by virtue
of sheer convenience.
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Traditional Publishers
Invest in Free Papers
Free papers have adapted to changing reader habits
In November 2006, the international free
daily Metro was declared the ‘World’s
Largest Global Newspaper’ by Guinness World Records. Metro is both
the world’s largest and fastest-growing newspaper, with 70 editions in
100 major cities, in 21 countries and
19 languages, across Europe, North
America and Asia.

Metro becomes
‘World’s Largest Global
Newspaper’, 25 million
free dailies
•

The main reason for Metro’s success, as
well as that of other freesheets, is that
it has honed its format to the modern,
busy reader that rarely takes the time
to ﬁnish a 1,000-word piece. Metro is
meant to be read in 20 minutes, the
time of an average commute. Stories,

mostly culled from wires, are short and
the compact, tabloid size can easily be
read in public transportation. Abundant
color photos and graphics contribute to
the appeal. Aside from Metro’s readerfriendliness, the paper has scored
points with advertisers who appreciate
the cheap ad prices and large-format
front and back cover publicity spots
that act as a billboard when the paper
is opened.
Thanks to content strategies like that of
Metro, associate professor at the University of Amsterdam’s Communications Department and free paper expert,
Piet Bakker (www.newspaperinnova-

tion.com), estimated the daily global
distribution of freesheets at 25 million
in May 2006. As 2007 approached, he
predicted that 28 million copies would
be distributed in 40 countries.
Free papers still have a ways to go
to catch up with their paid-for counterparts: The World Association of
Newspapers put worldwide paid-for
daily circulation at 450 million. But this
also depends on the region. Worldwide
free papers represent approximately 8%
of total circulation, whereas in Europe
they already compose 30% of the newspaper market (see graph).

London’s push towards free evening news
Sources:
Media Bulletin,
Media Guardian,
Guardian Organ
Grinder blog

The streets of London became awash in free
newspapers in the autumn of 2006.
Already home to two successful morning
freesheets, Associated Newspaper’s
Metro and the ﬁnancial daily, City AM,
publishers saw a hole in the city’s afternoon print market and a battle was born.

ing to the Audit Bureau of Circulations,
thelondonpaper added 12% to its circulation from October to November with
London Lite increasing 6% from October
to November. Thelondonpaper ﬁnished
the year at about 425,000 papers per
day, and London Lite at about 395,000.

Traditional publisher Associated
launched its London Lite at the end of
August ’06, a week before competitor
News International’s thelondonpaper.
Rupert Murdoch’s new baby thelondonpaper was set to capture a young
audience with its user-friendly, colorful
design and plentiful information on London entertainment. Originally, Associated Newspapers had plans to switch
its mid-day free paper, Standard Lite, to
the afternoon in 2007 but bumped up
its launch date becoming London Lite
when it learned of Murdoch’s ambitions.
Both companies planned to start with a
400,000 daily distribution.

The Effects of Evening Freesheets

ning paper The Evening Standard was
becoming utterly consumed by London
Lite and thelondonpaper. For starters,
the Standard’s circulation had already
fallen 20% year-on-year in July 2006
bringing it down to 300,000 copies.
With the two new freesheets distributing
400,000 copies a day, the Standard’s
decline only accelerated.

Meanwhile, Associated’s paid-for eve-

In a seemingly backwards move, Associ-

FREE PAPERS IN EUROPE

Number of titles and
circulation of free dailies

Circulation evolution from
2001 to 2005

Toward the end of 2006, London began
to take to the two PM freesheets, which
were competing neck and neck. AccordFree/paid daily circulation market share in 2005

© World Press Trends / WAN
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“ The main reason for Metro’s success,

as well as that of other freesheets, is that it has
honed its format to the modern, busy reader.”
ated hiked the price of the Standard 25%
to 50 pence, marketing it as the quality
alternative to the afternoon freesheets.
Many saw the augmentation as evidence
that the Standard, since 1827 a bastion
of the British newspaper market, was giving in, sucking every last penny out of the
paper before eventually going under.

Evening freesheet
circulation gap widening,
• Latest London
freesheet war stats,
• Free paper to replace
iconic paid-for,
• The digital side of the
London freesheet war
•

What is more, News International
accused Associated of self-plagiarism, claiming it is using Evening
Standard content in London Lite. If this
is true, Associated may be planning to
gradually meld the papers together,
using Evening Standard journalists
for the new freesheet, mixing copy
and staff while eventually fading out
the paid-for.

An article in The Guardian pointed out
that the younger professional crowd, at
which the two free papers are aimed,
are increasingly ignoring television when
they get home from work, instead plugging into the Internet. So there is a lot
of opportunity.
Associated was already well established
in this domain, having started Thisislondon.com in 1997 to accommodate
its Evening Standard. thelondonpaper.
com, NI’s online accompaniment to its
freesheet, had technical problems at ﬁrst,
launching late on its ﬁrst day, but quickly
worked things out. thelondonpaper.com

The digital side
of the freesheet wars
An important aspect of the competition between Associated Newspapers
and News International is how the two
companies tie their print and web editions together.

UK: Paid evening paper scraps cover price
In April ’06, the Manchester Evening News,
one of UK’s biggest regional evening
newspapers, began distributing free
of charge. Although the North West
Enquirer, a new free competing
weekly, could have been a catalyst,
the Manchester Evening News (MEN)
cited the changing economy and
shifts in advertising as the reason for
the change.

Manchester Evening
News for free
•

“This plan has been in the making for six
months and is not a response to anyone
but a response to the continuing erosion
of circulation,” said MEN editor Paul
Horrocks.

The paper upped daily distribution to
50,000 copies, which are given to ofﬁces
and newsagents as well as to commuters
on the street in Manchester’s city center.
This new distribution number boosted the
paper’s circulation up to 180,000 copies
a day, tapping into the city’s 150,000
commuters and making it the largest
regional daily newspaper in the UK. The
existing Manchester Evening News Lite
edition closed in response.
“We have already shown that a real and
valuable market exists with the test of our
Lite edition last year, said Mark Dodson, regional division chief executive

is also trying to integrate interactivity,
accepting contributions from readers
but there is no evidence yet that this will
become a popular feature.

Associated Newspapers’
London Lite (bottom left)
went head to head with
News Corp.’s thelondonpaper
(bottom right) in the battle
for domination of London’s
afternoon freesheet market,
cutting into the share of the
already struggling Evening
Standard.
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“ What is interesting about the free paper
economic model is its concession that newspapers
are really about the advertising stream anyway.”
of Guardian Media Group. “It has
given us the confidence to go for a
bigger and more bold free model in
the city centre. Lite’s readership was
young, upmarket and rarely bought a
newspaper.”

In response to MEN’s decision to distribute free papers, Steve Auckland
of UK Metro said: “The move by the
MEN, I believe, will be seen as one of
the great turning points in the history
of the regional press. It gives a great

opportunity for real growth in circulation and in advertising revenue for the
long-term. It also attracts a new market to regional newspapers which in the
future will have a signiﬁcant impact on
the business.”

Free paper saturation in Denmark
Other sources:
The Observer, Metro

Free papers came to Denmark in 2001, but not
until summer 2006 did the market get
really interesting with the introduction
of home-delivered freesheets.
Since August 2006, three new
freesheets, 24 Timer, Nyhedsavisen
and Dato, have been launched in Denmark. That brings the total number of
free papers up to 5, for a country of only
5 million inhabitants. MetroXpress and
Urban, which were launched in 2001,
had already succeeded in taking the
lead in the Danish newspaper market
(respectively ﬁrst and second largest
circulations).

Free papers still
growing,
• MetroXpress closes
afternoon freesheet,
• Denmark: and
interview on the ﬁercest
of freesheet wars
•

365 Media, a publisher that has had
success with home-delivered freesheets
in Iceland (where free papers make up
75% of the market), announced in July
’06 that its business model would soon

be arriving in Denmark. Two Danish publishing houses, Berlingske Ofﬁcin and
JP/Politikens Hus, responded with
announcements that they would follow a
similar route, eventually launching within
one day of each other in August 2006,
more than a month before 365 Media
put out Nyhedsavisen in October.
365 Media is using Denmark as a test
for possible expansion into other European markets. 365 admits the risks
inherent to home-delivery. Newspaper
analyst for the World Association of
Newspapers, Aura Iordan, said: “One
of the main problems will be that there
is no guarantee that the paper will be
read. Unlike the commuter model where
a consumer has to choose to pick up the
title, a free-to-door title is forced upon
households. There is even a risk that
some consumers will object to this.”

In November ’06, Metro International
closed down the afternoon edition of
metroXpress in Copenhagen. The
freesheet, which was launched as a
test run earlier in the year, was doing
well but did not hit the ﬁnancial targets
the company was hoping for.
Christina Ove Holm, journalism analyst and writer for Nyhedsbrevet Danske
Presse, spoke to the Editors Weblog in
an interview about the ongoing freesheet
war. Holm stated that freesheets are
positive because more young people are
reading the paper.
However, she thinks that the market
saturation will cause at least one of
the papers to close within the next year,
as was the case with the afternoon
metroXpress.
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US: The Examiner delivers free news to readers’ door
Other source:
Media Life
Magazine

In April ‘06, Philip Anschutz added The Baltimore Examiner to his other free dailies,
in San Francisco and Washington D.C.
The Examiner model offers free distribution and home delivery to the afﬂuent
neighborhoods advertisers most want
to reach. Baltimore’s traditionally bluecollar population is more of a stretch
than Anschutz’s previous conquests.
The Examiner – or the X, as it is known
– aims to be a slimmed-down, but fullﬂedged metro daily, complete with a
copydesk, photographers, editors and
reporters. The paper is printed in a
tabloid format that offers a quick read,
with “intense, lively coverage” of local
neighborhoods, to people who want a
light read or those who don’t normally
read daily papers, said Media Life
magazine.

The X is essentially a niche publication
delivered only to neighborhoods where
the median household income is $75,000
or more. Anschutz’s spokesman, Jim
Monaghan, made it clear that the X
was not to be considered a challenger
to Baltimore’s hometown paper, The Sun:
“We’re tapping into a large number of
individuals who are not loyal newspaper
readers. The Internet, iPods, everything
is competition in that sense.”
Still, the Examiner distributes 250,000
copies whereas the Sun’s circulation in
2006 was around 246,000. And more
importantly, advertising rates at the X
are a fraction of those charged by established daily papers.

University of Maryland, talked to the
Wall Street Journal about the project:
“What I think is interesting about this
economic model is its concession that
newspapers are really about the advertising stream anyway.” The little-known
secret of most papers, he says, is that
income generated by selling the paper
barely covers the costs of attracting
and keeping readers. “So what the
freebies are saying is ‘Heck, let’s stop
the charade.’ “
Baltimore Sun publisher Denise E.
Palmer told the Journal: “We certainly
take them very seriously.”

Thomas Kunkel, dean of the Philip
Merrill College of Journalism at the

Traditional publishers join the freesheet fray in Italy and France
Other sources:
Le Figaro,
Newspaper
Innovation

Two of Europe’s most recognized titles countered the popularity of freesheets in
their respective countries by launching
free papers of their own in 2006.
An Italian icon creates free paper

Italy: Corriere della
Sera issues tomorrow’s
paper today,
• France: News Plus
compact freesheet,
• France: Le Monde
and Bolloré free paper
delays launch
•

Inspired by The Financial Times’ onepage free publication, Tomorrow, Italy’s
130 year-old Corriere della Sera spun
off a four-page freebie, Anteprima, that
hit the streets of Milan in October. The
theme behind Anteprima is “il giornale
di domani,” or, “tomorrow’s paper.”
Whereas Corriere della Sera’s journalists
ﬁle before 1am, Anteprima’s newsroom
writes news breaking between 2am and
1pm so that the paper can be distributed
at 4 in the afternoon.
The three principal motivations behind
the strategy were to compete with free
papers, provide Corriere readers with
more information at different times of

the day, and preview news from the
following day’s Corriere. The ﬁrst two
pages of the 4-sheet paper are reserved
for breaking news, page 3 for TV and
sports, and the fourth page for an advertisement. Anteprima began as a Monday
to Friday publication with a print run of
100,000 copies.
French press
feeling freesheets
To counter the invasion of popular
freesheets like 20 Minutes and Metro,
the Bolloré group teamed up with the
venerable French daily Le Monde and
the weekly Courrier International to
launch a free paper in Paris. 20 journalists would be appropriated by Bolloré to
produce a 28-page, half-berliner, micro
format, paper with an initial circulation
of 350,000.
Originally, the paper was to be launched
in December 2006, but ran into copy-

right problems when it was realized the
paper’s title, NewsPlus, was too similar
to a beta French news site, PlusNews
(www.plusnews.fr).
The launch date was pushed back to
February 2007 under the title Matin
Plus. Le Monde’s daily contribution was
to be 6 pages. Said Editor-in-Chief of Le
Monde, Eric Fottorino, cited at Newspaper Innovation, “Le Monde is losing
money, and printing the free daily will
be beneﬁcial to us although it carries the
risk of hurting our image or our income in
some ways. Some people are saying that
we will get our hands dirty be doing this,
but if we do nothing we will soon have
no hands anyway.” Le Monde, which
owns 30% of the venture compared to
Bolloré’s 70% was pegged to contribute
6 pages per day to Matin Plus.
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COMPETING WITH FREESHEETS II

The Independent’s
daily supplement

The UK’s Independent announced several new
features in April ’06, including a daily supplement
entitled Extra which compiles the best that the
paper has to offer. It is a 24-page section that
“showcases the best in journalism and photography” and
includes some regular features of the Independent such as
the daily column, a cartoon strip, a cartoon, specialist pages,
puzzles and the arts section along with television and radio
listings and new features, one which invites readers to send
in reviews.

Extra could have two interesting implications for the Independent:
Despite touting itself as “the best in journalism and photography,” Extra sounds more like a free paper, or at least a variation thereof. Instead of the quick news ﬁx that compact-sized
ubiquitous free papers give to morning commuters, Extra could
appeal to those that want some more commentary and living
in the morning.

Thus, if the supplement proves popular, the Independent could
be positioning itself to spin Extra off as a freesheet. With the
proliferation of freesheets in Britain, other top-shelf papers could
follow: for example, the Manchester Evening News went free
for that very reason.
Another possible result of such a supplement, however extreme,
is that Extra could eventually become the Independent’s print
edition. As circulations dwindle (even after format change), news
is posted immediately online, and paper costs are soaring, pundits have predicted that newspapers will cut back their production
to several times a week instead of daily and will provide more
expert views than factual news in print. The principal source for
news would become the paper’s website.
Financially, this could be worrying for newspapers seeing as
websites are mostly free and advertisers are still hesitant. But if
Extra were to become that scaled back print paper as predicted,
the Independent would be well prepared to maintain some of its
ever-important print advertisers.

Can a free afternoon paper work in Spain?
The Spanish free newspaper market is one
of the world’s most successful. More
than half of the papers distributed in
the country are free, a free paper tops
the circulation charts, and three of the
top four general interest newspapers
do not have a cover price. In March
2006, Juan Varela at Periodistas 21
(www.periodistas21.blogspot.com)
interviewed editors-in-chief from 2 of
the top free papers as well as one from
one that had recently begun publishing which added a twist to its business
model with a daily evening paper.
Albert Montagut, editor-in-chief of
Spain’s fourth major freesheet to launch,
ADN, was positive about his company’s
decision to print an evening edition.
Although he wasn’t sure if there was

room for four free papers in Spain, he
was conﬁdent that ADN would succeed
because it “gives readers in Spain’s
principal cities the fresh, transparent
and objective news,” which is reinforced
in Madrid and Barcelona with the evening paper, ADN2.
“If ADN works out,” continued Montagut,
“the large newspapers may start wondering whether or not they should stop
their presses during the day. Evening
editions will be the ﬁrst step. The second
step is the interaction between readers and the pages of their newspapers.
And the third is the online interaction.”
Montagut felt that “Newspapers need
to modify and adjust themselves to the
necessities of their readers. ADN has an
advantage in this sense.”

But the heads of the other freesheets
begged to differ.
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“ If free papers continue to evolve

at this rhythm, it’s possible they will cause
the conversion of paid papers to free papers.”

Spain: will a free
evening paper work?
•

Arsenio Escolar, editor of the Spanish
paper with the largest readership, 20
Minutos, said that evening distribution
would not work for many reasons. “The
interest of the public is much lower
by (the evening) because they already
know the large part of what’s in the
evening paper having already read it
in the morning papers. The possibility of sharing editions between readers is much less because the evening
paper has a shorter ‘lifespan.’ The
conﬁdence of the advertiser is therefore also less because of the shorter
‘lifespan.’ Reader ﬁdelity is also much
harder to gain because in the morning,
readers are punctual in their commute
but much less so when they are going
home in the evening.”

Mariano Natera, editor-in-chief of the
popular freesheet Que! which became the
country’s third widest distributed paper
in its short existence since launching in
January 2005, echoed Escolar’s words.
“The evening press has two inconveniences: the ﬁrst is the difﬁculty in ﬁnding
the public in its return home; the second
is that the public has a lot less interest in
informing itself in the afternoon.”
Natera also had the most interesting
and controversial comment of the three
editors however not related to evening
papers. When asked if he thought there
was room for 4 major free papers in
Spain, the Que! chief responded, “There
is no room for 4 free papers as of now.
But the market is evolving year by year,

SECTION: 3

The Shrinking
Face of Print
Cutting stock pages saves money
Other sources:
Westword,
PaidContent

Reducing the number of pages devoted to stock
tables has become a way for newspapers to cut costs and reinvest in more
relevant projects. As most interested
parties now get their ﬁnancial information online, the extensive stock pages in
daily newspapers have become redundant. This could be a sign of what’s to
come for business pages: cutting content rendered obsolete by the Internet
and reinvesting the money saved into
improving and expanding offerings.
One of the ﬁrst major dailies to cut back
on stock tables was the Chicago Tribune

in January ’06. The Tribune decided to
print full ﬁnancial tables on Saturdays,
with an abbreviated stock summary during the week. Tribune business editor
Jim Kirk told PaidContent: “The cost
savings associated with the changes will
enable us to bring you a more complete
ﬁnancial news report.”
Several other American papers followed
suit in early 2006. In March, the Los
Angeles Times announced that it would
cut its stock listings down to one page,
while expanding business coverage.

and if it develops at the rhythm of previous years, it’s possible that with time,
(free papers) will cause the conversion
of paid papers to free papers.”
Certainly this comment will receive
strong reactions from editors-in-chief
of paid papers for being outrageous. But
the way the free paper market and free
news online are evolving, is it really that
farfetched?
Note: In January 2007, Que! (963,604)
tied 20 Minutos (963,420) as Spain’s
most distributed paper. ADN was not far
behind at 910,225 and Metro trailed at
767,861, according to Piet Bakker. 20
Minutos, however, remained the country’s most widely read paper.
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“ Trimming the paper fat

is less painful in assuring our economic survival
than cutting staff or closing foreign bureaus.”

Dropping stock table
pages just a sign of the
times
• US: the perils of cutting
stock tables
• US: more newspaper
stock pages cut
•

Denver’s Rocky Mountain News also
reduced stock information to the chagrin of older readers who were used
to browsing the broadsheet stocks.
Although the absence of the pages
bothered these readers, the paper’s
editor noticed no loss of circulation
related to the decision and reasoned
that most readers checked their stocks
on the Internet.
In April, the New York Times jumped on
the bandwagon, moving all daily stock
and bond prices online. The move is

set to save up to $10 million a year.
Although the Sunday edition will continue to publish full ﬁnancial tables, two
page summary tables and new online
functions will replace the weekday 6page section.
The Boston Globe cut stock tables in
June ’06, offering an updated package
of interactive tools and market information on its Boston.com site.
Steve Outing at Poynter thinks that
cutting stock listings with the possibility

of alienating older readers is a necessary evil of today’s newspaper industry:
“So, what’s a newspaper to do? I think
that the Rocky and other newspapers
are making the right decision. It’s not
a wise economic choice to continue
to devote several pages of newsprint
to stock tables that are relied on only
by a small slice of the paper’s readership. As more and more people use
the Web for up-to-date stock quotes
(instead of printed ones that are half a
day or more old), printed stock tables
just don’t make sense.”

Trimming the paper fat
Other source:
Editor and
Publisher

Many papers are trimming down the physical size of their pages in order to cut
costs. USA Today, The Los Angeles
Times, The Washington Post, The
Wall Street Journal, and The New York
Times have all sliced page size for the
sake of proﬁt margins.
The Wall Street Journal lost three
inches (about one column) from January 2, 2007. The new edition is 12
inches wide.

WSJ new narrow
edition to go live on 2
Jan 2007
•

The New York Observer was reduced to
a one-section paper in March ’06. Editor
Peter Kaplan told the NY Post: “We’re

trying to make the paper pay for itself.”
A standard business plan, but one that
has eluded the newspaper industry in
recent years.
The cost cutting involved is considerable: The Wall Street Journal states
that its page trimming will save the
paper $18 million a year. But with the
overall news space reduced, how do
papers intend to fill the newshole? The
money saved could go into streamlining and improving available content,
so that the loss of space will not be
automatically be equated with a slip
in content.

The Wall Street Journal says it will combat the page narrowing with increased
color and graphics.
When the the New York Times cut its
page width by an inch and a half, it made
up for the impending 11% loss of space
with extra pages that make up for 6%
of that loss. NYT executive editor Bill
Keller said in the paper: “It’s painful
to watch an industry retrench. But this
is a much less painful way to go about
assuring our economic survival than cutting staff or closing foreign bureaus or
retrenching our investigative reporting
or diluting the Washington bureau.”

Adventures in front page design
Other source:
The Local

As papers struggle to stay competitive on the newsstand, the front page
becomes all the more important. Below
are some examples of how the developments rocking the newspaper industry
are affecting the sacred page one:

What is the purpose of a front page?
Is it to provide a comprehensive look
at the day’s top stories? Or is it to win
back dwindling circulation numbers?
The American Journalism Review asked
several publications to weigh in:

often outweigh stories about what happened yesterday. We think it’s okay to
include in our front-page portfolio something that is fun, human, or just wonderfully written. It’s part science, part art,
with a little serendipity.”

The job of the front page

Executive editor of the New York Times,
Bill Keller: “Stories about how we live

The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle
in New York developed a “front-page
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THE MOHAMMED CARTOONS I

To publish
or not
to publish

When Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published cartoons satirizing Muslim prophet Mohammed in September of 2005, an international debate
between press freedom and religious sanctity was
launched. The question of whether or not to reprint the cartoons
became a serious matter around the world in winter, 2005-2006.
For the most part, European newspapers decided to reprint
whereas American and British papers refrained. Some Muslim
papers republished the cartoons, often to severe consequences.
Why this geopolitical divide?

More than 150 national or local newspapers (excluding student
papers and online publications), or 1.7% of dailies worldwide
in approximately 50 countries published some or all of the 12
cartoons.
European papers were most active in publishing the cartoons: at
least 70 papers in total. With issues such as the assassination
of Dutch ﬁlmmaker Theo Van Gogh and the 2005 debate in
France over wearing the Muslim veil in public buildings, European
papers’ decisions are not surprising.

The overwhelming majority of British, Canadian and American
papers decided not to print the cartoons; only 3 American regionals and one UK student paper went that route. Their decisions
are respectable and well argued, but it is shocking that such a
consensus was formed among so many papers (1,400 in the
US alone).
As for the rest of the world, reproduction of the cartoons was
almost non-existent. Papers in some countries such as Brazil
in South America, South Africa in Africa, and New Zealand in
Asia/Oceania, took the risk.
But overall, the controversy was between Europe and the Arab
world. In Asia and the Americas, it is as if discussion of all religious
issues, not only Mohammed, were considered blasphemy.
The geography of the printing of the Danish cartoons concludes
much about our democracies and our countries; what is allowed,
what is forbidden and what is taboo. It really has much more to
do with geopolitics than geography.

Right-wing papers like the Spanish ABC, Germany’s Die Welt,
and Italy’s Corriere della Sera, began republishing the cartoons
in January and February 2006, followed by leftist publications
such as Libération and Le Monde in France.
Surprisingly, Arab and Muslim newspapers were also involved
in the controversy from the very beginning, with the ﬁrst reprint
on 17 October 2005 by Al Fajer in Egypt. More than 12 Arab
and/or Muslim newspapers published the cartoons. The decision
to publish provoked terrible consequences for the editors-in-chief
of these publications.

impact team,” including editors as well
as circulation and marketing executives,
to determine what readers want and
to seek to innovate ways to generate
reader appeal.
The Wisconsin State Journal of Madison, WI launched a “Reader’s Choice”
experiment, giving its website visitors

the chance to vote on what stories make
it to the front page.

Front page redesign changes newsroom mentality

But innovation should not be taken lightly.
Said Washington Post executive editor
Leonard Downie, Jr.: “We still value
yesterday, too. There’s a connection that
people in this town have to that news…It’s
not a magazine, it’s still a newspaper.”

The public editor at the Sacramento
Bee, Armando Acuna, sees more to
his paper’s front-page redesign than just
a new look. In fact, the A1 makeover
underlies the way in which newspapers
are adapting to modern reading habits
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“The old days of reserving

front pages for breaking national and international
political and economic news are over.”
and vast competition from numerous
other media.
The Sac Bee redesign was done to make
the paper more reader-friendly and to
emphasize stories deep in the paper that
otherwise may have been overlooked.
Navigation is key: there are now ten
‘teasers’ to these types of stories on
the Sac Bee’s A1.
The old days of reserving front pages
for breaking national and international
political and economic news are over.
Now, stories appealing to local interests
and those that are simply “interesting
to read” appear ultimately affecting the
workings of the newsroom.
Still, some readers have complained that
the redesign has caused a rise in sensational stories. In the ﬁrst days of the
redesign, the short headlines needed for
the teasers looked like those you would
ﬁnd in a tabloid.

But the paper’s managing editor, Joyce
Terhaar, feels that the headlines were
only part of the “learning curve” of a newsroom trying to give readers the stories
that would interest them as opposed to
breaking news they have already learned
from the Internet or television.

In terms of future front-page infographic
use, the study pointed to an industry in
ﬂux: “the Internet will play a major role
in inﬂuencing news design; the use of
graphics to tell a story will continue to
grow; the emphasis will be on delivery of
information rather than looking ‘cool.’”

Infographics on the front page?

Advertising on the front page?

In many media markets around the
world, editors believe infographics do
not belong on the front page. Period. Yet,
increasingly, people are recognizing that
visual forms convey information quickly
and powerfully, and can at times achieve
the goals for the front better than words
and photographs.

Newspapers’ business operations are
taking numerous measures to improve
proﬁt ﬂows including a strategy that
would have once been considered
unthinkable: placing ads on the sacred
front page. But as advertising is increasingly moving to the Internet, giving
advertisers a spot on the front-page of
newspapers may breath some life into
ad proﬁts.

Over the course of three months in
2006, the UK’s Independent rejected
traditional dogma and spattered an infographic across its entire front page, once
to make a point about the advocates and
opponents of July’s Israeli-Hezbollah war
and once to demonstrate the dispersion
of various races in Britain.
In the United States, only a small fraction (2.4%) of newspapers use a dominant news graphic on the front page
on a regular basis according to 2002
research by Sandra H. Utt and Steve
Pasternack, published in Newspaper
Research Journal. Still, according to the
study, nearly half (47.2%) of US newspapers use an average of one infographic
on page one per day.

Paper rethink
front pages with
readers in mind
• Front page
redesign
demonstrates
changes in
newsroom mentality
• Can you put an
infographic on the
front page?
•

The Sacramento Bee (top)
redesigned its front page, adding
local stories and enticing readers
into the paper’s folds.
From time to time, The
Independent (bottom) decorates
its entire front page with an
infographic which explains
the story in one glance while
attracting readers.

The Wall Street Journal decided to begin
placing ads on its front page in September ’06, as part of its ‘Project Renaissance’ redesign project. Although content space is reduced, the paper has
not changed the layout or minimized
the number of articles. The New York
Observer quoted a disgruntled Journal
staffer in May about the impending
switch: “We understand this is a forproﬁt business. But an ad on the front
page? That would really piss people off.”
The Journal had already begun publishing ads on page one of its European and
Asian editions in 2005.
In July 2006, The New York Times also
began placing ads on the front pages of its
Sunday Metro and business sections.
Advance with caution, however: the
Swedish Market Court slapped Metro
International with a ﬁne of half a million kroner ($70,000) for running an ad
that covered the entire front page of its
November 11, 2004 Swedish edition,
for blurring the line between editorial
and advertising content.
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Going completely digital
Some publications have gotten rid of the
entire print kit and caboodle, moving all
their content online. Admittedly, only a
few titles have gone this route, but the
phenomenon could become more common in this age of cost cutting.

Canada: Youth
magazine bins print,
goes all digital
• New media lessons
from magazines
•

In April ’06, successful teen magazine
Elle Girl eliminated its print edition.
Despite advertising being up 50% and
paid subscriptions up 20%, publisher
Jack Kliger decided to pander to the
technologically savvy young crowd
by maintaining Elle Girl as a website

(www.ellegirl.com) and mobile service.
“I have often said that the magazine
industry has to embrace technology,
and this is a good example of how we
will extend a strong brand onto other
media platforms,” said Kliger according
to PaidContent.
One month later, Canadian media company CanWest moved its magazine
Dose online. Launched in April 2005,
the weekday free magazine targeted
young readers and offered online and
mobile services. CanWest ceased

print publication and now offers content on the Internet and through mobile
phones.
The fact that two notable teen titles have
moved online mirrors the research that
young readers prefer their news online.
Will newspapers and more established
magazines be next in line to get rid of
their print versions? With trends in print
showing newspapers cutting costs left
and right, literally inch by inch, the eventual overall eradication of print doesn’t
seem that farfetched.

SECTION: 4

Visual Journalism:
As Effective As Text
Infographics are about telling stories
Other source:
Poynter

“When we talk about the death of newspapers,
we are talking about the death of a
certain culture – not of newspapers
necessarily.” The ‘culture’ referred to
here by futurist John Naisbitt is that
of reading text. At the January 2007
Digital Life Conference in Munich,
Naisbitt made a case that did not sound
at all like good news for newspapers,
a medium mostly based on textual
information: “The word side… is going
down. Newspapers… have to reinvent
themselves, as people are reading less,
especially young people.”
But is it possible for newspapers to reinvent themselves to be more visual, less
textual, and still convey the information
they have always presented, necessary
for society?

One solution may be found in infographics, an aspect of newspaper journalism
that became increasingly prevalent with
the launch of papers the likes of USA
Today, and that has been reborn in the
digital age.
An August 2006 column on Nieman
Watchdog, an online publication of the
Nieman Foundation for Journalism
at Harvard University, stirred up some
controversy in the ﬁeld of visual journalism. Former editorial page editor at The
Des Moines Register and George H. Gallup Professor of Journalism Emeritus at
the University of Iowa, Gilbert Cranberg, jabbed at what he considered a
“very large number of column inches
that seem increasingly to be devoted to
oversized graphics.”

Continued Cranberg, “If people want a
visual medium, they can turn on the TV
set, which no newspaper can rival no
matter how much is invested in graphics. Readers subscribe to newspapers
for text, not for artwork. To the extent
that newspapers substitute overly-generous graphics for news and opinion
they shortchange readers and alienate
them.”
Such harsh remarks against the trend
towards more graphics in newspaper
pages elicited responses by visual
journalism professionals. Responding
to Cranberg’s claim that he respects
graphic artists’ job to “dress up” print
and that he “believe(s) in making newspaper pages more attractive,” graphics
designer at The Virginian-Pilot and visual
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“ Visual journalism isn’t about

making newspaper pages attractive. It’s about
telling stories in a way that narrative can’t always do.”
THE MOHAMMED CARTOONS II

Creative
editorial ideas
for a delicate
decision

A survey about the printing of the Mohammed cartoons conducted by The Editors Weblog showed
that there were 12 distinct ways of covering the
story:

1. No reproduction of the cartoons but a short text describing
them and no link to the cartoons in the website. It was the choice
of more than 1,400 American newspapers.
2. No reproduction of the cartoons but a hyperlink to the cartoons
(often Wikipedia). This implies a certain sense of hypocrisy; are
online readers more clever than the print readers? Still, many
UK newspapers thought it was relevant.
3. No reproduction of the cartoons but publication of an AFP
or a Reuters image of Jyllands-Posten page or France-Soir
page (Dagens Nyheter in Sweden or Japan Times). As a variant, some editors decided to ﬂout or to blacken the image (Le
Journal Hebdomadaire in Morocco).
4. Reproduction of one drawing but not the others: often the
Prophet with the bomb-shaped turban: Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung in Germany.

7. Reproduction of the Danish postings including new drawings
portraying the Prophet adding a stronger effect: France-Soir
and Charlie-Hebdo in France
8. Some newspapers refused to republish the Danish cartoons
but considered that they must publish their own cartoon to show
their support to a form of freedom of expression campaign: Akron
Beacon Journal, The Billings Outpost in the US, Le Temps in
Switzerland, Le Soir, La Libre Belgique in Belgium asked their
own cartoonist and El Pais re-published the Plantu cartoon
from Le Monde!
9. Another possibility was to create a cartoon contest, like a small
Swedish extremist website did (in contrast with Hamshahri, the
Iranian newspaper that created a contest about the Holocaust
in order to provoke the republication of the cartoons by the
Western press).
10. There was the possibility to print the cartoons in a regional
edition, but not in the national edition, such as The Times of
India did in its Patna edition!

5. Reproduction of some drawings, two to six: Trouw in the
Netherlands.

11. Another way to present the cartoons: ﬁrst you publish them,
secondly you apologize. Apologies from Jyllands-Posten are
well-known (and sometimes invented as in Saudia Arabia), but
it also happened in New-Zealand and in Poland.

6. Reproduction of all the 12 Jyllands-Posten drawings. It is
a strong political sign as in Magazinet (Norway), the weekly
newspaper that relaunched the controversy in January 2006.

12) Impossible to ﬁnish this list with the most tragic solution:
publishing and then closing the newspaper (sometimes for a
short period)... It happened in Yemen, Algeria and Russia.

Infographics are about telling stories
journalism specialist, Charles Apple,
wrote: “And therein lies the problem.
Visual journalism isn’t about making
newspaper pages attractive. It’s about
telling stories. It’s about telling stories in
a way that narrative can’t always do.”

all created equal. Just as you don’t use
a screwdriver to hammer nails, you don’t
use a story when a graphic will work
better. Choose the items that produce
maximum impact for your front, then
jump the rest inside.”

Designer for The Detroit News, Douglas E. Jessner, had previously echoed
Apple when considering whether an
infographic was suitable for a newspaper’s front page: “…graphics, photos,
stories and non-narrative elements are

Peter Ong, a newspaper consultant in
Australia and Regional Director for the
Society for News Design evoked the
example of Japanese papers to refute
Cranberg’s argument. Long the world’s
largest newspapers with circulations of

approximately 12 and 8 million respectively, The Yomiuri Shimbun and The
Asahi Shimbun have witnessed their
circs plummet by 10% since the turn of
the century. The reason, admitted even
by the papers themselves? A bland, grey
hunk of pulp lacking any kind of outstanding appeal to the human eye.
Wrote Ong, “Pictures were postage
stamp sized. Graphics? Non-existent.
Both papers have woken up to the fact
that people, especially the young, are
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Infographics are about telling stories
leaving newspapers in droves. They
have introduced bigger pictures, colour
and graphics to halt the decline. Latest
ﬁgures show that more younger people
are coming back.”

Is text vs. graphics an
irrelevant debate
• More visual
newspapers?
•

But “column inches” anxiety was exactly
one of the reasons that provoked
Agence France Presse’s Asia-Paciﬁc
Manager for Graphics, Katie Ratcliffe,
to deem Cranberg’s article “out-of-date
and irrelevant,” especially when it comes

In Cranberg’s defense, especially concerning the question of page space
attributed to graphics, Tony Gieske
of the Hollywood Reporter commented:
“Excessive use of graphics is an ill
advised attempt to compete with television and the movies. The right way to
compete is with news: information, no
drama. Facts, not entertainment. Most
‘graphics’ take 50 column inches to
convey what could be told in a couple of
paragraphs… which is what the graphics artist bases the artwork on.”

to online journalism: in an increasingly
visual world, newspapers can make
news more visual by using the limitless
space of the Internet.

Decorated university professor
and former newspaper editor at
The Des Moins Register, Gilbert
Cranberg, spoke out against
the over-usage of infographics
and other visuals on newspaper
pages, arguing that column inches
should be reserved for text

“Flash-y” interactive online infographics
“Technology has revolutionized the news business, both in terms of content presentation and delivery… the important issue
is not which media form deserves prominence, but rather, how can we best apply
the principles of journalism to new technology.” In that, Katie Ratcliff of AFP
declared on the Editors Weblog: “working from the newspaper formula is not
the best way to deal with Web media.”
Thus, infographics, a ﬁeld to which print
still has not become completely accustomed, must be tailored to online news.
More often than not, this means interactivity. The software Flash by Adobe
is thus becoming more common on
newspaper websites. Alberto Cairo,
former director of online graphics at
Spain’s El Mundo and online journalism
professor at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, noted that
“Information graphics are not static
presentations anymore, they have
become software tools.”

Commenting on The New York Times’
use of Flash info graphics during November ‘06’s American midterm elections,
Cairo said, “It’s really interactive in the
sense that it allows the reader to transform the information according to his or

her needs or interests… This is aimed
to the hardcore politics fan that really
cares about the upcoming elections and
its possible outcomes,” suggesting that
online graphics done correctly can be
very effective and very informative.
During the American midterm
elections in November ’06, The
Washington Post, The New York
Times, and The Guardian created
infographic presentations with
Flash software to add to their
readers’ interactive experience
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“Online presentations are not about ‘translating’

print infographics to the Web. It’s about understanding
what the languages and limitations of the Web are.”

Flash graphics take
part in US election
coverage
•

Laura Ruel, a coordinator of the Society for News Design’s Best of Multimedia Design competition or SND.
ies, was also in favor of NYT’s graphic,
with the reservation that it took time to
learn how to use. Quoting Web-usability consultant, Steve Krug, “People
won’t use your Web site if they can’t
ﬁnd their way around it,” Ruel argued
that online, interactive infographics
need to be intuitive and user friendly.
Citing evidence from eye-tracking
studies demonstrating that “how to”
instructions are largely ignored, she
said: “(Readers) just want to get things
going and click their mouse. It is a challenge to get this right, but I believe that
as an industry it is one of our most
important and difﬁcult tasks. The depth
of the NYTimes graphic is commendable… Now we just need to work on
its usability.”

Both Cairo and Ruel went a step further,
agreeing that newspapers were not taking full advantage of Flash infographics
by tying them closer to other media. Said
Cairo “What I usually see these days is
that newspapers are not considering
real integrated multimedia storytelling.
Their infographics, videos and audios are
presented as standalone pieces, not as
intertwined parts of big, comprehensive
information packages. Ruel distinguished
between multiple media (segmented,
text, audio, video, interactive content)
and multimedia (integrated seamless
experiences that use the best forms to
tell each aspect of a story) (see ‘Platform
proactive’ box, Chapter 1).

people. Forget about doing interactive
presentations without any investment,”
said Cairo, also suggesting that the print
infographics department hire two people
to work full time for the online desk: one
an infographic artist with animation, 3D
and interactive design skills; the other a
designer with deep software and computer language experience.

Of course, when preparing interactive
infographics, newspapers also have to
be careful not to assign just anyone the
job. “You need to train and specialize

And once newspapers experiment and
learn the best ways to implement online,
interactive infographics, the ultimate
beneﬁt will be that of their readers.

A specified staff is most important,
according to Cairo, because “Online
presentations are not about ‘translating’
your print infographics to the Web; that
never works. It’s about understanding
what the languages (and the limitations)
of the Web are.”
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Die Welt: Creating Spinoff
Publications to Expand Reach
By
Bertrand Pecquerie
Jan-Eric Peters is a happy man. He left the chief-editorial
team of Die Welt on December 31 2006, after four years of
continuous reorganisation and results that many other editorsin-chief would envy. The 270,000 daily sales of the paper in
December 2006 are the best results ever since its creation
sixty years ago. In 2005, the newspaper sold about 250,000
copies, which represents a two-year growth of 8% in a market
where the paid-for press is on the decline.

the German market sold at a low price and targeting young
people: for instance, Welt Kompakt had to compete with 20
Cents for some time. By the end of 2006, Peters was proud
of his baby: “the combination of Die Welt and Welt Kompakt
reached 270,000 copies” and several sources, both internal
and external, conﬁrmed that the youth-oriented daily counted
for a third of total sales, or 90,000 copies.
Welt Kompakt or the repackaging of news

What are the causes of such success? In a way, Peters
invented the multi-newspaper newsroom.
In 2003, when he became head of Die Welt, he oversaw only
two papers: Die Welt and Axel Springer’s regional daily, the
Berliner Morgenpost. At the end of 2001, the merger was
painful: of the 600 journalists working for either newsroom,
only 350 made it to the new newsroom. Peters didn’t want
to linger on that result and was convinced that there existed
“a pool of readership among young people aged 20 to 35,
provided that a paper suits their expectations.”
Peters’ concept of a “daily for the new generation” is based
on three pillars:
- a young readership that wants short and incisive articles
- a launch price at €0.50 (about $0.70), increased to €0.70 in
2006 (two-times less than Die Welt)
- the repackaging of existing content, in this case picked
up from the dozens of articles published daily in the Welt
or the Morgenpost.
That’s how the 32-page daily tabloid Welt Kompakt came
to be launched in May 2004. It wasn’t the only paper on

Peters’ brainwave lies within his idea of repackaging existing content. Because this is a newspaper entirely based
on the reediting – not the rewriting – of stories produced
the same day for Die Welt. The workday of a Welt Kompakt
journalist only starts at 3 or 4pm when he or she can ﬁnally
start reading and editing articles written by his or her Welt
colleagues. Every journalist is responsible for the production of four or ﬁve pages of the tabloid. As a result of these
late schedules, the printing process is also moved later. It
ends towards midnight, with the completion of the front
page, which includes some of the latest breaking news.
From one week to the next, a journalist can be assigned
to the politics section, business or culture, thus having no
real specialization…
The result: a newspaper that features on average 200 articles with a maximum length of 500 words, and which are
more often around 200 words long. This is the antithesis
of another newspaper called… Die Welt. The most astonishing aspect is that this repackaging works. According
to Franck Schmiechen, editor-in-chief of Welt Kompakt,
“As soon as an article is given a new headline, reedited
and abridged, it enjoys a second life, often on the condition that it is also illustrated differently”. This is how a
32-page newspaper is produced by twelve journalists
(nine editors, two designers and one photography editor)
… who obviously rely on the content of Die Welt, written
by 200 journalists.
Peters didn’t only create the “multi-newspaper newsroom,”
he went further by encouraging print-online integration.

After heading the
editorial staff of Die Welt,
Jan-Eric Peters (right)
went on to direct the Axel
Springer Akademie.
Frank Schmiechen (left)
is editor of Welt Kompakt,
launched in May 2004.

A new organisation based on ‘channels’
According to Peters, the newspapers and the websites have
become ‘channels’ based on a television model. There are
ﬁve different ones, presented here in the order of their
chronological integration:
- Die Welt, the quality daily broadsheet
- Berliner Morgenpost, Axel Springer’s regional daily
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Since July 2006, Oliver
Michalsky is the editorin-chief of the most
growing department of
Die Welt, Welt Online

- Welt Kompakt, the young tabloid/compact paper
- Welt am Sonntag, the historical ‘Sunday daily’
- And welt.de, a continuously evolving website in common for
the three national papers
It is not fortuitous that television’s model has grown onto
Axel Springer’s newspapers. Nowadays, newspaper issues
relate to programming, counter-programming and connectivity between channels. “There’s not the obsession of
wanting to work for Die Welt anymore, now all five channels
are recognized, even though they’re not all at the same
level. We’re free to propose ideas to not only one editor,
but five editors-in-chief… and it’s good for the spirit,”
says one journalist.
The multi-newspaper
newsroom of Die Welt (below and next page) inaugurated in November 2006,
was not only formed to
integrate print and online
operations, but to gather
the editors-in-chief of the
ﬁve branches of Die Welt.

The organisational changes are done little by little, on the ground.
There are neither major round-ups nor abrupt groundbreakers,
but there are more and more phone calls and meetings: now the
political section isn’t hermetic from one newspaper to the next,
it forms a team as a whole that works with the ﬁve editors-inchief of the different ‘channels.’ Journalists also learn how to
adapt to each newspaper-channel. For example “we don’t talk
about Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, in the same
way whether it’s the regional daily, the young daily or Die Welt.
It is not only a matter of headlines or rewriting articles, it is a
different sensitivity and perception.” Apparently, the most active
journalists quickly got used to the new rules, taking the initiative
to adopt a certain angle for a particular ‘channel.’ For other
journalists, the changes are barely perceivable, especially for
those working for the Morgenpost or for Welt am Sonntag. That
doesn’t cloud Peter’s good mood, who considers two or three
good examples are enough to get started: “we must trust our
journalists, they’re curious people and they will catch on.”
One ‘control room’ conducts all ﬁve newsrooms
The new reorganisation culminated in November 2006, with
the inauguration of the central ‘control room’ which groups
together all ﬁve chief-editorial teams. Upon ﬁrst entry in
the ‘control room,’ one only distinguishes a large 400m2
room lined with computers (see pictures). Nothing spectacular. What was revolutionary though was the idea to group
together all 40 of the company’s senior news executives.
“Instead of seeing each other two times a day, at best, we’re
continuously next to each other and though it sounds stupid
to say, it makes communication more ﬂuid and more direct,”
explains a young editor-in-chief.
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Is it an integrated newsroom, in the sense that the staff can
work on multiple platforms 24/7? That wasn’t really what
Die Welt was aiming for. “We will reach that point and the
Daily Telgraph’s newsroom in London remains a model for
us (see chapter 1), but our objective was to integrate ﬁve
newsrooms and that they work together. It is a more modest
ambition, symbolized by the absence of a huge wall covered in
screens displaying news from all around the world. Of course
there are some screens, but this control room’s atmosphere
remains minimalist, far from the overﬂowing technology of
other newsplexes.”
In fact, this is a vertical model of integration. Before preaching
collaboration and ﬂuidity among journalists, Axel Springer
imposed the model on its ﬁve chief-editorial teams. The reorganisation started at the top of the pyramid and, in theory, must
spread to all the other ﬂoors of Axel Springer’s building.
What does the future hold for Welt Kompakt?
Three years of existence and ofﬁcially counting for over a
third of Die Welt’s total sales, Welt Kompakt has successfully
passed its entry exam. The paper has found its audience
and its advertisers, and through this has also rejuvenated
Die Welt’s brand name. As far as production goes, it is a
remarkable achievement that the paper is produced daily
with only twelve journalists.
Nonetheless, Welt Kompakt is the target of all kinds of
rumors. Firstly, because its ofﬁcial circulation numbers
are jealously guarded. Thus, some blogs estimate that the
paper sells only 25,000 copies, far off from the not-quite-

ofﬁcial ﬁgure of 90,000. Secondly, every time the paper
has an advertising campaign, such as in January 2007 in
the ﬁrst class compartments of Bundesbahn trains, the
free distribution of the paper means it should declare itself
as a freesheet. In context of the German press, this would
obviously be a revolution!
But Axel Springer’s strategy is to only create temporary
free papers just long enough to ‘kill off’ competition (such
as the Gratissimo project, in which Springer prepared a
freesheet in order to respond to a free paper launch by
another publisher). And so far, Welt Kompakt’s only true competitors are business papers as Financial Times Deutschland
180,000 copies
200 journalists
400,000 copies
120 journalists

90,000 copies
THE MULTI-NEWSPAPER
NEWSROOM

12 journalists

150,000 copies

200,000 UV / day

100 journalists

30-40 journalists

With around 450 journalists, Die Welt is now the
second most important
newsroom in Germany, behind Bild (800 journalists),
another Axel Springer
paper. These journalists
are producing two national
dailies, Die Welt and Welt

Kompakt, one regional
daily, Berliner Morgenpost,
one Sunday daily, Welt am
Sonntag and two websites,
mainly Welt Online but also
morgenpost.de. Editorial
productivity has increased
and other media groups
have begun to follow.
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Kompakt. Neither the FAZ nor the Süddeutsche Zeitung have
attempted to tread on the grounds of the “newspaper of the
new generation.”
Still, chances are Welt Kompakt’s future will be online. For the
time being, Axel Springer would rather count on young urbanites who, every morning, buy the paper for €0.70. But this
is also the demographic that reads the most online news for
free. There is therefore a contradiction that even the German
market’s speciﬁcities (young Germans buy more papers than
the young French or Spanish), can’t resolve. Sooner or later,
Welt Kompakt will have to ask itself whether it is more adapted
to the online world than to the printing press.

atmosphere of Die Welt and the funky aspect of Welt Kompakt
is eclipsed, although in practice online readers are the same
young, highly educated urbanites. The website hasn’t found
its cruising speed yet, and with 200,000 daily unique visitors
it lags far behind the Süddeutsche Zeitung (400,000 UV) or
Spiegel (1,000,000 UV). But the arrival of Christoph Keese,
former editor-in-chief of Welt am Sonntag and now director
of Die Welt Online, will enable better organisation. His deputy,
Oliver Michalsky, is proud to announce: “with thirty journalists working on online editions, we’re a real newsroom and we
can ﬁnd again the pioneering mentality of the 1990s, when
Die Welt was a leader of the Internet’s ﬁrst steps.”

In fact, Die Welt’s next venture will almost certainly focus
on novel digital platforms: in 2005, 10 staffers worked on
Welt Online, whereas there were more than 30 as of March
2007, and should be about 40 by the end of 2007. To say
the least, there’s lots of work, be it only to keep the website
coherent. A reader accessing www.welt.de is directed to the
Welt Online website, which groups elements from the three
national papers, but not the regional one (www.morgenpost.
de is a website speciﬁc to the Berliner Morgenpost). Original
reporting and content production by Welt Online journalists is
starting to take on importance through blogs, podcasts and
even a short video newscast (with images from Reuters). The
website is also open to other newspapers, linking directly to
the FAZ or Der Spiegel in the Zweite Meinung section.
As a whole, the website is perfectly respectable but feels like it
is incomplete, not only because reader interactivity hasn’t yet
developed. Readers ﬁnds themselves in the serious and formal

Bertrand Pecquerie has been Director of the
World Editors Forum since 2003. WEF (www.
worldeditorsforum.org) is the organisation for Editorsin-Chief within the World Association of Newspapers.
From 1989 to 2001, Bertrand Pecquerie served as
CEO of the World Media Network, a press syndicate
gathering major European newspapers (El Pais, La
Stampa, Libération, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Der Standard,
Publico, Le Soir…). From 1996 to 2002 Bertrand was
also in charge of World Media Live, a subsidiary of
Vivendi Universal in charge of international websites.
Formerly, Bertrand was a lecturer at the Institut
d’Etudes Politiques in Paris, France.
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CHAPTER

REACH YOUNG READERS
THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
SECTION 1: what
is social media?

SECTION 2: integrate social
networking into newspapers

SECTION 3: expand your audience through social news sites

SECTION 4: use social media
as practical journalistic tools

Although widely accepted that young people are not picking up

the habit of reading print newspapers as they grow up, it seems that these “digital natives”
are not frequenting online papers either. This is not because young readers are not interested in news; in fact they are very interested. Their infrequent experience with newspapers,
be them print or digital, is more due to the hesitation of the “digital immigrants” that run
the papers to adopt the Internet practices to which young readers are accustomed:
Not a fad: Unlike many “Next Big Things,” social media will not disappear. In fact, it’s
going to evolve substantially and rapidly side by side with the Internet. Newspapers should
begin experimenting with social media to catch young readers which will always expect
the social aspect to be part of their media experience.
Reinforce community: One of the major functions of social media is the construction of
communities. Since newspapers are also built around a loyal audience, they should have
little difﬁculty integrating social media into their everyday operations.
Let readers use newspaper content: Passivity is passé. Younger generations will
forever expect to interact with media. They regularly take the content of others and mix
it into their own original work. Newspapers must accept that the news no longer stops
when the presses halt and enable their readers to use their news.
Expand newspaper trafﬁc: Internet hyperlinks are not only an address of a webpage,
but a great source of publicity. Social media works virally: links spread quickly around
the net as people share content with friends. Newspapers can take advantage of social
media to broaden the reach of their brand name.
Use social media as newsroom tools: The user-friendly programs that are the backbone
of social media have many undiscovered uses. As newspapers experiment with empowering their readers and forming communities, they will ﬁnd new ways in which these simple
technologies can facilitate the jobs of journalists and editors.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

June 2006: MySpace passes
Yahoo as #1 most-visited website

August 2006: The 100 millionth
MySpace proﬁle is created

July 2006: digg expands “coverage”
from technology to general news

December 2006: Time declares
“You” the Person of the Year 2006

October 2006: Google buys YouTube
for $1.65 billion
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What is
Social Media?
Web 2.0
Web 2.0 is the encompassing term for what is
perceived as the second generation of
the Internet in which websites become
interactive with users, an evolution from
the static, didactic sites of the 90s.
Web 2.0 sites, equipped with dynamic
interfaces, provide applications usable

through web browsers which encourage users to contribute their own input,
creating a participatory and social
atmosphere that can only exist in online
media. Some examples of Web 2.0 websites are: Wikipedia, a collaborative
online encyclopedia; ebay, an auction

site where buyers and sellers interact
directly via the Web; craigslist, a classiﬁed advertising website that creates
communities of buyers and sellers.

over 100 million user proﬁles. Users
have a personal page or “MySpace”
on which they list details of their lives
including videos and photos. “Blurbs”
such as “About Me” and “Who I’d like to
Meet” introduce other users to each individual so that they can decide to accept
them as “Friends”. Each MySpace is
equipped with a “Top Friends” area so
that other users can see with whom a
particular person converses. Users are
also invited to leave comments on other
users pages.

a professional studio. Celebrity ﬁgures
have also emerged from the world’s
most popular social networking site and
some celebrities from traditional media
maintain a MySpace page. News Corp
has already opened MySpace sites in
other countries in Western Europe, Australia and Japan with hopes to launch
in China in 2007.

The following four genres of “social
media” all play a role in Web 2.0.

Social networking
Social networking sites aim to unite people by
creating links across digital boundaries. These sites are hubs that create
human networking opportunities as
well as offer social tools and ofﬂine
meeting events. Such tools can
include: classiﬁed advertising, music
downloads, blogs, email services,
photo and video sharing, and birthday
reminders. In 2006, the most popular
examples of social networking were
MySpace and Facebook.
MySpace (www.myspace.com), is the
undisputed jewel in the crown of social
networking. The California company,
started in July 2003 and purchased by
News Corp in July 2005, claims well

MySpace has been particularly useful
for small, local bands, over 1 million of
which have made their music downloadable and thus public without the help of

Because of the rapid growth and
popularity of sites like MySpace
(above) that empower users to
easily publish content for the
world to see, Time Magazine
named ‘You’ its Person of the
Year 2006

Facebook (www.facebook.com),
launched in February 2004 by Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg, was originally created for university students in the United States.
It purports to provide a more intimate
feel than the global MySpace with built
in privacy features linking users only
to their particular networks. The site
works particularly well on university
campuses because it links users to
campus events, local events, community ﬂyers, interest groups, and other
students in general. Users can add to
and adjust their proﬁle with personal
pictures, video, and comments.
In the fall of 2006, several traditional
news organizations signed up with
Facebook to allow users to integrate
news content on their personal pages.
Also that autumn, the site opened up
to the general public but with safeguards intact to maintain the more
intimate feel. At the end of 2006, the
site claimed over 10 million users in
over 40,000 universities networks and
high schools.
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Social news sites
Social news sites such as digg (www.digg.
com), Reddit (www.reddit.com) and
Netscape (www.netscape.com) are
poised to change the way people read
the news. These sites, in varying ways,
organize and prioritize the news through
random yet collaborative human intervention. This is done through users
submitting, rating, and commenting on
news stories for the beneﬁt of an online
community.
digg, launched in December 2004, is
the leader of the pack. Registered digg
users submit links to stories they think
are beneﬁcial for the community. When
other readers read that story, they can
“digg” it, or vote for it, so that the story
moves up the ladder of submitted links.
As a story receives more “diggs” more
people will notice it, read it and eventually vote on it. The stories most voted
for are honored with a spot on the digg
homepage.

digg began as a site dedicated to
technology news but expanded into
general news topics in July 2006.
Users can specify which topic page
they would like to see. With around 10
million users per day, digg’s list of links
changes constantly resulting in a very
dynamic news experience.
Newsvine (www.newsvine.com) went
online in April 2006 with a different
angle to social news than digg. The site
takes a three tier approach: it incorporates an Associated Press news
feed, welcomes links contributed by
registered users and encourages users
to write their own original pieces. All
articles on the site are fair game for
users to vote on. As a story receives
more votes, it moves up “the vine”,
which is also split into “Top Feeds”
(AP stories), “Top Seeds” (links to other
publications) and “Featured Writers”
for those contributing original material.

Towards the end of 2006, Newsvine
was attracting nearly 400,000 unique
visitors a day.
Newstrust (www.newstrust.net) bases
its example of social news on quality journalism, not merely popularity.
During its pilot stage reserved for
invited members, Newstrust conducted
research of traditional media organizations’ code of ethics to create an easily
understandable rating system whose
goal is to help readers know if a story
is balanced, important, provides factual
evidence and all in all sticks to accepted
journalistic principles. Newstrust also
institutes meta-review technologies
which rate the actual reviewers on
certain criteria: the more experienced
and trustworthy a reviewer, the more
weight is placed on his/her critique of
a story. The service ofﬁcially launched
in November 2006.

Social bookmarking / tagging
Social bookmarking sites such as
del.icio.us (www.del.icio.us) and Furl
(www.furl.com) help users to store
and organize links for future reference,
essentially creating a personal online
library. Links are further organized by
dividing them into different categories
known as “tags”. The social labeling
behind such sites is known more speciﬁcally as folksonomy.
As opposed to personal bookmarking,
which is accessible only on an individual’s
computer, social bookmarking links are
saved to a website accessible from any
computer. Users can share their preferred
links with their friends through tagging
sites or by email alerts, RSS feeds or
having the latest stored links posted on
personal websites or blogs.

Tagging is used to categorize articles
on various sites on the Web, including social networking and social
news sites. One tool that some use is
called a “tag cloud,” which is a visual
block of terms on a webpage (see
images). The more a term is clicked on,
the bigger it becomes on the page so

that users can easily determine the most
popular tags. One of the ﬁrst social sites
to use a “tag cloud” is the photo sharing
site Flickr, which provides registered
users with a personal account through
which they can upload photos to the
Flickr server for storage and sharing
purposes.
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Two visions of the Web 2.0 world

A Web 2.0 map of concepts and technologies
This “mind map” of the dynamic digital space of Web 2.0 summarizes the terms and technologies associated with the second
generation of the Internet. Visibly diverse and complex, Web 2.0

is reshaping many aspects of human society that have remained
unchanged for decades, including the production and distribution of news.

© Fabrice Florin, NewsTrust

Popularity vs. Quality in online news
Some pundits fear that social news sites, through which stories
are voted on by users, and news aggregators which implement
little to no human editing, will create a tabloid online news atmosphere. They argue that serious stories, necessary to inform

society on key issues that affect everyday lives, could become
obscure, leaving governments and corporations more inclined
to corruption. Several projects, such as NewsTrust, have been
undertaken to make sure that doesn’t happen.
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Social photo / video
Social photo and video sites use various aspects
of tagging and social networking in their
respective media.
Launched in February 2004, Flickr
(www.ﬂickr.com) is a photosharing site
where registered users upload photos
into a personal account that are displayed on their own page. Personal
page settings allow users to decide
whether all users or selected invitees
can view images. Images are stored
on Flickr servers and are organized by
tagging.

The video sharing site YouTube (www.
youtube.com) is arguably the biggest
new media success of 2006 with over
100 million videos being viewed daily.
Any user can upload videos to the YouTube server to be seen by all. The site
also provides “channels” that act as
personal pages where individual users
that frequently upload amateur material
can brand their user-generated content.
Broadcasters, ﬁlm studios and many
other advertisers also picked up on the
phenomenon, paying YouTube to post
their own branded content.

Continental Europe launched its own version of YouTube, Daily Motion (www.
dailymotion.com), in February 2005. The
site gained wider popularity in November
2006 for amateur videos taken of French
Presidential candidate Ségolène Royal
during un-televised meetings.
Revver (www.revver.com), launched in
2004, hosts only user-generated video.
Users agree to allow advertising to be
posted next to their uploaded content
and Revver splits revenues from those
ads 50/50 with the content creator.

SECTION: 2

Integrate Social Networking
into Newspapers (or vice versa)
Is social networking just a fad or here to stay?
Other sources:
CNN Money,
CNet News

Relatively new on the Internet scene, social networks have attracted a nearly unprecedented number of users in a very short
amount of time. But will their popularity
last? Mixed opinions from journalists
and investors in 2006 demonstrated
that the social media phenomenon is
too young to accurately predict its longterm impact.
A rapid rise seems
advantageous…
-

Investment bank Piper Jaffray noted
at its Global Internet Summit in June
2006 that over the spring, MySpace
surpassed the monthly trafﬁc of MSN
and AOL, two Internet standards, and
had reached about 75% of Yahoo’s
trafﬁc, Yahoo being the world’s most

heavily visited site. In June, MySpace
temporarily surpassed Yahoo to hold
the number one spot.
- MySpace and Facebook expanded
upon their services to improve their
competitive stance against the major
portals cited above, adding email,
instant messaging, blogging as well
as job, video and music stores.
80% of MySpace’s over 100 million
users are over the age of 18, a prime
demographic for advertisers.
… but many problems remain
- Advertisers have little control over
where their ads are placed, a precarious position considering that
the sites exhibit much racy content.
Furthermore, where users expect to

see advertising when surﬁng the Net
through search engines, CNN Money
argued that younger users of social
networks are turned off by what they
consider intrusive advertising.
Some users began to “outgrow” social
networks. An article written by a former
MySpace user who decided to cut his
account for various reasons, the biggest
one being a return to privacy, received a
lot of press and some users followed his
lead. At the end of August ‘06, MySpace’s
trafﬁc dropped 4%, only to rebound once
the school year got underway.
- Young people are ﬁckle and tend to
jump to the “next big thing”, a large problem when companies invest millions of
dollars in the current hottest trend.
- Some users were beginning to have
negative experiences with social network-
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“ Newspapers shouldn’t have a problem
creating social networks since they are already
based around a community of readers.”
ing sites, being contacted by seemingly
dangerous people looking for “friends”.
Loyalty and community belong to
newspapers

• Future

of social
networking sites subject
to debate,
• Is the buzz about
News Corp, MySpace
just hype?

Although newspapers will probably never
achieve the amount of trafﬁc enjoyed by
MySpace, they still have several advantages over social networks:
- Advertisers have long-standing relationships of trust with newspapers that
translate well from print to Web.

- Whereas sites like MySpace are huge
entities attracting large national advertisers, newspapers can play the local card,
keeping the advertisers that their audience needs next to local content.
- Newspaper readers are not ﬁckle and
do not feel the need to move on to “the
next big thing.” They will always crave
quality journalism and as long as newspapers continue to provide them with it,
they will maintain a loyal audience.
- Whereas social networks would have
a hard time creating legitimate news

organizations, newspapers shouldn’t
have a problem creating social networks
since they are already based around a
community of readers.
But for the most part in 2006, news
organizations weren’t exactly sure
how to integrate what is arguably Web
2.0’s most exciting sphere into their
everyday production. If they don’t continue to experiment, however, they will
miss the boat on what is bound to be
a permanent and lucrative ﬁxture of
the Internet.

NEW MEDIA MARKET

Publishing in
the virtual world
of Second Life

Quick geography quiz: which little-known developing region boasts a Reuters bureau, several
reporters, a weekly tabloid, and a broadband television station? The answer exists in cyberspace: the
Second Life (www.secondlife.com) virtual community is fast
becoming an idiosyncratic territory for mainstream media.
Second Life was created in 2003 and has since grown to over a
million “residents.” Users create avatars that “live” within Second
Life’s Internet borders. Second Life has its own self-standing economy, which uses “linden dollars,” named after the fantasy world’s
creator Linden Labs, that can be traded for actual currency.

One of Second Life’s journalistic pioneers is Wagner James
Au, hired by the creators of the site as an embedded journalist
in 2003 to report on community development. He continues to
blog on Second Life issues at New World Notes.
Reuters sent business journalist Adam Pasick (avatar:
“Adam Reuters”) into Second Life to report on the site’s
burgeoning economy in October ’06. Pasick’s job is not the

cakewalk it may seem: the cyberland is worth $3.2 million. By
the end of 2006, well over $500,000 was being exchanged
daily on the site.
Towards the end of November ’06, Channel 4 and the Sci-Fi
Channel created a broadband television channel for the Second Life
community, initially producing one hour of content a week. Channel
4 Radio is also moving in with radio for the avatars.
In December ’06, publisher Axel Springer became the ﬁrst
traditional news outlet to launch a weekly tabloid about avatars
for site users. The German publisher also announced plans to set
up a virtual ofﬁce in Second Life with an actual editor-in-chief and
reporters covering the residents. The English-language magazine
will cost between ten and ﬁfteen linden dollars.
Although Second Life may appear to be nothing but an amusing
distraction to newspaper editors, the recent infusion of mainstream media outlets proves that this is no passing trend. There
is real money at stake. Newspapers should take advantage of
new media markets like Second Life.
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The difﬁculties of integrating global social networks
Other sources:
journalism.co.uk

UK: The Sun unveils
community site and
video content,
• Magazines ﬁnd
Murdoch has great
ideas
•

With all of the Internet hype, it’s obvious that
social and mainstream media are
becoming increasingly blurred. But
youth’s latest obsession, social networking has, for the most part, eluded
the minds behind newspapers’ digital
makeover. Why has it been so hard for
a medium traditionally based around a
community of subscribers to transfer
that community to the Web?
The premier example of an opportunity in hibernation is News Corp’s
purchase of the world’s most popular
social network, MySpace.
In July 2005, at the time of the buy,
Rupert Murdoch, proud of his recent
unconventional media acquisition,
boasted “(News Corp sees) a great
opportunity to combine the popularity of Intermix’s (MySpace’s former
parent company) sites, particularly
MySpace, with our existing online
assets to provide a richer experience
for today’s Internet users.” But at the
end of 2006, after 18 months of parenting MySpace, News Corp still had
little integration to show.

It had, however, expanded upon social
networking in other ways. MySpace
crossed both the Paciﬁc and Atlantic to
launch sites in Australia, Japan, France,
Germany, Ireland, the U.K., a general
international site and was in negotiations via Murdoch’s wife, Wendi Deng,
to launch a Chinese version.
As the spring of 2006 was approaching, there were rumors that Murdoch’s
biggest print title, Britain’s The Sun,
was going to partner up with MySpace.
What actually happened is that the UK’s
most-read daily launched its own social
site, MySun, separately from MySpace.
The goal of MySun was to create communities around the tabloid’s content.
But with features like debates about
the news, invitations to contribute stories and pictures, and an introduction
that read “You are the Editors of the
Sun,” the project felt more like a citizen
journalism initiative, where the focus is
the content, than a social networking
site, where the focus is meeting friends
and creating communities through individual users.

After these trials, News Corp was ﬁnally
able to legitimately integrate MySpace
into its traditional holdings, albeit television. Having already used its UK papers
and TV channels to advertise the launch
of MySpace UK in February 2006, in
late November, News Corp reversed
roles, having MySpace play the publicist. The rights to the popular American
television program Lost were purchased
by Murdoch’s pay service BSkyB from
the public Channel 4. Viewership of the
program immediately dropped by more
than 1 million overnight. So to advertise
the show, Sky decided to partner up with
MySpace making the ﬁrst two episodes of
Lost available for free on MySpace UK.
As for newspapers, winner of the Newspaper Association of America’s
“Best Overall News Site for Papers of its
Size” award, the Spokane SpokesmanReview, took the “if you can’t beat ‘em,
join ‘em” approach. The paper created
a MySpace proﬁle for its award winning
entertainment site, Spokane7.com that
MySpace members in Spokane could
register as their “friend”.

Local social networking works
Other source:
Perhaps the reason why News Corp has
Presentation
by Dan Pacheco
not succeeded in truly integrating its
at the WorldDigital
prized Internet holding is the sheer
Publishing
Conference,
size of MySpace combined with that
London,
of Murdoch’s traditional holdings.
26-27 October, 2006

MySpace may be unbelievably popular,
but it is inherently difﬁcult to translate
online communities to real life from a
selection of 100 million people inhibited
by real-world geographic boundaries.
Even the social functions of MySun are
limiting because the paper from which
it originates is national, selling well over
1 million copies daily.

What works better, and where newspapers can capitalize, is local communities,

Whereas Dan Pacheco (top
left) led the Bakersﬁeld
Californian in creating its
own local social networking
site, Bakotopia, the Spokane
Spokesman Review created a
MySpace proﬁle for its entertainment site, Spokane7.com
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“ The Bakersﬁeld Californian exploited

inexpensive Internet tools to furnish its community with
a social network that has ultimately improved their lives.”
the best example being the Bakersﬁeld
Californian.
Recognized as a new media newspaper pioneer, the 64,222-ciculation daily
launched a social networking site called
Bakotopia in January of 2005. The site’s
own description says it all: “Bakotopia is
an online community for the young, hip
and young-and-hip-at-heart of Bakersﬁeld, California. We’re here to help you
meet, hook up, sell stuff, buy stuff, vent
and much more.”
Maintaining and
growing audience at the
local level
•

The free, award-winning service acts
in a similar manner to its larger relative
MySpace, providing registered users

with their own page to which they
add personal musings and make lists
of “friends”. Music is even one of the
site’s most popular features just like on
MySpace. Local Bakersﬁeld bands have
replaced old-school concert ﬂyers by
posting dates of gigs on Bakersﬁeldbands.com and uploading MP3s of their
latest songs on to their bands’ pages.
But the big difference between MySpace
and the Californian daily’s social network is that the citizens of Bakersﬁeld
can actually meet their “friends” for
coffee any day of the week in real life.
Furthermore, they not only recognize
the names of the bands on the site, but
can go see their concerts without hav-

ing to cross the country. In this respect,
Senior Manager of Digital Products for
the paper, Dan Pacheco, justly refers to
Bakotopia as a “local MySpace.”
Essentially what the Californian has done
is take an already existing community,
its community, and exploited the simple
and inexpensive tools the Internet furnishes to improve the lives of individuals
in that community. At the same time, the
paper’s staff continues to provide that
community with the local news. And as a
community becomes closer, its desire to
know what’s going on within itself grows
substantially, ultimately enhancing the
role of the paper.

SOCIAL VIDEO

What can
newspapers do
with YouTube?

If “podcast” was 2005’s word of the year, newspapers consultant Robb Montgomery predicted that
“video” would be 2006’s election. Considering the
amazing success of YouTube, a social video site,
Montgomery’s prediction was hardly unfounded.
Going live in January 2006, on any given day by the end of the
year 65,000 videos were being uploaded and 100 million videos
were being streamed on YouTube. Newspapers were quick to
join the frenzy.
The New York Times put its venerable stamp of approval on
YouTube in July 2006 when it linked to a video of French football

legend Zinédine Zidane headbutting his Italian foe during the
World Cup ﬁnal. The link only made sense. The paper did not
have its own visual version of the incident but wanted to add
value to its article about the ﬁnal with a visual. The link cost the
paper nothing but contributed signiﬁcantly to the reader’s news
experience.
MediaPost commented, “The use of YouTube’s video infrastructure
by one of the nation’s leading papers… seems to indicate that
established companies are increasingly embracing the YouTube
platform.” Since then, linking to YouTube or embedding a YouTube
video with an article has become an everyday occurrence for many
newspapers and blogs the world over.
The beneﬁts of linking to or promoting content on YouTube
were conﬁrmed in November 2006. The American broadcaster
CBS, one of 19 networks with YouTube uploading deals at the
time, announced a 5 to 7% increase in viewers for two of its
late night shows, partially attributing the new audience to clips
seen on YouTube.
Besides linking to YouTube, newspapers could adopt the global
social news site’s model to their own community. Austria’s Vorarlberger Nachrichten launched its own “local YouTube,” inviting
community members to download their own videos of local
events effectively extending the paper’s video newshole with
little investment.
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Vice versa: social networks solicit newspaper participation

Social network
reaching out to
traditional publishers
•

One way for newspapers to integrate social
networking into their mix of offerings
is to have those very social networks
invite them. At the end of October
2006, America’s second-largest
social network, Facebook, made it
easy for newspapers and other traditional organizations to be found
on its heavily populated site. Just
like social news and bookmarking
sites have been doing (see Section
3), Facebook began offering an easily installable icon to be placed next
to news articles so that when clicked
on, Facebook users could save the
link of the article being read to their
Facebook page. The feature called
“Share” is just that: it allows Facebook users to share the content they
read with their friends.

Not only can users share links, but they
can create a virtual scrapbook of snippets of content, (quotes, photos, videos,
etc.) from afﬁliated sites adorning their
digital proﬁle with copyrighted material. Despite the fact that partner news
organizations would cede some control of their content to Facebook users,
American newspapers did not hesitate
to join. When “Share” was announced,
The New York Times, Washington Post
and Wall Street Journal Online among
others had already signed up.
Why News Corp still had not taken a
similar approach with MySpace and its
newspaper and television holdings by
the end of 2006 is puzzling. The Times,
The Sun, and Fox News are highly recognized brands amongst older crowds

that could feasibly attract a younger
audience through the simple system
of an icon next to online articles. Perhaps the answer to understanding why
Murdoch is holding off lies in the “local”
theory exempliﬁed by Bakotopia.
Facebook, like MySpace, is not restricted
to local geographical areas. But like a
local community (and unlike MySpace),
it embodies a prize niche population;
university students, a demographic and
intellect supposedly interested in what’s
going on in the world. Since young readers seem to be straying from printed
newspapers, once a staple on university
campuses, the new staple, Facebook,
is an effective and useful means of
spreading the online newspaper word
to young readers.

Social networking’s big payoff
Other sources:
eMarketer,
MarketWatch

Social networking may be all the rage. But is it
turning a proﬁt?

News Corp to push
MySpace-search engine
partnership,
• Online advertisers
pour money into social
networking
•

In the beginning, there were some
concerns that the rapid rise in popularity of social networking sites and the
consequent appeal to investors was
premature. Some even hinted a bubble
was forming. Companies were happy
that users loved the services but were
concerned since they hadn’t deciphered a way of creating a meaningful
revenue stream. COO of News Corp,
Peter Chernin, made making money
from MySpace a priority for his company; “We must ﬁnd the sweet spot, the
unique opportunity we have that no one
else can duplicate,” he said.
Sure enough, as new users continued to
ﬂock to social networking sites, advertisers naturally followed, and with them,
money. In August 2006, online business
research ﬁrm eMarketer upped its estimates 25% for the year, concluding that

$350 million would be spent on social
network advertising. By 2010, this number would rise to $2.2 billion, 8.5% of
the total U.S. online advertising budget. MySpace’s ad revenue alone was
predicted to jump from $180 million in
2006 to $525 million in 2007, with the
combined expenditure for other social
networking sites estimated at $200
million. Worldwide ad spend on social
networks was pegged at $1.1 billion
for 2007.
Apart from advertising, big money deals
will likely become more common. In
the hunt for a search engine partner to
facilitate navigation on MySpace and
its Fox Interactive properties, News
Corp signed up Google for a four-year
deal worth a minimum of $900 million in August 2006. The Google deal
combined with the advertising outlook
prompted Murdoch to value his $580
million purchase of July 2005 at $6 billion in October 2006, a hefty payoff.

Obviously this is not the kind of money
that most newspaper publishers can
expect from adopting social networking. But if national advertisers jumped
on the bandwagon for a general site with
100 million pairs of eyes, small advertisers will eventually be attracted to local
social networking sites. Newspapers
should combine their long-established
ties to local advertisers with their own,
branded local social networks. This will
bring local advertisers closer to their
consumers and in turn strengthen relationships between local newspapers and
advertisers.
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Expand your Audience
through Social News Sites
Are social news sites the future of news reading?
As every new innovation has a chance at transforming the market it affects, social news
sites are poised to substantially change
the way in which people, especially
young people, read the news. The rapid
rise of digg.com is especially foretelling.
In July 2006, Frank Barnako at MarketWatch wrote that the numbers for
digg showed that it “isn’t the New York
Times.” At the time, that sounded like
an obvious statement. Since its inception, digg had been a technology focused
“news democracy” whereas the Times
publishes all types of stories. But within
a few months of opening its gates to
other subjects and thus more users, digg
quickly reached and occasionally passed
nytimes.com in page views and rank.
The increase in digg’s trafﬁc is astounding. Having launched in December of
2004, it really took off in April 2006 and
began passing the NYT, which has been
online since 1995, around October 2006.
Towards the end of 2006, both digg and
NYT were hovering near the top 100
English-language websites worldwide
regularly attracting over 10 million unique
visitors a day. But there is a deeper message behind these ﬁgures.

Social Editing: just a
fad or the future of news
reading
•

shows how young people are reading
news today, but how their lifelong reading habits are developing.
One skeptical person quoted in Barnako’s article called digg a “ﬂavor of
the month” and said that the New York
Times will continue “attracting massive
audiences to very hard to duplicate content – for a long, long time.”
Fair enough. But given the numbers and
demographics, more of those “massive
audiences” are bound to ﬁnd NYT material and that of newspapers around the
world through sites like digg. Newspapers should welcome these sites for their
reciprocal function: when a newspaper
reader considers a story diggworthy,
more readers will ﬁnd it, and if more
quality content appears on digg, more
people will continue to use it.

news sites “social ﬁltering sites” feels that
“To understand the social process and its
implications, newspaper companies need
to be conducting experiments.” He cited
two topic speciﬁc “social ﬁltering sites,”
one about sports and one focused on
entertainment, that his consultancy, Morris Group, was playing with. But apart
from those trials, Yelvington couldn’t cite
any others in the newspaper industry,
which for him, and the industry as a
whole, is “troubling”.
The New York Times vs. digg:
Between September ‘06 and
February ‘07, Alexa.com showed
that the two competitors had
similar daily reach, based on the
percentage of Web users per
million that accessed each site

In this respect, media consultant Steve
Yelvington, who prefers to call social

26% of digg users are between the ages
of 18 and 24 and only 10% of them are
over 55. 35% of the New York Times’
online readership is comprised of the
over-55 demographic. This not only

Add social media buttons to newspaper websites
Over the course of 2006, tiny designs began
to gradually appear next to articles on
newspaper websites all over the world.
Many readers may have thought them
to be quaint decorations. But, in fact,
these images serve a purpose.

Sources:
Spokane Spokesman
Review, interview with
MarketWatch

They are social media buttons. When

clicked on, the buttons automatically
save the link of the page presently in
the user’s browser to the user’s preferred
social media account. At the beginning of
2006, such buttons could only be found
on a handful of sites. But by the end of
the year, it was becoming rare to ﬁnd an
article unaccompanied by buttons.

Why add social media buttons to a news
website? David Callaway, editor-inchief of the online ﬁnancial publication
MarketWatch which added digg and del.
icio.us buttons to its articles in the spring
of 2006, decided to provide the links “both
as a service to the reader and hopefully
as a way to drive more trafﬁc.”
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“Social media sites provide a complimentary

editorial function in that they establish a feeling of community
among readers and a sense of being involved.”
Although when interviewed in September 2006 Callaway hadn’t noticed any
notable surge in trafﬁc because of the
buttons, he had some favorable words
for the function that social media play
for news organizations on the Web.
“I think these sites do provide a complimentary editorial function in that they
establish a feeling of community among
readers and a sense of being involved,”
said Callaway. “That’s very important
to any news service, but especially an
online one.”

• Why

not add social
bookmarking to
newspaper websites?

In keeping with the sense of community, The Spokane Spokesman Review,
an American daily based in the state of
Washington, saw tagging site del.icio.us
as a means of providing something
completely different for its audience.

In December 2005, it added a box to
its homepage entitled “Just Browsing”
which shows the latest headlines from
the paper’s del.icio.us account. The links
bring the reader outside the paper’s
domain, but to content which it deems
informational or even entertaining. Not a
bad means of attracting readers.
However, as of December 2006, a year
after it started its del.icio.us feature, it
didn’t seem like the Spokesman’s readership, nor staff, had caught on to the
social bookmarking fad. The Spokesman’s network had only one user, the
same name who tagged every single
one of its 700-odd links. Perhaps even
more telling, only three other del.icio.us
users had signed up as fans to the
paper’s network.

It is very possible that the meager number of readers using the Spokesman’s
del.icio.us network could demonstrate a
disconnect between the paper’s readership and technology. For, example, older
readers that use the site are probably
not inclined to use such tools as they are
not familiar with them. And according to
common assumptions, young readers,
who would be more inclined to use tagging, don’t read newspapers.
Considering these examples, the effectiveness of social media buttons for
newspapers is still up in the air. But
since they’re free, take very little time
set up, and have the potential to spur
trafﬁc and create communities, why not
add social media buttons to newspaper
websites?

Does news have an ‘owner’ on the Web?
Other sources:
TechCrunch

A principal characteristic of Web 2.0 and
one that young readers will forever
expect from their Internet experience
is that users of a website feel like they
“own” it, like a site’s content is theirs
and that they can control it. Clearly,
this is a feature that runs contrary to
the essence of a newspaper whose
content is traditionally produced by
a professional staff and owned by a
publisher. But in adapting to the participatory Web, newspapers need to
modify their conventional perceptions
of where readers stand in the news
hierarchy. Here are some examples of
what happens when users lose their
feeling of “ownership”:
- As the summer of 2006 was winding down, Facebook added a “news
feed” feature which automatically let
other Facebook users know of updates.

But the site’s developers had not considered that some users did not want
everyone to know when their proﬁles
had changed. An immediate backlash
rose from the Facebook community
concerned about their privacy: well over
100,000 users signed an online petition
against the news feed and a boycott
of the site was quickly scheduled. All
the ruckus forced the site’s founder to
respond on his blog and eventually the
power to control their own news feed
was given to the users.
- The social news site digg faced a similar uprising from users through which
the true nature of its “democratic news”
was realized. Groups of users, especially
a core of the site’s most frequent visitors, were all digging each other’s links,
essentially acting together to push the
stories of their liking to the top of the

homepage. In fact, a quick look at a couple of stories that reached the homepage not only showed that the top 19
users had voted for them, but that they
had done so in the same order. Only after
this information was revealed by bloggers did the site’s founder announce

Who ‘owns’ this Facebook page?
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“ Readers desire to make

newspaper content their own by sharing, debating
or integrating it into their own original material.”
that digg’s algorithm would be tweaked
to put more weight on stories dugg by
diverse groups than those of the most
frequent users.

YouTube: users
revolting against social
media sites?
•

- Users of YouTube expressed hostility towards deals the social video
site struck with mainstream broadcasters as well as its $1.65 billion acquisition by Google. Amateurs regularly
posting original material for the YouTube
community’s enjoyment felt left out in
the cold. Why weren’t they, who had
contributed substantially to the site’s
popularity, seeing any of the huge
amounts of money in the deals?

So what do these examples mean for
newspapers in Web 2.0?
Newspapers must empower readers
with their content. Even on the Web,
newspaper readers will not cease to
demand quality, hard-hitting, investigative journalism coming from the top.
But they will also desire to make it their
own in some way, be it sharing the news,
debating it, or integrating it into their
own original material.
If you look closely, many newspapers
already implement tools similar to
social media: “most emailed” or “most
blogged” lists are comparable to social

news sites like digg; online discussion
forums with journalists are becoming more common as are commentenabled articles; and experiments such
as the Washington Post’s “mashups”
with which the paper permits readers
to use its content in their own online
projects to share with the entire world
will gradually spread.
The news no longer stops when the
paper goes to press. If newspapers
empower readers with content, they
will be sure to watch their online audiences grow as the next generation of
their websites evolves.

SOLICITING CITIZEN PHOTOGRAPHY

The French press
vs. Flickr:

In March 2006 thousands of French youth took
to the streets protesting the CPE, a controversial labor law. When two major French dailies, Libération and Le
Monde, solicited reader photos of the protests to no avail, they realized how few of France’s young actually read the newspapers.

titles that most French citizens would surely recognize. Flickr has
only been live since 2002 but already occupies an important
place in citizen photography of current events. In this sense, the
CPE affair highlights newspapers’ failure to connect with the
digital generation.

As of March 19, Libération, which began asking for images of
the rallies on March 10, had no such contributions posted on
its website. Le Monde averaged a paltry 8 images a day after
launching its own initiative on March 15.

Newspaper consultant Jeff Mignon suggested that most of
the demonstrating youth weren’t even aware of the papers’
offers because they rarely read the print or online versions of the
traditional press. In that case, he asked, “Should newspapers
renounce their efforts to attract young readers?”
Although Mignon’s suggestion may be a bit drastic, to win back
the youth market increasingly prone to social media, newspapers could partner up with successful photo-sharing websites
such as Flickr and Photobucket (www.photobucket.com),
or podcasting sites such as Odeo (www.odeo.com). They are
not going away, so why not beneﬁt from the youth connection
these brands bring?

On the other hand, French youth posted their digital shots
with abandon on blogs and photo-sharing websites such
as Flickr. By mid-March, 1,500 photos tagged “CPE” had
already been posted on Flickr, a number that stood at 6,000
in November 2006.
The message is clear: French youth have migrated toward new
media. Le Monde and Libé have existed for decades and are
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Use Social Media as
Practical Journalistic Tools
Facilitate research with tagging
The Internet is now a standard research tool
for journalists, but the plethora of
information can be overwhelming. To
facilitate online investigation without
losing it or becoming confused, journalists should take advantage of social
bookmarking sites.

New Tools for
journalists
•

Vice President of the online information
technology news site Infoworld, Matt
McAllister, experimented with the
popular site del.icio.us when organizing
information from an online newspaper.
He found tagging particularly useful for
three reasons:

1. he could create his own library of
categorized articles
2. the site connected him to other readers’ pages that had tagged articles of
the same subject
3. all tags were constantly updated
with new information as users added
relative articles
Commenting on his experience, McAllister said, “One thing that I really like is
that taxonomies so often become outdated… News evolves so quickly that
you shouldn’t be locked into a closed
hierarchy. So, this way, I can intelligently

tag and display all the rich content on
(the newspaper site), regardless of the
type of content.”
With McAllister’s lead, Amy Gahran
at Poynter suggested that journalists
begin tagging articles for their continual
beneﬁt. She also suggested using the
social bookmarking site Furl to avoid
“linkrot,” which “happens when hyperlinks cease to function.” Furl not only
saves a link, but creates a personal
copy of the page for the user in case
the information on that page eventually
disappears.

Collaborate with wikis
Best exempliﬁed by the online, user-generated
encyclopedia, Wikipedia, a wiki is a
Web tool that allows anyone with access
to a page to edit that page. Taking their
cue from Wikipedia’s stock of well-over
1 million articles, several newspapers
have experimented with wikis:

Wired welcomes
wikis
•

- In June 2005, The Los Angeles Times
had a negative and short-lived experience with what it labeled “wikitorials.”
It posted an editorial online that could
be modiﬁed by the paper’s readers.
Within two days, the wiki was bombarded with spam and illicit material
and had to be removed.
- Despite LAT’s failed wiki trial, South
Dakota’s Argus Leader decided to try
a wikitorial of its own, but with a more
cautious approach. The paper’s editorial editor Chuck Baldwin explained,
“We’ll check your editorials before we
post them. But we won’t edit them
– that could defeat the purpose. They
either meet our standards and they’ll
be posted, or they won’t and we’ll
delete them.”
- In September 2006, the award-winNewspapers could take a cue
from Jimmy Wales (top left) and
his free online encyclopedia,
Wikipedia, using wiki technology
to facilitate collaboration between
newsroom employees working
together on a story

ning magazine Wired invited readers to
modify an article whose ultimate destination was the print edition.
Apart from opening up their editorial
to reader corrections, newsrooms can
also use wikis to collaborate between
journalists and editors. This works particularly well for a team of journalists
separated by distance and pressed
for time. For instance, a foreign correspondent working with an editor in
the newsroom as well as a journalist
in another location could post his ﬁrst
draft on a closed wiki only accessible
by his two colleagues. The second
journalist could then add additional
information and the editor could do
her job all on the same virtual page,
all in real time.
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The End of Top-Down
Journalism?
Social news websites are considered by many in traditional and new
media as causing a monumental shift in the way people consume
news. To get a better idea of just how this is occurring, Kevin Rose
and Jay Adelson, respectively founder and CEO, digg.com (see
explanation SECTION 1), Fabrice Florin, founder, NewsTrust (see
explanation SECTION 1), and Edward Roussel, digital editor, The
Telegraph Media Group (home to the UK’s largest circulated quality daily) joined to debate social news and the impact it will have on
traditional media:
1. Can the wisdom of the crowds be trusted to do the job
with which traditional editorial boards have normally been
entrusted; deciding what is the day’s most important news?

Florin, NewsTrust: The most trustworthy solution for deciding the day’s most important news is likely to combine both
the “wisdom of editors” and the “wisdom of the crowds.”
Good editors will always be needed to sort out the best
information, but quality-based social news networks can be
invaluable resources for them to practice their craft, as well
as training grounds for aspiring editors. In my ideal scenario,
established news publications would include social news
networks in their decision-making process and leverage
the wisdom of the crowds, where appropriate, to further
the public interest.

Rose and Adelson, digg: We are not for placing editors into
any step of the digg process. If you must, think of the people
themselves as the editors. However, we have a much more
egalitarian process for presenting information.
digg was never meant to compete with traditional news
outlets, and its relationship with online news that is gathered
and fact checked by traditional editorial is totally symbiotic.
We drive trafﬁc back to the original URL source, after a collaborative ﬁlter (our registered user base) votes to advance
a story. What makes digg truly unique is that it levels the
playing ﬁeld, because everything – whether it is a personal
blog post, or a New York Times story – carries the same
submission weight. If it is interesting to our user base, then
it will advance. That’s all there is to it.

Roussel, Telegraph: A great editor should be able to lead
the news agenda from the front. A crowd is more likely to
follow the agenda. So the crowd is a good indicator of what
people perceive to be important and reciprocally, editors can
learn a lot from them. But a crowd, by deﬁnition, will never
be leader in news judgment.

2. Do you think that social news sites are changing the conventional structure of mainstream media’s “top-down” (publisher to consumer) journalism? Why or why not?

offer the most promise towards that goal. Over time, as social
news networks become more reliable, I expect that they will
have a profound inﬂuence on how we ﬁlter the news on a

Rose and Adelson, digg: We don’t think traditional media
will change its methodologies for reporting and newsgathering
any time soon, as there is no need. Many news organizations already allow readers to post their thoughts on a piece
underneath the article itself, promoting further discussion. Or,
say perhaps you see a story reported on BBC World News,
there is a good chance you can learn more in depth online
because the space restrictions associated with traditional
broadcast and print don’t exist online. Sharing feedback and
information is the key principle. digg makes this easy to do,
and has an informed community that people see as a huge
beneﬁt and great reason to join.
Florin, NewsTrust: The issue here is not so much top-down
or bottom-up processes, it’s more about how we can best train
ourselves to become better information gatherers, evaluators
and disseminators. An active collaboration between established news providers and social news networks seems to

digg founder Kevin
Rose (right) and CEO
Jay Adelson ready their
shovels to ﬁnd some
‘diggworthy’ content in
a pile of news
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daily basis. It is not clear yet whether they will have the same
impact on how news is gathered in the ﬁeld and edited into
original news feeds. Most people can learn quickly to become
good reviewers, but it takes much more training and practice
to become a good reporter or editor.
Roussel, Telegraph: Yes. They are breaking down the historic
relationship of a news company talking down to its audience.
It is now becoming a relationship of equals. Through the
Internet, there are plenty of ways to ﬁnd out what interests
people. This is very important intelligence that ultimately will
make traditional news companies stronger.

3. Will users of social news sites develop similar kinds of
loyal, long-lasting communities that newspapers establish
with their subscribers?
Rose and Adelson, digg: Absolutely. Users of digg are
connected to thousands of like-minded diggers; not a single
reporter or columnist. In the near future we will be able to make
story/friend suggestions based on your digging interests. Imagine building a community by introducing people with similar
interests - all powered by the simple single click digg.
Florin, NewsTrust: Long-term loyalty is usually a function
of the quality of a service over time, not just its novelty.
As social news networks develop more rigorous editorial

4. Do social news sites act to diversify knowledge more
effectively than a newspaper by providing stories that people usually would not ﬁnd?
Or does the “serendipity of newspapers” trump the popularity aspect inherent in social news sites?
Rose and Adelson, digg: digg is ﬂuid, never static. Think
of it as a snapshot into the instant in time when you log in.
Whatever is on the homepage right then is a representation
of the community for that moment. Because of this you will
ﬁnd stories side by side that no sane newspaper editor would
place together in print, and we think the community gets a
kick out of that.
The site cannot be compared to a newspaper for this same
reason…they are two entirely different animals.
Florin, NewsTrust: Social news networks are better suited
than newspapers for ﬁnding and promoting diverse views or
under-reported stories. This is one of their unique strengths,
as they are not constrained by the same editorial or business
requirements as mainstream news providers. Most of the
best content now featured on social news sites are originally

Digital Editor at The
Telegraph, Edward
Roussel, emphasizes
the value of newspaper
editors over the
“wisdom of the crowds”

processes and reﬁne the quality of their news ﬁltering services, I’m conﬁdent their communities will grow beyond
early adopters and they will increasingly gain the trust of
their members. But they will need to ﬁnd effective ways to
move beyond the popularity contests currently featured on
most ﬁrst-generation social news sites.
Roussel, Telegraph: Yes. We can already see this happening with sites such as MySpace, where young people
ﬂock to share their own content.

provided by established news sources, such as wire services,
newspapers or broadcasters. And some of the diverse content
featured on social news sites can often include misinformation
that a news editor might have caught prior to publication. So
the knowledge we can gain from social news aggregators may
appear more diverse, but it can also be a bit less trustworthy
than we might get from a top rated news provider. Here’s
another case where we could all beneﬁt from partnerships
between mainstream providers and social news sites.
Roussel, Telegraph: There is less structure in the way news
is generated and selected on social websites - and that element of surprise is precisely what makes them attractive. The
structure of newspapers is what makes them popular. So both
have their role to play in the mix.
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5. Is the mixture of blogs and mainstream media on social
news sites dangerous for quality journalism or is there value
in combining the two?
Rose and Adelson, digg: There’s no danger in a completely
democratic forum for content. In the end it’s the quality of the
content that users vote on – not the source. We are of the
opinion that there should be a level playing ﬁeld for all of it.
The mainstream media has already won over a constituency,
and, if they continue doing their job right, they will maintain
and grow that constituency.

from reading diverse viewpoints on important public issues,
whether they originate in blogs, alternative or mainstream
media. But all news providers should clearly label opinion
pieces, so that readers do not confuse them with factual
news reporting. It’s also helpful to differentiate between a
thoughtful opinion piece that fairly presents different sides of
an argument, and blatant propaganda. Social news sites need
to train their members and staff to recognize the difference
between these types of content, and effectively label them
for their readers.

Florin, NewsTrust: Quality blogs add signiﬁcant value to
the public discourse and deserve to be featured on social
news sites – as well as mainstream sites. We can all beneﬁt

Roussel, Telegraph: There is deﬁnitely value. People want
to join in the debate that’s spurred by newspapers. But there
are risks too: un-moderated comment sooner or later leads
to the publication of slanderous comment.

6. Do you think that people read social news sites more for
entertainment purposes or to become informed? What does
your answer mean for traditional news organizations? For
democratic societies?

sites mostly rank content by popularity, rather than quality,
entertaining content inevitably gets more attention than serious content. While this fun, populist approach may be good
for business, it does not help democracy one bit.

Rose and Adelson, digg: People turn to digg to share information and content. Our site is a ﬁlter for information that will
remain communal and democratic. Just like any real democracy, there are leaders and followers within digg, but these
people will continually change and interact. We do not see
traditional news needing to change radically in order to take
advantage of sites like digg, and we are excited about the new
directions we will be able to take social content in the future.

Unfortunately for democracy, many commercial news media
outlets are also adopting similar populist strategies, giving
their audience more of what they want to hear, rather what
they need to know as citizens. Our best hope for reversing this
alarming trend is that we can somehow help citizens develop
an appreciation for quality information over populist entertainment. Social news sites have a unique opportunity to guide
this process, by providing the media literacy tools we can all
use to make more informed decisions as citizens.

Florin, NewsTrust: I think people initially come to social
news sites to get better information. But since today’s social

Fabrice Florin founded
NewsTrust to ﬁll the
gap between tradtional
editors and the content
preferred by social
news users

Roussel, Telegraph: A bit of both. For traditional news
organizations it means you need to ﬁgure out how to make
social news part of the fabric of your content, without devaluing your key asset - your brand. If done well, this will reinforce democracy.
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SECTION 3: the printed word vs.

podcasts and e-paper

The multitude of online competition that newspapers and the media as

a whole face is exaggerated by what is arguably the Internet’s most disruptive trait; the
freedom readers have to browse any source from around the world at will. Increasingly
savvy readers use this new power to customize their news consumption, viewing only the
information they want from only their preferred publications. This ‘personalized news’ has
substantial and unavoidable implications for newspapers:
Empower readers with personalization: Newspapers realizing that the personalization
trend is not going to disappear are providing readers with tools to facilitate their online
reading habits. Branded RSS readers are becoming more prevalent, permitting readers
to subscribe to feeds from any publication while simultaneously highlighting news from
the paper offering the service.
Prepare for a new economy: Traditional, bulk newspaper subscriptions and individual
kiosk sales have been seriously compromised by personalized news. Consumers don’t
want to pay for a package the majority of which they will not read. New business models,
such as micropayments, that correspond with the personalization trend are evolving and
will be a permanent ﬁxture of the media landscape.
Plan for a paperless future: A world without newsprint is a difﬁcult scenario for many
newspapermen to grasp, but it is very likely it will come to pass. Portable, electronic reading devices (known as e-paper or e-ink), are improving rapidly and several are already
publicly available. As the technology becomes even more sophisticated and user-friendly,
the beneﬁts of digital distribution will outweigh the costs of ever-expensive paper and
presses.
Exceed in excellence: Competition from other newspapers, broadcasters and an expansive
blogosphere combined with readers that can ﬁnd content anywhere obliges newspapers to
maintain their high standards more than ever. Any breach in excellence could turn readers
away. And with so much online competition providing alternative, quality information, their
return is not guaranteed.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

April 2006: New York Times website
redesign includes branded RSS reader

October 2006: Google unveils
Customized Search Engine

June 2006: Flemish daily De Tijd
completes world’s ﬁrst e-paper trial

January 2007: iTunes sells 2 billionth song

December 2006: TimesSelect passes
200,000 paying subscribers
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SECTION: 1

Personalization: Custom Made
Newspapers for Everyone
Traditional media’s best practices with RSS

Other Sources:
The New York Times,
MarketWatch

Over the past few years, little orange buttons
have been popping up on websites of
all kinds, representing XML, a computer
language that has provided newspapers with a type of news distribution
previously unimaginable: Really Simple
Syndication (RSS). Websites integrating XML into their programming make
it easier for readers to browse news;
news outlets’ ‘RSS feeds’ can be subscribed to with one simple mouse click,
instantly sending the latest headlines
from those sites to an RSS reader, a
freely downloadable software.
RSS has facilitated the trend towards
personalized news. Newspaper websites divide their RSS feeds into sections,
subjects and even columnists to which
readers subscribe at will. But newspapers
also quickly realized that RSS could be
exploited to provide readers with personalized services, services that ultimately
increase page views and reinforce brand
loyalty while simultaneously helping them
to browse other sources:
Branded RSS readers
- The idea of newspapers allowing for
reader personalization goes back to the
early months of 2005 when The Guardian
and The Los Angeles Times announced
that they were working with media software company Consenda (www.consenda.com) to create their own respective branded RSS readers. Consenda is
the parent company of Newspoint, “a
patented online delivery platform based
on RSS online publishing format.”
- Along with its April 2006 redesign,
The New York Times integrated a personalization feature it calls MyTimes. In
his introductory letter to the redesign,
Editor-in-Chief Len Apcar explained

• NYTimes.com
redesign: engaging the
21st century reader
• The BBC plans
personalized radio
service

Branded RSS readers such as
The New York Times’ MyTimes
feature provide readers with
a means of easily scanning
their favorite Web sources
while keeping readers on a
page of the provider paper,
thus boosting that paper’s
advertising revenues.

that MyTimes “will let you organize
your favorite Web sources of information – from NYTimes.com and elsewhere
– and view them at a glance.” NYT also
added a bonus to its personalized pages:
guidance from the paper’s editors and
journalists in choosing the best sources
as well as a constantly updated view
of the favorite websites of over 24
NYT journalists. Essentially, MyTimes
is a branded RSS reader, and a smart
move for any paper adapting to readers’
growing online personalization habits.
Although users are allowed to subscribe
to RSS feeds from any publication, they
will be ﬁrst, more enticed to subscribe
to feeds from the provider paper and
secondly, will remain primarily on a page
of the provider paper, thus seeing its
advertising. MyTimes launched in beta
form for 5,000 users in July ’06 and
remained in beta as of February 2007.
- In May 2006, USA Today launched
its own branded RSS reader similar to
that of the New York Times. It included
a “My Saved Stories” feature which
allows users to save individual articles
that can be accessed at any time through
an individual’s personal My USA Today
page. The launch came complete with
an interactive Flash tour of the feature
helpful for those not familiar with such
technologies (visit http://www.usatoday.
com/asp/myusatoday/tour/ﬂash.htm).

Customization on and ofﬂine
- Los Angeles-based magazine Reason
(www.reason.com) completely personalized one of its issues for each of its 40,000
subscribers as far back as June 2004. Not
only was it delivered with customized content, but each individual cover page was
decorated with a satellite photograph of
that individual’s residence accompanied
by the headline, “(Subscriber’s name)…
They Know Were You Are!”
- The Times of London integrated an innovative personalized feature to its redesign
of October 2006. Users were empowered
with the option to create individual pages
for the online paper’s travel, automobile
and real estate sections. For example, this
feature could be useful for readers forming
travel itineraries based on Time’s travel
articles or short-listing properties they ﬁnd
in the paper’s classiﬁed sections.
- As part of its iPlayer (www.bbc.
co.uk/imp) service, in July 2006, the
BBC announced plans to offer a personalized radio feature that would use
peer-to-peer Internet technology to
provide “thousands, ultimately millions,
of individual radio services created by
audiences themselves.” The Beeb’s
Director-General Mark Thompson said
that MyBBCRadio would be “as relevant
to individual users as the playlists they
assemble for their iPods.”
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Yahoo and Google target readers’ tastes
Other Sources:
Cyberjournalist,
Reuters

Traditional media are not alone in creating personalized services. Online publications
and search engines are also furnishing
readers with various means of getting
what they want when they want it:

Personalized redesign
for MarketWatch
• Google jumps on the
personalization wagon
• The consequences of
Yahoo’s new homepage
for newspapers
•

- With personalization such a prevalent
trend, it is no surprise that one of the
world’s most recognized Internet companies jumped on board. Google introduced The Google Custom Search
Engine (www.google.com/coop/cse/)
in October ’06. Through this technology, individual users can customize their
search by designating that Google’s spiders scan only speciﬁed websites, not
every website on the Web. Website owners can also paste a search function into
their code that restricts Google’s searchspan to only desired exterior sites. Users
need merely ‘tag’ additional sites they

would like to add to their chosen list. One
of the motivations behind the Custom
Search Engine was that it would help
Google to expand the reach of its main
moneymaker, Google AdSense.
- Yahoo previewed its own personalized features in May 2006, also adding
a ‘social search’ function and expanding upon its human editorial selection.
Instead of one, universal Yahoo homepage, users were given the freedom to
choose the information they would
like to see, from email to the latest
weather report. ‘Social search’ added
a collaborative edge to a personalized
page, showing users what their peers
look for. Expanded editing was developed to add some depth to a reader’s
YahooNews experience. Head of Yahoo
Media Group, Lloyd Braun, aspired
to give readers a comprehensive choice

of stories about a subject from different sources. Said Braun: “We want to
take the user on a journey. We have to
make sure that the user never reaches
a dead end.”
- Dow Jones’ online ﬁnancial publication, MarketWatch, revamped itself
in July ’06, adding a personalization
feature with a twist that it hoped would
keep readers longer on its site. Whereas
most customized services let readers
choose their own preferred content,
MarketWatch’s technology feeds readers extra content related to articles they
read or have searched. Reported MediaPost, “For example, if a user searches
for articles relevant to the South Asian
marketplace, other articles about that
region will be pushed to a speciﬁc personalized section of the front page.”

Enter the personalization start-ups
If newspapers are to develop their own personalized pages for readers, they had
Other Sources:
better do so quickly. A number of keen
Die Welt, The Economist,
DailyMe
entrepreneurs have realized the potential for customized web pages and have
launched businesses of their own:

• Your

personalized
printed newspaper

- In October 2005, the German daily
Die Welt reported that a project to offer
customized news in a delivered, daily
print version was in the works. PersonalNews (www.personal-news.
info), launched by 2 German entrepreneurs, aimed to gather articles from
various newspapers and magazines of
a reader’s choice and publish them in
one, comprehensive newspaper using
digital printing technology. The process
is simple: on a website in the evening,
readers choose the sections they want
to read from the papers of their preference; then the order goes to the printing
house where the individual papers are
printed and delivered. German publisher

Axel Springer signed up Die Welt to
participate in the project.
- Surﬁng his favorite blogs one day, it
hit French entrepreneur Tariq Krim that
it would be much easier to have all the
latest info from those blogs on one page.
Thus, Netvibes (www.netvibes.com/)
was born. Netvibes uses XML (RSS)
technology to enable users to create
a personalized homepage that can be
accessed from any computer, just like
newspapers and search engines have
done. The difference is that Netvibes has
exploded. At its launch in September
2005, Netvibes claimed 15,000 users.
In February 2007, it was expected to
pass 10 million users and had been
translated into 50 languages. Despite
receiving signiﬁcant venture capital in
August 2006, it was still not known
whether Krim could turn Netvibes into
a viable business. Instead of relying on
advertising, Netvibes struck revenue
sharing deals with several Internet

ﬁrms and receives sponsorship from
traditional media, such as the French
business daily, Les Echos, in the form
of ﬁnancial alerts.
- “Online media has the advantage of
being constantly updated… (but) print
has consistently done better (with read-
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ability).” Such is the inspiration behind
DailyMe (www.dailyme.com), a start-up
from media executive Eduardo Hauser
that automatically sends news of readers’ choice directly to their printer. Readers can choose from over 3,200 of the
world’s best-known news organizations
as well as user-generated content that
they would like to see in their own personal digest, updated as frequently as
they would like. Aside from the auto-

matic print option, readers can also
request email updates or access their
personal account through DailyMe’s
webpage. Advertising is included at the
top of each personal page. Launched
in 2005, DailyMe graduated from beta
after successful test-runs in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2007.

The BBC’s iPlayer provides users
with the chance to create their
own radio stations

The unknown consequences of personalization
Other Sources:
Association
of Online
Publishers,
Financial Times

All this talk of customization sounds wonderful:
who would complain about getting only
the news they want, not wasting time
browsing through material that has no
personal signiﬁcance? But reading only
for individual preference could have its
downsides, for newspapers as well as
for society.
Mixed opinions from executives
Two newspaper execs that spoke out
against newspaper personalization in
2006 are Michael Golden, publisher

of the International Herald Tribune,
and Peter Bale, former editor of the
Times Online.
Golden referred to the ‘serendipity’
of newspapers, meaning that when a
reader picks up the print product or
even visits a papers homepage, they will
always ﬁnd something that they weren’t
expecting to see and as a result will be
more informed. Personalized news could
all but destroy the daily hodgepodge that
is newspaper content.

Bale approached personalized news in a
similar approach to Golden, saying that
it makes for a “dull” newspaper and that
newspapers should “give people journeys that surprise them.” But despite
his apparent opposition, he still had
some favorable words for customized
strategies.
For a positive personalization example,
Bale cited, Your BBC News which uses
a “panel of personalized headlines,”
allowing for a comfortable amount of
personalization, while simultaneously,
“ensuring that users are still able to
stumble across interesting stories.”
Also, ‘editionizing,’ whose concept is to
offer various editions of a ‘core product’
with small variations for target audiences, was lauded by Bale as a positive
means of personalization. ‘Editionizing’
allows newspaper websites to “differentiate parent products and focus attention
on the core values of the product.”
Is personalization detrimental
to newspapers?

Personalization of
the newspaper: good
or bad?
• Are big media
companies losing their
grip?
•

PersonalNews (top left) and
DailyMe (left) are Internet-based
start-up companies aiming to
provide newspaper reading
enthusiasts with customized
editions in print form. Netvibes
(above), provides users with a
homepage on which they can
organize their personal, everyday
content needs.

In the world of new media distribution,
some argue that old media are losing
their grip: musicians no longer have to
be screened by music companies to
publish their compositions for the world;
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“ Personalized news makes for a dull read

and destroys the serendipity of newspapers, which
should take readers on journey’s that surprise them.”
aspiring ﬁlm actors or directors need not
await a studio to undergo production and
screenings; and journalists are not the
only people that can report the news.
In this respect, Gary Goldhammer at
the blog, Journalism Hope, argued in
March 2006 that personalities are more
important than big media brand names.
For example, nightly news watchers are
more attached to their favorite anchor
than to the TV station that holds his or
her contract and music enthusiasts are
more dedicated to their preferred artists
than their company label.
Thus, concluded Goldhammer, the Internet has formed a new model: “If every
citizen is a reporter, then every reporter
is a freelancer… Reporters don’t work
for organizations anymore – they work
for (the audience)… In this new model,
reporters, not newspapers or networks,
are the brands.”
XML technology has only contributed to

Goldhammer’s hypothesis; instead of
subscribing to the RSS feed of a section
of a newspaper, readers already tend to
get more speciﬁc, subscribing to their
favorite columnists’ feeds.

want to read the news, analysis and
opinions of their preference, then they
would surely miss the other side of the
debate, only reinforcing convictions that
their own ideals were dominant.

How gravely would newspapers be
affected if their star reporters advised
their loyal followers, ditched their corporate shackles and launched their own,
branded online publications? Numerous
big name bloggers, who started with very
small audiences, already make decent
livings through their websites. What
would stop top journalists, who already
have a large public, from going solo?

It is certainly possible that a like situation could emerge. But considering the
history of the press in society, this is
unlikely. News outlets backing opposing ideologies have always existed and
audiences normally remain loyal to the
outlet that relates most to their own
opinions. Society didn’t collapse under
this dynamic.

Will personalization
polarize society?
RSS use happened to spread across the
United States at a time of great political
polarization leading some media watchdogs to worry that personalization would
only exacerbate the divide between liberals and conservatives: if people only

Now that the Internet gives such easy
access to news of all sorts, it could
be argued that people will be more
inclined to read rival views; where in
the pre-Internet era they would have
spend the time and money buying the
opposition’s paper, now all it takes is a
simple link or RSS feed to know what
the other side thinks.

SECTION: 2

Paying for
Personalization
The New York Times: determined to charge for online content
When they ﬁrst launched their websites in the
mid-1990s, most traditional newspaper
publishers left their Internet content free
of charge to readers. Since newspapers
began on the Web as such, it has been
difﬁcult to make the audience pay.
The New York Times, in a necessary
attempt to establish online subscrip-

tions, launched TimesSelect in September 2005 to mixed reviews from
media commentators and readers.
Limited to certain material from the
business, sports, New York/Region,
op-ed, and International Herald Tribune
sections, TimesSelect caches a mere
3% of the paper’s daily ‘premium’
content, as well as 100 archived

articles per month, behind a pay-wall
(NYT executives would not divulge
how much of their site’s trafﬁc that
3% represented before TimesSelect’s
inception).
Print subscribers receive the service for
free whereas a pure Internet subscription costs $49.95 per year. Other ben-
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THE NEW YORK TIMES

What they’re
saying about
TimesSelect

Martin Nisenholtz, Senior Vice President, Digital
Operations, New York Times

“(Our columnists) ideas are going to be in vibrant
in my view, as important the day after as the day before… I
hope there are enough people who matter in the world who
are going to continue to read the columnists… (Our trafﬁc
will take an initial hit but) we think that within six months we’re
going to be right back to where we are now.” – PaidContent,
September 16, 2005
Diane McNulty, Spokeswoman, NYT

Mickey Kaus, Kausﬁles columnist, Slate
“TimesSelect is TimesDelete! (having removed op-ed columnists
from the online conversation)... It’s yet another coveted supplemental revenue stream opened up by Pinch Sulzberger’s Web
pathﬁnders… Paid content won’t kill democracy; it didn’t before
the Web. But the free content/advertising model for making
money – at least when it comes to opinion journalism – is better
for democracy.” Kausﬁles, September 26, 2005
Jay Rosen, journalism professor, New York University

“It is a little bit ahead of what we thought (would happen by
now)… People who try it seem to like it.” – Editor & Publisher,
January, 2006
“It is exceeding our expectation. It has been a steady growth since
the beginning.” – Editor & Publisher, September, 2006

“If one faction (within the paper) wanted to go the Wall Street
Journal’s pay route, and another wanted to remain free like the
(Washington) Post, then TimesSelect is not a hypothesis for how
to succeed on the Web, but a mid-point between competing
strategies. That alone is reason to worry.” PressThink, September
22, 2005

Nicholas Ascheim, Director of entertainment, video and audio
products, NYT

Vin Crosbie, new media/newspaper consultant, Digital
Deliverance

“Hiding the New York Times’ premium content behind a paid wall
could potentially scare off new generations or readers... ‘New
generations will never get exposed…’ TimesSelect (has) been
successful so far… (but) the company still needs ‘more time to
experiment.’” – MediaPost, February 1, 2007

“(The purpose of TimesSelect) is to satisfy (NYT CEO Janet
Robinson’s beliefs that people should pay for The New York
Times’ online content… of course her beliefs are demonstrably
false… The fact that the premiere newspaper in the English
language is unable to charge for the majority of its online content and isn’t able to generate more than $10 million annually
from charging for its columnists and archives is a quite clear
demonstration that people won’t pay and shouldn’t have to
pay. TimesSelect content would earn more than $10 million
annually if it were offered to everyone for free. TimesSelect is
a failure, as are Ms. Robinson’s beliefs.” – The Editors Weblog,
November 12, 2006

Thomas Friedman, op-ed columnist/author, NYT
“I work for a newspaper... But I believe that all online newspapers should be free, and on principle I refuse to pay for an
online subscription to The Wall Street Journal. I have not read
the paper copy of The New York Times regularly for two years.
I read it only online. But what if my daughters’ generation which
is being raised to think that newspapers are something to be
accessed online for free, grows up and refuses to pay for the
paper editions? Hmmm.” – “The World is Flat” (2005), Farrar,
Strauss and Giroux p. 102.
Steve Outing, media columnist, Poynter, Editor & Publisher
(After receiving many negative emails from readers concerning
op-eds) “(NYT op-ed columnists) spread ideas around the world
that need to be read widely. The Times is being judged on its
mission of serving the public good, not shareholders… I do
wonder if (NYT has) shot itself in the foot not with TimesSelect,
which is a solid business model, but with including its popular
op-ed columnists.” – Poynter, September 28, 2005

Peter Bale, former Online Editorial Director, The Times and The
Sunday Times, London
“The NYT Select subscription system may make sense in New York
where it can be linked to newspaper subscription but for (The Times
of London), both in the UK and overseas… the revenue and reader
beneﬁt remains in making the site as free as possible.”
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“ With TimesSelect,

The New York Times’ op-ed columnists, once the Web’s most
popular editorialists, saw their authority signiﬁcantly reduced.”
eﬁts for subscribers include previews of
Sunday sections, photo essays, specialized email alerts, podcasts and online
interaction with columnists.

Can TimesSelect, and
newspaper subscriptions
in general, last?
•

TimesSelect got off to a decent start.
Two months after its launch it claimed
270,000 members, equally divided
between print and web-only subscribers. Many of these subscribers
took advantage of an inaugural $10
discount.

But this momentum quickly tailed off. As
of June 2006, 500,000 people had ﬁlled
out a TimesSelect registration, but only
175,000 of those were paying subscribers, a small addition of 40,000 in seven
months from November 2005 (in January 2007, 213,000 people had paid for
the service, 627,000 total).
Nonetheless, NYT CEO Janet Robinson
declared that the estimated $6 million
from a paying audience that TimesSe-

lect added to the mother ship’s coffers
“really bodes well,” considering it as
money the company would not have
earned otherwise. Robinson beamed
that the company was so happy with
the results that it was “considering ways
to put more content on pay tiers.”
A closer look suggests that Robinson’s
evaluation can be challenged. (see following article).

Is TimesSelect the answer to online subscriptions?
The New York Times should be commended for
striving to earn money from online readers, a venture from which most other
newspaper publishers steered clear.
But several kinks show that TimesSelect is not the deﬁnitive model newspapers seek.
Do pay walls diminish inﬂuence?
TimesSelect includes many of NYT’s
most venerable columnists, including
the renowned editorial staff. Logically,
TimesSelect should include the paper’s
most popular columnists to entice people to sign up. But the plan seems to
have backﬁred.
A good measure of the popularity of
NYT columns is the ‘most-emailed list.’
Before the TimesSelect pay wall came
into effect, the day’s editorials were
regularly listed as the most popular
stories on the site, sometimes for days
or an entire week.
After TimesSelect, it became very rare
to ﬁnd them among the top ten; all of a
sudden, once the Web’s most popular
columnists saw their authority signiﬁcantly reduced.

What’s worse, their reach suffered in
the “online conversation” of the blogosphere. Whereas the Times editorialists had normally initiated debate,
many blogger pundits swore that they
would not give in and purchase the
plan, adding that the well-known commentators would disappear almost
completely from the conversation
(see TimesSelect box). By stripping
its columnists of the viral advantages
of blog linking, NYT further reduced
their influence.

The following week, the most emailed
list was once again free of TimesSelect
editorials.
The fact that NYT’s editorial staff made
a comeback to the paper’s most popular
articles during a free week only to return
to virtual obscurity with the campaign’s
end suggests that people are still interested in reading the Times columnists
online; most are just not willing to pay
for TimesSelect to do so.

The bloggers proved correct. A November ’06 TimesSelect promotion in which
its walled off content was freed up over
the course of a week, showed just
how much these columnists had been
affected. Over seven days of promotion
and a total of 13 TimesSelect editorials,
only ﬁve made the top-ten email list,
three appearing during the ﬁnal three
days as word of it spread.

NYT CEO Janet Robinson is
optimistic about the numbers that
TimesSelect has shown since its
inception in September 2005. But
with much criticism of the service
from the blogosphere and the
noticeably diminished inﬂuence of
the paper’s columnists, some do
not agree with her.
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“On the Web, readers can easily pick and

choose speciﬁc content of interest at will, rendering attempts
at conventional bulk subscription models extremely trying.”
The Times needs to reﬂect and determine
whether TimesSelect mediocre revenues
(see below) along with the principle that
content should be paid for justify such a
sizeable loss of inﬂuence.

333,000 in one calendar year. Considering nytimes.com was receiving about
8 million visitors daily at this time, the
number of archived articles sold was
minimal at best.

The questionable value of archives

NYT Co. has not revealed how many
archived articles are accessed through
TimesSelect, and looking at the numbers, it can’t be properly determined how
many online subscribers are interested
in the archives: as of January 2007 there
were approximately 627,000 adherents
to TimesSelect, about 213,000 or 34%
of those being web-only, and about $10
million in reported yearly revenues.

Apart from the op-ed writers, Robinson cited the archives as the other
most valuable service included in the
TimesSelect package. Until its launch,
articles more than a week old could only
be accessed online by paying per article
at a cost of $2.95.
Obviously, a $50 yearly subscription
including access to 100 archived articles per month is a much better deal
than paying per article in this case.
But how in demand are NYT archives?
Enough to justify putting them behind
a pay wall?
TimesSelect shuts
out NYT columnists from
the online conversation
• Adapting to online
newspaper readers’
freedom of choice
•

NYT Co. reported that in 2005, before
TimesSelect, it collected $1 million
from archived articles. At a price of
$2.95, that means they sold a little over

But comparing this with the paper’s 1.1
million print subscribers, the company’s
42.6 million unique monthly Web visitors, over 25% yearly increases in online
ad revenues, and $1.2 billion in revenues
for the New York Times Media Group
(mainly the ﬂagship newspaper), the
question remains: would more money be
made from advertising if readers were
able to freely browse online archives
(see TimesSelect box)?

Old business model, new economy
Arguably the principal problem with
TimesSelect is its scope: the paper’s
best columnists are included, but they all
come from unrelated topics. Why would
a subscriber from Hong Kong desiring
to read only the op-ed columnists purchase a package that included the New
York/Region section? Why would an avid
follower of the sports section pay to read
the business columnists?
The fact is, as numerous industries
become more personalized, consumers
are growing reluctant to pay for anything
that is not of interest to them.
News is no different: on the Web, readers can easily pick and choose speciﬁc
content of interest at will, essentially
rendering any attempt at conventional,
bulk subscription models such as TimesSelect extremely trying.
So how can newspapers make money
directly from readers in the new Web
economy?

Micropayments: the new subscription model
The established newspaper subscription business model is dead on the Internet. In
its place, new economics are emerging,
economics in which users will remain
free to browse the Web while paying
minute quantities to access certain
content through a seamless system.
The system on which this new economy
is based is called micropayments.
And as with many new developments,
old media are having problems.
In February 2006, America’s Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
found that subscribers to cable televi-

sion providers would save signiﬁcant
amounts of money if they were given
the option to subscribe to only the channels of their desire (à la carte), not the
standard bulk offering.
Several large companies with interests
in cable TV countered the FCC study.
One Disney executive perfectly demonstrated the thinking of traditional
media: “A la carte is such an appealing and superﬁcial sound bite. All of
the academic and Wall Street research
indicates that at the end of the day, the
expanded basic bundle is the most efﬁcient way to sell programming.”

This executive is not wrong: the ‘basic
bundle’ is deﬁnitely more economically
efﬁcient for the provider to sell content.
But for Internet users, empowered with
choice and personalization, a la carte
wins hands down. This is a trend that
will not reverse itself; media companies
must pay attention.
Take the example of Apple Inc.’s
online music store, iTunes. Where the
old model of buying vinyl records, audio
cassettes or compact discs forced consumers into purchasing an entire album
although they may only have wanted one
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song, iTunes gives users the choice to
pay per song. Users are so happy with
this option that as of January 2007,
iTunes had sold well over 2 billion songs
in less than four years of existence; all
that in the face of free ﬁle sharing sites
plaguing the music industry.
• Adapting

to online
newspaper readers’
freedom of choice

Just as importantly, payment on iTunes
is seamless; users’ credit card information is entered once and every purchase

they make is automatically charged to
their monthly bill.
Music publishers have been more than
satisﬁed with iTunes ‘choice’ model to
reign in users downloading copyrighted
material for free, so much so that several
have launched their own services.

for online content, it is fair to assume
that a similar economy will evolve for
newspaper readers. This is not to say
that subscription services like TimesSelect will disappear; chances are,
newspapers will offer several payment
options to readers. But micropayments
will become increasingly prevalent.

Since news providers are faced with
similar difﬁculties in getting users to pay

Paying little by little has its advantages
Other Sources:
State of the
News Media 2006,
Simon Waldman

If newspapers can no longer sell themselves
as all things to all people, they can sell
individual components to interested individuals through micropayments. Money
is not the only reason for choosing such
a system, however; micropayments also
serve more practical online causes.

gators and bloggers copy newspaper
headlines and excerpts onto their own
sites, the main reason understandably being that those publishers want
remuneration. But the manner in which
they have sought remuneration would
destroy the fundamental characteristic
of the Web: hyperlinking.

Still worried about Google?
First and foremost, micropayments
would help solve the online copyright
issue. As noted in Chapter 3, many
publishers are peeved that news aggre-

Thinking back, publishers could complain that readers have been gypping
them for years; one paid-for copy of their
printed newspaper may be passed on to
two, four or ﬁfty people.

Similar to this practice, online linking spreads newspaper content to
even more people through its viral
nature. The problem is, the original
copy is not purchased and erecting
a pay wall risks incarcerating content that many people, who find it
through blogs or news aggregators,
would otherwise read.
Through micropayments, newspapers
would be able to collect on each unique
visitor, be it the blog that originally links
to an article or the people that click on
the article’s hyperlink from that blog.
Many little payments brought by each
visitor would add up, remunerating
the newspaper while maintaining the
freedom of Internet hyperlinking and
curing publishers’ preoccupations
about news aggregators and blogs
‘stealing’ their content.
Micropayments
give value to archives

Apple’s iPod portable music player
(top left) and iTunes (top right)
online music store, revolutionized
the music industry by giving
listeners freedom of choice.
The State of the News Media 2006
(right) found “With traditional
revenue streams slumping,
newspapers are clearly in need of
new business models.”

Another practical use for micropayments concerns newspaper online
archives. Numerous papers place
much of their older content behind
pay walls, some charging up to $5
an article. This charge automatically
deters many people from reading an
article and destroys the ﬂow of hyper-
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INTERNET ECONOMY

The ‘long tail’
of newspaper
archives

In July 2006, former Economist journalist and Wired
magazine editor, Chris Anderson, released his
long awaited book about the new online economy,
The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business is Selling Less of More.
The book’s main theme is that mainstream media or consumer
hits will fade in importance while niche content will gain ground
thanks to the ease of choice the Internet provides.
If this is to be the future economy, where do newspapers
stand?
From recipes to art reviews, travel columns to fashion, newspapers have an unparalleled range and depth of niche information spanning many years. Throw them all together and the
newspaper becomes a ‘mainstream hit’, not unlike a Hollywood
blockbuster – it offers a little something for everyone.
On the Internet, however, readers can access only the ‘something’
they seek with the ease of a few mouse clicks, which, as reﬂected
in Anderson’s argument, lessens the importance of the paper as
one entity. The value of its niche content is thus raised.
Or is it?
The problem for newspapers on the Web is that there exists an
ever-growing ‘long tail’ of information. Topic-speciﬁc bloggers
who provide their knowledge for free are considered experts in
their areas and readers often turn to them. For instance, people
looking for a recipe may no longer turn to a newspaper’s food and
wine section, but to a group of bloggers who share and discuss
the latest delectable creations. Mountain-biking enthusiasts will
not pick up the daily rag for the information they want; they’ll
turn to an online group of fellow enthusiasts such as Editor &

Publisher columnist Steve Outing launched.
In this sense, Anderson thinks that newspapers should keep
their archives freely searchable, contrasting the strategy of the
New York Times, which puts a price on articles older than seven
days, (and which Anderson also feels charges too much for
its archives). When talking to papers that leave their archives
open, he found that about 40% of their online trafﬁc comes
from “stories older than the current day.” A pay wall would ruin
this practice.
Value can also be added to newspaper archives in other ways.
Take the The New Yorker. In September 2006, the weekly magazine full of literature and investigative stories released a tiny,
portable hard drive with all of its contents back to 1925, a very
valuable product for fans of the magazine.
Newspapers could compile similar marketable products based on
the best articles and ideas from different sections: for instance, a
collection of the best fashion over the past 50 years, or the best
editorials about one administration’s foreign policy.
By editing such compilations, newspapers will still be able to sell
individual archived articles through micropayments, subscriptions
or backed by advertising, while simultaneously attracting new,
topic-speciﬁc readers who might not look to the newspaper to
begin with.
Consider this report. All of the information between its covers
is free online. But printed all together in one comprehensive
package, it is worth much more.

Paying little by little has its advantages
linking. People browsing the news may
be curious to read deeper into an issue,
but the majority won’t pay for it unless
they absolutely need it.

it can be assumed that many people
would have read archived articles if it
weren’t for this price (which stood at
$4.95 in 2007).

ments, sold 1 million songs in its ﬁrst
5 days in 2003, going on to sell over 2
billion by January 2007, all seamlessly
and at $0.99.

Referring back to The New York Times
example, the paper sold an estimated 330,000 articles in 2005 at
$2.95 from approximately 8 million
daily visitors. Although the company
doesn’t release statistics, by surveying
people’s everyday news reading habits

By opening up those archives under a
system of micropayments, effectively
tearing down the ‘wall’ but maintaining the ‘pay’ part of the term ‘pay wall,’
chances are that more people would
access the archives. After all, iTunes,
the music service based on micropay-

Why would consumers pay $5 for a
newspaper article they will read once
and only $1 for a song they’ll listen
to hundreds of times? Newspapers
should consider adapting their pricing
policies accordingly.
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“ Newspapers deserve to be paid for their work

and for the public service they provide. Micropayments may
be the best solution for them to earn money online.”
Get paid, and help advertisers
Apart from having to stop and pay for
articles, users become annoyed every
time that a newspaper asks them to fill
out a registration form. Although the
form may be necessary for newspapers to track whom their readers are
in order to sell advertising more effectively, it is a huge turn off, especially if
a reader only plans on reading a few
articles on a site.
• The “new paradox of
journalism” clariﬁed
• Online newspapers
should un-bundle
content and bundle
business

What’s more, on those registration forms,
people can remain anonymous by easily
ﬁlling in false information about themselves, giving advertisers an askew view
as to who is seeing their publicities.

A system of micropayments would create a true proﬁle of all users that would
follow them around the Internet. In this
way, readers would not have to ﬁll out a
registration form at every new publication they visit, advertisers would know
exactly who is seeing their ads, and
newspapers would earn some money
from readers.
Quality journalism
deserves remuneration
Perhaps most importantly, micropayments would help maintain quality
journalism. If readers know that they
are paying for content, no matter how
incrementally, they will not return to

a publication that doesn’t meet their
standards. Just as with print editions,
one fabricated article, weakly constructed editorial argument, or ignored
story could turn a paying reader away
forever.
Newspapers deserve to be paid for their
work and for the public service they provide. Micropayments will take time to
evolve and will be logistically challenging to implement: newspapers will have
to cooperate on payment models and
their content will be bundled. But in the
new Internet economy, micropayments
may be the best solution for newspapers to earn money for their valuable
content.

SECTION: 3

The Printed Word Vs.
Podcasts and E-paper
Podcasting: newspapers “in stereo”
Other Source:
The Denver Post

Personalization doesn’t only pertain
to text. The array of new media and
new forms of distribution mean that
newshounds are going to want their
customized content through their
medium of preference. Podcasting,
one of the hottest trends on the Internet, has thus invaded the lives of print
journalists.
Papers adapting to multimedia have
quickly picked up on the audio bug,
equipping reporters with digital dictaphones, posting audio transcripts of
interviews and introducing daily podcasts summarizing the top news.

To get an idea of how newspaper podcasting is evolving, particularly the
daily audio news round-up, The Editors Weblog spoke with Rob Curley,
Vice President of Product Development
at Washingtonpost.Newsweek
Interactive, (New Media Director at
the Naples Daily News at the time of
the interview), Guy Ruddle, Podcast
Editor at the UK’s Daily Telegraph, and
Howard Saltz, Associate Editor/New
Media & Strategic Development at the
Denver Post. All three papers have introduced daily podcasts, and although their
three employees agreed that some of
the kinks need working out, they also
urged newspapers to experiment.

Print journalists welcoming audio
Whereas general consensus places print
newspaper journalists low on the list of
media employees willing to experiment,
it seems that those used to the written
word are not that hesitant to distribute
news à voix haute.
The Naples News newsroom jumped
right into the podcasting mood, buying
nearly every journalist a digital recorder
at the cost of about $50. The paper also
bought the technology necessary for
recording phone interviews and began
accompanying print articles with audio
transcripts of interviewees. Curley was
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happily surprised at the amount of audio
material that reporters contributed.
Ruddle had a similar experience. From
the beginning, Telegraph journalists
were very enthusiastic about podcasting. Although some remained hesitant to
actually appear on the podcast, Ruddle
said the fear quickly subsided.
Saltz explained that the Denver Post’s
print journalists don’t participate in the
paper’s daily morning podcast. But
because of the Post’s prior integration
of television and Internet into its everyday reporting, its journalists welcome
innovations.
How to produce a daily podcast
One preoccupation of newspapers
looking to include podcasting is how to
produce them in a way to which readers
can relate. Are readers merely interested
in hearing the print journalist read his
or her article or does it have to sound
more professional to keep the reader
coming back?
The Denver Post began by using a
freelancer with radio background on its
early-morning news summary. Not only
are his vocal skills valued, but his experience in broadcast writing also comes in
handy when adapting the Post’s written
content to audio.
While working for the Lawrence Journal
World in Kansas, Curley realized that
newspaper podcasts sounded kind of
amateur. So for the Naples News project,
he hired different voice talents from an
agency in New York to record different
introductions for the overall podcast, as
well as segment introductions. The Naples
daily audio news also includes background
music similar to a radio program.
Ruddle leads the Telegraph’s podcast
and conducts many of the interviews
with Telegraph journalists. At ﬁrst, Tele-

graph podcasts were declared “inutterably boring” by rival paper, The Guardian, and Ruddle was quick to agree. The
poor review led Ruddle to transform the
podcast, rewriting content to make it less
rigid and adding brief musical segments,
both features which make the daily podcast sound more like a radio program.
Daily radio programs
vs. daily newspaper podcasts
One worry of newspapers considering
experimenting with podcasting is the
fact that live, regularly updated radio
news is well established in most markets, making a ﬁxed, recorded daily
audio update by a newspaper seem
somewhat redundant. But this doesn’t
have to be true.
The Naples Daily News realized the need
to distinguish the paper’s daily podcast
from radio as well as from content in the
print edition or website, so it includes a
daily 5 to 10 minute interview with a staff
reporter who provides an insider view to
a story not available elsewhere.
Ruddle thinks that both media have
their advantages and disadvantages. For

instance, podcasting is ﬂexible because
listeners can call up a download on an
MP3 player at any moment whereas
broadcasters control radio. Still, Ruddle
feels that podcasting will probably never
mirror the speed of news delivery that
radio offers.
Saltz leaves no doubt that live radio has
the advantage over podcasting, but he
says that there is room in the market
for podcasting. MP3 players are everywhere and podcasting costs newspapers very little to produce. Additionally,
as technology advances and MP3 players go wireless, users will be able to
download podcasts anywhere, anytime,
leading Saltz to believe that newspaper
newsrooms would then produce several
updated podcasts throughout the day.
Sustainability
of newspaper podcasts
Obviously for any medium to be successful, it needs an audience and advertisers.
Curley attracted more listeners to Naples
News podcasts by diversifying. Many of
the paper’s podcasts are not daily, but

Three podcast gurus: Rob Curley,
of Washington Post/Newsweek
Interactive (top left), Howard
Saltz of The Denver Post (top
right) and Guy Ruddle of the
Telegraph Group (left) led their
respective newspapers on the
road to audio reporting.
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“ Newspaper podcasts may never equal

live radio, but they open newspapers to new markets,
especially when portable MP3 audio players are so ubiquitous.”
produced when relevant, especially in
the case of local sports.
The audience in Denver was originally
very interested, but Saltz noted that it
leveled off after some time; the paper
was receiving about 2,000 downloads of
the Post’s podcast per month. But as the
medium developed and the quality of the
podcasts improved, Saltz expected the
number of listeners to increase.
Both of the American papers attracted
advertisers before the launch of the pod-

Newspapers’ nascent
podcasting projects in
perspective
•

casts; they were allotted a publicity spot
before the reporters began announcing the news. The Telegraph eventually
added advertising as well and Ruddle
waxed optimistic about the future of the

medium and his paper’s audio offerings:
“There is an enormous amount of interest in (podcasts) and (The Telegraph is
capitalizing) on that.”

PODCAST

Podcast: “a digital recording of a radio broadcast or similar program,
made available on the Internet for downloading to a personal audio
player” – New Oxford American Dictionary

What can newspapers do with podcasts?
Other Sources:
SFGate,
MarketWatch

As newspapers begin to introduce and diversify their audio offerings, podcasting is
establishing itself as a permanent ﬁxture of newspaper journalism.
Bringing back readers to print
The huge mobile device market in
Japan enticed several Japanese
newspapers to adopt a daily podcast,
including the world’s most circulated
paper, Yomiuri Shimbun, which pub-

lishes a 6am audio news round-up for
commuters.
The Japanese business paper Nikkei
also releases a 10-minute morning
podcast which seemed to help its print
circulation. Said one of the podcast’s
users: “I was a reader of the (newspaper) but had abandoned it. Now, thanks
to this new service which gives a lively
side to articles through commentary by
the editor-in-chief, I’ve re-subscribed.”

Podcasts beamed to telephones
The United States’ National Public Radio (NPR), which has a diverse
and popular podcast library, planned
to become the first media outlet to
deliver podcasts to mobile phones in
April 2006. NPR was already a big hit
with consumers because they could
ﬁnd podcasts of programs online that
weren’t distributed by their local radio
afﬁliate. Eight of its podcasts were listed
in iTunes top 100.
By allowing users to download podcasts
to their mobile phone, NPR increased
access for listeners. Newspapers could
learn from this example to spread their
brand and also open up a new revenue
stream, as most companies charge for
mobile content.

Japan: newspapers
turning to podcasting,
Publish more reader
calls: podcasts
• Florida paper to launch
vodcast
• Report shows
consumer podcast usage
not as high as expected
•

‘Letters to the editor’ in audio

The San Francisco Chronicle and
Naples News are two American
papers that have embraced the
podcasting craze. The Chronicle
publishes humorous podcasts
of phone calls from its listeners.
The Naples News took podcasting
a step further to produce,
“vodcasts”, the same concept in
video form.

In January 2007, The San Francisco
Chronicle began publishing the traditional ‘Letters’ column into podcasts.
Receiving dozens of voicemails, emails
and letters per day, the paper could not
print all of them in the column. So it
launched “Correct Me if I’m Wrong,”
through which the paper makes phone
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“ Eventually, people will be able

to roll up electronic screens and stick them in
their pocket, just like they do with newsprint today.”
calls and voicemails available for public
download.
There remains a certain amount of editing, however; the paper doesn’t put just
any complaint online, only those that will
get a rise out of people. The ﬁrst “Correct
Me if I’m Wrong” was a hit, entertaining
a number of people who left comments
on the Chronicle’s podcast page.

level. Hiring a production team that used
simple and relatively cheap equipment,
the daily began a 15-minute Internet
and TV news program focused on local
news to be archived and downloaded on
demand to computer screens or mobile
devices. Publisher John Fish said that
the Naples News vodcast would, “provide more news and content about (our
region) through video than any other
source.”

From print to audio to video
Is podcasting living up to the hype?
Podcasting doesn’t only come for your
ears; mobile video technology has also
spawned ‘vodcasting,’ or video podcasting. Beginning with an easily produced
video blog, or vlog, newspapers can
make their video offerings available for
download on devices like Sony’s Playstation Portable, Apple’s Video iPods
and video-enabled mobile phones.

Despite these innovations, podcasting
may not be as popular as some portray.
Having only emerged on the Internet
scene in mid-2004, podcasting rapidly seemed to be gaining popularity.
‘Podcast’ was even awarded the New
Oxford American Dictionary’s word
of the year for 2005.

Rob Curley did exactly that at Naples
News, although at a more professional

But an April ’06 report released by Forrester Research showed that a mere

1% of online consumers regularly downloaded podcasts. Reasons for such a
low turn out ranged from lack of awareness to the occasionally time consuming
activity of synching an MP3 player.
The Forrester report entitled “Podcasting Hits the Charts,” also cited limited
podcasting content as an explanation for
the 1% ﬁgure, a grounds reﬂected by a
January 2007 Bivings Group study.
“The Use of the Internet by America’s
Newspapers” report found that only 31
of the top 100 US newspaper website
offered podcasting.
But seeing as more papers are experimenting with new media everyday and
podcasting is a cheap means of expanding content, more newspapers are likely
to complement their textual journalism
with podcasts.

Tactile newspapers sans paper
Other Source:
blackenterprise.org

It may seem odd to suggest that the newspaper, a medium that has existed for
centuries, looks to the unrelated ﬁeld
of science ﬁction for insight into its
own survival. But that is exactly what it
should be doing.
In Stephen Spielberg’s 2002 futuristic ﬁlm, Minority Report, based in the
year 2054, a man can be seen standing
on a sidewalk browsing the news on a
colorful, ﬂexible and dynamic handheld
screen, completely oblivious to the technology that preceded the device: paper.
This science ﬁction, however, is already
fact and will likely be a staple part of
everyday life well before 2054.
The advantages of ‘printing’
electronically

Portable, bendable and multi-colored
electronic paper (e-paper) has
already been developed by several
companies. Although the present technology is not nearly as advanced as that
of Minority Report, there is little doubt
that it someday will be.
In fact, in January 2007, UK-based
Plastic Logic announced that it had
secured $100 million from several
venture capital ﬁrms and that it was
striving to produce 1 million sheets of
e-paper with wireless capability and a
battery life of more than one thousand
pages.
Eventually, people will be able to roll
up electronic screens and stick them
in their pocket, just like they do with

newsprint today. The devices will be
Internet enabled, constantly updating
newspaper pages. Advertising will be
automatically targeted to readers’ taste
and location, much more effective and
favorable than the static and predetermined publicities of newspapers on
paper. With such advantages, e-paper
will certainly present the printed word
with serious competition in the eyes of
the reader.
Practical publishing executives will also
ﬁnd major advantages in e-paper, mostly
ﬁnancial. Printing the news on paper is
expensive and becoming more so: the
price of newsprint has skyrocketed over
the past few years, presses cost hundreds of millions of dollars to purchase
and maintain, and the ﬁnal product must
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be delivered most often by lorries that
consume exorbitant amounts of increasingly costly petrol.
On the other hand, distributing news
digitally costs very little, so much so that
in July of 2005, newspaper consultant
at 5W-Mignon Media and MediaCafé
blogger, Jeff Mignon, suggested that
newspapers give branded e-readers to
subscribers as a means of maintaining loyalty while simultaneously saving
money on print and distribution.
Proof of the end of paper?

France: Les Echos to
launch e-paper edition,
Experimenting with
e-paper
• Craigslist is just
the beginning
of newspapers’
technological torment
• E-paper: from virtual
to reality
•

This is the strategy for the French paper,
Les Echos. The business daily announced
in January 2007 that its e-paper version
would be launched commercially in April
2007. The combined cost of subscription and e-paper device was expected to
be around €500. “It’s a win-win model,”
said Les Echos online editor Philippe
Jeannet. “The increased cost is minimal for subscribers, who already pay
€416 a year for the print version, as well
as for the publisher who no longer has to
pay €0.55 for the printing and distribution of each copy.” Les Echos planned
to base their e-paper version primarily
on subscription but foresaw the eventual
integration of advertising.
The world’s ﬁrst real experiment with
e-paper was conducted by Belgium’s De
Tijd. From April to June 2006, the Flemish-language business daily handed out
an e-paper device to 200 subscribers to
survey their reactions and determine the
best business models for the nascent
medium. The results of De Tijd’s trial are
detailed by Caroline Pauwels, head
of Communication Studies at the Free
University of Brussels and collaborator in the project, as a conclusion to
this chapter.
For other papers considering an epaper version, there is some welcome
advice. It appears that e-reader devices
offered by larger companies such as

Sony and Philips are less innovative
and user friendly than devices created
by smaller start-up companies such
as Plastic Logic (UK) or Nemoptic (France). Newspapers will have to
choose between the comfort of working
with electronic giants or the risk of joining with newcomers.
To date, the above are the only examples of newspapers testing distribution
through portable e-papers, leaving us
with little proof of the possibility that one
day electronic devices will totally replace
paper. But these examples, along with
the cameo made by e-paper in Minority Report, are not the only references
to the theoretical demise of the print
medium.
Knight Chair of Journalism at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and author of The Vanishing Newspaper predicted in 2004 that the last
printed paper would roll off the press
sometime in 2040. Epic 2014 (www.

robinsloan.com/epic/), a short ﬁlm about
the future of the media landscape in
the digital age predicted that as early
as the title year, The New York Times
would remain only as a newsletter for
the elite and older generations. At the
2007 World Economic Forum, even
NYT chairman Arthur Sulzberger, Jr.
said, “I really don’t know whether we’ll
be printing the Times in ﬁve years, and
you know what? I don’t care either.”
Considering these cases, nostalgia about
ink-stained ﬁngers turning the pages of
a broadsheet is counter-productive for
newspaper companies whose primary
job is to report and analyze the news.
As long as they continue to do so, maintaining their integrity and quality, the
medium through which they distribute
will be of little concern to an audience
rapidly adapting to the digital age.

At the beginning of 2007, the
French business daily Les Echos
was readying its newspaper for
an electric version adaptable to
Sony’s eBook, a device that can
store up to 500 novels worth of
textual information that can be
read on a screen even in direct
sunlight.
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The e-paper of record
Other Sources:
Center for Citizen
Media, PaidContent

The New York Times partnered up with software giant Microsoft to create its ﬁrst
step towards an e-paper edition, Times
Reader, introduced in April 2006. The
goal was to provide readers with an
onscreen experience comparable in
quality to reading print.
Times Reader looks more like the print
newspaper and is easier to navigate and
read than articles on nytimes.com. The
software for the reader is easily downloaded to users’ computers.
NYT Co. Chairman Arthur Sulzberger, Jr.
solicited the project because he wanted
“to be able to engage our readers in a
way that they’ll spend more time with
our content.”
Microsoft’s Directors of Advanced Reading Technologies, Bill Hill and Michael
Cooper were brought in to develop the
necessary technology, resulting in three
principal physical innovations:

- paginated layout, which means that
readers don’t have to scroll down the
page to read the news
- ClearType, a new font backed by
a multitude of studies which showed
people read it 5% more quickly and
retain 2% more material
- An adaptive layout that ﬁts to the
screen the reader is using
Arguably the most innovative feature of
Times Reader is its capability to constantly upload pages to be stored on a
user’s device, be it a desktop, laptop, or
tablet PC, which can be read when the
user is not connected to the Internet.
At the 13th World Editors Forum in
Moscow, Cooper noted that this allows for
a new kind of advertising: ads include an
embedded link that transports readers to
another page giving more details about
the product without having to connect to
the Internet. This has the potential to bring
in more print-like ad revenues.

Of course, with universal Wiﬁ or WiMax
Internet capabilities predicted to be
around the corner, accompanied by
constantly connected portable devices,
this innovative feature might not remain
so innovative for long.
Center for Citizen Media Director Dan
Gillmor was also skeptical. Not only did
he comment on Times Reader under the
headline “Newspaper faces tomorrow
by retreating,” suggesting that Times
Reader wasn’t the next ‘big thing’, he
ﬁgured that what was really going on
was that NYT was anxious for new revenues. In February 2007, PaidContent
speculated the same after noting that
Sulzberger declared that as the paper
shifted towards the Internet, readers
would have to pay for the Times online
and that the company was looking at
“different approaches.”
Although the Times announced no deﬁnitive plans to do so, Gillmor and PaidCon-

SPORTS RIGHTS

From the
World Cup to
the Beijing
Olympics

In early 2006, football governing body FIFA caused
a major uproar over sporting press freedom. The
group announced restrictions on World Cup coverage including placing an embargo of two hours
after the draw for photos to be posted on web sites,
including newspaper sites. FIFA explained that the delay was
meant to protect its commercial contracts with licensees who
spend millions for the rights to show the event live.

Several international newspapers, news wires, and new media
outlets expressed their concern over the restrictions through the
World Association of Newspapers arguing that newspaper
web coverage does not threaten broadcasters and that the rules
inhibit the free ﬂow of information.
After entering into talks with WAN, FIFA reduced the embargo by
small increments, eventually allowing photos to be posted at the
ﬁnal whistle, but never during matches. FIFA also speciﬁed that
only ﬁve photos per match half and two per extra time would be
allowed for web publication. When the talks reached a standstill

in February ’06, FIFA dropped out of any further negotiation,
much to WAN’s dismay.
In March ’06, FIFA rejoined the discussion, ultimately removing
all of the original restrictions. The FIFA settlement was boosted
by the fact that all press organizations were united behind WAN.
What is more, the FIFA restrictions were regarded as highly
unethical as football is considered news of the public domain
and not “private entertainment.”
The victory underscored the continued need for online press
freedom in the sports world. WAN’s success with FIFA may be
good news for sports journalists reporting on the 2008 Beijing
Olympics. Restrictions on Olympic sports coverage will hopefully be minimal or nonexistent.
Following the FIFA affair, WAN has created a Sports Media
Working Group to examine the issue of Internet and broadcast
rights in various sports from cricket to rugby. The group will
certainly be working overtime during the countdown to 2008.
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“ The Times-Microsoft TimesReader

collaboration has liberated the newspaper from the
design constraints Web browsers place on designers.”
tent realized just how easy it would be for
the paper to charge readers in a traditional
subscription-like manner to download the
reader and receive the more pleasantly
readable content. With industry titans
such as Media News Group CEO, William Dean Singleton declaring that free
online content is the “biggest threat to the
entire industry,” their assumption might
not be too far off.

American publisher Hearst liked Times
Reader enough to launch its own, similar
venture with Microsoft; The News Reader.
Unveiled in February 2007, The News
Reader was ﬁrst made available to readers of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

tronic devices carried by the masses,
the newspaper industry should watch
closely. Depending on its popularity
during its Beta run, Times Reader could
determine the future of onscreen and
e-paper reading.

With such positive reactions and the
prospect of popular, portable elec-

What’s more, a study released in February 2007 conducted by the Norwegian Media Businesses Association showed that paid-for versions of
newspaper’s PDF offerings, not exactly
the same product as Times Reader but
a similar idea, were overwhelmingly
unpopular, accounting for a mere 0.07%
of total newspaper circulation.

Experimenting with
e-paper: Microsoft,
NYT and De Tijd
• Online adverts “very
intrusive” says Microsoft
• The New York Times and
Microsoft come up short
• New York Times charges
for Times Reader?
•

Despite this pessimism, reactions to
the ease of use and readability of NYT
and Microsoft’s product were generally favorable. Online magazine Slate’s
editor-at-large, Jack Shafer originally
cancelled his print edition after NYT’s
April 2006 redesign. When Times
Reader was released in Beta, Shafer
quickly ditched the website: “Sufﬁce it
to say… the Times-Microsoft collaboration has liberated the newspaper from
the design constraints Web browsers
place on designers.”

Microsoft’s Bill Hill is one of the
innovators behind The New York
Times electronic reading software,
TimesReader. The technology
enables users to capture a copy
of the Times website to be read
when ofﬂine on a laptop or tablet
PC (at left) and is more reader
friendly than newspaper websites.
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E-ink Editions: No Replacement
for the Print Paper... Yet
By
Caroline Pauwels
In the course of 2006 the Flemish ﬁnancial newspaper De Tijd (content), Philips and iRex technologies (device), Belgacom
(network), Agency.com and i-Merge (both interactive
advertising agencies) joined forces with the Flemish Interdisciplinary Institute for BroadBand Technology (IBBT)
to explore the technicalities, user attitudes and business
models regarding the e-paper.
The eReader, a reading device based on the e-ink technology, was tested in a living lab setting by 200 test users
for a period of 2,5 months (April-June). Each day De Tijd,
as well as personal documents in PDF format, could be
downloaded and read.
The test users constituted a representative sample of De Tijd
readers. This implied that the panel had a non-typical proﬁle
as it mostly consisted of more highly educated men, with high
computer skills and a busy job.
This living lab was the ﬁrst (worldwide) in which such an
e-Reader device was used for newspapers. The devices
used in this living lab were prototypes and therefore the test
panel was confronted with a number of technical limitations
and dysfunctions.
Lessons learnt on user appropriation
Firstly, comfort of use seems the device’s ﬁrst asset. All the
participants in the test panel unanimously acknowledged the
excellent screen quality of the eReader (the e-ink screen).
It was rated very highly, since users considered the reading quality to be equal to that of ‘real’ paper. In contrary to
normal computer screens there is little eyestrain when using
the eReader for extended periods of time and the screen

E-PAPER BUSINESS MODELS: KIOSK MODEL

is even readable in full sunlight. Therefore the eReader is
mainly perceived as a reading device. The screen quality,
the portability and the fact that it can embed a lot of content
(multiple titles of newspapers, ebooks etc. on a single and
compact device) are strong enablers in a possible shift
towards a digital reading device. Another functionality panel
members were interested in, is taking notes. Only a very
small group was also interested in the combination with
existing PDA functionalities such as reading e-mails and
calendar functionalities.
Furthermore, the eReader is found to be particularly handy
in specific situations in which people are mobile, but in
which it is not easy to read a real newspaper. The test users
used their eReader when using public transport, in the
car (in traffic jams) and even while walking. The eReader
was also seen as an ideal travel companion: people can
download their daily newspaper abroad, and books and
travel guides can be stored on the eReader device, saving
suitcase space and weight.
Secondly we found that despite new uses, old habits indeed
die hard. The digital paper therefore has to link to the look
and feel of its printed version. People do not only expect
the same functionalities from the digital newspaper as the
printed version, they also want to operate it in the same way.
This is the case on all levels: navigation, structure, content.
People stick to traditions, therefore it is important that the
paper on the eReader delivers the same level of comfort
people are used to with the traditional paper. This means
that the operation and navigation of the device should be
as intuitive as possible, as people need to combine more
computer related skills with their traditional newspaper read-
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ing habits. Furthermore, the eReader has to enable some
of the old habits associated with newspapers, like saving
and archiving articles.

De Tjid ’s e-paper
experiment received
mixed reviews from
readers. One of the
positive aspects of the
trial was the device’s
portability.

Thirdly the role of the newspaper as aggregator of news remains
very important in the digital version. People subscribe to a
speciﬁc newspaper for the balanced content it offers, and this
is what they also expect in the digital version. The interest in
functionalities such as personalised content, news alerts or RSS
feeds is therefore and perhaps surprisingly rather low. Additionally the newspaper brand operates as a trust model to readers:
they see it as a certiﬁed and trustworthy source. As newspapers
will keep their function as news aggregators, the only thing that
really changes is the way they are distributed.
Importantly, most of the respondents think that a bug free
eReader could replace the traditional newspaper in the long
run. 49% of the e-paper projects’ panel members is indeed
willing to buy the e-reader device when fully operational.
Obviously, a few technical limitations with which the trial was
confronted need to be solved. The eReader has to be stable
and fast with a long battery life span, and the e-paper has
to be easily downloadable. In the meanwhile and based on
the trial ﬁndings, the e-Reader device has indeed undergone
some upgrades and new software updates were made available which improved the device on a number of the issues
addressed during the living lab period.
But what about the underlying businessmodel?
Concerning business models for the e-paper device, four
scenarios were developed based on a literature study. They
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Larger selection of content
One platform for all content
Newspaper retains editorial
function

New initiative so:
• Higher start-up costs
• Need for individual
marketing and branding
Newspaper looses customer
relation

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

New platform for digital news
One open standard

Conﬂict over revenue sharing
Conﬂict over advertising
Intermediary risks to
become dominant
Intermediary shifts toward
role of content provision

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES: KIOSK MODEL

were discussed in interviews with important players in the
Flemish media, publishing and telecoms industries. Those
scenarios were drawn up based on two crucial uncertainties.
The ﬁrst one is related to openness: can each information
provider (such as a newspaper or magazine) directly upload
information onto the device, or does one sole actor have control over this? The second uncertainty is related to the nature
of the content: will content be delivered in an aggregated or
a non-aggregated way?
The simplest model deducted from these variables is the
newspaper model, in which only one publisher uses the
e-Paper device as an “electronic extension” of its own
paper edition. In the kiosk model the newspaper continues
to exist as a complete product, but multiple newspapers
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can be put onto one device, as well as magazines, course
books, own documents etc. This situation is comparable
to the present, real life newsstand. In the iTunes model,
the complete newspaper is no longer the only item offered
(the “album” on the analogous popular music service), but
separate articles (“tracks”) can also be bought and read;
moreover, in this model one actor provides the reader with
the e-Paper device as well as with the media content.
Finally, in the web model the e-Paper device is freely available in stores, and the reader is equally free to download
all media content – newspapers and magazines alike but
also separate articles – onto it.
The kiosk model seems the most appropriate model
The opinions on what constitutes the best and/or most
plausible scenario for e-Paper in the short and long term
were very diverging among the actors interviewed. Nevertheless, some clear patterns could be discerned.
The newspaper model could constitute a plausible strategy
in the short term, but in the longer term more open models
– such as the kiosk model or the iTunes model should be
aimed at. Most newspapers and content producers foresee
that there is room – and necessity – for an independent
platform to bring content together. It is important to note,
however, that existing, similar platforms (mainly existing
on the internet) cannot simply be transposed to the news
industry. Scenarios need not be mutually exclusive: it is
perfectly possible that a newspaper and a device manufacturer both aim to realise the newspaper model in the
short term, but keep the possibility open to develop other
scenarios such as the kiosk model in the longer term. Also,

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Higher selection of content
Single platform for al content
Strong personalization
possible
Strong compatibility between
service and device possible
Might be in line with
changing user experience

New initiative so:
• Higher start-up costs
• Need for individual
marketing and branding
Newspaper looses
customer relation
Newspaper looses part
editorial function

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

New platform for digital news
Possible high market
penetration of single device

Conﬂict over standards
possible
Conﬂict over revenue
sharing possible
Conﬂict over advertising
Intermediary might to
become dominant
Intermediary might shift
towards content provisioning

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES: iTUNES MODEL

it is not inconceivable that an evolution in business models
occurs over time, particularly if the technology gains ground
and multiple devices come to market. It is important for
newspapers to take this into account and to avoid investing
in systems and technologies that lead to a path dependency
or that are not adaptable, compatible or interoperable.
For the end user, the kiosk model seems the most appropriate business model, as this means the reader can access
different titles of newspapers, books and magazines on a
single device at a reasonable cost. Only then this device
will become a worthy adversary for the printed paper.
Nevertheless, as of yet it remains unclear to what extent
this technology will cause a revolution within the global
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newspaper industry. It is our opinion that the drivers to
establish such a revolution are diverse, strongly correlated
to each other and subtle. In order to obtain a wide adoption
there has to be a sufficient amount of content available,
‘free’ as well as ‘fee’ content and the content should be
easy to access but also easy to share among users. Devices
should be widely available and affordable for the user, so
that both content providers and end users understand
and acknowledge the value proposition. Finally the user
should be able to maintain control over its device and the
content at all time. Therefore a subtle balance between a
structured and controlled and a more open environment
has to be achieved. Only then the e-ink technology is, on
the long term, able to go back to the future.
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